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1 Executive Summary
1.1

Summary

This document details Horizon Energy Distribution Limited’s (HEDL’s) plan to effectively manage its
network assets from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2030. The document follows on from HEDL’s 2019 Asset
Management Plan (AMP) and reflects HEDL’s continued evolution of its asset management practices, the
challenges HEDL face and plans to address these.
Recent advances in HEDL’s asset management practices include:
•
•
•

Improved budgeting and fleet asset condition reporting capabilities;
Improved alignment of HEDL’s network strategy, planning and budgeting through to the delivery of
planned work; and
Revision to the business strategy, planning framework, and inspection programme to align with our
recently in-house developed risk model.

In addition to this, HEDL has made significant progress towards ISO550001 accreditation. HEDL invited
an external auditor, Covaris to assess the gap between HEDL’s asset management practices and
ISO55001 requirements. The review has identified several areas of improvement and as a result, our
strategy, planning and performance sections have been improved as a result. The implementation of
HEDL’s Asset Management System (AMS) in early 2018 represents a significant milestone towards
HEDL’s ISO55000 journey and is expected to be fully operational by the end of 2020. This will allow the
business to develop Asset Health Indices that will take into account condition as well as age, and use a
more comprehensive asset data to improve resilience and risk-based replacement and renewal planning.
HEDL’s research papers published in the 2019 Electricity Engineers Association (EEA) conference,
indicate the impact of behind-the-meter solar and battery technologies to date has been minimal, and will
continue to be so for this planning period of this AMP. Nevertheless, HEDL has adopted a close follower
strategy in the deployment and adoption of new technologies and the business will be undertaking further
network analysis and monitoring to adapt to future changes as the need arises.
As well as informing HEDL’s stakeholders on decision-making and investment decisions, the AMP
describes HEDL’s stewardship role in providing a sustainable, long-term electricity distribution network for
the benefit of HEDL’s shareholder and stakeholders.
This AMP is a working document and therefore represents the views and plans of Horizon Networks as at
the date of the report. Throughout the year, HEDL continues to optimise its practices and individual
investment decisions, and any changes will be reflected in the following year’s AMP. As a result, HEDL
gives no assurances that any individual project will necessarily be implemented as described in this AMP.
This AMP includes the required information that must be disclosed to meet the regulatory requirements
contained in section 2.6.6 (1) of the Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012
(consolidated in 2015). These regulatory requirements are cross-referenced in Appendix A1 and the
disclosures have been provided in Appendix A2.
The Executive Summary provides an update on significant achievements in the last financial year and key
challenges/focus for the current planning period. Sections 1.4 – 1.11 summarise the content of the major
sections of this AMP.

1.2

Significant Achievements

The organisation has made significant progress towards Horizon Energy Group’s (HEG’s) vision, of
becoming New Zealand’s most trusted multi-disciplined infrastructure services partner. HEDL’s staff and
systems resilience was well and truly tested in 2017 with the closely timed weather events from Cyclone’s
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Cook and Debbie in April, and the subsequent flooding of Edgecumbe. The organisation responded well
following the loss of supply to over 75% of the Network, with the majority of customers’ power restored
within 12 hours. To improve and learn from the events, HEDL analysed the resilience and criticality of their
network assets. This included improving planning data for HEDL’s fleet management and budget allocation
towards resilience projects in the current AMP to maintain and develop the network to minimise outage
time and regulatory breaches. HEDL also completed Asset Health/Failure Mode analysis projects and
developed a Criticality Framework based on UK’s DNO Common Methodology. In FY20 HEDL has
successfully used this Framework to prioritise asset inspections and replacements based on the health
index and the risk of their network assets. In addition, this framework is also utilised for our planning and
budgeting process. The model is depicted as in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: HEDL’s Risk-based Model for Asset Inspection and Replacement
Some of the key highlights of the past financial year are as follows:
•

•
•

Following the acquisition of the Te Kaha 50 kV assets from Transpower in 2018, HEDL has
committed to improve the overall long-term reliability and security of supply on the East Coast
(Opotiki and Te Kaha customers) and as a result, a 1.2 MVA backup Diesel generator is installed
at the Te Kaha zone substation to address any unforeseen events that may cause long duration
outages;
Development of mobile-based asset inspection scripts for major asset types is completed and
integrated with HEDL’s new AMS;
An asset risk-based inspection programme was developed and launched where the assets are
inspected based on the risk obtained by the recently developed in-house risk model;
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The Air-Break-Switch (ABS) replacement program with enclosed switches has accelerated in the
last financial year to help reduce the impact of unplanned outages. Over the last three years, over
100 ABS’s have either been removed or replaced, including 26 ABSs as of March 2020;
The Single Strand Conductor (SSC) replacement program has been progressing and it continues
to reduce the risks associated with SSC on the network. Approximately, 8km out of circa 12km of
HV SSC and 25km of circa 55km of LV SSC has been replaced as of December 2019. The
remaining HV & LV SSC is committed to be removed by 2022;
Replacement of Stainless Steel DDOs has been progressing well. Almost 44 stainless DDOs have
already been replaced. HEDL is committed to remove/replace all Stainless Steel DDOs on the
Network backbone by 2022;
HEDL has developed and deployed a risk-based vegetation management system (Xivic) by
leveraging the vegetation database and available business intelligence tools. This has already
significantly improved our approach to planning vegetation work based on risk.
Completion of an Impact analysis of behind-the-meter technologies for Ohope and the results
indicate HEDL will be able to meet the demands without any major upgrades to the Network in the
current planning period;
Completion of a feasibility study and Request for proposal (RFP) process for a micro-grid
arrangement at Te Kaha to optimally operate the 1.2MVA diesel generator, in conjunction with a
grid-size battery and potential for photovoltaic (PV) system;
Completed reviews and optimised processes in a number of key areas including the Disaster
Recovery Plan (DRP), B4UDIG1 processes, Asset Inspection Policy, Asset Inspection Methods,
Data Management Methodology, Data Quality Management Policy, Defect Identification and
Prioritisation Process, New Connection (NC1) process, Internal Project Workflow process, External
Project Workflow Process and Regulatory disclosures;
Developed and deployed a number of business intelligence (Power BI) based reports for Asset
Inspection progress, planning and scheduling; Vegetation management; Defect management; and
B4UDIG reports. Also, a number of other reports are being currently developed, tested and planned
to be deployed by FY21;
Migration of Asset data into the AMS including the new Te Kaha 50kV acquisition;
Adoption of advanced Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) platforms and business
intelligence tools such as Office 365 and Power BI; and
Recruitment of staff equipped with advanced analytical skills and development of existing staff with
those skills has been a key focus.

Some of the other activities HEDL is undertaking to enhance the network include:
•
•
•
•
•

Utilising the newly enhanced, more flexible and resilient communications network for SCADA field
devices and investigating the use of smart meter data to indicate outages and issues on the
network, as well as allow dynamic load transfer;
Exploring trial sites to leverage Internet of Things (IoT) technology to enhance monitoring of the
network;
Expanding the monitoring of selected LV assets using IoT technology to provide insight into
changes in consumer demand;
Utilising drones for asset condition monitoring and surveying large areas of network; and
Issuance of bulk work to contractors to achieve better efficiencies, economies of scale and
improved reliability with less frequent planned outages.

The above steps will assist us to respond to the impact of edge technologies, should additional investment
be required in response to changes in consumer behaviour.
1

Online cable locating service before excavation.
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Key Challenges

There has been limited growth on the network as evidenced by the volumes delivered, however localised
peak demand continues to increase and drives the requirement for investment on certain parts of the
network.
Some of the network challenges HEDL face are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Increased demand within the Opotiki region: The sub-transmission system and 11kV distribution
system around Opotiki will require further investment during the planning period, with the past 3year compound growth rate at 2%, population forecast to increase and the potential for further step
change load increases. With the acquisition of the Te Kaha 50kV transmission lines and the
associated substation, planning for the Opotiki substation include building a 33kV sub-transmission
supply is underway. This will be subject to Transpower upgrading the 110/11kV transformers at
Waiotahi to 110kV/33kV as part of their life-cycle replacement. An 11kV supply at Waiotahi would
be retained to provide backup to the Opotiki Substation. The 11/50kV T5 transformer at Waiotahi
could be relocated to Opotiki to then continue to supply Te Kaha at 50kV. Access to the T5
transformer depends on negotiations with Transpower as T5 was not part of the Te Kaha asset
transfers. The medium-term plan is to convert the 50kV Te Kaha circuit to 33kV;
Potential capacity shortfalls given possible step-changes in load: There have been a number of
reports in the local media announcing the possibility of large water bottling loads ranging between
17-34MW and some potential wood processing activity in areas of the network that are currently
unable to support the demand without significant investment. HEDL will continue to monitor
developments and work with interested parties to provide suitable network and non-network
solutions;
Future load growth in the Whakatane urban area: A study was undertaken considering the benefits
of increasing the size of Kope zone substation, developing new zone substations at Mill Road, or
another substation closer to the Central Business District (CBD). The recommendation made was
to retain Kope as a 16 MVA substation, and to plan for another 16 MVA substation closer to the
CBD. Future load has been forecasted using existing organic growth rates. These forecasts show
a likely need for the CBD substation development within the next 10-year period. A possible CBD
substation site has been acquired. HEDL plans to commence CBD substation design in 2027;
however, any step change load request in either area could trigger accelerated development of
these substations. Longer term, a substation at Mill Road will likely be required, but only if justified
by significant load growth;
Asset Information, Health and Condition data accuracy has been a historical challenge for the
network and wider industry. With the recently developed and deployed mobility-based field
inspection programmes, accuracy and quality of the data is expected to improve significantly over
the next regulatory period. This would not only provide confidence in the asset data but also result
in improved fleet management and budget forecasting;
HEDL has also been actively assessing the impact of distribution edge technologies (such as solar
and batteries) on the future of the network. HEDL was an active participant in the Electricity Network
Association initiated New Zealand Transform study and conducted its own research when
investigating possible solutions to improve the security of supply at Te Kaha. The conclusion from
both instances was that the impact of edge technologies on the electricity landscape was going to
be minimal in the short to medium term. HEDL’s strategy for the near future is to monitor the impact
of such technologies while preparing HEDL to respond quickly as their adoption and impact
accelerates; and
HEDL is closely following the work that the Electricity Authority is undertaking with Data/Data
Exchanges as HEDL firmly believes that all interested parties should have access to customer data
to provide more meaningful pricing signals to avoid inefficient investments, efficiently respond to
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outages and to enable better investment decisions and outcomes. However, in the absence of
access to information held by meter owners and retailers, HEDL has continued to monitor the
impact of these edge technologies using models and HV data. A feasibility study for the potential
development of a micro-grid in and around Te Kaha has also been completed. It suggests that
micro-grid solution comprising of Diesel generator and a grid scale battery is likely to be a suitable
option, improving resilience and reliability for Te Kaha.

Section 2 – Introduction

1.4

This section introduces Horizon’s Network, its history, the area it serves and its asset base. Minor changes
have been made in this section compared to last year, with the structure re-aligned and key network
statistics refreshed.
Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose of the AMP - to provide long-term requirements and specific work programs over the 10year planning period from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2030;
Approved for release - this AMP has been approved by the Horizon Energy Board of Directors on
26 March 2020;
Ownership - Horizon Networks’ (HEDL) is 100% owned by the Eastern Bay Energy Trust (EBET),
which in turn is owned by the consumers who are connected to the electricity network;
Role in Industry - HEDL is an electricity distributor, providing the infrastructure to transport
electricity from generators and the National grid to customers; and
Area covered – HEDL supplies the Whakatāne, Kawerau, Te Kaha, Galatea and Opotiki areas.

Section 3 – Asset Management Framework

1.5

Section 3 highlights the approach HEDL takes to managing its assets. The section also details:
•
•
•

•

The alignment between HEDL’s Corporate Values, Asset Management Policy and Asset
Management Objectives (AMOs);
Asset Management Framework covering objectives, targets, strategy, tactical planning,
organisational structure, tools and governance;
Organisational structure, roles and responsibilities of:
o The Board of Directors;
o Executive Management Team;
o Network Management Team;
o Field Operations – Horizon Services Ltd (HSL); and
o Support Services.
Information Management System approach to Risk Management;

Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HEG’s vision is ‘To become New Zealand’s most trusted multi-disciplined infrastructure services
partner’;
HEG’s mission statement is ‘enabling our customers to focus on what matters most to them’;
Asset Management Framework has been revised and formally published;
AMOs have been developed and published;
The HEG of which HEDL is a part of, is the responsibility of the CEO and is governed by an
independent Board of Directors;
The General Manager (GM) of Network and Technology continues to be responsible for managing
HEDL’s network;
Responsibility of ICT has been shifted from Chief Financial Officer to GM Network and Technology;

Asset Management Plan 2020-2030
•
•
•
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•
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Horizon Services Limited (HSL) is now managed by GM Utility Services;
The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for all Commercial and Regulatory functions;
Horizon holds AS/NZS 4801 certification (until 2020) and 7901 Public Safety Standard compliance;
To align ourselves to the industry’s best practices, Horizon is committed to becoming accredited to
ISO14001 (Environmental Management System), ISO45001 (Occupational Health and Safety
Management System) by 2020 and ISO55000 (Asset Management) by 2022; and
HEDL’s Asset Management Framework is designed to effectively manage their network assets
over the assets full life as illustrated in Figure 1-2 below.

Figure 1-2: Asset Management Framework

Section 4 – Asset Management Strategy

1.6

This Section describes the linkages between HEDL’s Asset Management Strategy, AMOs and
Stakeholders’ needs and expectations. It describes the strategies HEDL has put in place to manage our
assets, evaluate our asset management performance and implement improvements.
Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
•

Stakeholder Strategy – These comprise the Supply Quality, Fault Response and New Connection
strategies. The strategies are designed to address the needs and expectations of our stakeholders.
A clear alignment has been established between stakeholder needs, strategy and the performance
targets;
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Asset Management Policy - Defines the key principals we follow to manage our assets. Leadership
is committed to driving the Asset Management Policy, Corporate Values and Corporate Objectives
within the organisation;
Asset Lifecycle Strategy - Describes the asset Justification, Acquisition, Operation and End of Life
strategies and processes;
Enablers Strategy - Describes the choice and use of AMSs, financial systems, SCADA and
communications system infrastructure, geospatial systems, information management systems and
other non-network assets. The Enablers Strategy is directly linked to our AMOs. In all cases HEDL
strives to minimise operational and capital expenditure and maximise efficiency by appropriately
targeting the investment spend; and
Asset Management Operation Strategy - Describes the works management, field services, safety
management, environmental management, inventory management and outsourcing strategies.

Section 5 – Network Performance Targets

1.7

This section covers performance targets for Safety and Environment, Customer Experience, Network
Performance, Asset Stewardship and Operational Excellence. The performance presented in this section
is up to Financial Year ending 31st March 2019.
Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and Environmental Performance data reveals the Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR)
slightly above its target;
No new Customer Experience survey has been conducted in FY20;
Network Performance (other than unplanned SAIFI) was slightly below the FY19 target;
Adjusting for the adverse weather events clearly shows that HEDL has performed consistently in
the Commerce Commission EDBs ranking;
Asset Stewardship performance was on FY19 target; and
Average self-assessed AMMAT score for FY20 is 2.98 out of 4.00.

Section 6 – Network Planning and Transformation

1.8

This section covers HEDL’s network planning strategy, specific challenges, the type of customer base and
future development plans for all HEDL’s distribution areas over the planning period. This section ends with
HEDL’s Network transformation initiatives to prepare for new technology and changes in customer
behaviour in the future.
Key highlight/details for Network Planning are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

HEDL’s network is broadly separated into five separate distribution areas: Whakatāne, Opotiki,
Kawerau, Galatea and Te Kaha;
HEDL serves a total area of approximately 8,400km2; with approximately 25,000 customer
connections;
HEDL’s Network supplies large commercial customers such as the Kawerau and Whakatāne Mills,
Timber processing plants, Edgecumbe Dairy Factory, OPAC and dairy and horticultural customers;
The network includes sub-transmission at 50,000 volts (50kV), 33,000 volts (33kV), distribution at
11,000 (11kV) volts and low voltage supply (400/230V) to a mixture of urban and rural customers
utilising over 2,500km of cables and conductor;
The network currently carries a peak load of 90MW. This peak load is supplied by three GXPs and
embedded generators connected to our Network (HV and above). Over 539GWh of electricity was
delivered to customers in 2019. The network consists of over $133M of installed fixed asset
infrastructure to achieve this;
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HEDL’s network planning principles remain the same, which includes future needs identification;
Feasibility assessment, including options analysis and costing studies; justification, whereby
business cases are prepared, and budget approvals are obtained; and implementation, including
design, procurement, construction and commissioning;
HEDL’s Network Planning process is based on Risk Management, Business Continuity Plan,
Disaster Recovery and Regional Coordination;
Demand Forecasting and Growth methodologies have been refined with the use of the new load
data from the SCADA database;
Network Security levels, Service Levels, Asset Ratings, and the role of network reliability in
planning broadly remain similar;
Network resilience planning has been updated with additional criteria used to assess Overhead-toUnderground Conversion;
Continual improvement has been made to management plans for the newly acquired Te Kaha 50kV
assets. The circuit is in reasonable condition and a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) has
been investigated to work in tandem with the Diesel Generator as a back-up supply for both
planned and unplanned outages. HEDL will maintain most of the critical spares for the circuit in its
stores;
Network resiliency and public safety have driven undergrounding projects for all areas that have
been tentatively planned and are subject to change according to the business needs; and
Some key initiatives and specific development plans for distribution areas and zone substations
such as the Opotiki development, and preparation work for large industrial customers are
highlighted.

Key highlights/details for Network Transformation are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.9

HEDL is committed to the Open Network Framework where consumers will be able to connect their
smart devices, operate Distributed Generation (DGs), operate Demand Response (DR), and use
the network for peer-to-peer trading of electricity;
BESS has been identified as a potential solution to improve the reliability of the Te Kaha supply;
HEDL is collaborating with Vector and Eastland Networks on trialling Vehicle-to-Home (V2H)
technology that could be used to support homes during outages or at peak times in the future;
HEDL is using the University of Canterbury’s (UC) DGHOST model to assess the impact of smallscale distributed generation on HEDL’s low voltage network;
Bench testing to retrofit a control unit to existing sectionalisers (ENTECs) is underway. If this is
successful, it could provide a solution to replace failing relays on these switching devices currently
in service on the network;
SCADA Fault Location, Isolation and Service Restoration (FLISR) functionality is being tested in
semi-automatic mode in selected parts of the Network. HEDL plans to assess the functionality in
semi-automatic mode before the system is deployed in automatic mode;
HEDL plan to test OH Fault indicators that can increase SCADA fault visibility and reduce fault
response time, as well as LV monitoring devices for improved data resolution; and
The AMS Mobility Platform has been launched and deployed to field staff as part of the Asset
Inspection Programme and Fault works. Other field works will be slowly migrated from paper-based
forms to the mobility platform.

Section 7- Fleet Management

This section describes HEDL’s approach to manage its fleet of assets. Fleet management considers the
risk/health/age profiles for each asset type, along with the allocated budget for the asset type for the
planning period and the rolling average expected annual spend based on age and risk.
Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
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The fleet management section now covers all the 50kV assets in Extra High Voltage (EHV)
category along with 33kV assets;
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) unit rates have also been reviewed and where possible, capitalised
asset averages have been used with assumptions to account for efficiencies in installation of
multiple assets;
HEDL has developed a fully functional risk model to analyse the risk associated with the individual
assets in the Network. The model helps to prioritise projects based on Asset risk;
A significant amount of work has been completed on automating, validating and aligning Network
strategy, network planning, fleet management and budget forecasts using Excel and Power BI
based tools. This investment should enable faster development of enhanced analysis for future
AMPs;
HEDL continues to advance its asset replacement forecasts and plans based on asset risk. Further
advances are expected as HEDL moves towards a risk-based decisions on Asset Life Cycle and
Delivery strategy;
HEDL has also developed and deployed a risk-based Asset Inspection program, these inspection
results and transaction history are recorded against each asset in our AMS and this will enable
HEDL to define and incorporate refined fleet strategies into our Asset management practices;
Overhead line hardware forecast increases from around $2.79M in FY21 to $3.74M by FY25 to
proactively manage the condition of the asset; and
A step change in the time-based 11kV and 33kV cable replacement program will take place just
beyond the 10-year planning window. HEDL envisage diagnostic techniques to assess cable
condition are likely to get more mature as the industry faces similar issues and allow for a
smoothing of this expenditure.

1.10 Section 8- Financial Summary
This section covers the financial summary of the Network and Non-Network capital and maintenance
budget forecast. This year’s financial summary is influenced with the purchase of the Transpower Te Kaha
assets, allowing us to optimise the sub-transmission network into Opotiki and plan several Overhead LV
and HV conductor reliability-based replacement projects, scheduled to be delivered in FY21.
Key highlights/details from this section are as follows:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Every year the network reviews the bottom-up model of the operational and capital expenditure
based on the current state of the asset and the future needs. The current expenditure forecast for
the next regulatory period from FY21-25 is $18.8M and $37.2M respectively for network operational
and capital expenditure;
For the equivalent regulatory period presented in the 2019 AMP the expenditure was: Operational
Expenditure (OPEX) $18.2M and CAPEX $37.7M. The 2020 AMP budgets are consistent with this
and the slight increase in the OPEX budgets is due to the acquisition of Te Kaha 50kV transmission
lines and the Te Kaha substation;
Additional CAPEX expenditure is currently forecast in the period FY26-30 and the levels and timing
will be refined in future AMPs;
Following the acquisition of the Te Kaha 50kV Transmission line and the Te Kaha substation, HEDL
has planned a number of capital reliability projects and a few major projects that leverage the Te
Kaha 50kV lines and Opotiki substation development across this current planning period;
The Asset replacement and renewal projects are being reviewed in conjunction with the developed
risk model outputs and further refinement can be expected in the 5-10-year planning period;
A targetted risk-based undergrounding projects have been planned in the Whakatane, Opotiki and
Kawerau regions and are scheduled across the current planning period; and
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The Fault and Emergency category budget has been increased based on our recent experience of
severe weather events, and the expectation from weather modelling that such events will recur;

Table 1-1 presents a summary breakdown of the forecast network capital and operational expenditure for
the next 10-year period. The changes in the total Network OPEX2 for the two regulatory periods are due
to the Te Kaha 50kV OPEX, increase in Fault and Emergency category budget, change in Asset Inspection
strategy going forward and changes due to adjustment of input costs between forecasts. Table 1-2 and
Table 1-3 present the Non-Network CAPEX and Non-Network OPEX forecasts.
Table 1-1: 10-Year Projected Expenditure on Network Assets
Projected Expenditure
($M)

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Maintenance
Routine and Preventative

$1.13

$1.13

$1.10

$1.13

$1.11

$1.09

$1.08

$1.08

$1.02

$1.15

Refurbishment and
Renewal

$0.86

$1.00

$0.85

$0.87

$0.91

$0.87

$0.93

$0.87

$0.87

$0.88

Fault and Emergency

$0.90

$0.90

$1.08

$0.90

$0.90

$0.90

$0.90

$1.08

$0.90

$0.90

Vegetation

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

Maintenance Total

$3.70

$3.84

$3.84

$3.71

$3.73

$3.67

$3.72

$3.85

$3.60

$3.74

Capital
Customer Connection

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

System Growth

$0.54

$0.64

$0.30

$0.28

$0.46

$0.10

$1.29

$0.51

$4.22

$3.00

Reliability - QoS

$0.59

$0.05

$0.73

$0.43

$0.07

$1.32

$1.15

$0.47

$0.00

$1.74

Reliability - Legislative

$0.12

$0.12

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$1.61

$1.90

$0.44

$0.48

$0.31

$0.30

$0.28

$0.15

$0.15

$0.15

$4.78

$3.84

$5.78

$5.82

$6.47

$7.37

$7.46

$8.19

$6.88

$6.28

Asset Relocations

$0.26

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

Capital Total

$8.11

$6.79

$7.51

$7.27

$7.57

$9.36

$10.45

$9.58

$11.51

$11.44

Total Budget ($M)

$11.81

$10.63

$11.35

$10.98

$11.30

$13.03

$14.17

$13.43

$15.10

$15.17

Reliability, Safety,
Environment (RSE)
Asset Replacement and
Renewal

Table 1-2: Non-Network CAPEX
YEAR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Total ($k)

625

100

100

100

100

100

350

150

100

100

Table 1-3: Non-Network OPEX

2

YEAR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

SONS ($k)

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

Business Support ($k)

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

The sum of Service Interruptions and Emergencies, Vegetation Management, Routine and Corrective Maintenance and Inspection, and Asset Replacement
and Renewal expenditure
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YEAR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

TOTAL ($k)

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

1.11 Section 9 – Improvement Plans
This section discusses HEDL’s vision for the future and some of the development plans underway that will
allow HEDL to achieve its AMOs and continue to align itself with emerging industry and regulatory trends.
HEDL shares the Commerce Commission’s view that sound asset management practice is an integral
means of improving efficiency and providing services at a price and quality that reflects the demands of
electricity consumers.
Key highlights/details of HEDL’s Asset Management Improvement are illustrated in the Figure 1-3 plan are
as follows:
•
•
•

HEDL’s Asset Management Improvement plan revolves around Asset Performance Information,
Delivery Strategy, Resilience & Sustainability and Asset Renewal. The Asset Health Inspection
Program combined with Mobility are two main enablers for the improvement plan;
HEDL has committed to fully operationalise the Criticality Framework and Risk based planning by
2021, leveraging the newly acquired AMS and the mobility solution (FieldReach);
Section 9 also discusses a large number of Asset Information, and Planning and Operational
Improvements which HEDL is committed to make in the next FY to help improve Network Planning,
Fleet Management, Budgeting and execution of works plans.

Figure 1-3: Asset Management Improvement Plan
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2 Introduction
2.1

Purpose

This document details Horizon Energy Distribution Limited’s (HEDL’s) 10-year plan to effectively manage
its network assets from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2030. The Asset Management Plan is a working document
that drives the Company’s capital and maintenance planning processes, providing information to
stakeholders about HEDL’s project and operational plans, and expenditure justifications.
The plan is based on recorded levels of service, asset information, currently available stakeholders’
requirements and the experience and knowledge of Horizon Energy Distribution Limited (“HEDL”) staff
and key contractors/consultants. The plan does not commit the Company to any specific project or work
mentioned in the plan and HEDL may change the plan at any time to reflect the changing needs of the
business or new information.
This plan was approved by the Horizon Energy Distribution Limited’s Board of Directors on 26 March 2020.

2.2

AMP Structure

This introductory section describes how the Asset Management Plan (AMP) is structured, reflecting refined
asset management practices and the way in which HEDL identifies and prioritises its expenditure. It also
describes the history and current ownership structure of HEDL and describes the Electricity Network that
it owns and operates.
Section 3 - Asset Management Framework describes how corporate values and objectives translate
into asset management strategy, demonstrating clear alignment between corporate policy and the day-today operations through measurable Asset Management Objectives (AMO). It describes HEDL’s
organisational structure and the responsibilities of each of the principal groups along with all the enablers
to achieve Asset Management Objectives.
Section 4 – Asset Management Strategy describes the means by which HEDL achieves its targets and
meets the needs of HEDL owners, interested industry bodies such as Electricity Authority and Electricity
Networks Association, district councils, external service providers, landowners and the public. HEDL
strategy comprises four broad elements: Customers, Assets, Delivery and Enablers. The term ‘Enablers’
refers to the asset management tools and infrastructure HEDL needs to operate efficiently and effectively.
Section 5 - Network Performance Targets describes HEDL’s targets, historical performance and
analysis. The performances are grouped broadly into the following categories:
•
•
•
•

Safety and Environment;
Customer Experience;
Network Performance; and
Operational Excellence;

Section 6 - Network Planning and Transformation describes how HEDL track, cater for network growth
and security needs and achieves annual service level targets. It also describes the principles behind the
analysis and improvement of network security, reliability and resilience to storms and other unforeseen
events. It describes how HEDL use risk-based methods to prioritise expenditure and goes on to outline
some of the specific plans HEDL have for each region. HEDL’s approach on Network transformation and
implementation of new and innovative technologies are also explained.
Section 7 - Fleet Management describes how HEDL identifies and prioritises asset refurbishment and
renewal expenditure. It goes on to outline some of the specific plans for each asset class and each region.
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Section 8 - Financial Summary details HEDL’s projected expenditure for the current planning period to
accomplish HEDL’s objectives and plans set out in previous sections.
Section 9 - Improvement Plans describe initiatives HEDL is taking to improve its asset management
practices and performance of its electricity network in the immediate and long-term future.
The appendices contain the Schedules the Commerce Commission requires to be disclosed and this Asset
Management Plan has been prepared in accordance with section 2.6.6 of the Electricity Distribution
Information Disclosure Determination 2012 published by the Commerce Commission in October 2012. For
completeness, the information contained in each of the reports required under sub clause 2.6.6 (1) has
been cross-referenced in Appendix A1.

2.3

HEDL History

HEDL is 100% owned by the Eastern Bay Energy Trust (EBET).
In 1994, the former Bay of Plenty Electric Power Board was corporatised, and the name was changed to
Bay of Plenty Electricity Limited. Bay of Plenty Electricity became the first electricity company to be listed
on the New Zealand stock exchange. The Bay of Plenty Consumer Trust was formed at that time and
gifted 25% of the shares.
The 1998 Electricity Industry Reform Act required energy companies to separate their network business
from the business of retailing and generating electricity. Bay of Plenty Electricity sold its retail and
generation business, together with its name for $25.4M. That part of the business is now called Nova
Energy and is owned by Todd Energy. The remaining assets were transferred to a new company, Horizon
Energy Distribution Limited (HEDL), with the Trust retaining its 25% shareholding.
In December 1999, the Trust purchased the Horizon Energy shares that were held by United Networks
Limited, increasing its shareholding to 77%, thus becoming the majority shareholder.
In July 2015, the Trust was successful in purchasing the remaining shares in HEDL and is now the sole
owner. The company was delisted from the New Zealand’s Exchange (NZX) in 2015. In 2016, HEDL
operationally re-branded itself and its contracting division (formerly Horizon Services) to Horizon Networks
– note the two divisions still remain separate legal entities.
In July 2018, HEDL purchased 50KV assets from Waiotahi to Te Kaha and the Te Kaha substation from
Transpower.

2.4
2.4.1

Network Description
The Electricity Supply Chain

HEDL’s role in the electricity supply chain is shown in Figure 2-1.
Electricity Retailers purchase electricity from Generators through the Electricity Market and utilise the
assets owned by Transpower (the Transmission asset owner and operator) and electricity distribution
companies like HEDL to transport the electricity to the end users. Transpower transports electricity
nationally and electricity distribution companies distribute it regionally. All segments of the supply chain
are subjected to a level of regulation through Government bodies such as the Commerce Commission and
the Electricity Authority.
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Figure 2-1: HEDL's role in the Electricity Supply Chain
Typically, end user charges comprise fixed fees to cover the Transmission and Distribution companies’
connection costs, and variable fees proportional to the volume of electricity consumed. The industry is
currently undergoing pricing reform that is likely to result in other forms of charging becoming more
prevalent such as Time of Use or Capacity charging to allow consumers greater flexibility to manage their
costs.
2.4.2

Network Overview

HEDL supplies the Eastern Bay of Plenty and draws electricity from three Grid Exit Points (GXPs), owned
and operated by Transpower, and one Generator operated by Southern Generation Limited Partnership.
The Network includes sub-transmission systems operating at 50kV and 33kV, distribution systems
operating at 11kV and low voltage supplies at 400V and 230V.
The service areas are bounded by Otamarakau to the West, Cape Runaway to the East, and Lake Rotoma,
Kaingaroa and Ruatahuna to the South (see Figure 2-2). The network is broadly separated into five
separate distribution areas: Whakatāne, Kawerau, Te Kaha, Galatea and Opotiki. The distribution areas
are predominantly rural with some urban networks in Kawerau, Opotiki and Whakatāne.
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Figure 2-2: HEDL’s Network Outline
The assets on HEDL’s network start from the terminals at the GXP and Generator interfaces and end at
the customer’s property boundary. In certain instances, HEDL also own assets within the customer
boundary. These are primarily 11kV assets for major customers or part of the 11kV network. All meters on
HEDL’s network are managed by meter equipment providers and retailers. The key statistics relating to
HEDL’s Network are provided in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Key Statistics
KEY STATISTICS3

3

Area Supplied

8,400 km²

No. of Customers

25,259

Peak Demand

92 MW

No. of Zone Substations

12

Electricity Delivered to Customers
Embedded Generation
(above 0.5 MW and connected to 11kV)
No. of Distribution Feeders

539 GWh

As of 30th of Nov 2019

33 MW
42
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2,004 km

Underground Circuit Length

589 km
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Distribution Area Overview

HEDL’s Network spans five distinct distribution areas. Due to the low population density in the region,
these distribution areas each have only one supply connection to either a generator or the national grid
via a GXP.
Each distribution area has a unique mix of terrain, geography and load profiles. Consequently, the assets
deployed, and the asset management challenges in each distribution area vary considerably.
The following sections describe each distribution area in detail.
2.5.1

Whakatāne

The Whakatāne region represents the largest load on the network. It extends from Otamarakau and
Manawahe in the West to Ohiwa in the East and Ruatoki in the south. The network is supplied from the
Edgecumbe GXP at 33kV and contains five zone substations. HEDL also owns and operates Fonterra’s
electrical network in its Edgecumbe facility.
The area is easy to service as the main service depot is located in the Whakatāne township. Most of the
area is situated on easily accessible, reclaimed flood plain. These factors result in shorter fault response
times in the area.
Whakatāne is the main urban centre on HEDL’s network. The network has a mix of urban, heavy industrial
and dairy load. HEDL’s network also consists of underground assets in the urban areas and at Fonterra’s
Edgecumbe facility, with overhead networks covering the remainder. The flat terrain allows for more
meshing (ability to supply areas from more than one feeder) on the network than other regions, and
therefore a larger portion of the network has been fitted with automated switching devices to limit the areas
that are affected during outages for planned and unplanned works.
Fault rates are generally low in this region and the faster response and meshed network means that the
quality of supply in this area is better than the rest of the network.
2.5.2

Opotiki

The Opotiki region is supplied by a single 110kV Transpower circuit and includes the township of Opotiki
and the settlements along the coast from Ohiwa in the West to Hawai in the East. This region is
predominantly coastal with an urban centre in Opotiki and inland areas in and around the Waioeka Gorge,
Waimana and Toatoa valleys. It is supplied from the Waiotahi GXP, which feeds into a newly
commissioned switching station in Opotiki Township. HEDL has commissioned the switching station in
Opotiki in anticipation of a load increase in the area that warrants a new zone substation closer to the load
centre (Since Waiotahi was installed the load centre has moved East).
The region is generally easy to access, but certain areas along the coast to Hawai and in the Waioeka and
Toa Toa Gorges are remote and difficult to access and often closed by landslides after heavy rains. With
the new Opotiki substation, HEDL have allowed critical spares to be stored onsite enabling more rapid
fault response in the region.
Opotiki is one of the fastest growing regions on the network. The main load in the area is irrigation from
the expanding kiwifruit industry and a corresponding increase in the pack house loads from East Pack and
OPAC. Further load in the town includes the proposed mussel farm and harbour developments.
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The region is predominantly overhead in the Opotiki township as well as in rural areas. Approximately half
of the assets in the region are along the coast and corrosion rates on these assets are higher than nongeothermal inland regions. The region is prone to a higher incidence of lightning strikes.
2.5.3

Kawerau

Kawerau is a small urban community located approximately 40km South West of Whakatāne. It is primarily
an urban region in flat terrain. Transpower has a large GXP in Kawerau, which directly connects to the mill
run by Norske Skog. All of HEDL’s assets connect directly to a separate 11kV board at the Transpower
GXP. HEDL do not own any Zone Substations in this region.
HEDL’s network supplies the smaller mills in the area and the Kawerau Township. The network is easy to
access since it is predominantly in an urban environment. The network is evenly split between underground
and overhead assets.
This region is situated on a geothermal field and has over 165MVA of installed generation. The 100MVA
Kawerau geothermal Power Station, owned and operated by Mercury Energy, and the 80MVA Matahina
Hydro scheme run by Trustpower, are connected directly to the Kawerau GXP. The 27MVA Te Ahi O Maui
geothermal Power Station, commissioned in 2018 is owned and operated by Eastland Generation. This
power station is connected to HEDL’s network as an embedded generator.
Being in a geothermal area, Kawerau has a high level of H2S induced corrosion, especially in the areas
to the North of Norske Skog and Tasman paper mills, and in the lower lying areas in the town. Air-break
switches tend to have accelerated failure rate due to environmental induced corrosion and high fault levels.
There are some areas of the network located on highly corrosive land, leading to accelerated asset
deterioration.
A large portion of Kawerau assets are undergrounded with further plans to replace aging assets with
undergrounded assets in the future.
2.5.4

Galatea

Situated approximately 100km inland from Whakatāne, the Galatea region is the most inland portion of
HEDL’s network, situated high on the Te Urewera plateau. The terrain in this region includes the pastoral
plateau as well as rugged steep mountainous terrain covered with indigenous forests. The region is
supplied by two 33kV zone substations and is connected to the national grid via the Aniwhenua Power
Station. There is also a backup supply to the Edgecumbe GXP via the Snakehill feeder.
Galatea is somewhat isolated and the closest depot to the region is 100km away. While the Galatea plains
are accessible by road, a large portion of the network feeds the settlement of Ruatahuna, passing through
exotic forestry blocks and the high mountain ridges of the Te Urewera. This makes a certain portion of the
network accessible by helicopter only.
The region consists primarily of dairy farming and irrigation load. It also includes the load for the Kaingaroa
Mill and Murupara township.
The area is also the only portion of the network prone to icing.
2.5.5

Te Kaha

The Te Kaha region starts from Hawai in the west and extends to Cape Runaway. Te Kaha is a lightly
loaded portion of the network and the main loads consist of holiday houses along with some dairy farming
and kiwifruit.
This portion of the network is almost exclusively overhead assets that run along the coastline, with inherent
high asset deterioration rates. In July 2018, HEDL acquired the ownership of the Te Kaha 50kV lines and
Te Kaha substation from Transpower, which supplies this region.
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The storage facilities at the recently acquired Opotiki and Te Kaha substations should make this region
easier to service. However, it is still between 1.5 - 2.5 hours’ drive from the closest depot. Certain portions
of the network are constructed away from public roads, but most are accessible through private land.

2.6

Assets Summary

2.6.1

Network Assets

Table 2-2 summarises the assets used to deliver electricity on the network. Further details of how these
assets perform and how they are managed can be found in Sections 3, 5, 6 and 7 of the AMP.
Table 2-2: Summary of Assets Used to Supply Electricity in HEDL’s Network
GROUP

Overhead assets

Underground assets

Zone Substations

2.6.2

CATEGORY
Poles
Sub transmission (km)
Distribution (km)
Low Voltage (km)
Distribution Transformers
Sub transmission (km)
Distribution (km)
Low Voltage (km)
Distribution Transformers
Zone substations
Zone substations (GXP)
Indoor switching stations
Switchgear (33kV Indoor)
Switchgear (33kV and above Outdoor)
Transformers
Ripple Load Control Plants

Quantity4
20,467
244
1,499
261
2,570
4
210
375
806
12
3
1
12
11
14
4

Non-Network Assets

HEDL owns two truck-mounted circa 300kVA mobile generator units. These units can be connected
directly to HEDL’s LV network during planned and unplanned outages to mitigate their impact to
customers. In addition, HEDL owns two trailer mounted mobile transformers, which enable the mobile
generator units to be connected to the 11kV network during outages as well.
A 1.2 MVA generator and transformer set is used to support outages, as well as the network voltage. The
unit has been permanently relocated to Te Kaha substation. These are non-network assets, not specifically
covered in this AMP.
Other HEDL assets non-network assets are:
•
•
•
•
•

4

Land and buildings, other than substation land and buildings;
Subsidiary companies and their assets;
Corporate assets; IT, vehicles, and office equipment;
Diesel tank on Te Tahi Street depot; and
Diesel tank in Te Kaha substation;

As of 30th of Nov 2019
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3 Asset Management Framework
3.1

Section Overview

This section outlines the approach that Horizon Energy Distribution Limited (HEDL) takes to managing its
assets.
Section 3.2 Describes HEDL’s critical business focus to managing its assets:
•
•
•

Align day-to-day decisions with corporate values and objectives to underpin good asset
management practice;
Engagement with our stakeholders and their interests in our business; and
Align strategic direction with corporate objectives and values to achieve performance targets
including:
o Project identification;
o Prioritisation methods; and
o Associated expenditure approval process.

Section 3.3 Describes the organisational structure and the roles and responsibilities of each group.
Section 3.4 Describes HEDL’s information management system.
Section 3.5 Describes HEDL’s approach to risk management.
This framework of values, objectives, targets, strategy, tactical planning, organisational structure, tools
and governance is collectively referred to in this Section as HEDL’s Asset Management Framework. See
Figure 3-1.

3.2

Asset Management Approach

3.2.1

Alignment

Alignment for the organisation involves linking corporate objectives, customer needs, regulatory
requirements and target service levels, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Customer service levels are set
considering HEDL’s network’s geography, characteristics and current health of assets to establish realistic
targets.
The service levels, in conjunction with other stakeholder needs, are used to devise HEDL’s Asset
Management Strategy, described in detail in Section 4. This strategy is structured according to HEDL’s
core business functions, which include:
•
•
•

•
•

Stakeholder Management (encompasses HEDL’s shareholders, the board of directors, customers,
and the regulator);
Asset Planning;
Support:
o Human Resource;
o Enablers (the term “Enablers” refers to the asset management tools, and infrastructure
needed to support implementation); and
o Competence;
Asset Management, Operations; and
Performance Evaluation.

The satisfactory implementation of the strategy is overseen by HEDL’s Executive Team and the Board,
including adherence to approved budgets, and compliance with regulatory and legislative requirements
such as the Health and Safety at Work Act.
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The elements of the Asset Management Framework as shown in Figure 3-1 below are designed to provide
a clear alignment from HEDL’s corporate objectives all the way to the operational decisions made on a
daily basis.

Figure 3-1: Asset Management Framework
3.2.2

Corporate Vision and Objectives

The overarching Horizon Energy Group’s (HEG’s) Vision and Mission Statements are contained in Table
3-1, together with HEDL’s contribution to this through HEDL’s own mission statement. Table 3-2 outlines
HEDL’s corporate objectives.
Table 3-1: Vision and Mission Statement
HEG Vision

New Zealand’s most trusted multi-disciplined infrastructure services partner

HEG Mission Statement

Enabling our customers to focus on what matters most to them
To provide a safe, efficient, sustainable and reliable electricity network service to the
Eastern Bay of Plenty that: supports growth; is a catalyst for change; allow customer choice
and facilitate edge technologies or disruption.

HEDL Mission Statement
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Table 3-2: Corporate Objectives

Responsible Governance

Achieving Target Network
Performance

Health, Safety and
Environment

3.2.3

The Executive and Directors use their commercial skills and experience to protect and
grow shareholder value while building an organisational culture of integrity, competence,
diligence, innovation, safety, environmental sensitivity, and commercial acumen.
Investment decisions take due account of shareholder needs as well as the needs of the
community. All activities are to be conducted in accordance with New Zealand’s statutory
and regulatory requirements.
Building and maintaining a network that meets the needs of its connected customers now
and into the future.
The Company will continue to review and improve its business activities to align with the
following accreditations or their successors:
Health and Safety ISO 45001;
Public Safety NZS 7901; and
Quality Management Systems resources.
In recognition of the importance of this objective, HEDL has access to Health and Safety,
who along with line managers, ensures that HEDL, its staff and its contractors comply
with health and safety requirements and industry best practice. HEDL will always act to
minimise the impact of its operations on the environment. Horizon Energy is working
towards ISO14001 Environmental certification.

Investment in People

HEDL aims to provide a work environment that enables professional and personal growth
for employees. We recognise our responsibility to help our people to do their jobs
effectively. We recognise our obligation to provide equal employment opportunities in
compliance with the Human Rights Act.

Social Responsibility

The Company is committed to being a responsible member of the community it serves
and will show that commitment in ways which includes - consulting wherever practicable
with tangata whenua (people of the land) and other interested community groups in
advance of any activities or plans that may affect their interests; engaging in sponsorship
initiatives with appropriate community organisations and individuals and contributing to
and promoting the economic prosperity of the Eastern Bay of Plenty.

Asset Management Policy and Objectives

The following are the key principles of Horizon Networks Asset Management Policy:
1. Assets are managed in a safe and sustainable way – delivering value over their lifecycle, as well
as eliminating or minimising safety and environmental impacts.
2. Integrated and systematic methods are applied to the management of assets - a multi-disciplinary
approach is applied to evaluating assets that leverages the various teams’ expertise, and system
knowledge such as asset and fleet information on health, criticality, locality, utilisation etc.
3. Commitment to compliance and good practice – all assets are to be installed and managed in
compliance with relevant legislation, regulatory, statutory, industry and internal requirements, thus
delivering quality outcomes.
4. Risks are proactively managed – an understanding of asset and fleet risk is used to make sensible
decisions that reduces the overall risk our assets present to staff, the public and the business.
5. Teams and individuals support asset management - people are supported and mentored to
understand their role and improve their capability and accountability for asset management practices.
6. We all strive for improvement – progressively improving the quality and consistency of our people,
processes and systems at all levels of the business.
The intent of this policy is delivered through the capability and understanding of our people, and embodied
in our Strategic Asset Management Plan, Objectives and Targets (aligned to our Values) and Asset
Management Plan.
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Horizon Networks Asset Management Objectives (AMOs) support Asset Management Policy and Horizon
Energy Group’s corporate policy and objectives. These AMOs guide Horizon Networks to optimally, safely
and sustainably manage our assets in conjunction with the Horizon Energy Group Health & Safety,
Environment and Quality Policies, and Horizon Networks Public Safety Policy. The purpose of the AMOs
is to help operationalise the Asset Management Policy by providing clear targets and timeframes to
maintaining a safe, efficient, reliable and resilient supply of electricity that meets or exceeds the
expectations of our customer. The AMOs cover measurable objectives for all workers, contractors and
visitors who are involved in any activity conducted by or on behalf of Horizon Networks (the trading name
of Horizon Energy Distribution Limited).
There is a total of 24 AMOs which Horizon Networks target to achieve which are grouped under the
following categories.
1. Health, Safety and Environment (HSE);
2. Network Performance;
3. People and Competency;
4. Financial Management;
5. Innovation and Excellence; and
6. Continual Improvement.
Figure 3-2 describes and shows the alignment between HEDL’s Values and HEDL’s Asset Management
Objectives and indicates how these in turn are reflected in HEDL’s Network Targets.
In order to achieve these objectives, staff are expected to support HEDL’s mission, who in turn need to be
supported. This support is evident in HEDL’s Values, represented by the acronym “SWITCH” –
Sustainability, Wellbeing, Innovation, Transparency, Customer Focus and Health and Safety.
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Figure 3-2: Alignment between Corporate Values, Asset Management Objectives and Performance Targets
3.2.4

Stakeholder Interests

All Stakeholders’ interests are considered in devising HEDL’s asset management strategy. Stakeholders
all share the desire for a reliable electricity supply, but nevertheless we need to achieve a price/quality
trade off that matches end-user expectations. Table 3-3 Stakeholders, Interests and HEDL Engagement
lists HEDL’s stakeholders, where their interests in HEDL’s business lie, and how HEDL actively engage
with them. Section 6 details related performance targets.
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Table 3-3: Stakeholders, Interests and HEDL Engagement
KEY INTERESTS

MEANS OF ENGAGEMENT

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
(AMP) REFERENCE

Customers Connected Through Retailers
Electricity end-users want a reliable electricity
supply at a fair price. Electricity Retailers
using HEDL to deliver electricity to its direct
customers share the same desire.

Customer satisfaction surveys
Solicitation of feedback on HEDL’s
performance
Use of System Agreements with retailers

Network Performance Targets
Customer Strategy
Planning Principles
Network Reliability
Network Resilience
Fleet Management

Customers with Direct Connection Agreements
Certain major consumers have individual
agreements with HEDL to provide and
Major customer meetings and
Network Performance Targets
maintain a connection to the nearest
solicitation of feedback on HEDL’s
Customer Strategy
Transpower Grid Exit Point (GXP). Supply
performance
Planning Principles
interruptions can have a significant financial
Distribution Services and/or Connection
Network Reliability
impact on these customers and they are well
Agreements to define performance
Network Resilience
placed to make individual choices on the price
expectations and security levels.
Fleet Management
/ quality trade-off they receive, and level of
risk associated with security of supply.
Regulator (Commerce Commission)
Compliance with statutory obligations
Mandatory disclosures
Appendix A1 provides a
Satisfactory risk management
Relationship meetings
detailed list of Regular AMP
Economic efficiency
Solicited submissions on Regulator
content requirements and
Delivery to Plan
methodology
where these are addressed
Industry Regulators (e.g. Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, Electricity Authority, Ministry for the
Environment, Department of Labour’s)
Compliance with statutory obligations
Economic efficiency
Submissions
Network Performance Targets
Environmentally friendly
Relationship meetings
Strategy
Safety for staff and the public
Industry forums
Staff welfare
District and Regional Councils
Whakatāne, Opotiki, Kawerau, Bay of Plenty
Regional and Rotorua District Councils are
Coordination meetings
served by HEDL’s Network. Their interests
Planning awareness
include economics (the prosperity of their
Network Performance Targets
Mutual submissions
districts being dependent on reliable,
Strategy
Relationship meetings
reasonably-priced electricity supply), growth
Network Development
Membership of local and regional
planning, aesthetics (i.e. overhead to
groups/forums such as Lifelines
undergrounding projects), and emergency
response.
Shareholders and Lenders
HEDL is wholly owned by The Eastern Bay
Energy Trust. A key shareholder interest is the
maximisation of Company value and the
Relationship/Board meetings
Strategy
return of an appropriate dividend through the Statement of Corporate Intent
Financial Summary
efficient and effective operation of the
Annual Report
Company. The banks have an interest in the
security of any debt incurred.
Transpower and Embedded Generators
HEDL contracts with Transpower to transport
electricity to GXPs on HEDL’s Network. HEDL
Regular communications at planning and
Strategy
and Transpower have significant mutual
operational levels
Network Development
interest in each other’s future development
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
(AMP) REFERENCE

plans. Transpower also has an interest in the
maintenance and growth of its business, the
quality of supply to other customers and
Transpower’s reputation. Embedded
generators have an interest in the on-going
performance of the transmission facilities
through which they get their energy to the
market.
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has a specific interest
in the Company’s performance with respect
to protecting the interests of shareholders,
complying with statutory obligations and
promoting sound investment decisions.

Monthly Board meetings
Audit Committee
Regular meetings with senior
management

Staff
Staff implement the Company’s AMP and
policies to maximise utilisation and
performance of the Company assets. They are
interested in the successful achievement of
network performance targets and in meeting
the requirements of network users. Staff also
Allocation of responsibilities
have an interest in the safety, profitability,
Staff engagement surveys
longevity and reputation of the Company.
Team meetings
Accountability for financial performance is
Performance appraisals
clearly defined and allocated to those senior
Internal communications
managers best able to manage the outcome.
Delegated authorities for expenditure are
similarly well defined and provide for
appropriate levels of expenditure beyond
which detailed business cases are required
prior to any financial commitment being
entered into.
Landowners and the General Public
Meetings with Landowners prior to
Landowners and the general public are
installation / planned maintenance of
interested in:
assets
The integrity of their property rights
Vegetation Control Programmes
The mitigation/removal of hazards
Asset inspection programmes
Safety of the assets
Feedback through local Authorities
Environmental degradation, including
Public safety messages using various
aesthetics
media
Contractors
HEDL engages its own in-house contractor for
much of its fieldwork and some of its
administrative needs. HEDL’s Contractor has a
stakeholder involvement in the Company as a
Regular communication
source of income and shared interest in the
Contracts
efficient and effective delivery of works.
Procurement framework
HEDL’s Contractor and subcontractors also
have an interest in work continuity, a safe
work environment and a good contractual
relationship.
Insurers
HEDL’s insurers are interested in:

Coordination meetings

Strategy
Financial Summary
Improvement Plan

Delivery Strategy

Safety Management
Works Management
Environmental Management
Network Development

Delivery Strategy

Works Management
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Competent management of risk;
Network resilience;
Sound investment strategies that minimise
the possibility of network failure and/or
equipment damage; and
Competent operation, troubleshooting and
works delivery, to minimise the number and
duration of outages.

Contracts
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
(AMP) REFERENCE
Network Development
Network Resilience

Elements of Strategy

There are four broad elements of HEDL’s asset management strategy:
1.
HEDL’s Customer Experience Strategies address the need to achieve an acceptable quality of
supply at a reasonable price. Customers also have an expectation that when something does go wrong
on the network, that it will be attended to within a reasonable time. Customers also expect us to keep the
network safe and to be environmentally responsible. The result of delivering acceptable service in these
areas is good feedback and a good reputation.
2.
HEDL’s Assets Life Cycle Strategy concerns the management of assets through their entire
lifecycle. New assets are installed on the network when growth, network security/resilience, reliability,
and/or quality of supply concerns justify it. Assets are refurbished or replaced when they approach end of
life or represent unacceptable safety, reliability, quality of supply or security risk. Maintenance activities
are designed to maintain the usefulness of assets for as long as possible, to maximise their reliability,
utilisation and life.
The network is designed and maintained so as to minimise any disruption to customers and to be as
resilient as possible to storms and other disruptive events. Asset risks are managed by systematically
assessing probability and consequences of failure. The risk information is also used to prioritise
expenditure when preparing budgets.
3.
HEDL’s Delivery Strategy includes how we resource our investigation, planning, design,
construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance and asset information management activities. It
includes which activities we choose to outsource, and what we do to ensure that our staff and contractors
have an appropriate level of competence. It includes how we manage works activities for maximum
efficiency. It also includes consideration of the level of resources and critical spares inventories need to
be held to manage delivery for planned and unplanned work.
4.
HEDL’s Enablers Strategy concerns the choice and use of asset management systems,
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and communications system infrastructure, geospatial
systems, information management systems and other non-network assets like computers, vehicles and
buildings. In all cases we strive for maximum efficiency and, by appropriately targeting investment spend
to make reductions in operating or capital costs.
The success of our strategies in each of these areas is measured by the degree HEDL achieves its
Network Performance Targets, described in Section 5. The elements of HEDL’s strategies are discussed
in further detail in Section 4.
3.2.6

Governance

The Horizon Energy Group (HEG) is a Trust owned company governed by a Board of Directors and
managed by an Executive Management Team. Figure 3-3 sets out the Governance and Management
Reporting Relationships. The Board is responsible for all the businesses Horizon Energy Group owns and
operates including the regulated business of HEDL.
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Figure 3-3: Reporting Relationships
Responsible governance involves directly monitoring and controlling the delivery of the business strategy,
as illustrated in Figure 3-1. It involves continuous monitoring of group activities, network performance,
business compliance, and return on investment. It involves setting company policy and directing strategy
and vetting and approving operational and investment expenditure proposals - all while meeting the needs
of the various stakeholders listed in Table 3-3.
Governance of HEDL’s business activities takes place at various levels of the organisation, with agreed
delegated levels of authority rolled down to appropriate layers of leadership.
Section 3.3 describes some of the day-to-day activities undertaken by the Board and Executive
Management Team. In later sections, it is described in detail how planning, delivery and operational
activities are governed.
3.2.7

Strategic Planning Process

The AMP is a key part of the planning process linking with other plans including strategic plans, business
plans, legislation and operational / maintenance practices. The relationship between the key processes is
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shown in Figure 3-4. The detailed Framework and Planning process is outlined in Figure 3-1 in Section
3.2.1.

Figure 3-4: Documentation Elements
Other documentation elements are:
Strategic Plan
•
•

Three-year focus setting the key goals and objectives for the business; and
Providing a corporate overview and guidance under which projects, staff levels, budgets and
resources are made available.

Tactical Planning
•
•
•
•

Covers growth, refurbishment, renewals, customer connections, operations, maintenance, and
non-network assets;
Includes the AMP and associated annual Works Plan, ten-year Works Plan, and annual
maintenance plans;
Works (capital) Plans include network augmentations, asset renewals and replacements; new
customer connections, and projects to improve service levels; and
Maintenance plans comprise a mixture of preventative maintenance and reactive maintenance, the
scale and content of which is driven by previous fault performance, asset condition and asset
criticality.

Budgets
•

Budgets are prepared based on the capital and operational expenditure projections in the AMP;
and
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The budget and AMP are interactive processes that balance the forecast revenue, risk, and
capacity of the business against the future requirements of the network.

The annual works plan and annual budgets from the AMP 10-year plan is determined using the budget
setting processes. Approval processes start six months before the beginning of the financial year, with
preliminary works programs being reviewed prior to finalising budgets.
During the review process, considerations such as the ability of contractors to deliver, the needs of the
network, lead times, high-level and detailed budgets, stakeholder requirements, and the cash flow
requirements of the business are all considered.

3.3

Organisational Structure, Roles and Responsibilities

3.3.1

The Board

The Board of Directors meet at least ten times a year. Their duties include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.3.2

Setting the company’s vision and policy;
Setting business objectives;
Directing the strategy to deliver those objectives;
Approving Asset Management, HSE and Risk Management Plans;
Approving annual operating and capital expenditure plans, and monitoring expenditure against
budgets;
Approve pricing methodology and service levels;
Delegating operating and financial authorities;
Issuing interim and annual reports; and
Issuing disclosure documents.
Functional Groups

3.3.2.1 Executive Management Team
The Executive Management Team led by the Chief Executive Officer are largely delegated the Board’s
responsibilities to manage HEDL’s daily business activities. These responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Finance – financial and overall risk management;
Network – devise and implement the Asset Management Plan, and oversee day-to-day operations
of the network (see Section 3.3.2.2);
Field Operations – design, install and commission new assets; refurbish, renew and maintain
existing assets (see Section 3.3.2.3). This is undertaken by another HEG entity called Horizon
Services Ltd (HSL);
Commercial – Regulatory compliance, pricing, acquire and maintain non-network assets; and
People and Performance – safety, wellbeing and training of staff.

3.3.2.2 Network Management
This functional group is led by the General Manager Network and Technology.
It comprises the following three teams:
•
•

Network Asset Management – long term planning, asset risk and performance assessment, asset
procurement and the development of maintenance standards;
Network Operations - day to day operations of the Network, including outage management and
switching; and
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Information and Communications Technology (ICT) – responsible for acquiring and operating all
ICT systems such as applications, internet access, photocopying, printing, telephones, mobile
phones.

3.3.2.3 Field Operations - Horizon Services Ltd
This functional group (a separate HEG commercial entity) is led by General Manager (GM) Utility Services.
It comprises of four teams:
•
•
•
•

External – (which contracts to both HEDL and other organisations) – responsible for installing and
maintaining streetlights and other external works, warehousing and vegetation control;
Technical and Lines - HEDL network fault response, live line work and secondary systems
(automation and protection) technical support;
Design and Estimation – New connection and project designs for internal and external works, and
defect management; and
Administration – Office administration, enquiries and invoicing.

3.3.2.4 Support Services
Support Services are provided to the Network by the Horizon Energy Group and consist of:
Chief Executive Officer
•
•

Executive Services / Governance – Review of AMP, approval of budgets, approval of capital
expenditure and strategic planning support; and
Facilities – Management of the building and associated services.

Chief Financial Officer
•
•
•

Finance – Financial processes including budgeting, accounts receivable, payable, income and
balance sheets.
Regulatory and Commercial – Network pricing, disclosures and regulatory accounting and affairs;
and
Procurement – Non-network procurement of assets such as vehicles and stationery.

General Manager People and Performance
•
•
•

3.4

Human Resources – Recruitment, inductions, performance management and exit;
Health and Safety – Specialist health and safety advisors and auditing; and
Training – Training and competency management.

Information Management

The data used to manage the network is derived from the sources listed in Table 9-3 in Section 9. The
source data is updated by contractors and staff, verified by the Nominated Engineer responsible for the
works, and then passed to the Asset Information team. The Asset Information team, which resides within
the Asset Management team validates the data, which is then uploaded into the Asset Information and
Geographic Information System (GIS).
HEDL’s legacy data has varying levels of accuracy due to the various input sources, multiple nonintegrated data storage systems, and the historical practice of capturing electronic data input from fieldupdated hardcopy forms.
The implementation of ABB’s Ellipse software as part of the new Asset Management System includes a
rollout of its FieldReach add-on, which facilitates real-time synchronisation of data captured in the field
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with home-office databases. This has improved the capture efficiency and accuracy of HEDL’s data. This
initiative is described in more detail in Section 5.

3.5

Risk Management

3.5.1

Introduction

HEDL subscribes to the vision of “Act Safe, Work Safe, and Live Safe” and promotes it in its values as
portrayed by the cultural behaviour program, SWITCH. Underpinning the vision, the following behaviours
drive success:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know, manage and understand highest risks;
Focussing on near miss reporting and on-site observations as an opportunity to learn;
Aim for zero harm at work and home;
Communicate even if it is bad news;
Do the right thing even though nobody is watching; and
Investigate and communicate learnings from incidents so everyone learns.

The following are actions that have been strategically implemented to embed these behaviours within
HEDL.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of a central database, Vault, to record all safety incidents, training and events;
Establishment of the Company’s risk register to review effective control measures and risk profiles
for the tasks that are performed;
Establishment of training needs analysis and training records that ensure competency of staff and
systems;
High emphasis on communication and the sharing of information;
Assisted in developing industry benchmark performance measures and have aligned HEDL
practices with these; and
Proactive sub-contractor management.

Risk is managed through an on-going process of risk identification, safety by design, safety assessment,
and the development of risk controls including routine inspections, maintenance and emergency response
planning.
Risk assessments consider the potential impact and probability risks have on the business, including staff
and public safety, the ability to maintain supply, financial, environmental impact and legislative and
regulatory exposure.
3.5.2

Risk Management Process and Methodology

3.5.2.1 Overview
HEDL strives to manage risk to enable business objectives to be consistently met, whilst recognising the
potential impacts of its activities on the environment. The risk management process is followed in strategic
and business planning and is designed to ensure that:
•
•
•
•

All significant risks to the Company and community are identified and understood;
The highest risks that should be addressed in the short to medium term are identified, eliminated
(if possible), or monitored and managed;
Risk reduction treatments which best meet business needs are applied; and
Responsibilities for managing risk are assigned to specific staff.
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The risk management process adopted by Horizon Energy is consistent with Australian/New Zealand
Standard AS/NZ ISO 31000:2009 (see Figure 3-5), which defines the generally accepted process for Risk
Assessment and Management.
Risk is assessed in the following broad areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulatory risk;
Business practice risk;
Financial risk;
Asset risk from physical events (i.e. Earthquakes, Storms, Floods etc);
Health and Safety risk to staff, contractors and the general public;
Loss of information and intellectual property risk; and
Environmental impact risk.

Figure 3-5: Risk Management Approach
The Risk Management Plan is part of the Company’s Quality Management system. The objective of this
plan is to detail the processes that are required, and the actions undertaken in the identification,
assessment, review and management of risks that Horizon Energy is exposed to.
The risk management plan seeks to:
•
•
•
•

Identify risks to Horizon Energy;
Assess the risks in accordance with consequence and likelihood;
Monitor, treat, control and manage all risks; and
Ensure that recovery plans are developed and implemented.

The Risk Management Plan has been developed by the Management team through group discussion,
consideration of past incidents and an analysis of the Company’s insurance assessments. The document
details actions that can be undertaken to mitigate the impact of adverse events and the time and resources
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needed to undertake the correction. Network security related risks are discussed in more detail in Network
Development. Asset failure risks are discussed in more detail in Section 7.
3.5.2.2 Risk Assessment
The Management team has identified health, safety and business risks using the methodology outlined in
Table 3-4 to Table 3-10. Each hazard has been assessed against the likely consequence (severity) and
Likelihood (probability) scores before the controls have been applied. The hazards are subsequently
reassessed after controls being applied to mitigate risk, resulting in most cases a residual risk. The
following risk framework is currently in draft version but is likely to be adopted from FY21.
Table 3-4: Risk Assessment Matrix
Consequence (Severity)
Likelihood (Probability)
Score
5
4
3
2
1

Certain
Likely
Possible
Unlikely
Rare

Minor

Moderate

Serious

Major

Catastrophic

1
5
4
3
2
1

2
10
8
6
4
2

3
15
12
9
6
3

4
20
16
12
8
4

5
25
20
15
10
5

Table 3-5: Risk Score and Outcomes
Risk = Likelihood (Probability) x Consequence (Severity)
Risk Score

Risk

Initial Risk – without Controls

Residual Risk – with all Controls
Proceed and monitor changes that could
increase risk

<5

Acceptable

Hazard identification required

5 to 10

Medium

Hazard identification required. “Significant
Hazards” apply hierarchy of controls

Team Leader/Manager approval required

12 to 15

High

Hazard identification required. “Significant
Hazards” apply hierarchy of controls

Manager approval required. Reassess using
Root Cause Analysis or other quantitative risk
assessment method

16+

Extreme

Hazard identification required. “Significant
Hazards” apply hierarchy of controls

Do not proceed under any circumstance

Table 3-6: Criteria for the Assessment of Likelihood (Probability)
Category
Certain

Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Description
(Relative to 5-yearly strategic planning review) Occurrence of the event within the current business planning
period may be credibly regarded as a ‘real possibility’. Frequent incidents expected.
Expected to occur within a 0- 6-month period.
Health & Safety – Experience or available data strongly suggest event may occur.
(Relative to 5-yearly strategic planning review) Occurrence of the event within the current business planning
period would be considered as having some potential to occur. I.e. a reasonable probability of occurrence
over time, but less than the probability of non-occurrence.
Incidents expected to occur within a 0-3-year period.
Health & Safety – Experience or available data suggests that a similar hazard has caused a comparable event.
(Relative to 5-yearly strategic planning review) Whilst possible, occurrence of the event within the current
business planning period would be regarded by most people as unlikely. (the probability of non-occurrence
is somewhat larger than occurrence).
Incidents expected to occur within a 0 – 10-year period.
Health & Safety – Might occur at some time but not supported by data.
(Relative to 5-yearly strategic planning review) It is not expected that the event would occur within the
current business planning period.
Occurrence of the event would probably be regarded as unusual. (the probability of occurrence is quite
small).
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Documented but few incidents
Expected to occur within a 0 – 50-year period.
Health & Safety – Improbable under normal conditions.
(Relative to 5-yearly strategic planning review) It is conceivable that the event could occur within the current
business planning period.
Occurrence of the event would probably be regarded as very unusual or exceptional.
No incidents expected to within a 100-year period.
Health & Safety – Unforeseeable or may occur in exceptional
circumstances.

Rare

Table 3-7: Criteria for Financial Impact for the Assessment of Consequence (Severity)
Category

Description

Catastrophic

Loss of one year’s profit

Major

Loss of between 1/3 to one year’s profit

Serious

Loss of between 1/12 to 1/4 of one year’s profit

Moderate

Loss of 1/12 of one year’s profit

Minor

Loss of less than 1/12 of one year’s profit

Table 3-8: Criteria for Reputation Impact for the Assessment of Consequence (Severity)
Catastrophic

Extreme dissatisfaction and loss of stakeholder confidence. Potential for long term negative coverage in
media, and/or Potential large-scale class action or prosecution with maximum fine or imprisonment,
and/or Virtual destruction of shareholder value and capability to pay a Dividend.

Major

Major loss of stakeholder confidence. Extensive stakeholder dissatisfaction expressed through media
resulting in a long period of negative coverage (>2 months), and/or High-profile legal challenge or
prosecution with heavy fine, and/or Decline of 20% of shareholder value and 20% reduced Dividend with
the prospect of 2 years to recover.

Serious

2-3 stakeholders’ sectors dissatisfaction expressed through media resulting in a long period of negative
coverage (>2 months), and/or some legal constraints imposed, minimal fine, and/or decline of 15% of
shareholder value and 15% reduced dividend with the prospect of 1 year to recover.

Moderate

Single stakeholder sector express dissatisfaction through media for up
to one month, and/or Minor technical legal challenge or breach of law or compliance, and/or decline of
10% of shareholder value and 10% reduced dividend with the prospect of 6 months to recover.

Minor

Individual(s) express dissatisfaction through media or directly, and/or negligible legal impact, and/or
decline of 5% of shareholder value and 5% reduced dividend with the prospect of 3 months to recover.

Table 3-9: Criteria for Business Description Impact for the Assessment of Consequence (Severity)

Catastrophic

Major

Event results in management diversion from strategic objectives for a period of > 2 months. Delivery of
Strategic Plan outcomes across work area significantly affected for greater than six months with residual
fallout over 1-2 years. May result in significant widespread distraction and senior management involvement
(Board, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), legal, investigations team and/or significant part of one or more
operational teams).
Events results in overhaul of systems/processes within operational divisions.
Widespread inefficiency over significant period of time (up to 12 months) Severe staff morale problems
leading to loss of a significant number (>10) of key senior staff, impacting on skills, knowledge and
expertise.
Event results in management diversion from strategic objectives for a period of <2 months. Delivery of
Strategic Plan outcomes across work area significantly affected for up to six months. Widespread, senior
management involvement (Board, CEO, legal, investigation team and/or significant part of one or more
operational teams) for significant amount of time over 1-3 months with residual fallout up to 12 months
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Event results in restructuring of 1 or more business groups which affects the running of related groups
and/or significant changes to systems/processes within this division and affected areas.
Widespread inefficiency over significant period of time (up to 6 months) Major morale or other
organisational problems affecting performance and productivity leading to loss of key staff within two or
more divisions
(up to 60% of 2nd.3rd tier management), resulting in skills, knowledge and expertise deficits.
Event results in management diversion from strategic objectives for a period of a few weeks. Widespread,
senior management involvement within one division for significant amount of time over 1-4 weeks with
residual fallout of up to 6 months.
Event results in restructuring of a business division and/or significant changes to systems/processes within
this division.
Widespread inefficiency over moderate period of time (up to 1 month).
Moderate staff morale problems resulting in some staff resignations but managed through minor
restructuring.

Moderate

Event results in management diversion from strategic objectives for 1-2 weeks. Senior management
involvement within one division for significant amount of time over 1-2 weeks with residual fallout of up to
3 months.
Event results in restructuring of a business division and/or changes to systems/processes within this
division.
Inefficiency over moderate period of time (up to 1 month).
Minor staff morale problems resulting in widespread dissention but managed over a short period of time.

Minor

Specific group (e.g. IT) affected for 1-2 weeks. Event results in redevelopment of small number of internal
processes/procedures – managed internally.
Minor staff morale impact resulting in minor dissention but managed over a short period of time.

Table 3-10: Criteria for Health & Safety Impact for the Assessment of Consequence (Severity)
Category

Description

Catastrophic

Death

Major

Serious injury requiring hospitalisation

Serious

Injury requiring medical treatment

Moderate

Superficial or first aid injury

Minor

No injury

3.5.2.3 Risk Register
The risk register is a database of all identified risks to the Company. The register is developed by the
senior Management team and is reviewed regularly, with the Board reviewing twice per year. The
Company has identified all exposed risks in the broad areas detailed above.
The risk register is monitored monthly to identify changes in risk profiles.
3.5.2.4 Risk Treatment
When assessing the risk severity, the impact of the controls that have been put in place for each identified
risk is assessed using the following criteria:
1. Acceptable risk without control(s);
2. Acceptable risk with control(s);
3. Unacceptable risk without control(s); and
4. Unacceptable risk with control(s).
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These controls either reduce the impact or likelihood of the risks or both. These controls are managed
through the Audit Committee process described in section below.
3.5.2.5 Responsibility and Governance
Part of Horizon Energy’s risk management process and methodology is the allocation of responsibility for
managing risk. Horizon Energy’s Senior Management and Board members put a great emphasis on risk
management and monitor the operational and financial risks of its activities on a regular basis. Risk
management is part of the Board’s monthly meeting agenda.
The Audit Committee consists of senior Management and Board members who meet on a quarterly basis.
The Company’s risk exposure and legislative compliance is discussed along with internal controls such as
delegated authorities and policies. The Risk Management Plan is reviewed by the Audit Committee at its
annual risk management meeting.
3.5.2.6 Environmental Management
Environmental responsibility is part of Horizon Energy’s vision and reflects the importance that the
Company places on environmental management. Horizon Energy strives for a high standard of
environmental care as part of the Eastern Bay of Plenty business community. Horizon Energy must comply
with the Resource Management Act, specific resource consent conditions and the District Plan.
All works contracted by Horizon Energy has the following controls to reduce environmental impact:
•
•
•
•

Work is carried out during times that have minimal impact on domestic services such as water
supply;
Final clean up and reinstatement is done to at least the condition prior to the works taking place
and as required by the Environmental Controlling Authority;
Operating noise and pollution – Contractors carrying out works for Horizon Energy shall not use
equipment that is unnecessarily noisy or emits unsafe levels of fumes or pollution; and
Where there is a risk of an oil or fuel spill, steps shall be taken to mitigate this risk. Oil spill response
kits are available at all the zone substations.

3.5.2.7 Health and Safety
Horizon Energy is committed to providing a safe and healthy work environment – all practical steps are
taken to ensure our operations do not place staff or the community at risk. We are certified as compliant
with AS/NZS 4801 until 2020 and are committed to be certified for ISO45001 by 2020. We completed the
stage 1 audit in October 2019 and stage 2 is scheduled for March 2020. Key safety controls implemented
by the following groups are summarised below:
3.5.2.7.1 Staff
•

•
•
•
•
•

The safety committee is responsible for managing the overall safety of HEDL operations¸
comprising of management and staff personnel. The committee is led by designated leaders from
People and Safety, and respective business unit. the Group Safety Manager and Safety
Coordinator;
Monthly Health and Safety Committee meetings take place;
Monthly themed safety toolbox meetings to discuss controls for on-site risks;
Staff competencies maintained through training and supervision.
Safety by design – looking at ways to eliminate or reduce exposure to hazards at the design and
equipment selection phases of a project to both the public and staff;
Identified significant electrical hazards in the public arena are controlled through prudent selection
of equipment and its positioning to reflect life cycle risks;
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Physical barriers and appropriate signage are used to restrict access to site works;
Established safety protocols for all of its Zone Substations; and
HEDL has an emergency hotline for the public to call in faults;
Pillar boxes are being installed with our phone number on the box;
Priority for correcting safety or hazard orientated defects; and
HEDL is committed to maintaining the requirements of AS/NZS 7901 “Safety Management
Systems for Public Safety”.

3.5.2.7.2 Contractors
•
•
•
•

Contractor job site audits undertaken by appropriate Horizon Energy staff;
Engineering staff have a quota of inspections that must be undertaken each month and the results
of these inspections are reported monthly to the Board;
Contractors that work on HEDL’s network undergo regular Health and Safety system audits. The
Horizon Energy Health and Safety Coordinator monitor these audits; and
All contractors must be prequalified to work for Horizon Energy.
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4 Asset Management Strategy
4.1

Section Overview

In Section 3 Horizon Energy Distribution Limited (HEDL) demonstrated the ‘alignment’ between HEDL’s
corporate values and objectives, and the day-to-day decisions that underpin HEDL’s asset management
practice. The system of policies, values, objectives, targets, strategy, tactical planning, organisational
structure and governance is collectively referred to in Section 3 as HEDL’s Asset Management Framework.
In this section we describe the strategies HEDL has in place to manage our assets, evaluate our asset
management performance and assure improvements.
HEDL recognises our customers as key stakeholders for which we need to achieve an acceptable quality
of supply at a cost that is regulated by the Commerce Commission. Customers also have an expectation
that when something does go wrong on the network, that it will be attended to within a reasonable time.
HEDL’s customers also expect us to keep the network safe and to be environmentally responsible.
HEDL leadership is committed to ensuring we deliver work to a high standard by embedding our
organisation’s policy and values into our work culture.
Asset Planning concerns the management of HEDL’s assets through their entire lifecycle. HEDL install
new assets on the network when growth, network security, resilience, reliability, and/or quality of supply
concerns justify it. HEDL refurbish or replace assets when they approach end of life or represent
unacceptable safety, unreliability, quality of supply, security risk or the costs of refurbishment outweigh the
replacement costs. HEDL’s maintenance activities are designed to maintain the usefulness of HEDL’s
assets for as long as possible, to maximise their reliability, utilisation and life. HEDL designs and maintains
its network to minimise any disruption to HEDL’s customers and to be as resilient as possible to storms
and other events. HEDL manage asset risks by systematically assessing probability and consequences of
failure. The risk data is also used to prioritise expenditure when preparing budgets.
Support addresses HEDL’s desire to maintain an appropriate balance between outsourcing work and
retaining sufficient work such that internal staff can maintain an appropriate level of competence and be
available for faults and emergency response. It also concerns the choice and use of asset management
systems, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and communications system infrastructure,
geospatial systems, information management systems and other non-network assets such as computers,
vehicles and buildings. In all cases HEDL strive for maximum efficiency by seeking opportunities to reduce
HEDL’s operating and capital expenditure.
Asset Management Operations addresses the management of changes which includes works
management, asset information management, field services, safety management, environmental
management and inventory management.
Performance Evaluation addresses our asset management performance targets and the rationale behind
them.
Improvement clarifies our targets and strategies for improving our asset management performance.
In this section HEDL describes the linkages between Asset Management Strategy, Asset Management
Objectives and Stakeholders needs and expectations.
Asset Management Objectives, Stakeholders, Asset Management strategy and the links between these
are shown in Figure 4-1. This figure is commonly referred to when describing each of HEDLs Asset
management Strategies.
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Figure 4-1: Asset Management Objectives, Stakeholders and Strategy Linkages

4.2

Scope of Activity

Horizon Networks (HEDL) is a Power Distribution Company supplying the Eastern Bay of Plenty and draws
electricity from three Grid Exit Points (GXPs), owned and operated by Transpower, and one Generator
operated by Southern Generation Limited Partnership. The Network includes sub-transmission systems
operating at 50kV and 33kV, distribution systems operating at 11kV and low voltage supplies at 400V and
230V.
4.2.1

Stakeholders

The needs and expectations of HEDL’s primary stakeholders are detailed in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: HEDL’s Asset Management Stakeholders
Stakeholder
Shareholder
Board

Customers

Regulator

Needs & Expectations
HEDL is wholly owned by The Eastern Bay Energy Trust. A key consideration for the shareholder is in growing the
trust fund by ensuring that an appropriate risk adjusted return is achieved through portfolio diversification.
The Board of Directors has a specific interest in the Company’s performance in protecting the interests of
shareholders, complying with statutory obligations and ensuring that investment decisions are made in the best
long-term interest of the shareholder.
Electricity end-users expect a reliable electricity supply at a fair price. Electricity Retailers operating on HEDL’s
network to deliver electricity to its direct customers share the same desire. Certain major consumers have
individual agreements with HEDL to provide and maintain a connection to the nearest Transpower GXP. Supply
interruptions can have a significant financial impact on these customers and they are well placed to make
individual choices on the price / quality trade-off they receive, and level of risk associated with security of supply.
Compliance with statutory obligations
Satisfactory risk management
Economic efficiency
Delivery to Plan
Economic efficiency
Environmentally friendly
Safety for staff and the public
Staff welfare
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Local Govt

Contractors

General Public
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Needs & Expectations
Staff implement the Company’s AMP and policies to maximise utilisation and performance of the Company
assets. They are interested in the successful achievement of network performance targets and in meeting the
requirements of network users. Staff also have an interest in the safety, profitability, longevity and reputation of
the Company. Accountability for financial performance is clearly defined and allocated to those senior managers
best able to manage the outcome. Delegated authorities for expenditure are similarly well defined and
determine the appropriate levels of expenditure beyond which detailed business cases must be approved to gain
financial commitment.
Whakatāne, Opotiki, Kawerau, Bay of Plenty Regional and Rotorua District Councils are served by HEDL’s
Network. Their interests include economics (the prosperity of their districts being dependent on reliable,
reasonably-priced electricity supply), growth planning, aesthetics (i.e. overhead to undergrounding projects), and
emergency response.
HEDL engages its own in-house contractor for much of its fieldwork and some of its administrative needs. HEDL’s
Contractor has a stakeholder involvement in the Company as a source of income and shared interest in the
efficient and effective delivery of works. HEDL’s Contractor and subcontractors also have an interest in work
continuity, a safe work environment and a good contractual relationship.
Landowners and the general public are interested in:
The integrity of their property rights
The mitigation/removal of hazards
Safety of the assets
Environmental degradation, including aesthetics

Customer Engagement

Our engagement with customers is via surveys, face-to-face meetings and community events. The
feedback from this drives continual improvement of our asset management practices. Although HEDL’s
direct customers are energy retailers and large industrial consumers, HEDL use the term ‘customer’ to
refer to all end users of electricity, including residential and commercial consumers.
HEDL aims to achieve good customer feedback by:
•
•
•

Meeting reliability targets;
Minimising customer complaints via works management; and
Effectively communicating outages.

The following controls are used to drive high customer satisfaction:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide notifications of our activities that concern customers;
Optimal price and quality trade-off;
Efficient fault response to reduce restoration time;
High accessibility (ability to get hold of us when needed);
Efficient work planning to reduce customer supply disturbances; and
Effective network management to provide a reliable supply of electricity to our customers.

HEDL commissions a customer survey every two years (most recently in 2018) whereby customers are
asked for their overall satisfaction level with the services HEDL provide, together with more specific
questions about each of the aspects listed above. The results are reported on in some detail in Section
5.3.1. Although the results were generally acceptable and better than previous surveys, there is always
room for improvement. Some of the survey learnings include a need to improve HEDL’s community profile
by exploring further options to communicate with our customers. And while the network’s performance is
in line with customer expectations, HEDL continues to seek opportunities to further improve reliability and
resilience without raising prices.
Customer feedback drives continual improvement to HEDL’s tactical plans to achieve a high level
customer satisfaction.
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4.2.2.1 Quality of Supply
HEDL’s Customer Strategies also need to provide HEDL’s customers with an acceptable quality of supply
at a cost that is regulated by the Commerce Commission. By ‘quality of supply’ HEDL mean the ability to
maintain continuity of supply (reliability) without voltage issues that might affect the performance or health
of customer assets.
There are various means by which reliability can be improved. However, because a step-change in
improvement generally requires higher expenditure, HEDL’s general strategy is to maintain overall
reliability levels and focus on continual improvements that enhance the service HEDL provides without
raising prices. Projects designed to achieve such continual improvement are described in Section 7.
HEDL’s target of reliability is set by the Commerce Commission, which takes into account historic
performance of the network. However, as HEDL have observed in recent years, adverse weather events
can have a large impact on actual performance resulting in the business breaching the DPP limits. These
breaches are one off events and are not representative of a degradation of the network.
With respect to voltage issues, HEDL aims to identify voltage issues as early as possible. These issues
are largely due to growth in certain areas or special customer load. Quality of supply aspects are
addressed during the planning stages. However, if there are operational voltage issues, then these are
dealt with on a case-by-case basis in collaboration with HEDL’s customers (who in some cases can
inadvertently affect power quality in their area with the use of solar inverters, variable-speed motor drives
leading to poor power factor).
Figure 4-2 shows how HEDL’s supply quality strategy is linked to its Asset Management Objectives
(AMOs) and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The supply quality strategy influences how HEDL
achieves its Network performance and Continual improvement objectives. The stakeholders with the
highest expectations for the supply quality strategy include the business leadership, customers and the
regulator.

Figure 4-2: Quality of Supply Strategy
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4.2.2.2 Fault Response
Customers have an expectation that when something does go wrong on the network, that it will be attended
to within a reasonable time. Customers also expect us to promptly advise them about planned or
unplanned outages that have the potential to disrupt their activities.
This is an area that HEDL monitors using Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI)
measurements, described in detail in Section 5.4.1. HEDL has only one field depot in Whakatāne with
standby staff strategically located to improve response times. HEDL’s manages critical spares to ensure
there are sufficient levels to accommodate a number of faults.
Where extended outages may result and it is practicable and cost-effective, HEDL uses mobile generation.
With respect to communication of outages, HEDL is in the process of deploying a web-based Outage
Management System (OMS), with Facebook feed, to directly inform HEDL’s customers of current and
scheduled outages, as well as a more customisable mobile version of this information. Prior to this HEDL
relied on Retailers and their systems to inform customers or the media for significant outages.
Figure 4-3 shows how HEDL’s fault response strategy is linked to its AMOs and its stakeholders’ needs
and expectations. The fault response strategy influences how HEDL achieves its Network performance
and Continual improvement objectives. The stakeholders with the highest expectations for HEDL’s fault
response are generally the customers and the regulator.

Figure 4-3: Fault Response Strategy
4.2.2.3 New Connections
New connections and upgrade requests require investment in network infrastructure, whether they consist
of single dwellings, entire subdivisions, or large connections such as factories and commercial premises.
Customers wishing to connect to the network for the first time, or requiring a change in supply capacity,
are generally required to pay a contribution to any upgrade costs for the upstream infrastructure
(Infrastructure Development Contribution (IDC)) and pay for the complete cost of their connection (Direct
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Capital Contribution). The IDC avoids other customers subsidising the cost of new connections. The Direct
Capital Contribution is determined on a case-by-case basis by considering the estimated costs for the
work required for the new connection.
The engineering design of a new connection considers the load profile over the course of the day, network
hosting capacity in the vicinity, power quality requirements, effects the new load might have on power
quality (introduced harmonics for example); synchronising, protection, metering and control arrangements;
maintenance access and future-proofing.
A typical domestic connection requires either a new or existing connection pillar on the road boundary or
an overhead service line to the house to be installed.
If the backbone of the network needs to be upgraded to accommodate new load, such as an industrial
processing plant for example, a new or upgraded line or zone substations may be necessary. This type of
upgrade is generally funded through customer IDC.
Figure 4-4 shows how HEDL’s new connection strategy described above is linked to its AMOs and its
stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The new connection strategy influences how HEDL achieves its
assurance and program delivery objectives. The stakeholders with the highest expectations for the
connection strategy are Local Government with their need to expand infrastructure, developers and
individual customers requiring a new supply.

Figure 4-4: New Connection Strategy

4.3

Leadership

HEDL’s leadership is committed to optimally, safely and sustainably managing their assets and achieving
corporate values by setting asset management policies and aligning the corporate objectives accordingly.
In addition, the leadership team is constantly monitoring the asset management system, processes and
procedures to ensure delivery of the objectives through management reporting and monitoring tools. Roles
and responsibilities of the leadership as well as other staff are explained in Section 4.5.1.
4.3.1

Policy

The key principles that HEDL follow to manage its assets are as follows and as documented in Horizon
Networks’ asset management policy:
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Assets are managed in a safe and sustainable way – delivering value over their lifecycle, as well
as eliminating or minimising safety and environmental impacts;
Integrated and systematic methods are applied to the management of assets - a multi-disciplinary
approach is applied to evaluating assets that leverages the various teams’ expertise, and system
knowledge such as asset and fleet information on health, criticality, locality, utilisation etc;
Commitment to compliance and good practice – all assets are to be installed and managed in
compliance with relevant legislation, regulatory, statutory, industry and internal requirements, thus
delivering quality outcomes;
Risks are proactively managed – an understanding of asset and fleet risk is used to make sensible
decisions that reduces the overall risk our assets present to staff, the public and the business;
Teams and individuals support asset management - people are supported and mentored to
understand their role and improve their capability and accountability for asset management
practices; and
We all strive for improvement – progressively improving the quality and consistency of our people,
processes and systems at all levels of the business.

Asset management policies and objectives are explained in Section 3.2.3. The linkage between our
objectives and corporate SWITCH values are also clarified in Figure 3-2.
Figure 4-5 shows the relationship between HEDL’s Asset Management Policy, Corporate Values,
Stakeholders and Asset Management Objectives. HEDL’s asset management objectives are formed to
support the asset management policy. The purpose of these objectives is to help operationalise the Asset
Management Policy by providing clear targets and timeframes.

Figure 4-5: Asset Management Policy
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Asset Planning

4.4.1

Overview

The four stages of the asset life cycle are illustrated in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6: The Asset Lifecycle
•
•
•

•

Justification - this covers the identification of the assets need, options analysis, concept design,
costing and approval. At this point it is handed over to HEDL’s service delivery teams for
acquisition;
Acquisition - this covers detailed design, tendering, construction and project management,
commissioning and handover of new assets to the operational teams;
Operation - this covers the operation and maintenance of HEDL’s electricity assets. HEDL aim to
serve HEDL’s customers, preserve safety, and maintain the usefulness of HEDL’s assets for as
long as possible, so as to maximise their reliability, utilisation and life. Competent operation and
maintenance form part of HEDL’s obligations under the Electricity Safety Regulations; and
End of life - this covers the process of either retiring and replacing aged assets or extending their
life through refurbishment.

These elements of asset lifecycle management are summarised in the following sections. The
corresponding lifecycle management plans for each of HEDL’s asset types are discussed in detail in
Section 7.
Figure 4-7 shows how HEDL’s lifecycle strategy described above is linked to its Asset Management
Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The asset lifecycle strategy influences how
HEDL achieves its networks performance, assurance and continual improvement objectives. The
stakeholders with the highest expectations for the asset strategy are business leadership, customers and
the regulator.
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Figure 4-7: Asset Lifecycle Strategy
4.4.2

Justification Phase

New assets are usually justified on the basis of:
•

•

•
•
•

Network capacity needs: HEDL monitors demand growth and stays in touch with customers and
other stakeholders about future expansion plans. In this way HEDL can predict when and where
demand will increase and make timely decisions about how to meet that demand. The demand
strategy is explained in detail in Section 6;
Network reliability improvement: The fleet management plans in Section 7 describe how HEDL
seek to obtain the best utilisation and performance out of HEDL’s assets over their lifetime. In
addition to routine maintenance, refurbishment and renewal considerations, HEDL also maintains
a watch for ‘hot spots’ on the network with disproportionately poor performance or condition and
devise appropriate measures to rectify issues before they result in an unacceptable customer
experience;
Network Quality of Supply improvement: The Network performance targets Section 5 in conjunction
with Section 7 describe how HEDL seek to monitor its network quality of supply type issues and
plan for new assets to remediate these; and
Customer requests to connect to HEDL’s network or modification of existing connections.
Edge technology needs, such as the need to service electric vehicle load and facilitate connection
of photovoltaic solar generation.

Once the need for new electricity services or assets has been identified, a thorough review of the options
available to meet the need is considered taking into account the life cycle costs vs benefits. HEDL seeks
neither to over engineered HEDL’s solutions nor to install assets that are only barely fit for purpose as both
would result in inefficient investment over the long-term. HEDL seek input on the operability and safety
implications of every solution, as well as deliverability.
Expenditure governance is discussed in detail in Section 3.
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Acquisition Phase

Once an investment decision is approved, concept designs and approvals are given to HEDL’s service
Design and Estimation team at Horizon Services Limited (HSL) to prepare the detailed design, procure
materials, which is then handed to the projects delivery team for construction and commissioning. Safetyin-design is a key consideration during the planning and design stage, as the intrinsic safety of HEDL’s
installations is heavily influenced by decisions made before procurement and construction activities even
begin.
HEDL’s suite of technical standards provides an essential guide for construction that helps us to deploy
standardised assets of a consistently high quality. This reduces costs during the operational phase.
4.4.4

Network Operational Phase

The term “operation” refers to the activities necessary to manage the safe, reliable, day-to-day operation
of HEDL’s network. It involves monitoring loads, managing capacity and security by switching, attending
to faults, and outage management. It centres on HEDL’s control centre at HEDL’s Whakatāne
headquarters, with backup control facilities available in the event of an emergency.
The elements of HEDL’s operational strategy can be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All assets are operated within their design ratings and in accordance with good industry practice;
Transformer overload ratings (which can be used continuously in conjunction with additional
cooling methods) are utilised only when there are no viable alternatives such as peak load shaving;
HEDL do not compromise on safety and will switch off equipment that poses unacceptable risk to
staff or the public;
Certain risks, such as switchgear arc flash, are managed through appropriate operational
procedures if there are no other viable alternatives;
HEDL prepare and test contingency plans for emergencies and disruptive events such as storms,
to build resilience into HEDL’s business and HEDL’s network; and
All staff who work on HEDLs network are appropriately trained and are competent to undertake the
tasks that they are asked to perform.

The term ‘maintenance’ refers to the care of assets to ensure they operate safely and effectively at their
design capacity. It involves monitoring and managing the condition of an asset over time and restoring the
asset to a safe working condition in the event of a failure. It may also include minor modifications to assets
to improve performance and reliability.
Historically, HEDL’s maintenance practice has been a combination of time-based inspection and servicing
of major components (referred to as ‘predictive’ maintenance); reactive response to defects and faults
(referred to as “corrective” maintenance); and asset replacement or renewal based on age or condition.
Monitoring and condition assessment of assets triggers a set of questions; the answers determine the
lifecycle management policy appropriate for the asset or asset group. See Figure 4-8.
For example, is the asset to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintained;
Run to failure;
Refurbished;
Replaced;
Replaced when; or
Replaced with a better product?

In short, is the asset still required and, if so, can it be improved?
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Figure 4-8: Asset Decision Wheel
In Financial Year 2020 (FY20) HEDL developed risk-based model for asset maintenance and decision
making. During FY21 the risk-based model will be fully integrated into HEDL's implementation of the ABB
Ellipse asset management tool. This will enable HEDL to use more sophisticated risk, criticality and
condition-based approaches to enhance its maintenance and renewal expenditure as discussed in Section
4.5.2.
4.4.5

End of Life

The decision to renew or dispose of existing assets is needed when an asset becomes unsafe, obsolete,
or would cost more to maintain than to replace. Assets are refurbished rather than retired if the life
extension benefits exceed the costs and does not compromise the safety or performance of the asset.
If replacement is a more cost-effective option, then asset disposal plans are prepared that take due
consideration of safety and environmental risks; and a new asset lifecycle begins.
4.4.6

Works Planning and Budgeting

A lifecycle-based asset management approach requires a holistic view of asset expenditure. The
investments HEDL make in the operational space enable efficient delivery of capital projects and influence
HEDL’s ability to later operate and maintain the new assets.
Reflecting this, HEDL consider both capital and operational costs in HEDL’s budgeting. Capital costs
reflect what HEDL spend on new assets or refurbishment of assets. Operational costs comprise routine
and replacement maintenance costs, vegetation management, fault response, personnel costs (staff,
contractors and consultants), and ancillary costs (such as local council rates) incurred in running the
network.
Longer-term maintenance and operation costs can represent a significant proportion of the asset life cycle
cost in present value terms. HEDL’s expenditure forecasts are derived considering the historical long term
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maintenance costs, operational cost, and capital investments to address any emerging asset fleet issues.
HEDL’s annual budgets are based on these expenditure forecasts.

4.5

Support

4.5.1

Human Resource

HEDL utilises a core team of technical, support and financial staff; employed by HEDL, its subsidiary
Horizon Services Ltd (HSL), or Horizon Energy Group (HEG) staff. These consist of:
•
•
•

Technical teams consisting of planners, engineers, Geographic Information System (GIS)
specialists, analysts, project managers, vegetation specialists, field supervisors and controllers that
build, monitor, improve, maintain and operate HEDL’s network assets;
Support teams comprising human resource specialists, safety specialists, training specialists,
project administrators, regulatory and commercial analysts and IT staff; and
Financial teams comprising accountants, financial controllers and payroll staff.

In general, engineering, planning and analytical roles are in-house functions, while field work is a Service
Provider function. Field work in this context includes response to faults and emergencies, monitoring of
asset condition, maintenance, vegetation management and capital works.
Table 4-2 lists the types of technical work HEDL undertake in-house or outsources.
Table 4-2: List of Preferred Service Providers
PREFERRED PROVIDER

SERVICE
Network operations - real time
network control, monitoring and
event response.
Outage planning – planning for
equipment outages to enable safe
access to network assets.

SERVICE PROVIDED

Shift operators to man its control desks, process switching
requests, prepare switching schedules, issue permits for work,
manage load flow, manage planned outages and deal with
disruptive events;

HEDL
Asset Information Management.

Asset Planning.

Asset Inspection.
Project implementation
Vegetation Control

HSL

Technical Services

Line Construction and Maintenance
Live Line Services

A team of information management specialists to maintain
accurate geospatial and technical asset records;
A team of planning engineers to oversee network development
and fleet management strategy, and to develop annual works
plans;
Dedicated asset inspectors to monitor asset health and manage
the information flow between field crews and HEDL information
management staff
Provision of project management, supervision, quantity
surveying and estimating skills.
HSL employs skilled arborists and vegetation assessors to
provide vegetation management and tree trimming services.
Technician level support for substation protection and
maintenance;
Radio communications support;
Cable jointing, cable locations; and
Design (for routine build work).
Line maintenance
Line construction - network and private
Specialist crew that are able to perform 11kV,33kV and 50kV
line work whilst the line is still energised (this work is currently
suspended).
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Dedicated specialist network warehouse service including spares
management and procurement services.
Fault response for all network faults.

Enablers

4.5.2.1 Asset Management System
In Section 3 HEDL described HEDL’s Asset Management Framework - the collective system of values,
objectives, targets, strategy, tactical planning, organisational structure, tools, and governance that
underpins how HEDL manage HEDL’s assets.
HEDL’s Asset Management System (AMS) is an important element of the Asset Management Framework.
It is a software tool comprising asset information systems, works management, field mobility, financial and
geospatial functionality.
Until recently, HEDL primarily made use of the functionality of two of HEDL’s systems to manage assets:
NAV (Microsoft Dynamics Navision) and GIS (Hexagon GTECH Suite). NAV is used for works
management and finances. HEDL’s GIS system stores geospatial information on HEDL’s assets. It is
described in detail in Section 4.5.2.4 and Section 4.5.2.5 respectively.
As part of its asset management maturity journey, HEDL investigated how these existing systems could
be integrated with a proprietary asset risk assessment tool to enable more targeted expenditure based on
probability and potential consequences of risk. HEDL selected ABB Ellipse and has completed the
implementation of the 'mobility' component for asset inspections and maintenance. An automated
scheduling for these inspected assets is being currently investigated and will be implemented by 2020.
The Ellipse system combined with the relevant NAV and GIS functionality is now collectively referred to
as HEDL’s AMS.
The Ellipse tool will enable us to improve:
•
•
•
•

Information management, including asset data, performance trends and condition assessments;
Investment strategy;
Maintenance scheduling; and
Works management.

In addition to the Asset Management module, HEDL is also implementing the associated Fieldreach
mobility module.
Fieldreach is a mobile app-based software package with dual functionality:
•
•

Dispatch of works to assigned field personnel; and
Collection of assets and works information

HEDL will be deploying Fieldreach gradually to both asset inspection and works execution crews. The
Fieldreach application will consist of a list of in-house built and customised scripts to complete the field
inspection and maintenance procedures for each individual asset. This functionality provides a better
understanding of the asset’s health profile and captures data digitally, which in turn is fed directly into
HEDL’s Asset Management module. With few exceptions, projects and maintenance works will be initiated
and dispatched through Ellipse, with work records and asset information being fed back through
Fieldreach. During FY20 The Asset Management team rolled out Fieldreach based inspection scripts for
the majority of the asset types in the Network.
HEDL will continue to use NAV for financial management and GIS to record geospatial information. The
Ellipse project has consequently involved development of Ellipse-NAV-GIS integration functionality. The
integration will allow initiation of works in NAV by Ellipse, which then reports the work costs back to Ellipse.
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It is envisaged that the full benefit of the Ellipse deployment will not be reached until sufficient historical
data has been gathered to enable robust analysis of failure and asset condition trends. The business
envisage that full asset capture will be completed by 2023. However, Ellipse provides the immediate
benefit of improved asset information capture during asset inspections, combined with the capability of
works scheduling and associated issue of works instructions to field personnel via the Fieldreach module.
Figure 4-9 shows how HEDL’s AMS enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset Management
Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The AMS enabler strategy is essential in
achieving all of HEDL’s asset management objectives. It has been designed to meet the needs and
expectations of all the major internal and external stakeholders.

Figure 4-9: Asset Management System Enabler Strategy
4.5.2.2 Organisational Culture
A key enabler to good asset management practice is strong asset management leadership and investment
in staff.
A culturally strong organisation with leadership that clearly communicates the corporate vision to staff and
how the day-to-day activities contribute to the achievement of that vision drives performance. Similarly, a
strong organisational culture fosters innovation and initiative through training, empowerment, continuous
improvement and recognition of achievement.
HEDL cultural and capability development initiatives and plans include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular participation in industry conferences and forums;
Graduate training programmes;
Use of state-of-the art asset management tools and associated contextual and hands-on training;
Team understanding of the Asset Management principles through regular meetings and project
work;
Promotion of SWITCH principles across the organisation;
Team development through project interaction and shared social activities;
Promotion of a healthy work / life balance; and
Regular engagement and discussion with the organisation’s executives.
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Developing this Asset Management Plan (AMP) has been a collaborative effort involving representatives
from operational and asset management teams; and it will be used as a reference tool for all staff involved
in the running of the network.
4.5.2.3 SCADA and Communication Systems
The SCADA system from Survalent commissioned in 2017 is a dedicated Electricity Industry SCADA
platform designed to leverage smart grid infrastructure to improve customer outage reporting, fault
detection, and allow self-healing of the network without human intervention. The SCADA platform has the
capability to interface with advanced meters, vehicle tracking systems and work management systems to
provide situational awareness to those controlling the network and resources responding to faults.
The current SCADA and communications strategy is to enable the business to deliver an enhanced
customer experience and asset lifecycle through:
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing remote monitoring of Extra High Voltage (EHV), High Voltage (HV) and Low Voltage
(LV) assets as the technology becomes available and it is cost effective to do so;
Investigating distribution transformer monitoring and additional fault indicator reporting;
Reporting of the state of network outages to customers through a geospatially enabled web-based
outage management platform;
Leveraging international standards (e.g. IEC 61850, DNP3, ICCP, MultiSpeak etc.) where possible
to facilitate the integration of communication and messaging systems from HEDL’s various
suppliers; and
Plans to collect operational information such as tap change counts, fault passage operations, zone
transformer life consumption, circuit breaker life consumption, and equipment switching operations
to enhance HEDL’s asset lifecycle maintenance strategies. Once the complete Zone substation
data is deployed in Ellipse, HEDL will review options for integration of the two systems.

Figure 4-10 shows how HEDL’s SCADA enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations.
The SCADA enabler strategy influences the AMS enabler strategy through improved data collection, and
is integral in achieving the asset management objectives that require improved collection and reporting of
asset performance data.
The SCADA enabler strategy influences how HEDL achieves its networks performance, assurance and
continual improvement objectives. The stakeholders with the highest expectations for the asset strategy
are business leadership, customers and the regulator. In addition to these more prevalent stakeholders,
internal staff have a need for improved network performance information and control.
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Figure 4-10: SCADA Enabler Strategy
4.5.2.4 GIS
HEDL’s Geospatial Information System (GIS) has historically been used to manage the majority of HEDL’s
asset information, including spatial, connectivity and nameplate information. Financial information is
maintained separately in the finance system (NAV). HEDL has connected the base asset information
databases between the GIS and the Ellipse. The availability of this information in HEDL’s dedicated AMS
will enable even better management of assets through their lifecycle.
However, the GIS continues to be an integral part of HEDL’s asset management practice. It contains
spatially accurate information and describes the connectivity of assets from EHV through to LV systems.
This information is then leveraged in other systems such as SCADA, AMS and HEDL’s vehicle tracking
and field staff monitoring system (Smartrak). Accurate geospatial information assists with efficient planning
and execution of work as well as understanding asset risk and vulnerability to external events.
Figure 4-11 shows how HEDL’s GIS enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset Management
Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations.
The GIS enabler strategy is essential in achieving all of HEDL’s AMOs. The GIS enabler strategy is critical
to the success of the AMS enabler strategy. It has been designed to meet the needs and expectations of
all the major internal and external stakeholders. In addition to the more prevalent stakeholders, internal
staff and contractors both need and expect effective GIS enablers to achieve HEDL’s objectives. Local
government also expect assurance and continual improvement objectives to be met through the effective
use of GIS.
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Figure 4-11: GIS Enabler Strategy
4.5.2.5 NAVISION
NAV is used for financial management and works management. It is an asset management strategy
enabler and has the following primary functions in this context:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project financial and works management;
Maintenance financial and works management;
Defect financial and works management;
Fault financial and works management;
Inventory management;
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) reporting; and
Operational Expenditure (OPEX) reporting.

Figure 4-12 shows how HEDL’s NAV enabler strategy is linked to its Asset Management Objectives and
its stakeholders’ needs and expectations.
The NAV enabler strategy is essential in achieving HEDL’s asset management objectives related to
delivery, assurance and planning.

Figure 4-12: NAV Enabler Strategy
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4.5.2.6 VAULT
VAULT is a cloud-based and mobile accessible system used by the business for the management of
Health and Safety. It is used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage events by providing visibility over all events, incidents, audits and investigations;
Increase H&S visibility across the organisation to more effectively manage risk and safety;
Protects the business by managing Competency, Certifications and Compliance;
Equipped with a risk register for preventive action and to implement controls;
Meets Health and Safety Standard ISO45001 (which has now replaced AS / NZS 4801) as well as
supporting public safety and environmental ISO standards; and
Captures Contractor prequalification data and reports.

Figure 4-13 shows how HEDL’s VAULT enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The vault enabler strategy
influences how HEDL achieves its health and safety, assurance and people, and competency objectives.
This enabler targets the regulatory and competency objectives. The stakeholders with the highest
expectations for the VAULT enabler strategy are business leaders, staff and the regulator.

Figure 4-13: VAULT Enabler Strategy
4.5.2.7 Fieldreach
HEDL has deployed the Fieldreach mobility solution as part of its AMS. Fieldreach is a mobile data
collection application that connects to the Ellipse with the following applications:
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically receive work orders from Ellipse;
Asset health inspection scripts with data collection fields;
Maintenance scripts with data collection fields;
Defect and Fault logging; and
On-site work request generation.

In FY20 Horizon operationalised the fault logging, work order reception and asset health inspection script
data collection as part of its Asset Inspection Program. The remaining applications are work in progress
and are expected to be completed by the end of FY21.
Figure 4-14 shows how HEDL’s Fieldreach mobility enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The Fieldreach Mobility Enabler is
essential in executing HEDL’s AMS enabler strategy and its asset management objectives. Fieldreach is
the data collection enabler for all network performance and improvement objectives.
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Figure 4-14: Fieldreach Enabler Strategy
4.5.2.8 Xivic
In FY20 HEDL enhanced its commercial ‘Xivic’ Vegetation Management System. This system has enabled
HEDL to dynamically track vegetation risk and help develop more focused vegetation management plans.
The Xivic Vegetation Management System is comprised of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Cut assessment data;
Cut plans data;
Cut progress data;
Customer/Landowner permission & access data; and
Legislated process adherence records.

Figure 4-15 shows how HEDL’s Xivic Vegetation Enabler Strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The Xivic vegetation enabler
strategy is essential in achieving health and safety, network performance, assurance and continual
improvement objectives. In addition to the more prevalent internal and external stakeholders, the general
public has high needs and expectations of the Vegetation strategy and its associated objectives.

Figure 4-15: Vegetation Enabler Strategy
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4.5.2.9 Non-Network Assets
HEDL’s non-network assets include the land, buildings, vehicles, depot and office infrastructure needed
to support the electricity distribution business.
The non-network assets strategy has always been to minimise expenditure without compromising
efficiency. HEDL’s choice of IT technologies and software has also always been strategic, with an eye to
future-proof HEDL’s operation, provide flexibility and expandability.
Figure 4-16 shows how HEDL’s Non-Network Asset enabler strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The Non-network asset enabler
strategy is essential in achieving all HEDL’s asset management objectives. HEDL’s internal stakeholders
have the highest expectations for the non-network asset enablers.

Figure 4-16: Non-Network Asset Enabler Strategy
4.5.3

Competence

4.5.3.1 Overview
Planning and delivery of maintenance activities are dependent on having skilled and specialised
personnel, particularly in HEDL’s field workforce, engineering, planning and analytical functions. It also
requires having the systems in place to efficiently manage the flow of information to support the work
processes.
HEDL’s Internal Service Providers and external specialists are responsible for providing sufficient training
resources, qualifications, expertise and resources to undertake the assigned works in line with HEDL’s
requirements. HEDL monitor their compliance with these requirements.
HEDL’s Internal Service Providers are responsible for managing quality for all works that they undertake.
Quality management includes supervision and auditing of works to ensure that only competent persons
are assigned to undertake work, and that the work is compliant with standards, contractual terms and
conditions.
HEDL independently monitor the completion of Internal Service Provider and specialist works and
undertake sample audits to ensure compliance with HEDL’s safety standards. HEDL’s Inspection Team
performs audits to ensure the quality of the completed work meets Network’s standards. In addition to
these audits, HEDL’s Design Team ensures the completed work is in accordance with approved and
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issued technical scope and meets all technical standards. The technical standards audits are of two types;
Desktop and Field check, a sample based field check is performed randomly on these completed works.
Figure 4-17 shows how HEDL’s Competence Strategy described above is linked to its Asset Management
Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The competence strategy is essential in HEDL
achieving its asset management objectives. The competence strategy relates to the needs and
expectations of a majority of the stakeholders.

Figure 4-17: Competence Strategy
4.5.3.2 Feedback and Monitoring
HEDL’s Service Level Agreement (SLA) provides a mechanism for feedback both from and to HEDL’s
Service Providers. When undertaking physical works, Service Providers identify issues or ways to improve
specific maintenance tasks.
Similarly, HEDL identify and advise of technological changes that can assist the Service Providers to
undertake work more effectively and efficiently. Feedback improves HEDL’s understanding of
maintenance requirements and assists with keeping standards relevant and up to date.
Feedback from external specialists helps with planning renewals or operational changes for specialist
equipment such as load control plant.

4.6

Asset Management Operation

4.6.1

Operation Planning and Control

4.6.1.1 Works Management
Works management is the term HEDL use to describe the processes HEDL use to manage HEDL’s
resources in order to efficiently and safely deliver the assigned tasks. HEDL’s works management involves
three stages of review and approval.
•
•
•

Concept Approval;
Technical Approval; and
Financial Approval.
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4.6.1.1.1 Concept Approval
The concept approval stage involves preparing a high-level scope of work, critical risks, capacity and
planning aspects. A concept level approval is issued to Horizon’s Design and Estimation Team to develop
a ‘’Technical Approval’ document. Concept approval is assessed by Network and decided if the project
should proceed further or not. There are several efficiency and flexibility benefits of this level of approval.
4.6.1.1.2 Technical Approval
The technical approval document consists of detailed scope, design, cost, schedule, risks register etc.
This document is produced by the Design & Estimation Team or a third-party contractor once the concept
level approval has been accepted. Once the detailed design and delivery aspects are accepted by HEDL,
the project then proceeds to financial approval.
4.6.1.1.3 Financial Approval
Once the detailed design and technical approval is completed; the project is then financially approved
through a defined process of delegated authority defined as per the Horizon’s DFA policy. As soon as the
project is financially committed, it is sent to the delivery team for scheduling, installation and
commissioning.
The financial approval process is conducted using the NAV financial system, where the itemised project
breakdown is reviewed, executed and monitored to completion.
Figure 4-18 shows how HEDL’s Works Management Strategy described above is linked to its Asset
Management Objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The works management strategy
influences how HEDL achieves its network related objectives. The stakeholders with the highest
expectations for the works management strategy are business leadership, staff and contractors.

Figure 4-18: Works Management Strategy
4.6.1.2 Field Services
The different types of tasks undertaken by HEDL’s field services providers and how they are dealt with are
described in the following sections.
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4.6.1.2.1 Capital Works
This involves installation of new assets, or refurbishment of old ones. After a project has been justified and
scoped, it is passed to HEDL’s Service Provider to price. If the price is acceptable, the work is approved,
and a project manager assigned to organise design, procure materials, arrange ancillary construction or
supply contracts, and manage the implementation.
As an extension to HEDL’s Capital works management, HEDL issues its Service provider - HSL with an
approved bulk Concept document every quarter of the financial year which provides a list of priority areas
for HSL to efficiently plan and execute asset renewal and replacement work. Each section or priority area
is defined, based on the largest number of assets coexisting in the same section which meet HEDL’s
strategy and replacement criteria. Once the projects are designed, the projects are assessed and
approved with the associated risk and assigned delivery targets. The projects with relatively lesser risk
become a part of the planned works for the succeeding planning periods.
4.6.1.2.2 Asset Inspection, Defects, Maintenance & Faults
The day to day and weekly work programme is sourced from:
•
•
•

The schedule of Preventive Maintenance and Inspection work;
The defects logged, which provides a record of all outstanding defects from which individual
corrective maintenance jobs or packages of work are issued; and
The Control Room, which issues urgent Reactive Maintenance fault work on an individual job basis
to HEDL’s Service Provider.

In FY20 HEDL commenced a risk-based asset inspection programme through a mobility solution
integrated with Ellipse. The asset inspection strategy is to target the riskiest assets in the network for initial
inspection and automatically schedule follow up inspections based on the inspected asset risk. The
program objective is to inspect one third of assets with an Asset Health Index (AHI) of H3 or worse every
year.
The Fieldreach mobility enabler is used to execute inspection and maintenance work, as well as log faults
and defects that are observed during routine activities. There is continual two way data flow between
Ellipse and Fieldreach. Work is issued, data is collected, analysed and automatically re-issued when
required.
Defects are identified by field staff carrying out asset inspections and are classified according to their
priority - they usually involve damaged or unsafe equipment. Defect reports may also be raised by staff,
contractors or the public (either through their retailer or by direct contact to HEDL). Defect priorities are
assigned by Horizon’s staff in accordance with Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Defect Priorities
PRIORITY
Red Tag
Priority 3

DEFINITION
Defected item (normally a pole) has a red tag
affixed to the pole when it is deemed unsafe to
climb. Once the pole is red tagged no person may
climb the pole.

ACTION
Red tag poles must be replaced within
three months.

Priority 1 Immediate repair required

The equipment is unsafe, non-functional or about
to cause a loss of supply.

Work is required to start as soon as
practicable and be complete within 48
hrs.

Priority 2

Asset is defective or below standard but is not an
immediate hazard nor likely to cause an
imminent loss of supply.

Work is planned and scheduled but must
be complete within 30 working days.
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DEFINITION

Priority 3

Asset is defective or below standard but is not an
immediate hazard nor likely to cause an
imminent loss of supply.

Priority 4

Asset is defective or below standard but is not an
immediate hazard nor likely to cause a loss of
supply within six months.

No action required

Asset is not a hazard and is unlikely to become a
hazard or cause a loss of supply.
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ACTION
Work is planned and scheduled. Work
required within 90 working days. Some
Priority 3 defects are planned during
normal quarterly plans.
Work is planned and scheduled. Work
required within six to twelve months.
Most of the Priority 4 defects are to be
planned in next FY.
Close defect in defects register.

Figure 4-19 shows how HEDL’s Field Service Strategy described above is linked to its stakeholders and
asset management objectives via the AMS enabler strategy. The field service strategy strongly influences
how HEDL achieves its networks performance, assurance, programme delivery and continual
improvement objectives. The AMS enabler strategy is displayed on the path to the objectives as it is a
crucial enabler for the field service strategy. The stakeholders whose needs are met by this strategy are
all internal apart from the regulator.

Figure 4-19: Field Service Strategy
4.6.1.2.3 Vegetation Management
HEDL has a vegetation management team within its contracting subsidiary HSL and operates a vegetation
management process.
Xivic is a vegetation management system described in Section 4.5.2.8 and is the primary enabler for
HEDL’s vegetation management strategy.
The vegetation management process encompasses vegetation assessment, vegetation cut planning,
vegetation cutting and the legislated process of managing vegetation that poses a risk to the network. This
is reported monthly using a vegetation process reporting tool.
The management of trees is prescribed by the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003. Trees
causing a hazard within the growth limit zone are trimmed, and owners of trees within the notice zone are
notified in writing. See Figure 4-20 for the regulated vegetation growth zone details.
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Figure 4-20: Vegetation Growth Zones
HEDL takes a risk-based approach to assessing and prioritising vegetation cut plans. HEDL’s conductor
vegetation risk assessment matrix with associated priorities is shown in Figure 4-21.

Figure 4-21: HEDL’s conductor vegetation risk assessment matrix
The assessment and cut planning components of the vegetation management process are shown in Figure
4-22 below.

Figure 4-22: Assessment and cut planning components of the vegetation process
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The process components directly relating to HEDL’s regulatory obligations are shown in Figure 4-23.

Figure 4-23: Vegetation management process for HEDL's regulatory obligations
Vegetation inspections are scheduled six monthly for 50 kV & 33kV lines and annually for critical 11kV
lines. Difficult to access areas are patrolled aerially. In some cases, for high growth areas, a more regular
inspection may be undertaken. The vegetation management system cut assessments include hazardous
trees and vegetation that encroach within the control and notice zones for all 11kV,33kV and 50 kV feeders.
Results from the vegetation patrols drive the cut plan, and letters are to be issued to the tree owners when
required.
The tree legislation gives little control over trees that are outside the notice zone and yet may pose a threat
to the line due to fall hazard. Outages can be caused by trees that are outside the notice zone.
4.6.1.3 Safety Management
Besides the daily fostering of a safety-conscious culture, the strategies HEDL have in place to meet Health,
Safety and Environment (HSE) objectives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The establishment of a safety committee made up of the H&S Coordinator, management and staff.
The committee meets monthly to discuss near miss reporting, historical incidents, lessons learned
and future actions;
Staff competency maintained through training and supervision;
Regular contractor job site audits undertaken by staff. Contractors that operate on HEDL’s Network
system are prequalified and undergo regular Health and Safety System audits. These audits are
monitored by HEG’s Health and Safety Coordinator;
Safety by design – continually seeking ways to eliminate or reduce exposure to hazards at the
design and equipment selection phases of a project to both the public and staff;
HEG runs a strict drug and alcohol policy, including random testing; and
Public safety criticality criteria is built into HEDL’s risk-based asset model used for prioritising
inspection and replacement.

VAULT is the key enabler for safety management and competence strategies. It aligns staff with the daily
execution of the strategy, from staff initiated event uploads to investigation recommendations.
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4.6.1.4 Environmental Management
All works contracted by Horizon Energy have the following controls to reduce environmental impact:
•
•
•
•

Work is carried out during times that have minimal impact on domestic services such as water
supply;
Final clean up and reinstatement is done to at least the condition prior to the works taking place
and as required by the Environmental Controlling Authority;
Operating noise and pollution – Contractors carrying out works for Horizon Energy shall not use
equipment that is unnecessarily noisy or emits unsafe levels of fumes or pollution; and
Where there is a risk of an oil or fuel spill, steps shall be taken to mitigate this risk. Oil spill response
kits are available at all the zone substations.

VAULT is the key enabler in the environmental management strategy. It provides all staff line of sight to
the daily execution of the strategy, from staff initiated event uploads to H&S committee investigation
recommendations.
4.6.1.5 Inventory Management
Efficient spare parts inventory management plays a critical role in reducing cost, mitigating network risk
and maximising customer satisfaction. To do this there are two basic questions that need to be answered:
a. Which parts must be stocked?
b. How much stock must be kept for each item?
The overarching principles adopted by HEDL’s spares inventory policy include:
•
•
•

Levels of inventory are to commensurate with the risk cost (e.g. accepting lower levels of inventory
where the consequences of equipment failure pose limited risk);
Leveraging equipment standardisation across the network and with other networks where possible;
and
Obsolescence is to be managed (e.g. replace obsolete parts with equivalent modern components
where it makes technical and economic sense to do so).

HEDL reduces its inventory levels by standardising equipment, establishing “universal” spares and
targeting replacement and renewal of obsolete equipment.
Spares warehouses are under the management of Horizon Services, who are required to maintain clean
storage conditions, good inventory management systems, and ready access to field crews needing parts.
The critical network spares are defined in the Network Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP). These critical spares
are also maintained within the stocks by systematically setting item re-order points greater or equal to
required critical quantities for each item. The DRP has been reviewed and updated in November 2019 with
an updated list of critical spares following the acquisition of the 50kV line and Te Kaha substation.
The NAV financial system is the key enabler in the inventory strategy. It provides the inventory
management system that is essential in achieving the network performance, programme delivery,
assurance and continual improvement objectives.
4.6.1.6 Outsourcing
HEDL outsources selected business functions in order to execute its Asset Management Strategy, meet
its asset management objectives and its stakeholders’ needs and expectations.
Enabler related outsourcing includes:
•

Database Engineering & Support;
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Professional Engineering Consultancy Services; and
Vendor support.

Field Service Strategy outsourcing includes:
•
•

4.7

Approved external network contractors; and
Approved vendors for efficient procurement.

Performance Evaluation

HEDL’s asset management strategy is in a process of continual improvement. The performance of the
strategy can be evaluated via the following mechanisms:
•
•
•

Comparison against the Asset Management Objective Performance Targets;
External review of HEDL’s network performance from the ‘Hyland McQueen’5 report; and
External ISO 55000 review of HEDL’s asset management performance by Covaris.

The most widely recognised standard used in the New Zealand and electricity distribution industry is now
ISO55000. HEDL is committed to achieving broad alignment with this standard by 2021 and achieving
certification by 2022.

5

Comparative Performance of Horizon Energy Distribution in the FY2019 Information Disclosure Data, Hyland McQueen Ltd, October 2019
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5 Network Performance Targets
5.1

Section Overview

Achievement of performance targets is an important indicator of the success of Horizon Energy Distribution
Limited’s (HEDL’s) asset management strategies and associated plans. HEDL has set performance
targets that are associated to Horizon’s Asset Management Objectives and Corporate Values (SWITCH).
As discussed in Section 3, alignment for the organisation is evident in the linkages between Corporate
Values, Asset Management Objectives and Performance Targets. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Figure 5-1 shows the alignment between HEDL’s Corporate Values and the Network Performance Targets,
Historical Network Performance and proposed improvement initiatives to address any targets that were
not achieved.

Figure 5-1: Network Performance and Continual Improvement Line of Sight
This section sets out Network Performance Targets for the planning period, the rationale behind them,
HEDL’s track record or historical performance in achieving the targets, and improvement initiatives. The
targets fall into four categories, these are; Safety and Environment, Customer Experience, Network
Performance, and Asset Management Operational Excellence.

5.2

Safety and Environment

5.2.1

Safety and Environment Targets

HEDL stated in its safety policy that it will:
•
•
•
•
•

Support and nurture a culture that promotes employee wellness and raises health and safety
awareness;
Adopt and maintain management systems designed to support continuous performance
improvement;
Provide necessary information, training, support and a healthy and safe working environment;
Ensure commitment from employees and all levels of management; and
Ensure our business partners meet the same health and safety standards.

HEDL takes its responsibility seriously by ensuring that assets located in the public domain are selected
designed and maintained to safeguard workers, the public and environment from any harm.
To measure success in achieving these safety and environment objectives, HEDL has established
performance targets that relate to our success rates in:
•
•
•
•

Reduce the consequence of workplace accidents;
Near-miss and Hazard reporting;
Ensuring public safety; and
Protecting the environment from harm.

Public and employee safety measures include traffic and worksite management, education, hazard
identification, competency management and re-training schemes.
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In addition to these, operational targets are set relating to acquiring and maintaining appropriate industryrecognised accreditation in personnel safety, public safety and environmental management. HEDL has
also set operational targets relating to how quickly and thoroughly accident and near miss investigations
are dealt with, without compromising the opportunities that are presented for improvement. HEDL
measures the degree of engagement of our executive management team in safety and environmental
management and influencing safe behaviour. The performance targets for safety and environment are
listed in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Safety and Environment Performance Targets
INDICATOR

FY216

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Safety Performance
Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate
(TRIFR), Employees and Contractors, per
million hours
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR),
Employees and Contractors, per million
hours
Number of near miss reports (NMFR) per
million hours

16.2

14.6

13.1

11.8

10.6

9.6

8.6

7.7

7.0

6.7

6.3

5.6

5.1

4.6

4.1

3.7

3.3

3.0

2.7

2.5

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

Environmental Performance
Environmental incidents and near misses
reported and investigated within 28 days

100% compliance

PCBs – contaminated oil replaced and
disposed of within 90 days

100% compliance

Uncontained Spills
Asbestos-contaminated facilities made
safe immediately, and repaired within 180
days

Zero Uncontained Leakage (Oil or SF6)
100% compliance
Public Safety Performance - Lag

Number of reported significant accidents
involving members of the public
Number of incidents involving members
of the public or their property due to an
issue relating to network assets
Number of deliberate or unsafe acts by
members of the public
Number of third-party incidents that
damage network assets

N/A
5
N/A
10
Public Safety Performance - Lead

School and Early Education safety
awareness packs provided
Public safety campaigns delivered
Reduced length of single strand, hard
drawn and galvanised conductors on the
Network (km)
Verify Integrity of earthing system –
Number of earth bank tests
Inspections of high public safety criticality
assets (eg public spaces, schools etc.)

6

FY stands for Financial Year

1500
4
10km
300
500
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INDICATOR

FY22

FY23

Safety cable locates

5.2.2

FY24

FY25

5-4
FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

200

Historical Performance

Based on Table 5-1 targets, HEDL safety-related performance figures for FY17, FY18 and FY19 are shown
in Table 5-2. For FY19, HEDL’s Loss Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) is within the set target. However,
the Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) is marginally above target. HEDL will continuously
monitor safety performance as part of the continuous improvement cycle. The improvement initiatives are
presented in the next section.
Table 5-2: Historical Safety-Related Performance Indicators
INDICATOR
Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR), Employees and Contractors, per million
hours
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR), Employees and Contractors, per million hours

FY17

FY18

FY19

10.0

17.1

8.16

5.02

7.70

8.16

Number of near miss reports (NMFR) per million hours

211

186

237

5.2.3

Improvement Initiatives

5.2.3.1 Safety
HEDL is pursuing ISO 450001 certification and has completed stage 1 audits. Stage 2 audit is scheduled
for 2020. HEDL’s improvement plans will focus on engagement rather than compliance, top management
will focus on the following safety leadership strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on creating capacity in the safety system allowing failure to exist while removing or mitigating
the consequence of failure. This is the core concept of our Safety 2 Programme for FY21;
Influencing safety culture including the implementation of a ‘just culture’ approach to investigations;
Improve participation. (e.g. Attend more safety meetings; oversee accident investigations etc.);
Improve integrated learning approach from business units into group strategies and policies;
Engage in more face-to-face safety discussions and roadshows;
Reward good safety practices; and
System simplification making our processes and tools more usable without impacting compliance.
For example, the number of safe work procedures will be consolidated where commonalities exist.

In FY21, the work on Learning Teams will be continued. These teams provide an open forum for root
cause analysis, with solutions developed by Subject Matter Experts (SME).
HEDL will also focus on the application of the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 Section 44: Due Diligence.
The risk view will be enhanced and specific risks with the greatest reliance on administration controls will
be selected for focused due diligence efforts.
5.2.3.2 Environment
The following broad targets have been set in this area:
•
•
•
•

ISO14001 certification by year end 2020;
A Group Environment Manual has been published;
Continue to maintain a register of SF6 devices and volume of SF6 gas;
Zero discharge of any pollutants into waterways, ground or groundwater systems;
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Disposal of office/workplace waste in an approved manner to minimise the impact on the
environment;
Manage all discharges to the atmosphere to ensure minimal impact on the environment;
Ensure that consideration is given to the aesthetic and acoustic impact that may be caused during
the installation of network components;
Maintain a prudent approach to electrical efficiency on the network, to minimise upstream
environmental effects; and
Incorporating environmental aspects in network designs, product selection, asset management and
operations practices.

Customer Experience

5.3.1

Customer Experience Targets

Although HEDL’s direct customers are energy retailers and large industrial customers, the term “customer”
refers to all end users of electricity, including residential and commercial consumers.
The Quality of Supply strategy addresses the need to provide customers with an acceptable quality of
supply at a reasonable price. Customers also have an expectation that when something does go wrong
on the network, that it will be attended to within a reasonable time. Customers also expect HEDL to keep
the network safe, be environmentally responsible, and to proactively advise them about planned or
unplanned outages that have the potential to disrupt their activities. The result of delivering acceptable
service in these areas is good feedback and a good reputation.
HEDL’s targets are thus framed around both quantitative and qualitative measures. For example,
qualitative measures include levels of customer satisfaction with various aspects of our service.
Quantitative measures include the percentage of response times less than the acceptable upper limit and
the number of complaints received about power quality in any one year.
Network reliability can also be assessed using System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) figures. However, HEDL uses these as an asset
management tool and reserve discussion of these targets for Section 5.4.
The performance targets for Customer Experience are listed in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Customer Experience Targets
INDICATOR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Qualitative Measures
Overall customer satisfaction level with
service received
1=low, 5=high
Customer satisfaction level with continuity
and quality of power
1=low, 10=high
Customer Satisfaction Level with
restoration times
1=low, 10=high

>4

>8

>8
Quantitative Measures

Power quality – the number of customer
complaints

<5 per year

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30
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Historical Performance

Horizon Energy Distribution latest comprehensive customer satisfaction survey was conducted in 20187.
Overall customer satisfaction levels were 74.8%, which is similar to previous years. Commercial and
residential segments’ satisfaction levels were similar to 2016 levels. Urban residential customers reported
higher satisfaction with HEDL’s services, whereas rural customers’ satisfaction resulted in a slight decline.
Customers were asked to rank the importance of services that HEDL provides. These included
communications, price, restoration time, accessibility, outage frequency, outage management, and supply
continuity.
Continuity and Outage Management (keeping the power on) ranked as the most important service, with
Communication ranked as the least important. There was an overall increase in customer’s awareness of
safety messages with 57.6% of respondents stating that the current level of communication was ‘about
right’. Customer awareness remains below 50% concerning HEDL’s role as the company that runs and
owns the region’s electricity power lines although awareness has increased since 2016.
For commercial customers, Price and Quality deliverables were found to have the highest influence
associated with HEDL’s overall performance rating. Price, Accessibility and Continuity were identified as
having the greatest influence on HEDL’s overall performance rating for residential customers.
Of those surveyed, 88.2% had not perceived any difference in the quality of the power they were receiving,
however commercial customers believed their power supply quality had worsened during 2018.
Commercial customers tend to be dissatisfied when planned outages exceed the notified outage duration,
as well as when power is restored significantly earlier than notified, often citing missed business
opportunities or additional expense incurred. However, in this period, increased weather events have
resulted in poor reliability performance which could also be the cause of the decline in survey scores in
this area. HEDL’s initiatives to improve quality of supply is presented in Section 5.4.3.
Customers responded that they had experienced more power outages compared to 2016 and were less
satisfied with the duration of power outages, which were of longer durations. 46.1% of customers
experienced a power outage of three hours or more, which was 25% more than in 2016. This is mainly
due to the impact of the two ex-tropical cyclones experienced in this period.
Urban areas have more confined networks with better meshing and a higher percentage of undergrounded
circuits than rural areas. These factors contribute to being able to identify faults quicker and to provide
faster switching onto alternative supplies. However, due to the connection densities, urban faults affect
more customers albeit for shorter periods, and so often affect a larger number of customers than rural
networks.
Rural remote areas with access difficulties and lack of back-feed capability suffer from increased
restoration times. The Te Kaha region is a typical scenario with a single supply circuit from Waiotahi and
a relatively small number of customers, who are remote from support resources. In order to address this
issue, in 2019 HEDL has installed a permanent generator at the Te Kaha zone substation and exploring
options to install a grid mounted battery at Te Kaha to support the loads when the sub-transmission feeder
is out of service. The initiative will greatly reduce customers’ outage duration.
Options are being investigated to get back feed capability into areas like Manawahe, also to take a tee off
the recently acquired Te Kaha sub-transmission circuit to provide a back feed into the Opotiki region
coastal feeder.

7

Horizon Energy Customer Survey, April 2018, SIL Research
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Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3, Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 provide a graphical representation of customer
satisfaction trends.

Figure 5-2: Overall Customer Satisfaction Levels by year (Prepared by Dr Virgil Troy © SIL Research 2018)

Figure 5-3: Overall Customer Satisfaction Levels by feeders and customer types (Prepared by Dr Virgil Troy © SIL
Research 2018)
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Figure 5-4: Service Delivery Performance (Prepared by Dr Virgil Troy © SIL Research 2018)

Figure 5-5: Gaps between Importance and Performance (Prepared by Dr Virgil Troy © SIL Research 2018)
5.3.3

Improvement Initiatives

The areas of focus in the next period are:
•
•

Improving network performance as described in Section 5.4.3;
Reducing outage durations;

5-8
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Increasing communication of Horizon works, sponsorship, business and safety awareness through
advertisements;
Trialling a user-configurable mobile outage application for improving notifications; and
Trialling automated feeder restoration schemes.

Network Performance

5.4.1

Reliability

5.4.1.1 Reliability Targets
A key measure of supply reliability performance is typically measured using the following indicators:
•

•

•

The System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), expressed in minutes, is the average
duration of interruptions that a customer experiences in a year. It is calculated by dividing the total
number of outage minutes experienced across the network by the number of customer connections
on the network;
The System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) is the average number of
interruptions that a customer experiences in a year. It is calculated by dividing the total number of
interruptions experienced across the network by the number of customer connections on the
network; and
The Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) represents the average time that
an interruption will last. It is calculated by dividing the total sum of all customer interruptions in
minutes by the total number of customer interruptions. It can also be derived by simply dividing
SAIDI by SAIFI.

SAIDI and SAIFI measures are categorised into planned and unplanned, and HEDL’s ongoing reliability
performance needs to be disclosed to the Commerce Commission on a regular basis. In both cases the
Commerce Commission sets quality standards, targets and incentives referred to collectively as HEDL’s
Default Price Path (DPP)8, for period between 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2025.
Although the CAIDI measure is a by-product of SAIDI and SAIFI, it is equally important and HEDL uses
this to gauge the effectiveness of fault response teams.
For an outage, there is a one-minute grace period where the outage does not accumulate any SAIDI/SAIFI
impact. This means customers may still see outages within the one-minute period as the network is
switched to alternative supplies using automated switching processes.
The Network Performance targets are listed in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: Network Performance Targets

8

INDICATOR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Planned SAIDI (minutes p.a.)

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

Unplanned SAIDI (minutes p.a.)
Planned SAIFI (av no. of
interruptions p.a.)
Unplanned SAIFI
(av no. of interruptions p.a.)
Combined CAIDI (minutes p.a.)

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

144.3

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

1.77

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

94.6

Default price-quality paths for electricity distribution businesses from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2025. Quality standards, targets, and incentives, Commerce
Commission 27 Nov 2019.
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5.4.1.2 Historical Performance
The historical network performance is shown in Figure 5-6 to Figure 5-9. The figures are unnormalised
and apply only to interruptions caused by unplanned or planned outages on the Horizon Energy network
(i.e. excludes outages due to Transpower or generation sources). These latter events are nevertheless
analysed as it is important in the assessment of the impact on customers, who do not differentiate between
what part of the upstream supply network caused the outage.
The quality targets in 2016 and 2017 were exceeded largely due to storms, with two ex-tropical cyclones
in 2017 causing extensive outages. These breaches have been reported to and investigated by the
Commerce Commission.
With the discontinuation of live line work on the grounds of safety, more planned outages are needed from
time to time in order to progress maintenance or renewal work(s). This is reflected in the increase in
planned work outages which started in 2015.
There are various means to reduce HEDL’s unplanned SAIDI and SAIFI. However, improving network
reliability has a diminishing return on investment. Therefore, to optimise customers value for money, our
approach is to manage reliability levels at or just below the DPP limits agreed with the Commerce
Commission. This approach is consistent with customers’ expectations.
HEDL uses CAIDI to measure the average interruption duration. As CAIDI does not consider the number
of connected customers, it can be used to indicate the average fault response time.

Figure 5-6: Historical SAIDI Performance (non-normalised)
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Figure 5-7: Historical SAIFI Performance (non-normalised)

Figure 5-8: Historical CAIDI Performance (non-normalised)
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Figure 5-9: Number of Interruptions
5.4.1.2.1 Cause Unknown Analysis
The proportion of SAIDI and SAIFI that HEDL has experienced due to unknown causes has increased
between FY13 to FY19. A significant contributing factor of this is the two regulatory periods in FY17 and
FY18 where HEDL breached its Quality threshold largely due to extreme weather events.
Figure 5-10 shows HEDL’s projections of SAIDI and SAIFI in FY20 with the FY17 and FY18 anomalous
years removed from the datasets. This figure also shows the moving average of the data as well as a
standard deviation of error either side of the average. As the majority of data falls within ± one standard
deviation of error from the average for both SAIDI and SAIFI, it shows that no trend exists and can be
explained simply by natural random variation in the data.
Internally, HEDL is giving Cause Unknown faults a suspected cause (e.g. Vegetation, Wildlife etc) based
on the Operators experience as to the root cause.

Figure 5-10: SAIDI and SAIFI unnormalised without the impact of recent storms
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5.4.1.2.2 Extended Outage Analysis
The volume of supply interruptions over 3 hours (extended outages) increases from FY13 to FY19. Figure
5-11 shows projections of these figures for FY20 with the FY17 and FY18 anomalous years removed from
the datasets, similar to the Cause Unknown analysis in Section 5.4.1.2.1. This figure also shows the
moving average of the data as well as a standard deviation of error either side of the average.

Figure 5-11: The number of faults and percentage of extended duration faults on HEDL’s network that exceeded
180 CAIDI minutes
The volume of extended outages in FY19 and FY20 are above one standard deviation of error (although
FY20 is a forecast), which could be caused by either a higher number of overall faults or a greater
percentage of extended duration faults. The majority of data points for the percentage of extended duration
faults fall within ± one standard error of the mean, which indicates low evidence of a trend.
While trends may be present in the number of extended duration faults, the analysis is not conclusive, with
any perceived trend largely due to the adverse weather in the last two years. HEDL will continue to monitor
future years performance.
5.4.1.2.3 Adverse Weather-Related Outage Analysis
HEDL has reported a 241% increase in “Adverse Weather” related SAIDI between FY13 to FY19.
However, “Vegetation” related SAIDI has increased significantly less measured over the same period (2%
increase). This has prompted the Commerce Commission to suggest a possible misclassification of
“Vegetation” related faults as “Adverse Weather” related faults. HEDL notes that the steep increase in
“Adverse Weather” related SAIDI only relates to two datasets, FY13 and FY19.
Figure 5-12 shows the normalised impact on SAIDI of HEDL’s “Adverse Weather”. This shows the FY19
and projected FY20 figures are considerably larger than those of the FY13-16 periods. It should be noted
that due to the random nature of weather events, natural variation in the metrics should be expected and
considered when analysing the data.
HEDL has an active undergrounding programme to in part mitigate some of the impact of adverse weather.
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Figure 5-12: HEDL’s normalised SAIDI9 due to adverse weather
5.4.2

Asset Stewardship

5.4.2.1 Asset Stewardship Targets
The Asset Stewardship targets were set considering our network topography, technical characteristics and
customer densities. Maintaining acceptable asset failure rates requires efficient allocation of available
capital and maintenance funds.
The Asset Stewardship Targets below are aligned to the disclosure reporting schedule 10 where faults are
recorded against units of 100km of line or cable.
HEDL has a high level of confidence in its underground 33kV system, therefore the target for its 33kV
underground has been reduced to zero in the Asset Management Plan (AMP) 2019.
33kV targets includes the added responsibility for the Te Kaha line. The Te Kaha line is overall understood
to be in good condition and we anticipate that any faults on this line are likely to be weather related as
opposed to failure of the asset itself.
Likewise, the target for 11kV cables is unchanged from the 2019 AMP in recognition of our on-going
replacement program for known high risk cables.
The 'Efficiency’ target focuses on how efficiently HEDL builds, operate, maintain and replace its assets. It
is calculated by dividing a distribution company’s annual capital and operational expenditure by the number
of installation connection points (ICPs) on the network. The distribution company’s resulting figure is then
ranked as a percentile of the industry’s figures. HEDL maintained a 50% percentile ranking in the industry.
HEDL’s Asset Stewardship targets are listed in Table 5-5.

9

Note that data for FY20 is projected from December 2019 YTD total of 20.2
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Table 5-5: Asset Stewardship Target
INDICATOR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Asset Health, as measured by average asset failure rates (Faults/ interruptions per 100km)
11kV overhead lines

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

11kV underground cables

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

33/50kV overhead lines

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

>50%

>50%

>50%

33kV underground cables

Average Asset Utilisation (% peak demand divided by asset capacity)
Zone transformer Utilisation

>50%

>50%

>50%

>50%

>50%

>50%

>50%

Efficiency
OPEX/ CAPEX per
Installation Control Point (ICP)

Maintain 50 percentiles ranking in the industry

5.4.2.2 Historical Performance
5.4.2.2.1 Average Asset Failure Rates
The high levels of interruptions in FY17 and FY18 (refer Table 5-6) were due to extreme weather events,
and the civil defence-initiated power outage of the Edgecumbe area that took place due to safety concerns.
Excluding Major Event Day (MED) interruptions due to Cyclone Cook and Debbie, the failure rate
experienced by HEDL in FY18 is above target. This is mainly due to the consequential failure of stressed
assets following these MEDs. Excluding the categorisation error of underground cable faults10 and
interruptions due to extreme weather events, the failure rates are broadly in line with performance targets.
Table 5-6: Performance to Targets
Indicator

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY18
(Cyclone Data and
Error Removed)

Asset Health, as measured by average asset failure rates (Faults/ interruptions per 100km)
11kV overhead lines
5.1
10.21
13.75
11.82
11kV underground cables 3.56
5.56
1.48
1.48
33kV overhead lines
3.92
2.81
5.62
4.49
33kV underground cables 0
0
25.5
0

FY19
8.71
2.44
2.05
0

5.4.2.2.2 Feeders - Interruptions per 100km
Figure 5-13 shows the volume of interruptions per 100km of 11kV feeders in FY19. As expected, longer
feeders show a lower number of faults per 100km.
The worst performing feeders tend to be the same as previous years with Waimana remaining as the worst
performing feeder in terms of the gross number of interruptions. However, when examining interruptions
per 100km, Waimana’s performance lies closer to the lower quartile of feeder interruptions per 100km. At
156km, Waimana is now one of the longest rural feeders in the network and exposed to vegetation
interruptions.

10

Table 5-6 shows 33kV cables had a value of 25.5 in FY18, which was disclosed in 2018. However, it was discovered that a transformer tripping at the Ohope
Zone Substation was incorrectly categorised as an underground circuit fault, therefore the value was incorrect.
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Figure 5-13: Feeder Faults per 100km
5.4.2.2.3 Asset Health Indicators
HEDL’s asset health indicators are provided in Schedule 12a. This provides a snapshot of the overall state
of our assets.
The fleet management approach outlined in Section 7 enables better tracking of age, condition, risk and
required renewal quantities.
5.4.2.2.4 Zone Substation Asset Utilisation
HEDL’s FY19 zone transformer utilisation is shown in Figure 5-14. The utilisation target is 50% of installed
capacity.
In a dual transformer substation, firm capacity reflects the rating of the smallest transformer. Kope’s firm
capacity is the rating of Kope T2, however it should be noted that there is 11kV back-feeding capability
from Station Road. Development plans for Kope are discussed in Section 6.3.
In the case of Plains and East Bank Road substations, where there is one transformer bank in service at
each site, reinforcement is provided at the distribution level by remote switching of a high capacity 11kV
tie feeder.
At Ohope Substation, the transformer bank comprises three single-phase transformers supported by a
single-phase cold-standby spare, so there is no firm capacity. The transformer is planned to be replaced
as explained in Section 6.3.1.5.
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Figure 5-14: Zone Transformer Utilisation
5.4.2.2.5 Efficiency
Table 5-7 indicates how efficient HEDL operates as compared to the other 28 electrical distribution
companies in New Zealand for FY18 and FY19. HEDL is currently on target and sits on average at around
the 50th percentile.
Table 5-7: Measures of Efficiency Benchmarked
FY18
MEASURE
Total CAPEX / per asset base
Total CAPEX / ICP
Total CAPEX / depreciation
Network OPEX / m of line
Non-network OPEX / ICP
Total OPEX / kW

FY19

3 YEAR RATIO

RANK

3 YEAR RATIO

RANK

7.00%
$341
1.53
$1.49
$234
$108

15
10
11
13
18
14

8.5%
$434
1.85
$1.43
$245
$109

6
12
14
17
13
18

5.4.2.2.6 Historical Network Performance Compared to Peers
Data in Figure 5-15 to Figure 5-17 was taken from a report by Hyland McQueen Ltd; “Comparative
Performance of Horizon Energy Distribution in the FY2019 Information Disclosure Data”.
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Figure 5-15: HEDL (EDB10) SAIDI (normalised average) Performance vs. Industry
Figure 5-15 indicates HEDL’s average SAIDI between FY13 and FY19 is relatively high compared to peers,
although this kind of graph can be misleading as it does not take into account the population density and
geospatial characteristics of each network. Overall, given the diverse terrain, relatively low ICP count per
km of overhead assets, the coastal location and high incidence of transmission lines passing through
forested areas, the average SAIDI is at an acceptable level when compared to similar EDBs.
The fleet management strategies outlined in Section 7 are designed to maintain current SAIDI levels.

Figure 5-16: Causes of SAIFI across FY13 to FY19 considered - HEDL (left) and industry (right)
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Figure 5-16 shows HEDL had a similar composition of SAIFI causes to the rest of the industry. Historically
we have attributed a lower proportion of faults to Weather and Environment than other EDBs. The
proportion of unknown factors for HEDL increased in 2016, which generally lowered the remaining portions
of other factors. Unknowns often result from successful manual re-close that can mask the true root cause
of the fault; suspected trees, wildlife or other causes.

Figure 5-17: CAIDI Performance HEDL (EDB10) vs Industry
Figure 5-17 indicates that CAIDI is around, and at times below, the industry average with a few exceptions.
The increase in CAIDI for FY18 is due to the damage on the Network related to the adverse weather
conditions caused by the Debbie and Cook cyclones in April 2017. In 2014 the increased time to respond
was also attributed to storm conditions. In FY19, the reported CAIDI is comparable to HEDL’s previous
years’ performance.
5.4.2.2.7 Unplanned Interruption (Failure) Analysis
Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 show the volume of interruption causes on the HEDL network for the previous
5 years and FY19 respectively. Figure 5-19 shows that defective equipment makes up 47% of all
unplanned outages. The following defective equipment types have contributed to the percentage of
unplanned outages as follows:
•
•
•

Dominion Drop Out (DDO) Fuses or Links (27.3% of unplanned outages);
Insulators and Jumpers (each 13.6% of unplanned outages); and
Air-Break-Switch (ABS) (12.1% of unplanned outages).

Note there are other contributing factors to unplanned outages than defective equipment that also must
also be considered. HEDL’s approach to address the common equipment failures is described in Section
5.4.3.
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Figure 5-19: Faults by Cause FY19
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Improvement Initiatives

5.4.3.1 Risk-based Approach
HEDL is now using a qualitative risk-based approach in managing its asset fleet and prioritising
expenditure on assets. The previous approach taken, was an aged-based approach.
The risk-based approach considers two asset metrics; the Asset Health Index (AHI), and the Asset
Criticality Index (ACI). Factors that impact asset health include; age, condition and duty cycle. Criticality of
an asset is made up of four factors; Environmental, Service Levels, Public Safety, and Workspace Safety.
Section 7.2.4.2 provides further detail of the risk-based model.
5.4.3.2 Reliability Improvement Initiatives
5.4.3.2.1 Operational Improvements
The impact an interruption has on SAIDI and CAIDI can be reduced by:
•
•

reducing the number of customers affected; or
reducing the restoration time.

Feeder Automation
Automation devices on feeder circuits, such as circuit breakers, fault detector, and automated switches
can be operated remotely from the Control Room and automatically configured to bypass faulted sections,
thus minimising the number of customers affected by an interruption. Increasing the number of automation
devices on a circuit can enable the fault to be isolated more precisely, thus further reducing the number of
customers affected by an interruption. Non-automated items like fuses also reduce the number of
customers affected by an interruption, although are not as efficient to operate.
An automated feeder restoration scheme (FLISR) has been operating in test and semi-automation mode
in part of the network since mid-2018. Previously the Operator needed to manually schedule the switching
devices in the event of a fault. So far, the results are promising with no unsafe or inappropriate automated
actions being identified. HEDL will continue testing the automated feeder restoration scheme in semiautomation mode before rolling out the scheme in full automation mode.
Since 2009 the focus on automation projects include:
•
•
•
•
•

The installation of additional circuit breakers and sectionalising circuit interrupters;
More fuse links;
Automated tie point switches;
A new SCADA system which has an automated feeder restoration package included; and
Improvements to the radio communications network.

There is a limit to how much SAIDI can be reduced using automation because automating the network
does not improve the underlying asset condition. HEDL’s Fleet Management Strategies are explained in
Section 7. SAIDI can also be improved by improvement in network security and network resiliency, where
HEDL’s plans are explained in Section 6.
Vegetation Management
Over a period of 5 years, HEDL has progressively increased vegetation management and expenditure,
and this is showing benefits by way of a year on year reduction in vegetation faults (see Figure 5-20). A
number of the vegetation faults reported are trees outside of the legislated vegetation management zone,
and HEDL has implemented a risk-based vegetation management system and a process to manage trees
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both in and out of the zone that could negatively impact the performance of the network. A risk-based
vegetation management and reporting system is being setup and actively monitored.

Figure 5-20: Faults due to Vegetation
5.4.3.2.2 Design and Material
HEDL’s analysis now identifies the extent that defective equipment causes interruptions. This data has
been very useful to determine quarterly and annual replacement plans. HEDL’s Network planning
engineers take a reliability approach to prioritise maintenance and asset replacements of defective
equipment.
Further planned improvement in design and material include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification and protection of weak line segments;
Replacement of ABS that meet HEDL’s risk criteria with Enclosed Switches (ABB Sectos);
More circuit breakers installed;
Replacement of Stainless Steel or non-standard DDO fuses;
Identification and replacement of single strand conductor; and
Reconducting lines that meet HEDL’s risk criteria.

5.4.3.3 Assets Stewardship Initiatives
A high proportion of “Defective Equipment” (Figure 5-19) are caused by DDO/links, Jumpers, Pin Insulator
and ABS’s failures. HEDL has an ongoing replacement programme to replace unreliable Stainless Steel
DDOs and ABS’s. The priority for ABS replacement is determined by derived risk from HEDL’s Risk Model.
The asset replacement and renewal strategies for fuses and switches are addressed in Section 7.3.6
Jumpers and Pin Insulators are part of the assemblies that support the overhead conductors and they are
known as “line hardware”. HEDL has an inspection programme to identify deteriorating assets including
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line hardware. The revised inspection programme, which was launched in September 2019, will assess
the health of all Network owned assets with high risk assets inspected first.
To further improve efficiency, HEDL also plans to use drone patrols for Asset Inspection in the future. The
recent use of drone patrols with a high-resolution camera has enabled HEDL to better identify imminent
line hardware failures and prioritise replacement works. Typically, the identified defective line hardware
will be replaced as part of planned works during planned area upgrades.
In addition, equipment types that are identified to have operational or conformance issues in the Network
are being prioritised and replaced based on their assessed risk in a multi-year replacement program.
HEDL is also in the process of commissioning ABB’s Ellipse asset management tool to enable more
effective risk-based prioritisation of maintenance and projects. This tool will be used to plan maintenance,
renewal and replacement work and the data will be used to continually improve associated business
processes.
HEDL has many initiatives to minimise the number of unplanned outages with unknown causes. This
includes a refreshed asset inspection program as well as an increased vegetation management budget.
Both of these programs are expected to reduce the frequency of faults due to defective equipment and
vegetation, and where we have identified causes that were previously unknown.
In order to ensure data integrity, HEDL maintains a long-standing practice of only classifying faults under
categories when strong evidence exists to support this. Often where the official cause is categorised as
‘Cause Unknown’, HEDL includes a suspected cause for its own analysis to prevent future occurrences.
To reduce extended outages, HEDL’s current initiatives include:
•
•
•
•
•

5.5

Leaving strategic spare equipment at substations;
Stationing a line truck in Opotiki for use by after-hours fault responders;
Installing connection points for mobile generators at strategic points across the network;
Installing sectionalisers and temporary links; and
Fault analysis done by a multi-disciplinary team to identify improvement opportunities.

Asset Management Operational Excellence

5.5.1

Asset Management Operational Excellence Targets

While HEDL consider itself as competent asset managers, asset management approaches globally have
matured, and as a business we continue to improve and align our practices to international best practices.
This approach enables us to further optimise our spend by taking into account the asset heath and residual
risk. Our progress towards ISO55000 certification is underway with FY22 being our realistic target date for
certification as shown in Table 5-8.
Table 5-8: Operational Excellence
INDICATOR
Alignment with ISO55000 – Self assessment average score
ISO55000 certification achieved
Introduction and roll-out of ABB Ellipse
asset management tool

5.5.2

FY21

FY22

3.0

3.0

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

✓
✓

✓

Historical Performance

To obtain PAS55 accreditation, the requirement was to achieve an asset management maturity (AMMAT)
level of above 2.5 in all 28 categories of the assessment. The FY19 assessment was completed by an
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external party, Covaris against the ISO55000 framework. In the most recent self-assessment exercise,
HEDL scored a maturity level across all measurements ranging between 2.5 to 4.0. Previous year selfassessed average AMMAT scores are presented in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9: Self-Assessment AMMAT Scores Benchmarked
INDICATOR

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19 11

FY20

Self-Assessed Average AMMAT Scores

2.75

NA

2.95

2.82

2.98

5.5.3

Improvement Initiatives

Following the completion of the initial assessment, the International Standards Organisation released a
new standard, ISO55001, based on PAS55. In a workshop held in FY18 and external assessment in FY19,
HEDL carried out a self-assessment against the requirements of ISO55000 and identified the following
areas that require focus before applying for certification:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop Strategic Asset Management Plans consistent with ISO55001,
Ensure teams understand their roles and obligations in delivering the Asset Management System,
Improve maintenance works delivery using Ellipse,
Continual refinement of the master data in Ellipse, and
Improve reporting of current risks of assets based on asset condition and performance.

It is HEDL’s intention to achieve an average ISO55000 self-assessment score of 3.0 by December 2020
and to achieve ISO55000 certification by March 2022.

11

First Year using ISO55000 Framework
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6 Network Planning & Transformation
6.1

Section Overview

Network planning is the process by which Horizon Energy Distribution Limited (HEDL) assesses and
addresses the impact of future changes. Network planning involves forecasting future network
requirements and developing project scopes designed to meet capacity, reliability, security of supply, and
quality of supply required over the planning period.
Section 6.2 details HEDL’s planning principles and practices, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis methods used;
Assumptions made;
Data sources;
Level of confidence in the data used;
Security of supply criteria used;
Design standards; and
Demand forecast methodology.

Section 6.3 details area development plans for the five distinct distribution areas, as described in Section
2.5. Each distribution area has a unique blend of geospatial challenges and load profiles. Consequently,
the assets deployed and asset management challenges in each distribution area vary considerably.
The five distribution areas are:
•
•
•
•
•

Whakatāne;
Opotiki;
Kawerau;
Galatea; and
Te Kaha.

Section 6.4 details HEDL’s plans on adopting edge technologies in transforming and future proofing the
network.

6.2

Planning Principles

6.2.1

Overview

HEDL’s planning principles are used to achieve the performance targets set in Section 5. In simple terms,
project planning involves four phases (as depicted in Figure 6-1):
•
•
•
•

Discovery or needs identification;
Feasibility assessment, including options analyses and costing studies;
Justification, whereby business cases are prepared, reviewed and approved; and
Implementation, including design, procurement, construction and commissioning.

The purpose of Section 6.2 is to:
•
•
•

detail the inputs into the discovery phase;
describe considerations of the feasibility study; and
detail the process of the implementation phase.

The performance targets are set out in Section 5.
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HEDL prioritises investment based on the level of risk exposure reduced to HEDL’s network. The refreshed
asset inspection programme will further provide health and risk information for HEDL-owned assets across
the network, thus enabling HEDL’s planning engineers to further optimise investment.

Financial
Approval

Design

Implementation

Figure 6-1: Planning Inputs
6.2.2

Network Security

6.2.2.1 Security Classifications
Network Security (capability of the network to provide an alternative path of supply in the event of an item
of equipment failing or being removed from service for maintenance) describes the capability of the
network to provide an alternative path of supply during planned or unplanned outages. The level of Network
Security required is determined by:
•
•
•
•
•

Customer requests;
Criticality of the feeder or load;
Predominant customer type in the area;
Reputational value of lost supply to the customer; or
Potential impact on the HEDL’s reliability statistics.

HEDL has the following Load Security Classifications of its zone substations based on their level of
redundancy. The description of each classification states the minimum requirements to supply peak load
without risking circuits being overloaded and interrupting supply.
•
•
•
•

N - All parallel circuits suppling the load must be in service;
N minus 1 (or ‘N-1’), Maximum of one parallel circuit supplying the load can be out of service;
N minus 2 (or ‘N-2’), Maximum of two parallel circuits supplying the load can be out of service; and
N minus 1 switched (or ‘N-1 switched’), Maximum of one parallel circuit supplying the load can be
out of service. Note however, that a brief interruption of supply will be experienced when this circuit
is switched out.
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Zone substations Planning Security Classifications are outlined in Table 6-1 and Planning Security
Classification descriptions are summarised in Table 6-2.
Table 6-1: Zone Substations Planning Security Classification

L1

Targeted Duration for the First
Interruption12
None

Targeted Duration for the Second
Interruption
Repair time

L2

SCADA13 Switching operation

Repair time

L3

Two hours

Repair time

L4

Isolation time

Repair time

L5

Repair time

Repair time

Zone Substation Classification

Table 6-2: Planning Security Classification Descriptions
Level

Outage response (to an unplanned outage of the substation)

L1

Fully redundant alternative supply that maintains power without an outage.
Ability to restore load by SCADA controlled switching. SCADA switching time varies according to the time of day, typically
takes between 5-30 minutes.
Ability to restore load by switching at sub-transmission or distribution level within 2 hours.
The outage that is restorable with an alternative supply that can be switched in after the faulted element is isolated. This
process can be done within 2-6 hours.
Restoration after repair. Repair time varies according to the type and location of fault. HEDL targets all repair time to be
completed within 48 hours.

L2
L3
L4
L5

In addition to the security classification, a Participant Outage Plan (POP) is prepared by HEDL. This plan
is required to comply with HEDL’s obligations under clause 9.6 of the Electricity Industry Participation Code
(Code), and HEDL’s plans to continually supply critical loads during severe energy shortage. Further
information on the Participant Outage Plan is available on the Horizon Networks website14.
6.2.2.2 Security Levels
The levels of security listed in Table 6-3 are guidelines for design undertaken across the network. In some
cases, the Customer may request a higher level of security than the guideline requires, which HEDL will
consider on a case by case basis.
Table 6-3: Planning Security Levels
Load / Customer Type

Planning Security Levels

Dual transformer bank zone substation.

L1

Zone substation pair (e.g. Plains and East Bank).

L2

Major Industrial Customers (service level by agreement).

L1 or L2

Major Industrial Customers (standard terms of supply).

L3

Zone substation less than 10MVA.

L3

High-density commercial load.

L3

Urban and rural areas with meshed networks.

L4

Urban and rural areas with no meshing.

L5

12

Interruptions refer to items of sub-transmission and zone substation equipment

13

SCADA stands for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

14

https://www.horizonnetworks.nz/information-disclosure-regulation
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Network Capacity

6.2.3.1 Demand Forecasting Methodology
Load growth is determined in the first instance by analysing historical load trends for each zone substation
and each feeder. This is then extrapolated using the average historical growth. Any known planned
developments, network re-configurations or step changes in load are included in future load predictions
and modelled accordingly.
Individual feeder sections are checked for overloading across all load scenarios including contingency
situations using load flow analysis in PSS SINCAL. Projects are then planned for the next ten years to
relieve identified network constraints.
Future load predictions for Grid Exit Points (GXPs) and zone substations are determined from:
•
•

The three-year rolling Average Top 100 Demand Peaks (as defined in Table 6-4) over the last five
years; and
The compound growth rate measured over the last five years.

Where the substation data is inconsistent, as is the case for East Bank Road substation, due to the
influence of embedded generation, an estimate of growth is made based on feeder data or general growth
in the region. Background information is also sourced from District and Regional Council plans, Statistics
NZ and less formally through industry contacts and local business organisations.
As part of HEDL’s continuous system improvement strategy, SCADA feeder load data has been migrated
into HEDL’s new SCADA system. Following this change, most of HEDL’s analytical tools are in the process
of being rebuilt to data sources from the new system. This year, HEDL has used the data from the SCADA
System for 2018 and 2019 financial year. Data from the 2016 and 2017 year is sourced from the old system
and is used to predict and calculate the load growth. Load studies are taken for each annual period from
1 April to 31 March. Where applicable, data is modified to accommodate step load changes such as in
Kawerau, Galatea and Kaingaroa and feeder rearrangement.
HEDL uses prudent peak demand forecasts in its planning studies. The forecast uses the calculated
compound growth rate for the first five years of the forecast period (until 2024). Post 2024, HEDL assume
an expected (or estimated) growth rate. HEDL uses this data to identify network issues and plans work to
remediate these before they pose a risk to the operation of the network. The various analysis methods
used are described in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4: Data Analysis for Load Growth
Analysis
Load Growth

Average Top 100 Load/Demand Peaks

Load Duration

Maximum Load
Power supplied by GXP

Method
The average load is plotted for each 30-minute period over one-year using iHistorian
and SCADA data. This data is then compared against previous years to identify growth
change patterns.
100 highest 30-minute load periods in a year are averaged to provide a value. This
method reduces the effect of transients and short-term reinforcement peaks on the
load and gives a good value to compare against successive years.
Load duration determines the load (or utilisation) against the percentage of the total
time for the period being studied. Measurement data used is the average load for
every 30 minutes over the period being assessed.
For most zone substations, a one-year period is used. If a site is of particular concern,
then a shorter period over the peak load season is further analysed.
Maximum load is the highest 30-minute peak for the measurement period (normally
one year). This value is used in the load-based asset replacement decision matrix.
2015 to 2019 GXP data supplied by Transpower.
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The demand forecasting shown in this AMP are as of 14th February 2020. The current demand forecast
presented in Section 6.3 are Peak Demand and Average Top 100 Peaks while substation loads disclosed
in Schedule 12b and Schedule 12c are Peak or Maximum load.
6.2.3.2 Asset Ratings
HEDL designs and operates its assets within their technical capacity, allowing for acceptable levels of
short-term overload in contingency situations. Short-term overload events are managed to ensure they do
not materially damage the asset or create a safety hazard. Network reinforcement or other capacity
management measures are generally implemented prior to a load exceeding 100% of the asset’s rated
cyclic thermal or fault current capacity.
Table 6-5 provides the overload capacity for different asset classes.
Table 6-5: Overload Capacities
Asset Type

Overload Capacity

Crosslink Polyethylene (XLPE) cable

110% for four hours, four times per year

Paper Lead cable

No overload - 100% of rated capacity

Zone substation transformer

130% for four hours @ 20° C ambient temperature

Distribution Transformer

130% for two hours

Low Voltage (LV) cables

No Overload - 100% of rated capacity

HEDL’s transformer overloading allowance is based on IEC 60354 standards. For cables, in emergencies,
a higher level of overload may be allowable on the understanding that the asset condition ageing is likely
to be accelerated.
6.2.4

Network Reliability

Network reliability (the degree to which it can maintain continuity of supply) has a significant influence on
the choice of projects that are investigated, planned, justified, engineered and implemented.
Individual feeder reliability performance is measured on a historical basis. Unreliable feeders are given a
higher priority to remediate and are allocated the necessary Replacement and Renewal or Quality of
Supply funds to finance the works.
HEDL continues to focus on improving reliability in the following areas:
•
•

•
•

•

Increase the number of SCADA controlled devices on the overhead and underground network
that will further segment the network and increase visibility on network faults through the outage
management system;
Reduce initial outage area through automation with the newly commissioned SCADA system
that promptly sectionalises the network. By increasing the number of fault indicators, HEDL will
also reduce the time taken to locate faults. HEDL is currently testing its feeder automation system
in semi-automatic mode;
Developing recommendations for the SCADA Monitored Fault Indicator Pilot Programme to
detect earth faults on 11kV networks and improve fault response time
Active monitoring of distribution transformers to collect data and assist with managing the
distribution network of the future. Although it is not expected to have short-term benefits HEDL see
this as a necessity to prepare for what the future may bring with regards to new and emerging
technologies;
Identify and replace non-standard and stainless steel drop out fuses. HEDL has a programme
to replace these fuses across their entire network over a number of years;
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Identify and replace unreliable Red-Crosslink Polyethylene (red-XLPE) and Paper Insulated
Lead Sheath (PILC) cables in aging underground reticulation in selected areas; and
Identify and replace Single Strand Conductor (SSC), Galvanised (GALV) conductor, and
Hard Drawn Bare Copper (HDBC) Conductor. The conductors are known to be unreliable and
HEDL has specific replacement target length for the conductors each year.

6.2.4.1 Regulatory Requirements
The Commission has chosen the System Average Interrupt Duration Index (SAIDI) and System Average
Interrupt Frequency Index (SAIFI) as key network performance measurements because it believes they
are effective indicators of how well an Electricity Distribution Business (EDB) is providing a reliable
electricity supply to the consumers. Similar metrics are defined and used internally at a Feeder level to
compare performance across different areas of the Network and typologies/geographies (e.g. Overhead,
Underground, Rural, and Urban).
The Default Price-Quality Path 2020-2025 (DPP) sets incentives for achieving SAIDI performance targets
and penalties for breaching the SAIDI limits. Projects are prioritised based on risk which includes reliability,
safety, environment, quality of supply, reputation and delivery-related risks. HEDL’s performance target is
provided in Section 5.
Strategies that can decrease the impact frequency, duration or number of customers affected by outages
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.2.5

Installing additional switchgear on the network to enable faults to be isolated to smaller areas.
Increased maintenance and capital expenditure;
Improved vegetation management;
Improved asset information capture to identify at-risk areas;
Automated system restoration in the event of outages;
A better understanding of ‘unknown fault’ type of faults in order to implement targeted
improvements;
Programmes to move or protect vulnerable assets to third party damage (predominantly vehicle
impacts); and
Timely replacement of assets based on their condition and risk they present.
Network Resilience

Network Resilience (the degree to which it can maintain continuity of supply during disruptive events such
as storms) is underpinned by business processes that manage High Impact Low Probability (HILP) events.
HEDL regularly updates its emergency response plans and maintains good working relationships with
relevant disaster relief organisations as detailed below:
•
•

15

Network Disaster – the Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) provides details on load shifting, critical
spares strategy and temporary repairs for significant assets. HEDL has two (2) x 300kVA of
relocatable generator units that can be deployed in the event of a disaster;
National Grid Emergency – HEDL maintain a close relationship with Transpower (which both
owns and controls the National Grid) and embedded generators to effectively coordinate in the
event of a grid emergency. HEDL publish on its website15 a Security of Supply Participant Outage
Plan that outlines HEDL’s response when rolling outages are required to manage a grid
emergency. HEDL has Automatic Under Frequency Load Shedding (AUFLS) relays on its network
that disconnect load when required to protect the Grid from collapse;

Participant Outage Plan is available in Horizon’s website https://www.horizonnetworks.nz/information-disclosure-regulation
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National, Regional, Local Emergency – HEDL maintain alliances with Civil Defence, Local and
Regional Councils and take part in joint civil defence exercises;
Pandemic – HEDL have in place response plans should a pandemic occur. This plan is detailed
in the Company’s Business Continuity Plan (BCP); and
Public or Staff Injury and Accidents – the Health and Safety Manual includes procedures for the
management of serious harm and injuries.

6.2.5.1 Network Disaster Recovery
HEDL has a long-established network DRP that details steps to restore supply following a disaster.
Disaster is defined as a loss of one or multiple distribution/zone substations. The DRP is reviewed every
year and special consideration is given to the actions that can be undertaken to mitigate the impact of the
disaster and the time and resource needed to undertake the restoration. A full review of DRP is completed
every year and was last reviewed in November 2019. The plan details the backups available, estimates
the repair time and critical spares required to recover from the disaster. The plan assessed the major risks
to the following asset groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zone substations;
Major network components;
SCADA system;
VHF/UHF radio network;
Office-based systems;
Warehouse;
Mill Road archive store;
Load control systems; and
Commercial records.

In the event that the main control room has to be abandoned, the remote SCADA access terminal located
at Station Road substation will be used to control the network.
6.2.5.2 Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
HEDL’s principal emergency management plans and procedures are documented in the BCP. The BCP
sets out to:
•
•
•

Manage the risks which may result from a serious event or crisis occurring (i.e. loss of building and
staff) and thus minimise the effect of the event on the business;
Reduce the time taken to recover when an incident occurs; and
Minimise the risks involved in the recovery process by ensuring that all critical decisions have been
prepared in advance of an event occurring.

The BCP includes the network DRP and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Service
Continuity Plan. Testing and refinement of the BCP, components, and training of staff is an ongoing task.
A significant refresh in the BCP was completed in November 2019 along with a BCP drill in conjunction
with a DRP drill.
6.2.5.3 Regional Coordination
The Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002 requires Lifeline Utilities to:
•
•
•

Plan for and provide continuity of service during emergencies, particularly in support of critical
functions;
Be capable of managing its own response to emergencies;
Develop plans cooperatively to coordinate across its sector and with other sectors; and
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Establish relationships with NEMA (National Emergency Management Agency, previously known
as CDEM) groups consistent across regions.

HEDL is an active member of the Bay of Plenty Lifelines Advisory Group, (BOPLAG). The BOPLAG
provides a coordination function between utilities as well as undertakes projects on behalf of its members
to fulfil the obligations outlined above.
HEDL works with BOPLAG and other agencies such as the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research (NIWA) to understand the specific HILP risks associated with HEDL’s geography and the
vulnerability of HEDL’s network. The Bay of Plenty (BOP) NEMA Plan lists the identified HILP hazards
associated with HEDL’s region in Table 6-6, in order of priority.
The worst hazard has been identified as flooding of the Rangitaiki Plains. HEDL’s response to this was
tested in 2017 with the breach of flood defences at Edgecumbe. Other than physical damage to assets
located in proximity to the floodwall, the network performed well with the power turned off at the request
of CDEM in the affected area to mitigate safety risk. The network in the area is well meshed and this limits
the impact.
Coastal storm events have the highest potential to inflict widespread outages on HEDL’s network. Analysis
of weather events in 2016 undertaken by NIWA provides a geospatial representation of areas of HEDL’s
network with high vulnerability to coastal storms - see Figure 6-2 to Figure 6-4. HEDL uses these analyses
and information for its network resilience planning.
Table 6-6: BOP NEMA Group Plan Risk Assessment
HAZARD

RISK ANALYSIS
LIKELIHOOD

Flooding, Rangitaiki R
Coastal Storm
Volcanic eruption local
Tsunami - local
Earthquake MM6
Earthquake NI
Shearbelt MM8
Tsunami - distal
Coastal erosion
Heavy rainfall
Geothermal
Volcanic eruption distal

Possible
Possible

CONSEQUENCE
HIGH PRIORITY HAZARDS
Major
Major

RATING

RISK EVALUATION
HIGH PRIORITY > 6
MODERATE PRIORITY 5-6
LOW PRIORITY <5
RISK

Extreme
Extreme

10.8
10.4

Possible

Major

Extreme

8.8

Possible
Possible

Major
Moderate

Extreme
High

6.5
6.3

Possible

Moderate

High

6.3

Extreme

6.2

High
Moderate

5.2
5.2

Moderate

3.8

Moderate

3.3

Possible
Possible
Almost certain
Possible
Possible

Major
MODERATE PRIORITY HAZARDS
Moderate
Moderate
LOW PRIORITY HAZARDS
Minor
Minor
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Figure 6-2: Observed lightning strikes 5th May 2016 to 5th April 201716

Figure 6-3: Spatial Representation of Days in 2016 wind gusts breached the levels according to the New Zealand
Convective Scale Model (NZCSM)

Figure 6-4: Spatial representation of days in 2016 rainfall breached the levels according to the NZCSM model

16

Figure 6-2 to Figure 6-4 are taken from Analysis of Weather Conditions Leading to Power Line Faults in the Eastern Bay of Plenty - NIWA
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The most critical post-event infrastructure for utilities is shown in Figure 6-5. Access to fuel, roads and
telecommunications have been identified as the top three followed by electricity. This illustrates the
importance of resilient power supply infrastructure and coordination of its restoration following an event to
support other utilities and essential services such as Councils and hospitals.
The Lifelines Group assessed the interdependencies of each utility’s infrastructure. Figure 6-5 summarises
these interferences and provides an overall criticality rating for each infrastructure. A ‘3’ indicates high
dependency and a ‘1’ indicates little to no dependency. The tally provides a rating for which utilities have
the highest reliance post event. It is clear that all lifeline groups are highly dependent on fuel with roads,
telecommunication and electricity all close behind.17
Coordination with NEMA, BOPLAG, and other agencies such as NIWA provides the necessary inputs for
HEDL’s emergency responses and resiliency planning.

Figure 6-5: Utility Inter-Dependencies (BOP Lifelines Vulnerability Study Version 2 2017)
6.2.5.4 Resilience by Design
Equipment choice, network configuration, and the supporting systems also reinforce the resiliency of the
network to HILP events. HEDL considers the following design elements:
•

17

Standardised equipment – HEDL always consider the most appropriate standardised equipment
to install on their network, based on design parameters, whether equipment is used on other
networks, critical spare options and the ability to relocate/rebuild/repair in the event of failure.
Section 7 presents the asset fleet used in HEDL’s network;

BOP Lifelines Vulnerability Study Version 2 2017
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Overhead versus underground construction – HEDL considers the likelihood of failure, the
impact of failure, ease of maintenance and cost. Typically, rural networks with long supply routes
are overhead, urban areas underground;
Earthquake resilience – HEDL design new facilities to the latest seismic Importance Level (IL)
standards and existing buildings are progressively upgraded to provide resilience to earthquakes.
Multiple site options – HEDL is able to operate from the alternative sites available to the business
to carry out control and emergency management functions. This is supported by the corporate
Wide Area Network (WAN), Operations Local Area Network (LAN) ring topology and multiple site
locations; and
Supporting systems and business processes consider:
o Business resilience – HEDL assess its ability to perform core functions and duties without
access to business and or operational ICT systems; and
o ICT resilience – HEDL consider the benefits and risks associated with onsite versus cloudbased solutions. Business critical solutions are generally onsite with appropriate
redundancy and back-ups.

HEDL has identified several design improvements to enhance network resiliency against HILP events, as
presented in Table 6-7 below:
Table 6-7: Resiliency-related Design Improvements
Design
Improvement
CATAN
Pole Donuts
Composite
Crossarms

Lightning
Arrestors

Design Description
HEDL uses CATAN, a Line Design Software for overhead line design. All the overhead lines designed after 2010
are to AS/NZS7000 standard. The use of CATAN enables overhead lines designed to pre-set design
parameters for different Network areas.
Poles installed after 2014 are installed with pole donuts. The donuts improve pole foundations, mitigating the
risk of poles toppling over during HILP events.
HEDL has begun installing composite fibreglass crossarms that have a much longer lifespan than traditional
wooden crossarms. The lifespan of these crossarms match the lifespan of the pole. These crossarms are now
installed on new poles and condition assessed existing poles. The new composite crossarms are now included
in HEDL’s standard critical spares for HILP events as they can fit a variety of pole structures.
In response to a lightning storm experienced by HEDL in 2014, all new transformers in lightning prone areas
are installed with Lightning Arrestors. Besides that, HEDL uses risk-based analysis to determine transformers
in other areas of the network to be fitted with Lightning Arrestors.
HEDL has updated its Lightning Arrestor procurement and design specifications and had completed Lightning
Arrestor replacements to cope with the Neutral Earth Resistors (NERs) being installed on the network to
minimise equipment damage due to earth faults.

HEDL’s resiliency planning includes identifying investment priority for configuration or typology of the
network (Overhead Networks vs Underground Networks). HEDL uses the criteria set in Table 6-8 in
justifying Overhead to Underground Conversion Programme of an area.
Table 6-8: Overhead to Underground Conversion Criteria
Criteria
Network
Resiliency
Replacement
and Renewal

18

Description
Likelihood of Failure; Impact of Failure; Public Safety; Ease of Maintenance; Ease of Operation
Undergrounding of Overhead (OH) assets to be considered based on results from Horizon’s Risk Model. Assets
with derived risk of above 15 will be considered for replacement or Overhead-Underground (OH-UG) Conversion
Undergrounding of OH assets also be considered at the end of asset’s engineering life
Conductors (EHV, HV and LV)18 to be replaced after 60 years of age
Public Safety by reducing above ground supplies and or accident-prone assets

LV, HV and EHV respectively stand for Low Voltage, High Voltage and Extra High Voltage
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Research into more efficient ways of producing and distributing electrical energy for the benefit of the general
public
Aesthetic
Council’s Infrastructure Changes
Efficiency of Spend
Undergrounding projects are budgeted at the beginning of each financial year in consultation with the affected
Local Authority and Councils
Horizon to estimate the cost of undergrounding and like-for-like replacement. Cost difference between
undergrounding and like-for-like is expected to be shared among stakeholders such as HEDL, Eastern Bay Energy
Trust (EBET) and District Councils
Horizon will contribute the estimated cost of like-for-like replacement in addition to shared cost mentioned
above.

Non-Network Development Options

As part of the engineering process, all projects need to consider alternatives that, non-network options
may provide. Non-network development options are solutions that do not require spending capital on the
distribution network.
Table 6-9 summaries non-network options for managing load. These solutions are generic and are
discussed here separately to the individual area issues. Planning load driven projects involves assessing
the relative merits of these options and traditional network development options to determine the optimal
investment solution, which may comprise a number of these options.
Table 6-9: Non-Network Development Options
Option

Advantages

Ripple Control –
Streetlights and Hot
water

Demand Response
Useful in reducing short-term peaks.
Can allow deferment of capacity upgrades.
Emergency load shedding ability.
HEDL already owns and operates ripple plant
able to shed up to 3% of peak demand.

Household load control
using suitably equipped
Smart Metering

Contracts with large
industrial customers for
interruptible load

Customer-owned,
embedded Solar
Photovoltaic (PV) and/or
battery system

Customer gains more transparency and control
over individual consumption patterns.
HEDL switching override enables targeted areas
to be shut off in emergencies.

Economic compared to installing permanent
major sub-transmission assets if short-term
peaks occur only during a limited period each
year.
Generation Options
Non-network cost.
Displaces load from the network.
Generation close to the load reduces losses. Can
be used for voltage support.
No Resource Management Act (RMA) issues for
HEDL.

Disadvantages

Not viable as a long-term solution for overloading.
Customer dissatisfaction if used for long durations per
day.
Requires all customer meters to be replaced or
supplemented. Requires peak load tariff structure or
incentive for customers to manage peak load.
Customer behaviour is not consistent and cannot be
relied upon. Requires retailer buy-in, as meters are
(currently) owned by retailers; or a change in meter
ownership policy.
Requires extensive Internet Protocol (IP) or radio
communications infrastructure to communicate with
the meters.
No such infrastructure currently installed.
Not useful for reducing long-term peak loading.

Other customers will bear the cost of maintaining the
network.
Safety issues with reverse feeds and fault tripping.
Can cause feeder power quality issues.
Not every feeder has the required embedded
generation hosting capacity needed to accommodate
large numbers of connected generators.
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Customer-owned
embedded diesel
generation

HEDL-owned portable
diesel generation

HEDL-owned, utilityscale batteries

HEDL-owned solar
/diesel/battery units

Time of use or
geographical variations
to encourage prudent
use of power in capacity
constrained areas.
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Non-Network Cost.
Suitable for peak load support for areas with
limited supply capacity.
Good option for contingencies and as a backup
supply for critical services.
Can improve utilisation of network assets.
Economic compared to installing permanent
major sub-transmission assets if short-term
peaks occur only during a limited period each
year.
Good solution for short-term network or
maintenance support.
Good for outages and peak support.
Auto start and loading.
Minimal RMA impact.
Instantaneous load uptake.
Can be used in lieu of ripple to reduce peak loads
in targeted areas.
Can allow deferment of capacity upgrades.
Can be used for voltage support.
Can be containerised and shifted from site-tosite.
RMA requirements manageable.
Modular – capacity easily added.
Useful for remote rural situations where the cost
of upgrading transmission capacity to serve a
small number of customers is uneconomic.
A lease arrangement with the customer can
cover long-term marginal costs.
Pricing Signals
Can be used to manage peak load while
reinforcement or augmentation options are
explored and implemented.
Can be used to defer capacity upgrades.
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HEDL would need full control of the assets and
mandate protection requirements if they were to be
relied upon to reinforce the network.
Safety issues with reverse feeds.
The cost of ownership is high.
HEDL would need full control of the assets if they were
to be relied upon to reinforce the network.
Need reverse power and sync capability.
Establishment time and labour costs.

Costly to run.
Short life (in comparison to other network assets).
Requires continuous service (Fuel).
High maintenance.
Establishment time and labour costs.

Not be economic compared to traditional network
reinforcement options except where it avoids the need
for expensive transmission line upgrades or improve
reliability.

Ongoing maintenance costs.
Cash flow – high initial capital cost recovered over a
long period.

Difficult to implement with few retailers passing
through time-of-use pricing.
Relies on customer behaviour being predictable.

6.2.6.1 Energy Efficiency and Loss Reduction
The management of network voltage and losses have a number of different effects on load. While these
are technically network options, they are alternatives to the conventional network constraint solutions of
uprating existing circuits or installing new circuits. The summary and benefits of these solutions are
described briefly in Table 6-10 along with areas where these initiatives have been used to good effect.
Table 6-10: Energy Efficiency and Loss Reduction Measures
Loss Correction Option

Advantages

Voltage regulators

Reduces the need to increase conductor size
for low load, long-distance distribution.
Low capital cost compared to line upgrades.
Network currently has one voltage regulator
which is on hot standby at Opotiki.

Disadvantages
Creates issues in meshed networks across tie
points with voltage imbalance and phase angle
shift.
Shorter service life than line upgrades.
Increases power on resistive loads and increased
volt drop immediately preceding the regulator.
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Capacitive reactive
power correction at 11kV

Increase Zone or GXP
Substation Bus Voltages

Higher delivery voltage
(e.g. stepping from 11kV
to 22 or 33kV)

Parallel Power
Transformers

Parallel operation of subtransmission or
distribution system
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Economic fix to compensate for fixed reactive
line losses and inductive loads if installed
without switching.
Maybe more economic than line upgrades.
Corrects localised reactive power components.
Used on Factory feeders
Gives a higher delivery voltage and more
power.
Easy and economical to do.
Reduces line current in constant power
applications.
Can reduce line losses slightly.
Normally reduces transformer current.
HEDL Sets 11kV Zone Substation Voltage at
11.2kV
More power for the same conductor size.
Longer transport distances.
Reduced line losses for the same power.
Same easement corridor can be used.
Can be built a dual circuit with 11kV.
Lightly loaded parallel transformers reduce
copper losses by square law.
Provides ‘N-1’ redundancy.
Provides overload resilience.
Kope, Station Road, and Galatea are parallel
transformer substations
Multiple lines can provide better utilisation
and provides load balancing of existing assets,
improved redundancy, lower losses.
Can delay load driven expenditure.
Provides ‘N-1’ redundancy.
Currently Practiced at Sub–transmission level
into Te Rahu and Galatea substations
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Large step ranges.
Can create over-voltages in low load situations if
capacitors are oversized.
Expensive if switched.
Can affect ripple control transmission.
Cannot compensate for line I2R resistive losses.

Can cause voltage quality issues for loads close to
the substation.
Increases energy for resistive loads.
Increase in electrical stress on the network if taken
too high.

Expensive - requires power transformers, line
insulator, and clearances upgrades.
Transformers and hardware are more expensive if
used for distribution.
Issues with meshing to adjoining networks if these
are operating at a different voltage.
Costly – two sets of switchgear and transformers
are required.
Requires large footprint.
Increases the number of installed large
transformer assets compared to load sharing from
adjacent substations.
Complex protection scheme required.
Costly to implement but cheaper than new
infrastructure.

6.2.6.2 Alternative Solutions Using Edge Technologies
The emergence of new technologies has provided an opportunity for HEDL to consider non-conventional
and more innovative solutions. HEDL uses the following principles to determine the suitability of the
solutions for the Network.
•
•
•

HEDL supports new and innovative technologies and methodologies in managing its asset fleet;
Trial programme for new and innovative field devices before bringing them into the fleet, ensuring
they do not compromise safety, Network reliability and resiliency; and
Participate in working groups and conferences dedicated to bringing new technologies into the
network.

Section 6.4 describes how HEDL has prepared for third party uptake of edge-technology and its own plans
to implement the technologies onto the network.

6.3

Area Development Plans

The network investment plans for growth are divided into five HEDL’s Network areas. This section details
the following for each area:
•
•

Overview of network assets and geography; and
Outline of development plans.
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Whakatāne

6.3.1.1 Area Description
The Whakatāne region represents the largest load on the network. It extends from Otamarakau and
Manawahe in the West to Ohiwa in the East and Ruatoki in the South. The network has a mix of urban,
rural, heavy industrial, commercial, and dairy load, with Whakatāne being the largest urban centre on
HEDL’s network. The electricity demand peaks in winter. The configuration of the Whakatāne area
(primarily overhead) sub-transmission network is shown in Figure 6-6. The network is supplied from the
Edgecumbe GXP at 33kV and contains five zone substations. HEDL also owns and operates Fonterra’s
electrical network at its Edgecumbe facility.
The HEDL-owned switching station and zone substations in this area are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Te Rahu (Switching Station);
East Bank;
Plains;
Kope;
Station Road; and
Ohope.

Figure 6-6: Whakatāne Area Sub-Transmission Network Layout
6.3.1.1.1 Substation Description
Te Rahu Switching Station
Three overhead 33kV circuits run in parallel between Transpower Edgecumbe GXP and HEDL’s Te Rahu
33kV switching station. This configuration provides ‘N-1’ redundancy to the 33kV sub-transmission
network, improves load distribution across the three feeders, and reduces network losses. The Te Rahu
switching station, in turn, distributes 33kV supplies to Kope, Station Road and Ohope zone substations.
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East Bank
East Bank Zone Substation is directly supplied from the Edgecumbe GXP at 33kV via an underground
circuit. The zone substation was built to support the Anchor dairy factory, now owned by Fonterra. The
Fonterra factory has an 8MW cogeneration facility onsite that supplies the site electricity and connects
onto East Bank and Plains substations via 11kV dedicated feeders.
Due to operational reasons, the Westbank Feeder load has been shifted from East Bank Substation to
Plains Substation. Since HEDL still have the intention to re-shift Westbank load back to East Bank
Substation in the future, planning for this part of the Network will assume Westbank load is still supplied
by East Bank Substation. The zone substation is classified as ‘N’ security single 33kV supply.
Plains
Similar to East Bank, Plains Zone Substation is directly supplied from Edgecumbe GXP at 33kV via an
underground circuit with ‘N’ 33kV supply security. However, there is a high capacity 11kV tie between
Plains and East Bank substations to provide backup during a sub-transmission outage.
Currently, Westbank Feeder load is supplied by Plains Zone Substation. However, planning for the area
will assume Westbank Feeder load is supplied by East Bank.
Kope
Kope Zone substation has dual ‘N-1’ 33kV supply circuits. The zone substation have the highest load in
the Whakatāne area. In 2019, the 33kV outdoor switchyard has been converted to indoor. This conversion
has freed up space for a new transformer that will replace Kope T1 transformer, and spare connection for
a future sub-transmission circuit.
Station Road
Station Road Zone Substation is supplied by dual ‘N-1’ 33kV underground circuits from Te Rahu. The zone
substation supplies six distribution feeders, consisting industrial and residential loads. The Zone
Substation also supplies The Hub commercial area and the growing residential Coastland area.
Ohope
Ohope Zone Substation has single 33kV supply circuit with four single-phase transformer banks (one
transformer as spare). Historically, Ohope has summer peaks. However, recent load analysis shows a
change in consumer behaviour in Ohope which has resulted the area to experience winter peaks.
6.3.1.1.2 Grid Exit Point (GXP)
HEDL’s networks in Whakatāne are supplied by the Edgecumbe GXP. The Edgecumbe GXP is the only
GXP that has a 33kV supply voltage. Edgecumbe has two 220/33kV fixed tap transformers supplying the
Transpower-owned 33kV bus system. The GXP serves more than 50% of HEDL’s Network demand.
Transpower commissioned a new 33kV indoor switchboard in 2015 and HEDL’s 33kV feeders take supply
from the switchboard.
Table 6-11 shows the Average Top 100 Load Peaks of the Edgecumbe GXP.
Table 6-11: GXP Details - Edgecumbe
GXP Name
Edgecumbe

Supply Voltage
(kV)
220/33

Transformer Capacity
(MVA)
50

The GXP also supplies the Galatea geographical area.

2019
(MVA)
58.8

‘N-1’
Secure
Yes (within acceptable overload)
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6.3.1.1.3 Major Customers
HEDL’s major customers with load greater than 1MVA in Whakatāne area are listed in Table 6-12.
Whakatāne Mill is currently HEDL’s largest customer with load of 23MW.
Table 6-12: Major customers with load greater than 1MVA
GXP

Area

Edgecumbe

East Bank

Edgecumbe

Mill Road

Capacity (kW)
2,000 (with
Cogeneration)
23,000

Voltage (kV)

Customer Name

Type

11

Fonterra

Industrial

33

Whakatāne Mill Ltd

Industrial

6.3.1.1.4 Embedded Generations
HEDL has been monitoring both small scale and large embedded generations in the networks. Table 6-13
shows the generator greater than 0.5MW connected into HEDL’s Whakatāne networks.
Table 6-13: Distribution Generation Greater than 0.5MW Summary
GXP

Area/Substation

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Generator Name

Type

Edgecumbe

East Bank

8,000

11

Fonterra Co-Gen

Natural Gas

6.3.1.1.5 Potential Growth
The Whakatāne District Council (WDC) has plans to open land for new subdivisions around Coastlands,
that will result in load growth.
HEDL believe the key areas within Whakatāne town that have the potential for growth are Mokorua and
the waterfront area. Mokorua has the potential for residential load growth as it provides a mixture of rural
and urban environments. The waterfront has the potential for commercial development (notably Motels).
There has been a request for a new water bottling plant in Otakiri, southwest of Edgecumbe with a
proposed demand greater than 5MVA. However, if the proposed request proceeds it would most likely be
supplied from Edgecumbe GXP at 33kV.
The demand forecasts for Whakatāne area substations provided in Table 6-14.
Table 6-14: Whakatāne Area Demand Forecasts (MVA)

L2

16

8.1

7.6

8.7

8.2

9.8

9.2

Kope

L1

1619

16.0

13.3

16.1

13.4

17.0

14.1

Station Road

L1

1020

8.9

8.1

8.9

8.2

9.4

8.6

Ohope

L3

5

4.4

3.8

4.6

4.0

5.0

4.3

15

Peak
Demand
7.7

2029
Average Top
100 Peaks
6.1

Plains

Capacity

Peak
Demand
6.9

2023
Average Top
100 Peaks
5.5

East Bank

Substation

Peak
Demand
6.7

2019
Average Top
100 Peaks
5.3

Security
Class
L2

Kope substation peak load exceeds its firm capacity and relies on back feeding capacity from Station Road. T1 is planned to be replaced, increasing its capacity
from 13.3MVA to 16MVA which would match T2’s rating. Kope’s full capacity is currently 29.3MVA
20 Capacity is firm capacity. Full capacity of Station road is 20MVA
19
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6.3.1.2 Network Constraints
HEDL has identified the following scenarios that risk creating network constraints for this planning period
in the Whakatāne:
•

•
•

Limited spare capacity for step load on the sub-transmission circuits. The sub-transmission
circuits, specifically Whakatāne Board Mill (WBM) North and South circuits supplying Whakatāne
Mill have been identified for a capacity upgrade should the Mill request for an increase in capacity
in the future to support electrification of its processes.
Kope Zone Substation to exceed its ‘N-1’ capacity in this planning period.
Ageing limited capacity conductors are still in service and are due to be replaced.

HEDL has plans to rectify the network constraints, which are presented in the following subsections.
6.3.1.3 Reliability Improvement Plans
Whakatāne area (Edgecumbe GXP supply area) has received much of the focus since the start of the
reliability projects in 2009, mainly due to Whakatāne area including 60% of HEDL’s customer base. HEDL’s
current reliability plans for the area includes:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Automated switchgear and increase number of fault indicators. All new ground-mounted high
voltage switchgear will be installed with the capability to provide fault indication and be automationready. This will enable staff to identify the faulted section of the underground network faster and
reduce the risk of further damage to equipment when switching into a fault;
Feeder automation and restoration scheme testing in Whakatāne area will continue to be
monitored in semi-automatic mode. HEDL intend to extend the feeder automation to the
predominantly underground network of the Whakatāne Township;
Install Arc Flash Detection and Protection on Station Road VMX switchgear and Plains circuit
breakers;
Replace unreliable SSC, HDBC, and GALV conductors at feeders supplying critical loads. The
mentioned conductors are also being replaced under HEDL’s Asset Replacement and Renewal
Programme if they meet the asset replacement criteria;
Replace Air Break Switches (ABS) with SECTOS, where ABS are deemed to be high risk;
Sectionalising feeders by installing pole-mounted circuit breakers, switches and fuses. This will
enable faults to be isolated to smaller areas and reduce the number of affected customers;
Low Voltage Monitoring pilot programme will be deployed on selected transformers where a large
number of distributed generations are connected. The aim is to collect load data and analyse the
influence these new technologies have on HEDL’s low voltage network to inform future investment
decisions; and
Communications Network Improvements. The coverage of the communications network from
Pukehoko and Manawahe are limited and hinder the use of SCADA controlled devices to assist
with fault finding in some of our remote areas.

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for reliability projects in Whakatāne can be summarised in the following Table
6-15.
Table 6-15: Reliability Projects Expenditure Forecast for Whakatāne Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$13.2m
2020-2030
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6.3.1.4 Resiliency Improvement Plans
Whakatāne District has been identified as the first priority for undergrounding projects. Analysis from the
risk model has identified the area as having increased risk profile. Table 6-16 shows the undergrounding
projects in Whakatāne area scheduled for the early part of the planning period.
The undergrounding projects are subject to the changing needs of the business and agreement between
HEDL and relevant stakeholders.
Table 6-16: Undergrounding Projects in Whakatāne
Details
Main Street RMC286 to P12996 HV and LV Undergrounding
James Street P10172 to P10743 HV and LV Undergrounding
Salonika Street LV Undergrounding
Alexander Avenue HV and LV Undergrounding

Expected project timing
2022
2024
2025
2026

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for resiliency projects in Whakatāne can be summarised in the following
Table 6-17.
Table 6-17: Resiliency Projects Expenditure Forecast for Whakatāne Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$0.9m
2020-2030

6.3.1.5 Growth Development Options
The major growth projects planned for Whakatāne Area are in Table 6-18. The CBD substation project
has been split across the planning period for staged construction.
Table 6-18: Major Growth-related Projects in Whakatāne
Project Name

Increase Poroporo Line
Capacity

Increase WBM SOUTH Line
Capacity

Kope T1 Zone Transformer
Replacement

Whakatāne CBD substation
Preliminary Design

Description
Poroporo 33kV feeder provides backup supply to WBM north line
and Te-Rahu Switching station. This feeder is operated on standby
with its downstream CB normally open, disconnecting it from the
WBM North line. The capacity of this feeder is limited due to its
existing 120mm2 conductor. This project involves uprating this
feeder circuit so it can be utilised in the future to supply the CBD
substation, where the load is expected to increase due to future
developments.
The project involves increasing the Whakatāne Board Mill (WBM)
South line capacity to meet the future load growth at Whakatāne
Mill. This project is driven by load growth at Whakatāne Mill and
will be revisited in 2024 before design can be initiated.
The replacement of transformer T1 would be specified to match the
T2 transformer’s capacity at Kope. This project is currently listed
under asset renewal and replacement category. However, this
project has the potential to execute under the system growth
category provided the system growth at Kope substation
accelerates faster than the predicted growth rate. Prior to replacing
T1 the capacity shortfall is managed by shifting the load to
neighbouring interconnecting feeders. Transformer T1 will be
relocated and reused at Ohope Zone Substation.
This investment involves preliminary design of CBD substation to
address the identified growth and security constraints. Kope
substation capacity would be capped at 16MVA once T1 is replaced

Expected
project
timing

Estimated
Cost
(Concept)

2023

$0.28m

2024

$0.58m

2025

$1.2m

2027

$0.43m
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Whakatāne CBD substation
sub-transmission from Te
Rahu and Engineering

Whakatāne CBD substation
sub-transmission from Kope
and detail design
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and future load growth would require a new substation in CBD. It is
predicted that at the end of this planning period, the Kope load will
exceed the substation firm capacity. This project would undertake
preliminary design and investigations to identify a suitable site for a
substation in the CBD followed by a land purchase.
This stage of the CBD substation project involves designing and
building a sub-transmission circuit from Te Rahu Switching station
to the CBD substation. The 33kV Poroporo feeder circuit at the Te
Rahu station will also be extended via cable to the CBD substation
site would establish a 33kV supply. The aim is to establish a 33kV
ring supply system to meet the security of supply criteria. The
second 33kV circuit would eventually be from the Kope substation.
The 33kV outdoor to Indoor switchgear conversation project at
Kope substation allows for this future connection to the CBD
substation.
This project involves establishing a second sub-transmission circuit
from the Kope 33kV bus to the new CBD substation site. The subtransmission circuit would initially be operated at 11kV before
commissioning the substation to address the voltage issues during a
contingency operation. This investment includes the detail design
cost for the substation. The 33kV ring would provide high security
of supply to Whakatāne load. It is likely the development of CBD
substation would follow the Opotiki Substation staged development
approach, which would be establishing 11kV switching station
initially and eventually develop into a zone substation.

6-22

2028

$1.9m

2029

$2.2m

HEDL plans to establish a CBD substation to support the growth of the Whakatāne urban area. The
proposed Single Line Diagram (SLD) of Whakatāne area with CBD substation development is shown in
Figure 6-7 and highlighted.

Figure 6-7: Whakatāne Area Network with Future CBD Substation
Development of a substation at Gateway has been discussed in preceding AMPs. The main driver for this
was to serve the future load growth around Coastlands. The two-33kV feeders that supply the Whakatāne
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Mill run in close proximity to the Gateway site. The Mill’s load has been steady over the last five years.
The 33kV circuits supplying Whakatāne Mill may at some point become available for a new Gateway
substation to manage the growth south of Whakatāne.
HEDL’s expenditure forecast for growth projects in Whakatāne can be summarised in the following Table
6-19.
Table 6-19: Growth Projects Expenditure Forecast for Whakatāne Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

6.3.2

$10.3m
2020-2030

Opotiki

6.3.2.1 Area Description
Opotiki region has one of the fastest growing load profiles on the network, driven by kiwifruit farming and
processing. Potential further loads in the town include the proposed mussel-farm and harbour
developments. Figure 6-8 shows Opotiki area single line diagram with load growth rate.
6.3.2.1.1 Substation Description
Waiotahi
Opotiki is supplied from the Waiotahi GXP, with feeder pole-mounted circuit breakers owned by HEDL. In
2017, HEDL commissioned a new 11kV switch room in Opotiki in anticipation of a new zone substation
closer to the load centre, which over time has moved East compared with when Waiotahi was installed.
HEDL has four feeders exiting Waiotahi, with three feeders supplying the Opotiki substation to the east,
providing power to over 4000 customers. A fourth feeder runs west from the Waiotahi substation and
supplies the Waimana Valley rural load.
The distance from Transpower’s 11kV supply point in Waiotahi to Opotiki is over 10km which could result
in a significant voltage drop when load increases. The voltage drop has been mitigated following
commissioning of HEDL’s Opotiki bus allowing all three feeders supplying the Opotiki area to operate in
parallel.
A new 11kV switchboard was commissioned in 2017 as Stage 1 of the Opotiki substation development.
This effectively split the Factory feeder in three and raised the 11kV nominal voltage in Opotiki. The part
of the old Factory feeder along the coast east of Opotiki (Coast feeder) still remains with approximately
50% of the ICP’s on the original Factory feeder.
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Figure 6-8: Opotiki Network Single Line Diagram
6.3.2.1.2 Grid Exit Point (GXP)
Waiotahi GXP has two Transpower-owned 10MVA, 110/11kV transformers. Geographically, the GXP
supplies Opotiki and Te Kaha areas. Waiotahi GXP is supplied from Edgecumbe via a single 110kV circuit
that only operates on ‘N’ security. During maintenance on this 110kV circuit, the whole of the Opotiki and
Te Kaha areas can experience an outage.
Transpower has a programme to divest spur assets to distributors when these assets could be more
economically owned and operated by the distributor. HEDL acquired the Te Kaha 50kV circuit and Te
Kaha GXP assets on the 2nd July 2018.
Table 6-20 shows the GXP details along with its loads and capacities.
Table 6-20: GXP Details - Waiotahi
Supply Voltage
(kV)
110/11

GXP Name
Waiotahi

Transformer Capacity
(MVA)
12

2019
(MVA)
10.1

‘N-1’
Secure
Yes

6.3.2.1.3 Major Customers
Table 6-21 below provides the details of the Major customers with a load greater than 1MVA.
Table 6-21: Major customers with load greater than 1MVA
GXP

Area

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Waiotahi

Opotiki

1,800

11

Customer Name
Opotiki Packaging and
Coolstorage Ltd (OPAC)

Type
Industrial

6.3.2.1.4 Embedded Generations
There are no embedded generators greater than 0.5MW in size connected to HEDL’s network at Opotiki.
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6.3.2.1.5 Potential Growth
HEDL is actively monitoring the following activities in the Opotiki region, the observations are:
•

•
•
•

The Opotiki area electricity demand growth, particularly around the Opotiki Township, has
averaged around 1.65% per annum since 2003, with a 2.14% compound growth rate over the last
3 years. Overall, HEDL expects average load growth for Opotiki to be 1.65% per annum primarily
due to increases in industrial load;
A potential step load increase that has been proposed in the Opotiki region is a 3MVA onshore
mussel processing facility;
HEDL has also been made aware of planned step changes in Kiwifruit plant chiller loads located
at Opotiki; and
The new Waiotahi-Opotiki sub-transmission line planned during the planning period will strengthen
future security of supply, capacity and quality of supply into Opotiki.

Table 6-22 shows the demand forecast for the area over the planning period.
Table 6-22: Opotiki Area Demand Forecasts (MVA)
2019
GXP /Substation
Waiotahi (11kV
GXP)21
Opotiki Substation

Security
Class

Capacity

NA

1222

L2

1623

2023

Peak
Demand

Average
Top 100
Peaks

10.9

10.1

2029

Peak
Demand

Average
Top 100
Peaks

Peak
Demand

Average
Top 100
Peaks

11.8

11.0

13.3

12.3

-

-

9.7

6.3.2.2 Network Constraints
The Opotiki Switching station upgrade has improved the power quality to the Opotiki Township and to
industrial customers. It maximises utilisation of the existing distribution feeders by meshing them onto a
new 11 kV switchboard bus in Opotiki. However, initial investigation shows that there is a possibility of
voltage falling below regulated limits as load increases.
The following sections describe HEDL’s plans in overcoming the predicted network constraints.
6.3.2.3 Reliability Improvement Plans
HEDL’s reliability improvement plans for the Opotiki area includes:
•
•
•
•

21

Strategic diesel generator connection point at Opotiki Substation has been used to connect
HEDL’s 1.2MVA diesel generator in the past. The connection point can be utilised by connecting a
similar sized mobile diesel generator during long interruptions;
Voltage Regulator on hot standby on the Factory Feeder which can be used for voltage support.
HEDL plans to remove the voltage regulator once the 33/11kV Opotiki Substation is completely
established within this planning period;
Reduce fault risk on the Coast Feeder by installing additional SCADA devices, pole-mounted
circuit breakers, fault indicators and reconfiguring the existing reclosers;
Extending feeder automation at back-feeding tie point between Ohiwa Harbour and Opotiki
Township. The network within the Opotiki Township is mostly overhead and will require significant

No allowance made for possible future step change loads at Opotiki
Capacity noted is firm capacity. Full capacity of Waiotahi GXP is 24MVA continuous. Demand forecast for Waiotahi does not include load shift to Opotiki
substation once the Opotiki substation is fully commissioned.
23 Proposed single Transformer capacity
22
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capital investment to implement feeder automation. Future feeder automation will be considered
with all 11kV switchgear replacements under the Asset Replacement and Renewal program;
Replace unreliable SSC, HDBC, and GALV conductors at feeders supplying critical loads.
These types of conductors are also being replaced under HEDL’s Asset Replacement and Renewal
Programme if they meet the asset replacement criteria; and
New 33/11kV substation at the eastern end of the new Coast feeder to provide an alternate
supply to the Coast feeder. This project depends on the circuit changeover from 50kV to 33kV
supply to Te Kaha.

Opotiki has limited existing solar and other small-scale distributed generation. HEDL expects a slower
uptake of these technologies in the area due to its low socio-economic index and therefore considers
Opotiki as a lower priority for transformer monitoring. HEDL will continue to monitor new small-scale
generation connections.
HEDL’s expenditure forecast for reliability projects in Opotiki can be summarised in the following Table
6-23.
Table 6-23: Reliability Projects Expenditure Forecast for Opotiki Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$4.3m
2020-2030

6.3.2.4 Resiliency Improvement Plans
HEDL has identified the Opotiki area has the second highest population of high derived risk assets. The
area has been placed as the second priority for HEDL’s undergrounding programme. Table 6-24 shows
the undergrounding projects (provisional) in the area.
The undergrounding projects are subject the changing needs of the business and agreement between
HEDL and relevant stakeholders.
Table 6-24: Undergrounding projects in Opotiki
Details
Ford Street Undergrounding
King Street LV Undergrounding (P30981 to P30985)

Expected project timing
2022-2024
2025

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for resiliency projects in Opotiki can be summarised in the following Table
6-25.
Table 6-25: Resiliency Projects Expenditure Forecast for Opotiki Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$1.2m
2020-2030

6.3.2.5 Growth Development Options
Table 6-26 summarises the constraints related to growth and proposed plans to address them.
Table 6-26: Opotiki Area Constraints and Options
Substation Affected
Opotiki Switching Station

Major Issues
Step load increase causing voltage and capacity issues at
existing distribution network.
The voltage can fall below regulated limits.

Options
Use generation to support peak load.
Convert Opotiki switching station into a
sub station

Development plans for Opotiki substation include building a 33kV sub-transmission supply. This will be
subjected to Transpower upgrading the 110/11kV transformers at Waiotahi to 110kV/33kV as part of their
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life-cycle replacement of the Waiotahi transformers. An 11kV supply at Waiotahi would be retained to
provide backup to Opotiki Substation.
The short-term plan shown in Figure 6-9 is to reroute the Te Kaha sub-transmission circuit through the
Opotiki bus and operate the first section of the circuit at 11kV. This new configuration has four parallel
circuits connected to the Opotiki bus. HEDL is investigating two options to install a step-up transformer at
the Opotiki substation for the Te Kaha sub-transmission circuit.
•
•

Option 1: The 11/50kV T5 transformer at Waiotahi would be relocated to Opotiki to supply Te Kaha
at 50kV. Access to the T5 transformer and circuit depends on negotiations with Transpower as T5
was not part of the Te Kaha asset transfers; and
Option 2: Acquiring a new 11/33kV transformer and operating the Te Kaha sub-transmission circuit
at 33kV.

Figure 6-9: Opotiki Area Network Development - Proposed Stage One
Enabling works to allow the 50kV line to be routed into Opotiki are in progress.
HEDL’s expenditure forecast for growth and security projects in Opotiki can be summarised in the following
Table 6-27.
Table 6-27: Growth Projects Expenditure Forecast for Opotiki Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

6.3.3

$3.8m
2020-2030

Kawerau

6.3.3.1 Area Description
Kawerau is dominated by large industrial loads and 25MW of Embedded Generation. Its commercial and
domestic load is comparatively small compared to its industrial load. Figure 6-10 shows the Kawerau area
network single line diagram and growth rate.
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Being in a geothermal area, Kawerau has a high level of Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) induced corrosion,
especially in the areas to the North of Norske Skog and Tasman paper mills and in the lower lying areas
in the town. Air-Break Switches (ABS) tend to have a higher than average failure rate due to environmental
induced corrosion and high fault levels. Fully enclosed line switches are preferred solution for the Kawerau
environment.
6.3.3.1.1 Substation Description
Kawerau
Kawerau GXP substation is a Transpower-owned substation with HEDL’s 11kV distribution network
directly connected to Transpower assets. HEDL’s substation assets are located in a small building
adjacent to the Transpower site. The Kawerau system has six distribution feeders and is shown in Figure
6-10.
HEDL’s network connection at Kawerau has the highest fault level in HEDL’s Network and the two new
Transpower-owned high impedance transformers keep fault levels within distribution equipment limits.
A Fault Limiting Reactor has been installed between the Te Ahi O Maui (TAOM) generation and GXP
circuit to minimise the fault contribution by the new generator. Neutral Earthing Resistors (NERs) have
been installed at the GXP transformers by Transpower to reduce the earth fault levels.

Figure 6-10: Kawerau Area Network Single Line Diagram
6.3.3.1.2 Grid Exit Point (GXP)
As explained in the previous section, HEDL’s lines at Kawerau are supplied directly by the Kawerau GXP.
Transpower assets supplying the distribution network include an 11kV distribution switchboard and two
110/11kV transformers. However, due to the 110/11kV transformer arrangement, the Kawerau feeders are
out of phase with feeders sourced from the Edgecumbe GXP.
The two 110/11kV transformers at Kawerau were upgraded to 30MVA from 20MVA capacity to manage
new 27 MVA (TAOM) embedded generation in 2019. Transpower’s 11kV switchgear was replaced in 2017.
Table 6-28 summarises the details of the Kawerau GXP.
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Table 6-28: GXP Details - Kawerau
GXP Name

Supply Voltage (kV)

Transformer Capacity (MVA)

2019 (MVA)

‘N-1’ Secure

Kawerau

110/11

30

23.88

Yes

6.3.3.1.3 Major Customers
Table 6-29 below provides details of the major customers in Kawerau with a load greater than 1MVA.
Table 6-29: Major customers with load greater than 1MVA (Kawerau)
GXP

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Customer Name

Type

Kawerau

10,000

11

Industrial

Kawerau

5,000

11

Kawerau

3,000

11

Asaleo Care
Carter Holt Harvey
(CHH)
Sequal Lumber

Kawerau

2,000

11

Kawerau Dairy LLP

Industrial

Industrial
Industrial

6.3.3.1.4 Embedded Generations
Table 6-30 shows generation greater than 0.5MW connected to HEDL’s network in Kawerau.
Table 6-30: Distribution Generation Greater than 0.5MW Summary
GXP

Area

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Generator Name

Type

Kawerau

Kawerau

~25,000 (27 MVA)

11

Te Ahi O Maui (TAOM)

Geothermal

6.3.3.1.5 Potential Growth
Longer term, it is expected that further changes in load from this supply point are likely to happen as some
industries retrench (e.g. pulp and paper) whilst others take advantage of the geothermal resources. The
pulp and paper industry has not yet signalled any timing for changes, meanwhile growth is occurring in the
new industrial zone located to the North of the GXP.
A new Dairy factory was recently connected to the Network. When fully developed, the Dairy factory load
is expected to increase to around 2MVA. There are two other new subdivisions proposals, each with a
capacity of 200kVA, which reflects the increase in overall growth rate despite uncertainties around other
industries in the region.
HEDL understands that the proposed development by Feng Lin to construct a Medium Density Fibreboard
(MDF) plant is not proceeding and is not currently considered for the planning period.
The overall growth rate is around 2.5% largely due to the increasing industrial growth with natural
resources available, local generation, investment and low house prices creating increased demand after
a prolonged period of decline. The Kawerau region with this growth rate is slightly above the network
average. Current load and demand forecast for this planning period are shown in Table 6-31.
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Table 6-31: Kawerau Demand Forecasts (MVA)

GXP
Kawerau
(With Embedded
Generation)24
Kawerau
(Without Embedded
Generation)

Peak
Demand

2019
Average Top
100 Peaks

Peak
Demand

2023
Average Top
100 Peaks

Peak
Demand

2029
Average Top
100 Peaks

Security
Class

Capacity

L1

3025

-5.0

-7.9

-5.1

-6.0

-2.4

-3.5

L1

30

19.5

18.5

21.5

20.4

24.2

22.9

6.3.3.2 Network Constraints
Prior to Kawerau’s transformer replacement, the Kawerau GXP was operated with ‘N-1 Switched’ security.
Two new 30MVA transformers have been installed at Kawerau in 2019, achieving full ‘N-1’ security.
Other than the constraints mentioned above, there are no existing known growth and security constraints
on HEDL’s distribution network in Kawerau.
6.3.3.3 Reliability Improvement Plans
HEDL’s reliability improvement plans for the Kawerau area includes:
•

•

•

•

•

Replacement of aging red-XLPE and PILC cables - A decision was made to replace these types
of cable due to deteriorating reliability of the cables. All red-XLPE cable replacement projects
identified have been completed. Newly identified PILC cables will be replaced when a planned work
is scheduled near the vicinity of the area;
Feeder automation – The Kawerau feeder automation scheme, configured in 2017/18 is being
evaluated in semi-automatic mode. The feeder automation was configured with the existing SCADA
controlled devices. The next phase involves determining which switchgear being replaced should
be automated as part of the Asset Replacement and Renewal programme;
Fault Current Management - Kawerau’s high 11kV fault levels requiring high fault rated cables
and equipment to be used close to the substation. Transpower has installed high impedance
transformers in 2019 to reduce the fault levels. Increase in export capacity by TAOM in the future
would require an upgrade or dynamic line uprating;
Fault Response Time - Historically the Kawerau feeders have had a low number of faults.
However, due to the number of customers on the feeders and the considerable time to respond to
faults that occur on the Plateau or Kawerau, it may incur higher SAIDI minutes than the Whakatāne
urban area. HEDL is currently not concerned on the unplanned SAIDI impact in Kawerau in this
planning period. Should the SAIDI impact be significant in the future, HEDL plans to station a fault
responder closer to Kawerau to improve restoration time; and
Replace unreliable SSC, HDBC, and GALV conductors at feeders supplying critical loads.
These types of conductors are also being replaced under HEDL’s Asset Replacement and Renewal
Programme if they meet the asset replacement criteria.

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for reliability projects in Kawerau can be summarised in the following Table
6-32.

24

Net GXP demand. Negative value indicates export to the Transpower’s grid while positive value indicates import from Transpower’s grid.
Demand forecast based on actual 2019 embedded generation peak at 26.6MVA and average Top 100 Peaks at 26.4 MVA.
25
Capacity is firm capacity. Full capacity of Kawerau GXP is 60MVA
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Table 6-32: Reliability Projects Expenditure Forecast for Kawerau Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$0.2m
2020-2030

6.3.3.4 Resiliency Improvement Plans
The Kawerau District has the greatest length of circuits due to be replaced in the next 10 years. HEDL’s
Risk Model indicates a significant amount of assets in the area are at medium risk. HEDL has planned
several undergrounding conversion projects for the later part of this planning period, as listed in Table
6-33.
The undergrounding projects are subject to the changing needs of the business and agreement between
HEDL and relevant stakeholders.
Table 6-33: Undergrounding Projects in Kawerau
Details
River Road Undergrounding Phase 1 (Ward Street to Waterhouse Street)
Galway Street LV Undergrounding (P18812 to P18798)
River Road Undergrounding Phase 2 (Waterhouse Street to RMC268)
River Road Undergrounding Phase 3 (RMC268 to Tarawera High School/Forsaith St P18594)
Domett Street LV Undergrounding (P18814 to P18781)
Onslow Street (River Road to Halls Street)

Expected project timing
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for resiliency projects in Kawerau can be summarised in the following Table
6-34.
Table 6-34: Resiliency Projects Expenditure Forecast for Kawerau Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$1.5m
2020-2030

6.3.3.5 Growth Development Options
The network is currently secure and has sufficient capacity for the planning period.
6.3.4

Galatea

6.3.4.1 Area Description
The Galatea region encompasses large rural areas including the Murupara, Minginui, Ruatahuna and
Kaingaroa townships. Dairy farming and irrigation, with some urban load, dominates the electricity load in
this region. The start of the dairy milking season in July creates a seasonal peak during spring prior to the
irrigation load starting in November.
Figure 6-11 shows the single line diagram for the HEDL’s network in the Galatea area and growth rates.
The Galatea and Kaingaroa Zone Substations supply the area. Two 33kV feeders from the Snake Hill
switching station supply the Zone Substations. One Aniwhenua Power Station feeder and one Edgecumbe
GXP feeder, in turn feed Snake Hill switching station. The primary supply source for this area is from
Aniwhenua, with Edgecumbe GXP providing backup. The line from Edgecumbe to Galatea is 58km long
and from Aniwhenua 19 km.
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Figure 6-11: Galatea Area Network Single Line
6.3.4.1.1 Substation Description
Galatea
Galatea substation is a dual transformer substation located about two kilometres north of Murupara, on
Galatea Road. The site is fully rural and has five 11kV feeders that supply approximately 1550 customers
from the North of the Galatea valley to Ruatahuna in the South East. The substation also contains a
switching station for the 33kV spur line to Kaingaroa.
The Galatea 33kV switchyard was reconfigured in 2016 to address identified legacy issues. This has
improved the quality of supply to the Galatea area. The before and after picture of the Galatea 33kV
switchyard is shown in Figure 6-12.

Figure 6-12: Galatea Substation 33kV Yard Upgrade
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Kaingaroa
Kaingaroa substation is located approximately 100km from Whakatāne. It supplies the small town of
Kaingaroa and two timber-processing plants: KLC Ltd, which produces re-manufactured timber products;
and Timberlands Ltd, which produces whole logs and wood chips. These two processing plants dominate
the load, whereas the load within the Kaingaroa village is very small in comparison.
The substation is normally operated with one transformer supplying the Timberlands Mill load while the
other transformer supplies the village and KLC. This arrangement ensures that the common point of
coupling between the village and the Mill is on the 33kV system, reducing any voltage sag issues that the
village may see from the operation of the Mill site.
6.3.4.1.2 Grid Exit Point (GXP)
The primary supply for the Galatea area is the Aniwhenua Power Station, with Edgecumbe GXP as its
back-up supply. A Prudent Discount Agreement exists for the Matahina and Aniwhenua generating
stations that make them part of the Edgecumbe GXP for transmission pricing.
Edgecumbe GXP’s description, load and its capacity have been explained in Section 6.3.1.1
6.3.4.1.3 Major Customers
Table 6-35 below provides the details of the major customers with a load greater than 1MVA.
Table 6-35: Major customers with load greater than 1MVA (Galatea)
GXP

Area

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Customer Name

Type

Edgecumbe

Kaingaroa

2,000

11

Kaingaroa Timberlands

Industrial

6.3.4.1.4 Embedded Generations
Table 6-36 shows generator greater than 0.5MW connected to HEDL’s network in Galatea.
Table 6-36: Distribution Generation Greater than 0.5MW Summary (Galatea)
GXP

Area

Capacity (kW)

Voltage (kV)

Generator Name

Type

Edgecumbe

Galatea

25,000

33

Aniwhenua

Hydro

6.3.4.1.5 Potential Growth
Galatea and Kaingaroa substations are initially projected to have a negligible growth. However, data from
SCADA shows Galatea and Kaingaroa have 0.9% and 0.5% growth respectively. Kaingaroa still has
potential for step load change as a result of potential increases in milling activity and potential for water
bottling plant(s). Peak load during summer is self-managed to some degree by the consumers who have
set up their pumping systems to irrigate at night. The daily load curves of the Galatea substation show the
night-time load is greater than the daytime load with an extended evening peak during summer.
Table 6-37 shows the demand forecast numbers for the period.
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Table 6-37: Galatea Area Zone Substation Demand Forecasts (MVA)

Galatea

Security
Class
L1

Kaingaroa

L1

Substation

7.5

Peak
Demand
4.7

5.3

3.4

Capacity26

2019
Average Top
100 Peaks
4.4
2.9

Peak
Demand
4.9
3.5

2023
Average Top
100 Peaks
4.5
3.0

Peak
Demand
5.2

2029
Average Top
100 Peaks
4.8

3.6

3.0

The ability of the two substations to supply the projected load growth in this area is not expected to be a
concern for several years.
6.3.4.2 Network Constraints
The primary and backup 33kV supply does not provide complete ‘N-1’ security of supply to Galatea area
network. The primary (Aniwhenua Power Plant) and Backup (Edgecumbe GXP) supplies to Snake Hill
switching station are single circuits, operating with ‘N’ security.
The distance between Edgecumbe and Snake Hill switching station is more than 35km while Aniwhenua
power plant is 2km from Snake Hill. Currently, a second line between Snake Hill Switching Station and
Aniwhenua would provide the best solution to ensure the security and quality of supply is maintained as
the load grows.
As the combined loads of Kaingaroa and Galatea approaches 7MVA the voltage regulators will be running
close to their rated limits. Various options have been considered to remediate this, including installing 33kV
capacitor banks, 11kV capacitor banks and/or an additional sub-transmission line between the Snake Hill
switching station and Aniwhenua.
6.3.4.3 Reliability Improvement Plans
HEDL’s reliability improvement plans for the Galatea area includes:
•
•
•
•

Distribution Feeder Automation. Automating the distribution feeders will improve the reliability of
supply to the Murupara Township and the rural areas to the north;
Sectionalising Galatea area with pole-mount circuit breakers. HEDL plans to install more polemounted circuit breakers in the Galatea region in this planning period, which will halve fault zones
for some of the feeders and provide more devices to restore the feeders;
Automatic Feeder Restoration. Automated feeder restoration was configured and being
evaluated in semi-automatic mode; and
Communications Network Improvements. The coverage of the communications network to the
south of Murupara is extremely limited and hinders the use of SCADA controlled devices to find
faults in these remote areas. Engineering solutions are being investigated that involve the use of
the fibre communication lines installed during 2016 between Murupara and Ruatahuna.

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for reliability projects in Galatea can be summarised in the following Table
6-38.
Table 6-38: Reliability Projects Expenditure Forecast for Galatea Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

26

$0.2m
2020-2030

Capacity indicated for Galatea and Kaingaroa are firm capacity. Full capacity for Galatea and Kaingaroa are 15MVA and 10.6MVA respectively
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6.3.4.4 Resiliency Improvement Plans
HEDL has not identified resiliency and undergrounding projects in Galatea area in this planning period.
6.3.4.5 Growth Development Options
Table 6-39 summarises the constraints and options to manage the issues in the Galatea area.
Table 6-39: Galatea Area Constraints and Options
Substation Affected
Galatea and Kaingaroa substations

Galatea and Kaingaroa substations
Kaingaroa Substation

Major Issues
Do not fully meet HEDL’s security criteria
due to the single circuit between Snake
Hill and sources supplies (Primary and
Backup)
High voltage drop and potential for low
voltage issues when supplied from a
backup supply (Edgecumbe)
N security at the 33kV supply line

Options
Manage operationally by SCADA Switching
Investigate 33kV or 11kV Capacitor Banks,
additional sub-transmission circuits or
battery storage system
The utilisation of Diesel Generator set to
supply critical loads

HEDL’s expenditure forecast for growth and security projects in Galatea can be summarised in the
following Table 6-40.
Table 6-40: Growth Projects Expenditure Forecast for Galatea Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

6.3.5

$0.032m
2020-2030

Te Kaha

6.3.5.1 Area Description
Te Kaha is located about 65km east of Opotiki township. Te Kaha substation is now a HEDL owned
substation supplied off the Waiotahi 11kV bus through an 11/50kV step-up transformer. Ownership,
operational control and fault response have been transferred from Transpower to HEDL on 2 July 2018.
The Te Kaha distribution network is a lightly loaded portion of the Opotiki region. The load is largely holiday
homes, small dairy farming and Kiwifruit orchards with a summer peak. Figure 6-13 shows the network
configuration and projected load growth for the area.
6.3.5.1.1 Substation Description
Te Kaha
A single 50kV circuit from Transpower’s Waiotahi GXP supplies Te Kaha substation. The Zone substation
has two 11kV distribution feeders supplying the Te Kaha and Waihau Bay area. This portion of the network
is almost exclusively overhead and along the coastline.
In July 2019, HEDL has commissioned a new permanently installed step-up transformer and relocated the
1.2MVA diesel generator from Opotiki to Te Kaha. The diesel generator is available for use on long outages
on the Te Kaha 50kV circuit. With the availability of this diesel generator, the Planning Security Level of
the substation has been raised to Category L3.
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Figure 6-13: Te Kaha Area Network Single Line Diagram
6.3.5.1.2 Grid Exit Point (GXP)
Historically, the Te Kaha area has been supplied by the Te Kaha GXP. As part of Transpower’s programme
to divest its spur assets, the ownership of the 50kV assets has been transferred to HEDL in July 2018.
The Te Kaha area is now supplied from Waiotahi GXP, via HEDL’s 66km Waiotahi-Te Kaha 50kV subtransmission circuit. Waiotahi GXP’s description, load and its capacity have already been explained in
Section 6.3.2.1
6.3.5.1.3 Major Customers
There are no major customers with a load greater than 1MVA connected to HEDL’s network in Te Kaha.
6.3.5.1.4 Embedded Generations
There are no embedded generators greater than 0.5MW in size connected into HEDL’s network in Te
Kaha.
6.3.5.1.5 Potential Growth
Te Kaha has one of the slowest growth rates in HEDL’s network. HEDL does not expect a major load
development in the area for the planning period, with historical growth rate of 0.55%. Demand forecast for
this planning period can be seen on Table 6-41.
Table 6-41: Te Kaha Area Demand Forecasts (MVA)

Substation
Te Kaha

Security
Class
L3

Capacity
4.5

2019
Peak
Average Top
Demand
100 Peaks
27
2.0
1.3

2023
Peak
Average Top
Demand
100 Peaks
2.0
1.3

2029
Peak
Average Top
Demand
100 Peaks
2.1
1.4

6.3.5.2 Network Constraints
The Te Kaha system has lower reliability than other parts of HEDL’s network due to the long subtransmission circuit that supplies this location, the terrain that it runs through and the difficulty for staff to
access the area due to its remoteness. The 50kV circuit is an ‘N’ security line supplying slightly over 1000

27

Te Kaha Substation Peak Demand is a result of the outage of the single 50kV sub-transmission circuit. Non-outage related Peak Demand is 1.4 MVA.
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ICPs, which is typical of a normal feeder. However, the terrain is in places challenging and the line is
exposed to high winds and lightning.
Security of the Te Kaha substation is classified as L3 with ability to restore the first interruption by startingup the 1.2MVA diesel generator within two hours.
There are no known capacity constraints on HEDL’s distribution networks in Te Kaha.
6.3.5.3 Reliability Improvement Plans
HEDL’s plans to improve the lower reliability in Te Kaha area include:
•
•
•

Installing fault indicators at strategic locations to assist identifying location of faults and reduce
fault-finding times. Old style fault indicators have proven not to be reliable because the pickups are
not sensitive enough for the low feeder loads;
Utilising the newly relocated 1.2MVA Diesel Generator to supply the Te Kaha area when the
Te Kaha sub-transmission circuit becomes unavailable; and
Securing adequate critical spares for the line hardware in Opotiki to reduce repair time.

6.3.5.3.1 Te Kaha Micro-grid Project
HEDL is also considering a few new technology options such as generation in micro-grid mode at subtransmission level for Te Kaha consumers in the next few years. This micro-grid could include a grid-size
battery to complement the 1.2MVA Diesel Generator. Diesel Generator and Battery could operate in a
more optimal manner to give the best economical outcome for improved reliability for the Te Kaha
community.
HEDL’s expenditure forecast for reliability projects in Te Kaha can be summarised in the following Table
6-42.
Table 6-42: Reliability Projects Expenditure Forecast for Te Kaha Area for the Planning Period
Estimated Cost (Concept)
Expected project timing

$1.3m
2020-2030

6.3.5.4 Resiliency Improvement Plans
HEDL have not identified resiliency or undergrounding projects in Te Kaha area.
6.3.5.5 Growth Development Options
There are no existing known growth and security constraints on HEDL’s distribution network in Kawerau.

6.4

Network Transformation with Edge Technologies

The electricity industry, in general, is entering an exciting period of growth driven by the reducing costs of
solar photovoltaic, battery storage and electric vehicles. The adoption of new technologies is something
HEDL monitors closely in order to anticipate customer needs and network impact. HEDL also sees the
emergence of these technologies as an opportunity to trial new and innovative solutions into the Network.
Figure 6-19 shows HEDL’s vision on a low carbon and electrified future.
HEDL is also working with the Electricity Network Association’s (ENA) Smart Technology Working Group
(STWG) to navigate the changes in electricity distribution networks. One of the initiatives is the Open
Network Framework where consumers will be able to connect and operate their smart devices, Distributed
Generation (DG), Demand Response (DR), and use the network for peer-to-peer trading of electricity.
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Grid Size Battery System

The remote community of Te Kaha has historically lower reliability than other parts of the network due to
the long 50kV Sub-Transmission circuit supplying the community. HEDL is committed to improve the
reliability of the electricity supply for the Te Kaha community with its recent purchase of the line from
Transpower. As part of the Te Kaha Reliability Project, a 1.2MVA Diesel Generator has been permanently
moved to Te Kaha to increase supply reliability to the Te Kaha community during long outages.
A micro grid development is being investigated including assessing the feasibility of a 500kWh to 1000kWh
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS). The BESS will work in tandem with the 1.2MVA Diesel Generator,
thus further improve reliability and resilience of supply to the community.
Funding from the Provincial Growth Fund is being sought to make the project financially viable. The project
commencement is subject to PGF funding.

Figure 6-14: Example of supplying a Remote Community Using Edge Technology
6.4.2

Electric Vehicles

The growing population of Electric Vehicles (EV) in the Bay of Plenty will not have an impact on the Network
until 2040. Understanding how they impact the network is crucial to prepare infrastructure that is capable
of accepting the increasing number of EVs without affecting its performance.
A recent study conducted by HEDL concluded there are no macro constraints caused by EV charging on
the underground LV Network expected up to 2040. However, if clustering occurs or faster chargers are
adopted, this has the potential to cause constraints. The study focused on an LV Network that is similar to
the areas where HEDL expects higher EV adoption to occur.
To cater for the growing number of EVs being mobilised in Whakatāne, HEDL has installed four Fast EV
Chargers across the network. Additionally, HEDL has itself leased EVs and PHEVs for its pool vehicle
fleet. HEDL is also collaborating with Vector and Eastland Networks in trialling Vehicle to Home (V2H)
technology that utilises the battery systems to support homes during outages and help manage network
peaks in the future. The V2H unit is on loan from Vector for testing and HEDL expects to see positive
results from the innovative technology.
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Figure 6-15: HEDL’s Fast EV Charging Infrastructure
6.4.3

Distributed Generation (DG)

HEDL’s policies and procedures for the application, installation and connection of DG are in accordance
with the requirements of Part 6 of The Electricity Industry Participation Code 2010. Distributed generation
must meet all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and comply with all applicable safety
standards.
Figure 6-16 shows the number of DG not greater than 10kW connected and predicted future uptake. HEDL
expects more than 3000 ICPs will have DG by 2024 using an exponential forecast. Note that Year to Date
(YTD) value for FY20 is lower than FY19 due to the number of DG connection as of 1 December 2019.
Historically, a significant number of DG connections occur during summer. Therefore, HEDL expect
increasing number of Photovoltaic (PV) adoption between December 2019 to End of March 2020, thus
exceeding FY19 connections.
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Figure 6-16: Number of ICPs with Solar DG (≤10kW) and Forecast
The increase in DG, particularly solar PV, has the potential to cause power quality issues on HEDL’s
feeders if not planned for. HEDL is currently using the University of Canterbury’s (UC) DGHOST model to
assess the impact of small-scale distributed generation on HEDL’s low voltage networks.
Further to this, HEDL is undertaking low voltage load flow modelling with existing and future DG
connections in SINCAL to identify any constraints that may arise. The impact of DG penetration on the
Ohope LV network will be analysed first as HEDL believe this area is likely to have higher penetration
compared to other areas in the network.
6.4.4

Feeder Automation

There has been significant investment in recent years to achieve target unplanned SAIDI and SAIFI levels.
HEDL’s new SCADA system, commissioned in 2017 enables automatic feeder restoration due to the
increased visibility of field devices through SCADA. This system enables HEDL to reduce unplanned
outage durations by responding more quickly to faults and to isolate the fault to a smaller area, thus
reducing the impact outages have on customers.
HEDL is currently increasing the number of automated devices and switches on the network. This would
enable remote switching on majority of the network from the control room, without dispatching field staff to
the switch site for switching.
As part of this effort, HEDL is currently undergoing bench testing for a control unit to provide sectionalising
capability. Once the control unit is successfully integrated, additional remote-controlled devices will be
trialled on the network.
HEDL is also working on self-healing the network through SCADA’s Fault Location, Isolation and Service
Restoration (FLISR) functionality. The system is being trialled on selected areas of the network in semiautomatic mode. The system calculates and schedules switching and HEDL’s controller will verify if the
switching is correct. To date, the trial does not show any unsafe switching.
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Remotely Monitored Over Head (OH) Fault Indication

To improve earth fault visibility on the overhead 11kV distribution network, HEDL is investigating options
for Fault Indicators to integrate with SCADA and report via Internet of Things (IoT). HEDL is also interested
in a self-powered solution where the product can be simply plugged to a line without an auxiliary power
supply, should the solution become available.
HEDL has a candidate product for the fault indicator, but there has been a delay by the manufacturer as
the product is still being tested overseas. The Fault Indicator Pilot Program is set to start in the year 2020.
However, a more realistic start date is 2021 due to the delays from the manufacturer. HEDL is actively
watching for similar products by other manufacturers to become available in the market.

Figure 6-17: Future Improvements to Increase Visibility of the Network
6.4.6

LV Monitoring

Currently, HEDL is reliant on customers and retailers to inform us of LV outages which causes a longer
response time to attend these. LV monitoring solutions are currently being sought at the meter and
transformer level where HEDL envisages it can be used to improve response to LV outages.
The trialling of LV monitoring systems is set to start in 2020. If the trialling of the system is successful, the
LV monitoring devices will be deployed to transformers with high capacity or number of connections. HEDL
is also an active member of the ENA’s LV Monitoring Working Group.
6.4.7

Field Staff Mobility Platform

In conjunction with the improvements of HEDL’s Asset Management System (AMS), a new mobility
platform (FieldReach) for its Asset Inspection Programme and Fault works has been developed and
launched. Field staff are now able to use their tablets to record inspection results and manage faults.
The inspection and faults data is uploaded to AMS via the internet. HEDL’s analysts are now able to
analyse the data without waiting for field staff to return to the office at the end of the working day.
HEDL is also in the process of replacing all paper-based forms to electronic forms. Once the migration is
completed, field staff will fill out forms (i.e. as-built, fault, defect etc) from their tablets. The information will
automatically sync to HEDL’s databases, thus reducing errors when transferring information from paper to
a computer.
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Additionally, HEDL also uses its Mobility Platform (Xivic) for its vegetation management. The system
enables field staff to inspect, record and assign priority on vegetation infringement. Xivic also helps HEDL
to track and report on vegetation works and statuses.
The new systems have been well-received by field staff as they also increase their work efficiency and
productivity.

Figure 6-18: Use of ICT in Works Management
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7 Fleet Management
7.1

Section Overview

This section describes the approach Horizon Energy Distribution Limited (HEDL) takes to manages its
fleet of assets. The term “fleet” is used to designate categories of asset that share similar functions and
technical characteristics.
Section 7.2 outlines HEDL’s approach to fleet management, including refinements to our Asset
Management System (AMS) to enable targeted expenditure based on the assets assessed risk.
In Sections 7.3 to 7.9, the age and risk profiles of HEDL’s key asset fleets, grouped into Overhead
Distribution, Underground Distribution, Earth Banks, Low Voltage (LV) Systems, Zone Substations, Control
Systems, and finally Non-Network Assets is examined.

7.2
7.2.1

Fleet Management Approach
Overview

Fleet management strategies are used to provide disciplined top-down governance in managing the
lifecycle needs of HEDL’s assets. They are designed to help improve the network’s performance, health
of the assets, minimise hazards to staff and the public and reduce the overall cost of ownership.
HEDL has rolled out ABB’s Ellipse AMS. An estimated 90% of the fleet asset data has been loaded into
Ellipse and is being actively maintained. HEDL is loading asset inspection results and fault data against
these assets in Ellipse.
In order to schedule inspections using the mobility solution, HEDL is issuing work orders for inspections
against individual assets in Ellipse. The data recorded against each asset will enable HEDL to define and
incorporate refined fleet strategies into our Asset management practices.
Currently, all the faults are going through the new AMS system. Projects are planned to be processed
through AMS starting from Financial Year (FY) 2021.
The system drives key elements of the fleet management framework as described in this section. The fleet
management framework uses the following categories listed in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: List of Equipment Group Identifiers (EGIs) used to manage fleet strategies as detailed in HEDL’s AMS
Category

Sub-category
Poles
50kV, 33kV and 11kV conductors
Line hardware

High Voltage Overhead Distribution

Vegetation
Pole-mounted circuit breakers, sectionalising circuit breakers and switches
Fuses and switches
Overhead distribution transformers
Capacitors, voltage regulators.
33 kV and 11 kV cables

Underground Distribution

Ring main units
Ground mounted distribution transformers

Low Voltage Distribution

Low voltage overhead conductors
Low Voltage (LV) cables
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LV fuses
Buildings and grounds
Zone Substations

Indoor switchgear
Outdoor switchgear
Power transformers
Protection relays

Control Systems

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and communication assets
DC and AC supply systems
Ripple load control injection plant

The fleet management strategy outlines the requirements throughout the lifecycle of the asset from
specification, procurement and installation, through to operating, maintenance and disposal of the asset.
The following aspects of the asset lifecycles are used to broadly define the fleet management strategy for
each asset category.
7.2.2

Design and Installation

The design and installation of assets are controlled by the use of the following documentation:
•
•
•

7.2.3

Asset specifications: These set the benchmark material and performance standards for our
assets;
Standard building blocks: Routine projects that involve assets sharing common characteristics
and features use standardised drawings and unit costs. This limits asset diversity and facilitates
fast repair or replacement when something goes wrong; and
Project-specific design: Complex projects such as Zone Substation and Transmission Line builds
often have unique elements that need to be defined using project-specific calculations, design
drawings, construction specifications and follow all Network standards.
Inspection and Maintenance

HEDL has developed a risk-based approach, of prioritising asset inspections for the most common asset
types in the network.
These assets include:
•
•
•
•

Poles and Pole Hardware;
Transformers;
Switches; and
RMUs.

These assets are prioritised for inspections based on the calculated risk and follow up inspections are
automatically scheduled if a considerable level of risk is reported from the inspection. If the asset inspected
requires corrective work, a ‘defect’ job is issued, and the asset is repaired or replaced. This regime is used
to maintain these assets as most do not require periodic servicing.
Inspection data informs the fleet management strategy, by observing the failure modes and condition
trends for the asset population. All of these observations feed into Network planning studies which help us
to explore, understand and create an effective Asset Management Plan.
To optimise the life of low volume and complex assets they are routinely serviced. Assets in this class
have a high calculated risk. Such assets include complex equipment with active cooling systems, moving
parts and insulating systems. These assets are serviced on a time or duty cycle basis, with corrective
maintenance undertaken whenever serious defects are picked up.
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The inspection and maintenance service levels detailed in Table 7-2 are used to define the maintenance
required for each asset type on the network.
This can either be scheduled periodically or triggered based on its assessed risk. The decision to actively
maintain an asset is based on its assessed risk, the cost to maintain it and the associated reduction in risk
in carrying out maintenance.
The maintenance service levels for HEDL’s network assets are detailed in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Maintenance service levels used to define asset strategies
Generic
Definition

Alternative
Definition

Requirements

Not Required

Attributes - Required

Service
Level 1

Visual Inspection
and Monitoring

On-line monitoring
Visual inspection

No switching required
No intrusion into
Minimum Approach
Distances (MAD)

Asset specification data.
Historic data.
Assessment criteria.

Service
Level 2

Off-line Inspection
and Non-Intrusive
Maintenance

Switching required
Gas or liquid insulation
replacement
Lubricant replacement

Service
Level 3

Intrusive
Maintenance

De-energisation required
Live work or entering
MAD

7.2.4

No re-commissioning
required
No parts replaced

All of the above and:
Personnel trained to specific
assets
Asset specification
Operation instruction
Networks operation
Safety management
All of the above and:
Pre-service (as found) records
required
Asset specific technical
competence
Manufacturer's maintenance
manual

Disposal and Renewal

7.2.4.1 Overview - Qualitative Risk-Based Approach
Asset disposals and renewals are considered when the risk associated with failure exceed acceptable
levels for the asset, customers or network. Note, in this Section HEDL uses the terms ‘probability of failure
(PoF)’ and ‘consequence of failure (CoF)’ interchangeably with ‘health’ and ‘criticality’.
The factors that have an impact on the asset health include:
•

•

•
•

Age and condition: Currently, HEDL assess the health of an asset by age and physical condition.
A modified version of the Electricity Engineers' Association’s (EEA’s) Asset Health Indicator (AHI)
Guide classifications is used, by means of the generic asset lifecycle ‘bathtub’ failure probability
curve to adjust classifications in some instances;
Duty Cycle: Asset renewals may be postponed if assets have not been stressed during their
lifecycles e.g. Transformers in N-1 configurations, and zone substation circuit breakers.
Alternatively, assets with high utilisation may have their renewals brought forward e.g. frequently
cycled tap changers;
Environmental factors: Certain environments (e.g. geothermal, coastal) can lead to an increased
probability of failure of assets. The environment is taken into consideration when evaluating
replacement and renewal needs;
The factors that are considered when assessing asset criticality include:
o Service Levels: The relative impact on infrastructure, businesses, rural and residential
customers in prioritising renewal expenditure is considered;
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Public and Workplace Safety: When the design or condition of the asset poses a significant
safety risk to personnel or the public; and
Environment: When the design or condition of the asset poses a significant environmental
risk.

Table 7-3 details the EEA Asset Health Guide (2016) and EEA Asset Criticality Guide Indicators that are
used when assessing asset risk.
Table 7-3: EEA Asset Health and Criticality Indicators’ Definitions
AHI

Definition

ACI

H5

As new condition – no drivers for replacement

C4

H4

Asset serviceable – no drivers for replacement, normal
in-service deterioration

C3

H3

End-of-life drivers for replacement present, increasing
asset-related risk

C2

H2
H1

End of life drivers for replacement present, high assetrelated risk
Replacement recommended

C1

Definition
Minor: Credible CoF is broadly tolerable and run to failure
may be a valid strategy
Typical: Asset failure would cause some disruption and
inconvenience, but
systems are already in place to anticipate and manage the
outcomes
Elevated: Asset failure would cause significant harm to
personnel, assets, the business or the environment. The
consequences are tolerable but should be avoided or
mitigated if it is practicable to do so
Extreme: The credible consequences of failure could not be
tolerated

HEDL has adapted the discrete C1-C4 EEA criticality indicator categories into a continuous C1-C5 scale
using measurements from various criticality categories. HEDL refers to this adapted criticality
measurement as the Asset Criticality Index. This is explained in more detail in Section 7.2.4.2.
7.2.4.2 Quantitative Risk-based Approach
During FY20 HEDL formalised the risk-based approach in Section 7.2.4.1 by developing a risk-based
model for asset maintenance and decision making. HEDL has adopted a modified version of the UK’s
DNO common network asset indices methodology combined with a modified version of the EEA Health
and Criticality Guides. HEDL’s risk-based model overview is illustrated in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: HEDL Risk Model Process Overview
HEDL’s risk-based model uses the terms ‘Health’ and ‘Criticality’ in the place of ‘Probability of Failure’ and
‘Consequence of Failure’.
The asset health and criticality are calculated from network data and combined to form the risk matrix. This
is in turn converted into a risk metric that is normalised on a per asset basis into one of five asset risk
categories, R1-R5.
The future risk is calculated using both a risk-controlled asset replacement strategy in line with the average
spend per annum and the ‘worst case’ uncontrolled strategy with no asset replacement.
Risk is calculated as a function of Health and Criticality and can be visualised as a Risk matrix detailed in
Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2: HEDL’s Asset Risk Matrix
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The calculated asset risk is normalised on a per asset basis into one of five asset risk categories, R1-R5.
As risk is a function of fleet health and criticality, this allows HEDL to assess the fleet risk in addition to
fleet health.
The risk categories presented can be interpreted as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

R5 – Lowest Risk, some assets have reached H3 but with very low criticality
R4 – Low Risk, some assets have reached ‘H1’ but with very low criticality – run to fail
R3 – Moderate Risk, asset has reached ‘H3’ with high criticality or H1 with low-medium criticality –
consider replacement in 10Y plan
R2 – High Risk – asset has reached H1 with medium criticality – replace in 10-year plan
R1 – Very High Risk – asset has reached H1 with high criticality – replace in 10-year plan

Assets in the R1-R3 risk categories are considered for replacement in the 10-year plan. These are
enclosed by orange boxes in Figure 7-2.
The concept of this methodology is more closely aligned with our Risk Management Framework. These
concepts form the input for our risk based strategic model. The simplified version uses the high-level
concepts of the methodology and model as the basis for our own risk model. This risk model was
operationalised in FY2020.
The risk-based model uses the following criteria to determine an Asset Criticality Index (ACI):
•
•
•

•

Public Safety: Safety of the public and staff is a consideration that may trigger early replacement
of certain fleets. Population density and identified public spaces are used as proxies to estimate
asset criticality relating to public safety;
Workplace Safety: Safety of staff is a consideration that may trigger early replacement of certain
fleets. Distance from substations is used as a proxy to estimate arc flash risk. Terrain classification
is used as a proxy to estimate access difficulty risk;
Service Levels: System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and System Average
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) are used as criteria to measure network performance. Asset
failures that are close to sources of supply have the biggest influence on SAIDI and SAIFI
performance because a larger number of customers are affected. Feeder load served, feeder
voltage, equipment power rating and distance from substations are used as proxies to estimate
asset criticality relating to service levels; and
Environmental Impact: Assets that are installed in sensitive environments (such as parks and
waterways) can have a larger impact during failure compared to assets installed in urban
environments. Identified sensitive land parcels are used as a proxy to estimate asset criticality
relating to environmental impact.

The risk-based model uses the following criteria to determine asset health indices (AHI):
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Age: The age of the asset compared to its expected life is the first factor in estimating the
asset health;
Historical Inspection (previous ‘all of network’ inspection was 2009-2012): If the age of the
asset cannot be determined, historical inspection data is used to estimate asset health;
Inspected Asset - Individual Inspection Answers: The overall health score is calculated using
the answers from an asset inspection script (AMS Mobility Solution);
Inspected Asset - Overall Condition Assessment: The asset inspector provides an overall
health score (H1-H5) in addition to the inspection script answers; and
No Asset Information: Assume onset of unreliability health score (H3) until further information is
available.
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HEDL is presenting risk-based analysis charts for the following asset types:
•
•
•
•

Poles;
11kV Overhead Conductor excluding Single Wire Earth Return (SWER);
Air-Break Switches (ABS); and
Transformers;

These assets have been selected as they are the best representation of the entire asset fleet and can
serve as a proxy for asset types not presented. Assets not presented are generally covered by these
categories, for example, poles are used as a proxy for pole hardware.
Following the development of the risk-based asset model, HEDL has commenced its asset inspection
program using a new inspection script-based mobility solution as of September 2019. The asset Inspection
data is stored in the new AMS.
HEDL is now using this risk-based approach to prioritise the inspection of the riskiest assets in the network.
Inspection results are comprised of a question and answer script examining all relevant aspects of the
asset for health, risk and data integrity.
HEDL’s objective is to inspect one third of all assets with an AHI of ‘H3’ or worse every year.
Historically HEDL has undertaken ‘all of network’ asset condition assessments on a periodic basis and
based remnant life assessments on the findings. The inspection program combined with the asset risk
model is a significant improvement on this previous approach.
HEDL now captures detailed field data for each inspected asset. The data is used to calculate an inspected
asset condition that feeds back into the risk model. Quality assurance and risk model tuning is conducted
by comparing inspection answers to the age-based desktop assessments and the inspector’s overall ‘H1H5’ assessment.
The combination of the age-based health and inspected asset condition provides information on the future
ageing rate of the asset, helping to facilitate future risk prediction.
Following field inspection, the asset risk is re-assessed, and the next condition inspection is automatically
scheduled in Ellipse based on the current and future asset risk.
The risk-based model combined with the asset inspection program provides more accurate data for the
network planning process.
HEDL will begin to prioritise maintenance expenditure based on the following new data sources:
•
•
•
•

Desktop asset risk assessment
Inspected asset risk assessment
Future asset risk prediction
Automated scheduling for re-inspection of the riskiest assets

7.2.4.3 Cost Estimation Methodology
Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 illustrate how HEDL derives its asset renewal cost estimates. Overhead
conductor is being used as an example.
For each class of asset, fleet age profiles are compared with benchmark asset survival curves to determine
the remaining life profiles of these assets. The quantities of assets needing to be replaced in each year of
the planning period can then be derived and, using appropriate unit rates, determine the annual cost
associated with these asset renewals. Asset health indices can also be derived by these means, for
disclosure and risk assessment purposes.
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The bottom right chart in Figure 7-3 is the health indicator and assumes standard deterioration rates,
optimal asset replacement and an average unit cost of replacement. These assumptions apply to all further
asset-controlled health and risk charts presented in this Asset Management Plan (AMP). The health
indicator compares HEDL’s:
•
•
•

Current fleet health profile
(referred to as ‘Current Health’ in the graph);
Projected fleet health profile in 10 years-time without a health-based asset replacement
programme.
(referred to as ‘Health + 10Yr uncontrolled’ in the graph);
Projected fleet health profile in 10 years-time with a health-based asset replacement programme.
(referred to as ‘Health + 10Yr controlled’ in the graph).

Figure 7-3: Derivation of Asset Replacement Expenditure and Asset Health Profile
Following the development of the risk-based model in FY20, HEDL now uses specific asset risk and
condition information to determine its planned replacement year. Applying the same investment profile as
the health-based replacement approach, the risk-based approach replaces the riskiest assets first. Figure
7-4 shows an example of HEDL’s risk-based asset replacement approach.
The top right chart in Figure 7-4 shows an example of the risk indicator. The colour bands represent the
R1-R5 categories. The risk indicator compares HEDL’s:
•

Current fleet risk profile
(referred to as ‘Current Risk in the graph);
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Projected fleet risk profile in 10 years-time without a risk-based asset replacement programme.
(referred to as ‘Risk + 10Yr uncontrolled’ in the graph);
Projected fleet risk profile in 10 years-time with a risk-based asset replacement programme.
(referred to as ‘Risk + 10Yr controlled’ in the graph).

The middle right chart in Figure 7-4 shows an example of the maximum and average fleet risk over time
using the risk-based replacement strategy.
Typically, an immediate reduction in the maximum risk is expected following the implementation of this
strategy, followed by a consistent maximum and average risk over time. If the replacement strategy is not
lowering or capping risk at an acceptable level over time, HEDL will modify the proposed strategy and
expenditure.
The bottom right chart in Figure 7-4 shows an example of fleet risk-based replacement using the proposed
10-year expenditure averaged on an annual basis.

Figure 7-4: Derivation of Asset Risk Profiles and Risk-based Asset Replacement
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7.2.4.4 Summary

Table 7-4 summarises HEDL’s renewal approach for each type of asset on the network.
Table 7-4: Summary of Asset Renewal Strategies by Equipment Type
Asset type

Run to Failure

Risk and Condition

Age and Obsolescence

Load Driven

Sub transmission cables

x

x

Sub-transmission lines

x

x

Air-break switches

x

x

Ripple Control plant

x

x

Zone substation transformers

x

Zone substation switchgear

x

Protection
11kV cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)
feeder cables
11kV XLPE/ Paper Insulated Lead
Sheath (PILC) to single transformer

x
x

x

11kV Overhead lines

x

x

x

x

x

11kV PILC Feeder cables
x

Pole Mount circuit breakers
Overhead expulsion fuses

x

x
x

x

Ring Main Units

x
x

x

Surge arrestors

x

Ground mount transformer < 100kVA

x

x

x

Pole mount transformer < 100kVA

x

x

x

Ground mount transformer > 100kVA

x

x

x

Pole mount transformer > 100kVA

x

x

x

Low voltage cables

x

x

Pillar boxes, link boxes

x

x

LV Substations

x

Poles

x

Crossarms

x

x

SCADA

x

Batteries

x

Battery chargers

x

Earthing systems

x

Buildings, fences

x

Communications equipment

x
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7.2.4.5 Asset End of Life Re-Use Policy
Retired assets will be considered for reuse if they are in good condition or able to be refurbished. Certain
units will be retained for spares. Re-use policies are listed in Table 7-5.
Table 7-5: Equipment Re-Use, Spare and Scrap Policy
Asset Type

Equipment

Other Poles
Pole mount Distribution Transformer
>75kVA
Ground mount and Pole mount
Transformers 1ph & 3ph >30kVA

Reuse, Spare & Scrap Policy
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment and the remaining life is greater
than 20 years
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment and the remaining life is greater
than 20 years
Scrap
Spares only after a positive condition assessment (75kVA
is maximum permissible size on poles)
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment

Other Transformers including tub sub

Scrap

Pole – Concrete pre-stressed
Pole – Softwood
Pole and Line Hardware
Crossarms, insulators

Transformers

Ring Main Unit (RMC/RMU)
Magnefix
RTE
Switchgear

SECTOS
ABS
Dominion Drop Out Fuses (DDOs)
Circuit breakers

Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment
Spares only
Spares only after a positive condition assessment
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment
Spares only following a condition assessment and the
remaining life is greater than 20 years
Scrap
Reuse anywhere in the network following a positive
condition assessment
Scrap

Circuit Breakers (CBs)

Nine-insulator ABS

Scrap

Overhead (OH) Conductors

KF, KFE Circuit breakers
Overhead conductors - Hard Drawn
Bare Copper (HDBC), No.8 Copper,
Galv, Single Strand Conductor (SSC)
Protection equipment
Andelect series 1
Any other equipment not mentioned
above

Scrap

Other

7.3
7.3.1

Scrap
Spares only following a positive condition assessment

Assessed case by case

Overhead Distribution
Overview

Overhead distribution is the generic term used to describe the overhead power lines and associated assets
that distributes electricity to customers. Overhead lines distribute energy on the network at 50kV, 33kV,
11kV, and 400 Volts. Overhead lines are an alternative to cable and ground mounted distribution systems
and are the technology of choice to supply rural and remote areas, on economic grounds. Overhead
distribution assets comprise of poles, transformers, conductor, and pole hardware; cross-arms, stay wires,
braces, etc.
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Overhead lines are still in use in older urban areas on the network. Circuit configurations vary depending
on the access and distribution requirements. Common configurations include:
•
•
•
•

Single circuit flat construction;
Dual circuit flat construction;
Dual circuit construction with 33kV over 11kV, or 11kV over 400V configuration; and
Single wire for SWER.

Table 7-6 provides a summary of capital expenditure projections for the planning period. The rationale and
justification for these figures follow.
Table 7-6: Expenditure Forecasts - Overhead Assets ($k)

7.3.2

Asset

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Poles, overhead
Lines

$1,726

$1,744

$3,019

$3,219

$3,279

$3,249

$3,240

$3,192

$2,758

$2,758

ABS Switches

$170

$233

$216

$186

$186

$186

$186

$186

$186

$186

Distribution
Transformers

$785

$597

$960

$803

$964

$840

$920

$806

$879

$942

Poles

7.3.2.1 Fleet Overview
There are about 20,500 poles within the Network. These are a mix of concrete and wooden poles from
various manufacturers, with varying age. Nominal expected life of a concrete pole is 70 years and a
wooden pole is 45 years. Figure 7-5 shows proportions of pole materials in the Network extracted from
GIS.

Figure 7-5: Pole Material Schedule
Line design considers the physical stresses imposed on the pole by conductor weight, conductor stringing
tensions, electrical load, fitted pole accessories, terrain, soil type, environmental atmosphere, changes of
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angle, and requirements for guying or staying poles. Other considerations are placement to avoid vehicle
impact, landowner requirements and visual aesthetics. Lines are designed in accordance with
AS/NZS7000.
7.3.2.2 Asset Condition Profiles

Figure 7-6: Pole Age Profile
Figure 7-6 shows the remaining life of poles installed on the Network. Spikes in Figure 7-6 are due to data
cleansing and inspections to estimate remaining life of age-unknown poles.
Figure 7-7 shows the normalised expenditure profile required to maintain the poles’ life at an average age
of 70 years. It should be noted that HEDL does not separate out poles as an individual budgeted
expenditure class and poles are replaced as a subset of lines upgrade works. For the first five years of
this planning period, the allocated AMP budget is higher than the average annual replacement cost. This
is driven by the Reliability Conductor Replacement Programme where poles with poor health are replaced
along with the conductor.
The data spikes due to the recent data cleansing and pole inspection exercise distort the use of pole age
as an indicator of expenditure profile for this asset class. The conductor age profile in Section 7.3.3 is more
reflective of the forward replacement expenditure profile required to maintain the assets’ within their
expected life during and after the 10 year period.
Differing asset replacements will be considered if there is a step-increase in the replacement cost after the
current planning period. In this case, the asset condition, criticality and risk will be reassessed to determine
if it can be deferred. This strategy applies to all assets in the Network.
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Figure 7-7: Poles Replacement Expenditure Profile
Figure 7-8 shows the pole health profile which follows the health-based replacement approach. The
summary of the health-based approach is:
•
•

Currently, 26% of the poles are in ‘H1’ to ‘H3’ category; and
Health-based replacement approach results in 16% of the assets in the ‘H3’ category at the end of
the planning period.

Figure 7-8: Pole Health Profile
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From FY20 onwards, HEDL uses its risk-based approach in managing its fleet which optimises spending
while using the same investment profile as the health-based approach. Figure 7-9 and
Figure 7-10 respectively show the pole risk profile and pole risk-based replacement strategy in the next 10
years. The risk profile at the end of the planning period is favourable due to:
•
•
•

Poles in higher risk categories are being replaced first, therefore assets are not expected to be in
‘R1’ or ‘R2’ category by the end of the planning period. (refer to
Figure 7-10); and
Only 7% of assets will be in ‘R3’ category by the end of the planning period.

Figure 7-9: Pole Risk Profile

Figure 7-10: Pole Risk-based Replacement Strategy
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Figure 7-11 shows the evolution of maximum and average risk of poles as a result of the averaged
expenditure over the next 10 years. The maximum risk is immediately reduced as a result of the risk-based
replacement.
This replacement strategy shows the average fleet risk inside the ‘R5’ category, with the maximum asset
risk on the boundary of ‘R4’ and ‘R3’. This indicates that the replacement strategy is capping the maximum
asset risk at a low-moderate level. However, there is an upwards trend in the average and maximum risk
in the second half of the planning period that HEDL will need to monitor. HEDL views this trend as the
general ageing of the pole fleet.

Figure 7-11: Pole Average and Maximum Risk
7.3.2.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Pole failure presents an unacceptable risk to the network and public particularly when power lines to drop
below safe ground clearances. The most common mode of failure is by external forces such as impact by
vehicles.
Other lifecycle issues that can ultimately result in failure include:
•
•
•
•
•

Chipped concrete;
Loose or poor condition guys;
Adverse weather conditions;
Exposed aggregate; and
Timber splitting or rotting. For example, larch poles (0.3% of the asset base) are mainly used for
low voltage road crossings and SWER lines. These poles tend to rot below ground level and split
longitudinally.

Maintenance is limited to the replacement of fitted hardware and pole replacement is determined by
condition assessment. HEDL targets to replace average of 180 poles each year for this planning period,
based on condition assessment and risk criteria.
Areas having a high density of assets with low remaining life are being grouped into specific projects, to
maximise cost efficiencies. Most of these projects are identified during the initial network planning phase
before the start of the financial year through to a detailed analysis and results from the inspection
programmes.
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50kV, 33kV and 11kV Overhead Conductor

7.3.3.1 Fleet Overview
With the transfer of ownership of Te Kaha to Waiotahi 50kV sub transmission lines from Transpower to
HEDL dated 2nd July 2018, the network currently consists of three different voltage levels of Overhead
conductor lines. These lines comprise largely of 11kV lines followed by the 33kV and 50kV sub
transmission lines.
HEDL classifies its overhead (OH) conductors into two categories,
1. 50kV and 33kV conductors as Extra High voltage (EHV) overhead lines
2. 11kV conductors as High voltage (HV) overhead lines
The standard conductor used for overhead lines are shown in the below Table 7-7. Aluminium Conductor
Steel Reinforced (ACSR) are still being used at locations where ACSR is more favourable.
Table 7-7: Distribution Conductor Sizes
Conductor Type

Size
(sqmm)

Nominal Capacity
Use
(MVA)
50kV Feeders

ACSR Dog

103

26 MVA

158

33kV Feeders
Backup for existing AAAC conductors and used for new
24 MVA
circuits where the line design allows
17 MVA
Legacy conductor and used for new circuits

All Aluminium Alloy Conductor
(AAAC) Krypton
ACSR Dog

103

Legacy conductor and all new circuits

11kV Feeders
Overhead Conductors
AAAC Krypton

158

8 MVA

New high capacity feeder circuits

AAAC Iodine

124

6 MVA

AAAC Fluorine

49.5

Replacement for Dog and Wasp conductors
Replacement for Squirrel, Mink, Flounder, Ferret
4 MVA
conductors
Legacy Overhead Conductors

ACSR Dog

103

6 MVA

Main route Feeder circuits

ACSR Mink

62.2

4 MVA

Medium Capacity Feeder Circuits Legacy conductor

ACSR Ferret

41.8

3 MVA

Low capacity feeder circuits

ACSR Squirrel

20.7

2 MVA

Spur lines and private lines

ACSR Sculpin

20

4MVA

Medium capacity feeder circuits

ACSR Flounder
Hard Drawn Bare Copper
(HDBC)
Galvanised Steel

20

2MVA

Low capacity feeder circuits

Various

Various

8

-

Spur lines to customers

7.3.3.2 Asset Condition Profiles
There is about 1,440 km of HV OH conductor, which is equivalent to 73% of OH conductor fleet in the
network. Therefore, HV OH conductor is a good proxy at representing the entire OH conductor fleet and
its condition profiles are presented in this section. 91% of the asset are ACSR type and the rest are a mix
of AAAC, HDBC, Galvanized Steel and Single Strand Conductor (SSC).
Remaining life and replacement expenditure projections for HV overhead lines are shown in Figure 7-12.
The blue line shows the Replacement Expenditure (REPEX) on the asset increases annually over the next
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20 years to maintain the average life of the asset. The OH conductors consume a smaller portion of the
total OH Line upgrade budget which includes poles and related hardware. Subject to the allocated lines
budget, there are spikes in the replacement costs at the end of the planning period. These budgets will be
optimised as we approach the end of the planning period.

Figure 7-12: 11kV Overhead Conductor Expenditure Profile (excluding SWER)
Figure 7-13 shows the 11kV OH conductor health profile which follows the health-based replacement
approach. The programme spend is an average of $571k per annum. The summary of the health-based
replacement approach is:
•
•

Currently, 20% of the poles are in ‘H1’ to ‘H3’ category; and
Health-based replacement approach improves the health profile where 16% and 2% of the assets
are in ‘H3’ and ‘H2’ categories respectively. There is no asset left in ‘H1’ category at the end of the
planning period.

The level of expenditure will be reviewed in the following planning periods as better information on the
overall asset health is obtained.
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Figure 7-13: 11kV Overhead Conductor Health Profile (excluding SWER)
Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-15 respectively show the OH HV conductor risk profile and risk-based
replacement strategy in the next 10 years. The higher expenditure at Year-0 represents HEDL’s FY20
targeted conductor strategy. The risk profile at the end of the planning period is favourable due to:
•
•

The OH HV conductors in higher risk categories are being replaced first, therefore assets are not
expected to be in the ‘R1’ or ‘R2’ category by the end of the planning period (refer to Figure 7-14);
and
The riskiest OH HV conductors by the end of the 10-year period are only the 3% in ‘R3’ category.

Figure 7-14: 11kV Overhead Conductor Risk Profile (excluding SWER)
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Figure 7-15: 11kV Risk-based Replacement Strategy (excluding SWER)
Figure 7-16 shows the evolution of maximum and average risk of HEDL’s 11kV OH conductors (excluding
SWER) as a result of the averaged expenditure over the next 10 years.
This replacement strategy shows the average fleet risk inside the R5 category, with the maximum asset
risk inside the R3 category. This indicates that the replacement strategy is capping the maximum asset
risk at a moderate level. However, HEDL will monitor and will apply an appropriate strategy to mitigate the
upwards trend in the average and maximum risk in the second half of the planning period.

Figure 7-16: 11kV Average and Maximum Risk (excluding SWER)
7.3.3.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Overhead conductor failure is typically caused by corrosion, vibration induced fatigue, or hot-spot
overloading during faults. Other failures can be caused by inline crimp joints pulling out through either
being over stressed, incorrectly crimped or oversized.
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Hard drawn bare copper (HDBC) tends to corrode and work-harden, and areas with small diameter HDBC
conductors have been scheduled for a replacement in this current planning period.
HEDL has an active network-wide replacement programme for conductors in the high criticality and riskiest
areas that aims to replace 10km per year of Single Strand, GALV, HDBC and No. 8 copper conductor
types on both the 11kV and 400V networks. With overhead conductors having an average life expectancy
of 60 years, HEDL aims to replace, on an average 15 km of HV OH conductors per year (Inclusive SSC,
GALV, HDBC and No. 8 Copper Conductor).
ACSR conductors in coastal environments can develop stress corrosion due to a slow galvanic reaction
once the insulating grease between the aluminium and the steel is washed away. All new works are being
built using the newer versions of ACSR which has better characteristics than the older versions. AAAC
conductors are also used for new circuits where the line design allows.
Installation standards specify that lines are to be installed one meter higher than the legal minimum
clearance, however, a number of road crossing lines do not meet HEDL’s standard, even though they do
meet the minimum legal requirement, and these are prioritised for re-tensioning.
7.3.4

Line Hardware

7.3.4.1 Fleet Overview
The term “line hardware” refers to the assemblies that support the overhead conductors and provide
balancing tension on poles. The assemblies include crossarms, insulators, fasteners, guy wires and
support brackets.
7.3.4.2 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Each component on a pole assembly has a different life expectancy:
•
•
•

Hardwood crossarms tend to have an expected life of 30-35 years, about half that of concrete
poles. They typically fail due to rot, splitting and insulator hole enlargement.
Insulators degrade due to the interference from pollution and/or lightning
Galvanised fittings and guy wires corrode and work-harden, especially in coastal regions.

Failure mode analysis has identified a series of 11kV insulators used on the network that develop hairline
cracks between the top of the pin and the insulator binding, causing intermittent faults. These types of
insulators are replaced during planned area upgrades.
Line hardware in coastal regions suffer higher rates of corrosion, and these areas are specifically identified
for additional works in the Network planning and expenditure plans. Stainless steel components have been
trialled with mixed success, so the current installation practice is to continue to use galvanised steel
components. The recent use of drone patrols with a high-resolution camera has enabled us to better
identify imminent line hardware failures and prioritise replacement works.
7.3.5

Overhead Automated Control Devices

7.3.5.1 Fleet Overview
Overhead automated control devices perform switching, control and protection functions on the network.
All new devices installed have Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) visibility and remotecontrol capability. Older Cooper Power KFE circuit breakers have been mostly replaced, with a small
quantity still in service around Opotiki which are pending for the Opotiki sub-transmission development.
Communication to the overhead-automated devices is by radio systems. The list of switch types and
quantity used is shown in the Table 7-8.
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Table 7-8: Overhead-Automated Control Device Types
Switchgear Type

Manufacturer/Make

Quantity on Network

Cooper Power Systems Nova 15 and Nova 36

29

Cooper Power KF/KFE

2

Single Phase circuit breaker

Siemens Fuse Saver

9

Automated Switch

ENTEC 15

39

Circuit Breaker

7.3.5.2 Asset Condition Profiles
Pole-top circuit breakers have an expected life of 45 years. It is likely that the controller, radio, and battery
chargers will be replaced at least once during this life cycle. The first Nova circuit breakers are not due for
replacement until 2043.
7.3.5.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
The primary cause of failure of overhead automated control devices is loss of communications due to
rechargeable battery failure. As the devices are required for feeder automation and remote switching, we
replace the batteries every three years.
The Nova Protection Form six controllers are microprocessor based, with self-monitoring capabilities that
warn the operators of impending failures. For self-monitoring protection devices, the protection settings
are scheduled to be tested and verified on a six (previously 10-year cycle) yearly cycle aligned with once
every two-year battery replacement cycle. Functionally of all remote-controlled devices are annually tested
using the SCADA system.
HEDL has identified issues with the ENTEC sectionaliser and switch controllers, the controllers have
unreliable voltage measurements, a few controllers are not reading currents on one phase, which affects
their fault passage and protection detection ability on that phase, and a few devices are currently out of
service with dead controllers. In order to resolve this issue, HEDL is researching and bench testing
controller options as a direct replacement for these poletop controllers that can be adapted to fit the ENTEC
switch body. Currently a multiyear project across the planning period is setup to replace the controllers
once the test is proven to be successful.
Two ENTEC switch units had failed in service with insulation failure of the switch mechanism. This is
believed to be lightning or end of line/open point standing wave pulse reflection. These units are being
monitored to determine if there are further incidences of this failure mode. All units are protected with
lightning surge arrestors on both sides of the switch body. The supplier has recently issued a power supply
surge protector for the ENTEC devices and these are being retrofitted in conjunction with scheduled
maintenance.
7.3.6

Fuses and Switches

7.3.6.1 Fleet Overview
This section covers:
•
•
•

Air-break switches (ABSs);
Enclosed Switches; and
Dominion Drop Out Fuse (DDO).

There are approximately 330 11kV air-break switches on the network. Most of these are non-load break
switches. ABS have a standard life of around 40 years. As per the current Network standards, when these
ABS reach their end of life and based on the asset’s risk, ABS units are replaced with Enclosed switches,
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as these enclosed switches have operational advantages and lower rate of corrosion than the exposed
ABS. HEDL has scheduled a multi-year replacement program for replacing the ABS switches.
There is no preventative maintenance undertaken on ABS and they are replaced or repaired as required,
although switches are regularly inspected by asset inspectors. Earth banks are tested on a 10-yearly basis.
Thermal imaging is undertaken on switches classified as critical (also on all zone substations) based on
network or customer needs.
Similarly, DDOs used to protect transformers and as isolation points are not actively maintained.
7.3.6.2 Asset Condition Profile
Figure 7-17 shows the ABS remaining life and replacement expenditure profiles. Around 17% of the fleet
is older than 40 years and these are being actively targeted for replacement. An assessment is made of
the switches to determine if they are still required or appropriately located to suit network's requirements.
The AMP replacement budget is set above the average replacement cost for the next 10 years with an
spike in the second year to replace the switches that are beyond their nominal life.

Figure 7-17: ABS Switches Replacement Profile
Figure 7-18 shows the impact of spending an average of $191.5k per annum replacement budget over the
next 10 years on the ABS switches’ health profile. The summary of the health-based replacement shows
that:
•
•

Currently, 40% of the ABSs are in ‘H1’ to ‘H3’ with 7% in ‘H1’ category; and
By the end of the planning period, the health-based replacement approach results in 25% of the
assets in ‘H2-H3’, and only 1% in ‘H1’ categories respectively.

The level of expenditure will be reviewed in the following planning periods as better information on the
overall asset risk is obtained.
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Figure 7-18: ABS Switches Health Profile
By applying the same investment profile to HEDL’s risk-based replacement approach, Figure 7-19 and
Figure 7-20 respectively show the ABS risk profile and risk-based replacement strategy in the next 10
years. The observations on the risk-based approach are as follows:
•
•
•
•

The risk profile at the end of the planning period results in keeping 87% of the fleet in the low risk
categories (refer Figure 7-19);
However, in the second half of the 10-year planning period the ‘R2’ risk category increases from
3% to 8%;
HEDL is currently not concerned with the increased percentage of ABSs in the ‘R2’ category at the
end of planning period but will continue to monitor and amend its strategy if a more than expected
number of assets falls into the category;
The higher expenditure at Year 0 was part of a targeted FY20 ABS replacement strategy (refer
Figure 7-20).
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Figure 7-19: ABS Switches Risk Profile

Figure 7-20: ABS Switches Replacement Strategy
Figure 7-21 shows the evolution of the maximum and average risk for ABSs over the next 10 years using
an averaged expenditure profile. In the short term we observe the immediate benefits of risk-based
replacement by the reduction in the maximum fleet risk. This replacement strategy maintains the average
fleet risk on the boundary of the R5 and R4 categories. However, the maximum asset risk is in the R2
category and trending upwards, higher than other asset classes presented. This will be monitored and
actioned accordingly. The relatively small sample size of 350 units must also be considered.
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Figure 7-21: ABS Average and Maximum Risk
7.3.6.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Issues with ABS include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corrosion or rot of the operating handle or lever;
Earth bank failure;
Arcing horn failure;
Misalignment of the contacts;
Arcing on the contacts;
Corrosion or oxidation of the closing contacts;
Misalignment causing uneven breaking or closing between phases;
Fastenings and body steelwork corrosion;
Rot of the cross arms; or
Sticking during operation.

ABS switches are being replaced with hotstick operated, fully insulated, enclosed switches. These
switches are capable of retrofitting automation controllers if required. A priority list for switch replacements,
is developed and the switches are replaced based on their risk values at the rate of 10 per year. This
approach is based on our Risk-based replacements as discussed in Section 7.2.4.2. There is also an
ongoing programme to replace average of eight stainless steel DDO units due to failures of the fuse link
clamping mechanism on these units.
7.3.7

Overhead Distribution Transformers

7.3.7.1 Fleet Overview
There are over 3,350 transformers on the network which includes the pole mount and ground mount
transformers. The Overhead distribution transformer failure rates are very low, with most overhead
transformers being replaced either due to lightning damage, or the need for an increase in capacity. The
majority of rural transformers damaged by lightning are either at the end of spur lines or before open
switches on tie points. There is no correlation between asset age and degree of damage.
The tendency for end of line transformers to be damaged is thought to be caused by the voltage doubling
affects due to the reflection of the voltage surge. Data on lightning damaged transformers is still being
collected following storm events, and the cost benefit of installing surge arrestors, to reduce the likelihood
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of failure, has been assessed using this data. To reduce failures, new transformers greater than 30kVA
are now being installed routinely with surge arrestors.
7.3.7.2 Transformers Condition Profiles
Figure 7-22 shows the remaining life, average and AMP replacement costs for different ratings and mount
types of the transformers in the network. Figure 7-22 also indicates an increase in annual spending on
transformers’ replacement and overhaul over the next 20 years.

Figure 7-22: Transformer Replacement Profile
Around 10% of the transformers have an unknown age and as these tend to be older units, amounts for
replacing these are included in the spend profile over the next 10 years.
The spike at 2041 is due to a data reset period being carried forward.
Table 7-9 indicates the number of transformers on the network greater than 45 years old.
Table 7-9: Number of Transformers > 45 Years Old
Transformers older than 45 years
Rating (kVA)

100

150

200

250

300

Total

Ground

4

4

16

1

11

36

Pole

19

4

31

0

12

66

Figure 7-23 shows the health profile for transformers over the 10-year planning period following a healthbased replacement strategy. Figure 7-23 also indicates:
•

A slight overall decrease in the asset health compared to current condition. This is expected
considering the number of 50kVA transformers approaching their end of life by 2030;
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The strategy to manage the 50kVA or smaller transformers is ‘run to fail’. However, the majority of
low risk transformers with poor health will be captured in the Asset Inspection Programme and their
replacement is budgeted as part of HEDL’s fault and defect expenditure.

Figure 7-23: Transformer Health Profile
HEDL’s risk-based replacement approach for transformers applies the same investment profile as the
above health-based approach. The expected outcome of the approach is shown in Figure 7-24 to Figure
7-26. As a summary:
•
•

•

•
•

The risk profile shows that the risk-based replacement strategy is successful in replacement of all
assets in the ‘R1’ risk category at the end of the planning period. (Refer Figure 7-24)
Comparing the 10Yr controlled transformer health (Refer Figure 7-23) to the 10Yr controlled risk
(Refer Figure 7-24), a much more favourable risk profile can be seen, with 70% of assets in the
lowest risk category vs 4% in the best health category and 7% in the moderate risk category
compared to 33% in the H3 or worse category.
The difference between the transformer health index and risk index is down to the transformer fleet
composition where the majority of HEDL’s transformers have ratings of 50kVA or less. The strategy
for these assets is ‘run to fail’ resulting in a larger percentage of ‘H1’ and ‘H2’ categories, but these
transformers do not fall into the high risk ‘R1’ and ‘R2’ categories.
The higher expenditure at Year 0 reflects the actual FY20 expenditure rather than the average over
a 10-year period. (Refer Figure 7-25)
The high risk R1 and R2 transformers will be captured by allocating an average annual budget of
$865k. (Refer Figure 7-25)
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Figure 7-24: Transformer Risk Profile

Figure 7-25: Transformers Risk-based Replacement Strategy
Figure 7-26 shows the risk profile of the transformer fleet using an averaged expenditure profile over the
next 10 years.
•
•

In the first 3 years we see the large improvement in the maximum fleet risk as the riskiest assets
are replaced.
HEDL’s risk-based replacement strategy shows the average fleet risk inside the R5 category, with
the maximum asset risk inside the R3 category.
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Figure 7-26 also indicates that the risk-based replacement strategy is capping the maximum asset
risk at a moderate level. There is a slight upwards trend in the average fleet risk at the end of Year10 that HEDL will continue to monitor.

Figure 7-26: Transformers Average and Maximum Risk
7.3.7.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Transformer life is predominantly influenced by its loading and ambient environmental conditions. Rural
transformers peak utilisation factor average is between 18 to 23 per cent, and the utilisation for urban
transformers is between 35 to 80 per cent. With these levels of utilisation, the transformers can be
expected to exceed their standard life of 45 years, provided external rust can be controlled.
The transformer installation policy has the maximum size of pole mounted transformer as 75kVA. The cost
and convenience that is provided by micro substations now means that more often transformers are ground
mounted even in rural areas. A number of aged pole mounted transformers greater than 100kVA have
been identified for replacement with ground mounted units. The majority of these transformers are located
in urban regions. The average replacement requirement for transformers >100kVA is an average of eight
per year for the next 10 years.
The transformer refurbishment policy for transformers that are returned from service due to load driven
changes, maintenance replacement, or damage is summarised below:
•
•
•
•

•

Small pole-mount transformers with external galvanising in good condition with no visible damage
and which have not been removed due to a fault can be tested and free issued for installation on
the network without further work;
All transformers with cores built pre-1978 are written off due to their high no-load losses;
Any pole-mount units less than 50kVA that have been removed due to an electrical fault condition,
or if the unit is over 30 years old are written off;
All ground mounted transformers less than 100kVA are assessed on both electrical and mechanical
characteristics. If the case is in poor condition or of a design that would no longer be approved,
then the whole unit is written off. If the case and paint are in in good condition and the unit has not
faulted, then it can be treated the same as a small overhead unit; and
Pad mount units 100kVA and above are assessed for repair. If the expected repair cost (including
transport) is greater than 75% of the replacement cost, then the transformer is written off.
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As part of the assessment process, the future use of the transformer is considered. If a transformer is of a
type that would not be used for new installations, it will be written off (or retained for spare parts as
appropriate and if it complies with network standards).
Small pole mount transformers are managed on a run to failure mode due to the limited impact on the
network, relatively low replacement cost of individual units, and technical difficulty and cost of undertaking
electrical condition testing.
7.3.8

Ancillary Overhead Devices

7.3.8.1 Capacitors
There are two capacitor banks in the network. There is no planned end of life replacement policy for
capacitor banks. Capacitor banks are expected to last for 40 years and will be replaced, assuming it is still
required, on a failure or condition assessment basis.
7.3.8.2 Voltage Regulators
There is only one voltage regulator in the network, located at Opotiki on the Factory feeder currently on
standby mode. This will be disestablished once the Opotiki sub transmission is installed.
Two yearly inspections and functional checks are undertaken, with full service including oil tests and
insulation resistance tests undertaken at five yearly intervals or after 100,000 cycles.
7.3.8.3 Fuse Savers
The FuseSaver™ is a self-powered, electronically controlled, single-phase fault interrupting device that is
installed in series with a fuse to protect that fuse from transient faults. The fuse saver operates on the first
fault passage. If the fault re-occurs within a defined time the fuse operates to isolate the faulty section from
the supply.
These have been trialled successfully and are now being rolled out on the network. Recent improvements
include a communications package that allows the fuse saver to communicate to a master station.
HEDL run these units to failure due to the technical difficulty and cost of maintaining them. Batteries are
replaced every 10 years or when unit fails to operate. There are only a few of these units on the network.
7.3.8.4 Drop-out Sectionalisers
These devices work on the principle of detecting a fault current passing through the device that exceeds
a pre-defined threshold and then relying on the upstream circuit breaker to isolate the fault. Once the fault
has been isolated by the circuit breaker, the sectionaliser drops out and the upstream circuit breaker then
recloses to restore power to the unaffected line upstream of the sectionaliser. The sectionaliser has no
communications to the SCADA master station and HEDL rely on consumers to advise us of outages.
The drop-out sectionalisers have proven to be only partially successful in limiting the extent of outages,
principally due to their inability to detect high impedance earth faults, therefore HEDL only operate them
in manual mode, equivalent to regular sectionalisers. Installed units are replaced with fusible links as they
fail.

7.4
7.4.1

Underground Distribution
Overview

Underground distribution systems are mostly used in urban areas. Undergrounding of cables was
commenced in the 1960’s in Kawerau and Whakatāne. Underground systems are typically 3-4 times the
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cost of overhead distribution systems so is not economic in rural areas. Table 7-10 summarises the
expenditure forecasts and the planning period. The figures are explained and justified in the following
sections.
Table 7-10: Expenditure Forecasts – Underground Distribution Assets ($k)
Asset
33kV and 11kV
Cables
Ring Main Units

7.4.2

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

$206

$99

$99

$99

$439

$99

$210

$99

$99

$99

$177

$143

$223

$268

$224

$224

$224

$224

$224

$224

33 kV and 11 kV cables

7.4.2.1 Fleet Overview
There is extensive cable reticulation in the Kawerau and Whakatāne urban areas, mostly cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) cable but with several Paper Insulated Lead Sheath (PILC) cable runs in Kawerau.
A cable replacement programme has been set up for main feeders in Whakatāne based on projected load
growth and estimations of when the existing cables are likely to either become overloaded or be unable to
support reinforcement loads.
The Kawerau area was one of the first underground areas in the network using late 1960’s XLPE cable,
and there have been water treeing failures of cables of this era in the past. These cables have been
identified and replaced.
11kV and 33kV cable types approved for installation in the network are shown in Table 7-11.
Table 7-11: Approved Cable Sizes
Voltage

Type

Size
(sqmm)

33kV

630 sqmm2 AL-XLPE28
Cable

630

33kV

300 sqmm2 AL- XLPE Cable

300

33kV

185 sqmm2 AL- XLPE Cable

185

11kV

300mm2 AL-XLPE Cable

300

Nominal capacity
(MVA)
Determined by
defined conditions
Determined by
defined conditions
Determined by
defined conditions
7 MVA

11kV

185mm2 AL-XLPE Cable

185

6 MVA

11kV

95mm2 AL-XLPE Cable

95

4 MVA

11kV

35mm2 AL-XLPE Cable

35

2 MVA

Use
Sub-transmission incomer cable to zone substations in
soils with high thermal resistivity.
Sub-transmission incomer cable to zone substations.
Sub-transmission incomer cable (legacy).
Zone substation exit cables and feeder first sections.
Feeder sections.
Legacy cable. No longer used for feeders. Distribution
transformer supply in high fault zone areas.
11kV Distribution Transformer supply cable.

11kV cables are generally buried to 1.0-meter depth with 33kV cable buried to 1.2meters. Allowable
overload ratings for cable types are in Table 7-12.
Table 7-12: Cable Overload Capacities
Asset Type

Overload Capacity

XLPE cable

110% for four hours, four times per year

Paper Lead cable

No overload capacity - 100% of rated capacity

28

AL-XLPE stands for Aluminium Cross-Linked Polyethylene
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7.4.2.2 Asset condition Monitoring
11kV cables started being installed during the 1960’s with the first cables being PILC cables, followed by
XLPE cables towards the end of the decade. As with all asset replacements; condition, load and reliability
are the primary drivers for replacement. As HEDL’s in service cables are mainly lightly loaded, they are
generally expected to exceed their standard lives. Typically, the standard engineering life of underground
cable is 70 years and majority of our underground cables were installed in the late 1960s. Therefore, there
will be an increasing level of expenditure required to replace cables starting within the next 15 years unless
cables are replaced earlier due to load constraints. See Figure 7-27 for the remaining life profile for HV
cables.

Figure 7-27: 33kV and 11kV Cables Age Profile
7.4.2.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Cables generally fail due to the insulation breaking down allowing voltage to track to either earth or to an
adjacent conductor. Insulation breakdown can be caused by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overheating the conductor which degrades the insulation;
Faulty manufacture;
Piercing by external object
Shear forces (earthquake);
Water ingress; and
Poor installation practices.

Cables often fail close to a previous repair, due in part to the stresses imposed on the cable by historical
fault currents and the effects of moving the cable during repair. PILC cable is especially prone to damage
by being moved. If a cable fails it is generally repaired. If it fails a second time the cable is generally
repaired again but is then scheduled for replacement. No routine cable testing program is in place at
present.
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The asset condition assessment regime currently excludes underground assets. As the cables age, some
form of routine condition testing based on loading, number of cable faults and reliability will be carried out
to determine the likelihood of failure and to establish replacement priorities of the cables. XLPE cables
most at risk are those manufactured prior to 1970, due to a lack of understanding at that time of the extent
that contaminants in the moulding process degrade electrical insulation over time. There are very few
XLPE cables left of this era. No new underground cables installed are PILC. On average, HEDL’s strategy
is to replace an average 0.75km per year for this planning period.
7.4.3

Ring Main Units

7.4.3.1 Fleet Overview
Ring Main Units (RMUs) are used on the 11kV underground network for isolation, earthing and switching
purposes. They are also used to isolate protection fuses or circuit breakers from transformers larger than
1MVA. Normally RMUs are manually operated devices. However, a growing proportion of new installations
are being installed with automation and communication capabilities in line with the network strategy of
automating larger sections of the network.
The following section details the various types of Ring Main units installed on the network and the lifecycle
management practice that is applied to each type of unit.
7.4.3.2 Age Profiles
There are approximately 279 ring main units from seven different manufacturers, installed across the
network. These assets are generally categorised by the type of insulation as shown in Table 7-13.
Table 7-13: RMU Population by Type
Description

Total No. of Units

No. Automated Units

Solid Insulation RMU

15

0

Gas RMU

144

23

Oil RMU

120

0

Gas RMU + Circuit Breaker

0

0

The expected lifespan for RMU’s is 40 years in line with industry expectations, which is more than most
other HV assets that are expected to last 30-35 years as per manufacturers’ specifications. Insulation
systems have predominantly shifted from solid insulation and oil to SF6 gas insulation as shown in Figure
7-28, with SF6 gas as the predominant insulation technology today.
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Figure 7-28: Ring Main Unit Age Profile
7.4.3.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
There are only several manufacturers of RMU’s on HEDL’s network. These are detailed in Table 7-14.
Table 7-14: Characteristics and Maintenance Strategies for RMUs on HEDL’s Network
Manufacturer

Characteristics, key failure modes and maintenance strategy
Solid Insulation RMU

Holec Magnefix

ABB/Andelect SD
Series

Holec Magnefix units are epoxy resin insulated, with modular construction. Modern
variants of the Holec Magnefix units are still being manufactured, but they are no longer
installed on the Network. There are no particular failure concerns provided the units are
regularly maintained. Magnefix units are operated by removing the link caps on the
circuits being disconnected. The biggest disadvantage operationally is that each phase is
isolated individually by physically removing the links. As such, Magnefix units’ rate at a
lower operator safety factor than equipment that is fully enclosed. The units will be
proactively removed from service in less than the expected life for 11kV switchgear.
Oil Insulated RMU
There are two series of SD switches installed on Horizon Energy’s network. Anderson
Electrical manufactured the earlier ABB SDAF3 Series 1 switch (first photo) under the
brand name Andelect. These differ from the later ABB Series 2 switches (second photo).
The earlier model has a common cable chamber for all cables, whereas the Series 2 has a
separate chamber for each cable connection, which improves the fault containment
between chambers. The SD series Ring Main Unit can be extended by bolting a second
unit to a bus extension on the first unit. The interconnecting bus chamber can be subject
to electrical failure if not sealed correctly against water ingress. An ABB recommended
waterproofing compound has had limited success to date. The Series 1 units have two
recognised modes of failure. Industry Advisories recommended operational workarounds
that we generally follow. Replacement will take place in due course. Series 2 SD units are
expected to reach or exceed their optimum life. HEDL currently have no means of
tracking the number of close-on-fault operations of RMU’s, but integration between the
asset Management system and SCADA should allow for future capture of this data.
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Manufacturer

ABB Safelink

Merlin Gerin
Ringmaster

ABB Safeplus

Schneider RM6

Fleet Management

Characteristics, key failure modes and maintenance strategy
Gas Insulated RMU
ABB Safelink Units have been installed on the network since 2006. They were selected for
their ability to be automated and their low maintenance requirements. The manufacturer
recommended life span exceeds 30 years for indoor service. The units installed on the
Network have a modified mechanical interlocking arrangement to enhance operational
safety of both the operator and the network. All units are installed with cable fault
indicators to assist with fault finding.
The ABB series 2 SafeLink Units with full automation was released in August 2012. These
units have been selected to be installed at tie points in line with the feeder automation
programme. Since 2016, ABB has been offering a BFLR Arc-Flash rated housing for the
switchgear. This is now standard for all new installations. There have been some events in
New Zealand where the switch mechanism of early (pre-2009) SafeLink RMUs has
malfunctioned. This malfunction occurs during ON to OFF operation and allows the switch
to overshoot the OFF position. When this occurs, the overshoot may bring the moving
contacts sufficiently close to the fixed EARTH contacts to cause an arc flash. We are
currently working with the manufacturer to assess the impact of the issue. In the
meantime, we have issued a “do not operate” notice for the incoming switches on RMUs
manufactured before 2009.
The Ringmaster is gas insulated MV outdoor 11kV switchgear in two switch and one
circuit breaker configuration. The gas insulated switches are sealed for life and require no
maintenance. Maintenance is limited to periodic inspection of the physical condition of
the housing and gas pressure checks. There are two Yorkshire/Schneider Ringmaster Ring
Main switch units installed on the Fonterra site installed in 1997. Following a destructive
failure of a similar unit in Kawerau in 2014 the two units located in Fonterra were issued a
‘do not operate live’ status while advice was sought from the manufacturer. Schneider
subsequently advised (2014) following analysis of the fault data that the failed unit in
Kawerau was subjected to a current that was in excess of the rated peak-peak current
(50kA) of the device. The two units in Fonterra, while not underrated, will be maintained
as off-load operational switches until we decide to replace them. Nominal life of these
units is 35 years, giving an end of life replacement year of 2023.

SafePlus is a modular, completely sealed, extendable, secondary distribution switchgear
with SF6 insulation within a stainless-steel tank containing all the live parts and switching
functions. A sealed tank with constant atmospheric conditions ensures a high level of
reliability as well as personal safety and it is virtually maintenance-free. The pressure
system is designed to be sealed for the assets operating lifetime of 30 years. The specified
leakage rate is less than 0.1% per year. The unit is unsuitable for outdoor use unless fitted
into a building or shelter. There are no known issues with the ABB Safeplus Ring Main
Unit.
Gas Insulated RMU with Circuit Breakers
Merlin Gerin/Schneider RM6 switchgear comprises one to four integrated, low dimension
functional units. This self-contained, SF6 gas insulated unit comprises a stainless-steel
gas-tight metal enclosure, sealed for life, which groups together the live parts including a
switch-disconnector, earthing switch, fuse switch or circuit breaker with one to four cable
compartments for connecting to the network. A unit at Kawerau is showing general rust
on the CB and switch mechanisms. This has built up over a number of years due to the
amount of dampness and gasses that are present under the enclosures. There are
working heaters in the enclosure plus air vents, but these have not prevented the
corrosion. Terminal screws, connectors and wires are all showing signs of severe
corrosion. We have replaced the damaged unit and the manufacturer has inspected all
other units on the network. The combination of high geothermal activity in the area and a
fragile enclosure has been attributed to the deterioration. The RM6 has a specified life
span of 30 years. In Kawerau, due to the atmospheric conditions, this may be shortened
but future condition assessment will influence any replacement decision.
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Replacement will be accelerated for specific types of switchgear based on the risk they pose throughout
the asset lifecycle. The current replacement programme averages replacing three critical RMU’s per year
that have reached their end of life. The maintenance regime for various RMU types are described in Table
7-15.
Table 7-15: Ring Main Unit Maintenance Strategy
Description
Solid Insulation RMU

Oil RMU

Gas RMU

Gas RMU + CB

7.4.4

Service
Level
SL2

Freq.
(yrs)
2

SL1

1

Visual Inspection

SL2

6

SL3

12

SL1

1

SL3

12

SL1

1

Potential Discharge (PD), Oil replace
Interlock, Thermal Scan, Lubricate Moving Parts, Cable
Terminations
Visual Inspection
Interlock, PD, Thermal Scan, Lubricate Moving Parts, Cable
Terminations
Visual Inspection

SL2

4

SL3

12

Works Description
Visual Inspection, Switch required, Cleaning of contacts

Protection Test, PD
Check Interlock, Thermal Scan, Lubricate Moving Parts, Check cable
terminations

Ground Mounted Distribution Transformers

7.4.4.1 Fleet Overview
Ground mounted transformers transform voltage from 11kV to 400 volts for consumers to use. The majority
of ground mount transformers are urban with cable connections. The management of ground mounted
distribution transformers is similar to the strategy discussed in the Pole Mounted Distribution Transformers
in Section 7.3.7.
7.4.4.2 Asset Condition Profiles
There are more than 790 ground mounted distribution transformers on the network, approximately 50 of
them older than 45 years. Figure 7-29 shows the remaining life of the Transformers in the network which
includes both the ground mount and overhead types.
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Figure 7-29: Transformer Remaining Life Profile
7.4.4.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Some ABB Fastline series low voltage distribution fuse racks fitted to transformers have failed due to
incorrect installation with consequential failure of the backplane through overheating, but these are
repairable items.
Transformers connected directly to Magnefix, RTE, ABB SD AF and Safelink ring main units are typically
replaced at the end of the RMU life. Sometimes they are replaced earlier as a consequence of corrosion
of the transformer, RMU, or enclosure.
Large transformers on industrial sites are being monitored for condition as they age. Oil tests and load
data is used to assess the overall condition of the transformers. Their useful life is generally expected to
exceed the nominal service life.
A project scheduled for the latter part of the 10-year plan is to install load and condition monitoring
equipment on to larger (>=300kVA) transformers. This project will use communications systems to transmit
data, such as the transformer utilisation and operating temperatures which will then be analysed to predict
their remaining useful life.

7.5
7.5.1

Earth Banks
Overview

The term “Earth bank” refers to the grid of copper or aluminium conductors buried in the vicinity of key
electricity distribution system assets. They are a critical safety component of the network and have a
structured maintenance regime.
IEC 60479-1 defines the step and touch voltage limits. Step and touch voltages depend on the soils
resistivity. If allowable earth bank resistance is exceeded, the cost to reduce this to an acceptable level is
assessed.
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Risk assessment factors include the probability of a fault at the location, the likelihood of people being
present at the time of the fault, and the likelihood of them simultaneously being in contact with an earthed
conductor.
The network region has four distinct areas of soil resistivity. Each area has its own unique earthing
requirements to remain the touch potential limits, and these are defined in the installation standards. These
areas are shown in the Figure 7-30.

Figure 7-30: Earth Resistivity Areas
Table 7-16 summarises the forecast expenditure for earth banks. Justification follows.
Table 7-16: Expenditure Forecasts – Earth Banks ($k)

7.5.2

Asset

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Earth Banks

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

$302

Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy

Analysis indicates that a high percentage of the rural sites tested would fail to limit the step-touch potential
rise to safe limits under earth fault conditions. However, these are low risk areas because of the extremely
low likelihood of a confluence of fault conditions, people being present and people simultaneously touching
earthed conductor.
The areas presenting highest risk of public harm are those with overhead systems that are close to places
where people congregate. These are priority areas for remedial works; schools, churches, maraes, beach
resort areas etc.
Regulations require that earth banks are tested at a “frequency determined by the asset owner”, at a period
not exceeding 10 years. We have opted for a 10-year testing schedule, requiring 500 earth banks to be
tested and remedied each year.
Mitigation works may include installing:

•
•
•
•
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Larger earth banks;
Grading rings;
Multiple Earthed Neutral (MEN) bonding; and
Isolation of the risk from the site by the relocation of assets.

The installation of neutral earthing resistors at Plains and East bank substations will reduce the earth fault
current and hence the Earth Potential Rise (EPR) for feeders connected to these substations.

7.6
7.6.1

Low Voltage Systems
Overview

Low voltage is defined as 400V AC for distribution of electricity to customers. Low voltage systems
comprise of overhead and cable distribution systems, pillar and link boxes, conductors, poles, pole fuses
and customer connection points.
Whakatāne and Opotiki urban low voltage reticulation systems are generally configured to enable 11kV
transformers to be removed from service and allow the loads to be carried by transformers connected in
parallel. The loads can also be supplied by installing generation if required.
The current run-to-failure mode of operation means there is no planned end-of-life policy for low voltage
assets. Ground mounted and overhead assets will be replaced on condition assessed, safety driven or
failure basis.
Customer connection points are generally at the point on the network closest to the customer. These are
generally on the roadside with a fuse rated to carry the customer’s particular load. The termination cable
or overhead line from the customer connection point is owned and maintained by the customer. Table 7-17
summarises the forecasted expenditure for low voltage systems.
Table 7-17: Expenditure Forecasts – LV Systems ($k)

7.6.2

Asset

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

LV Conductor

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

$98

LV Cables

$99

$99

$99

$99

$99

$406

$406

$406

$406

$406

Low Voltage Overhead Conductor

7.6.2.1 Fleet Overview
Low voltage overhead conductors are used to distribute energy from transformers to the customer. Almost
all rural supplies are overhead, and there are areas of overhead distribution in all the urban regions. Each
customer supply is protected by a pole fuse.
Low voltage distribution design focuses mostly on the voltage drop rather than current carrying capacity,
with the volt drop at the customer’s point of supply no greater than 5%.
Lines are designed to be one meter above the minimum height allowed in AS/NZS 7000.
7.6.2.2 Age Profiles
The network has approximately 260kms of low voltage overhead lines, and approximately 369kms of
undergrounded low voltage network assets. There is around 244kms of streetlight assets, both overhead
and underground.
Overhead lines are expected to last 60 years. Discussion on conductor failure modes is covered in Section
7.3.3.3. A multi-year program to replace single strand copper and galvanised steel conductor was
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commenced in 2016 and is being accelerated in this current planning period with defined project scope
and areas.
7.6.2.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
High impedance earthing at customer connections or at the distribution transformer causes a situation
where a fault may not have sufficient return path current to cause the supply fuse to melt. The return path
impedance is tested using a test meter that measures the resistance of the total circuit. If the system is
non-compliant the customer or network instigates works to correct the situation.
Earth loop testing is undertaken only for new or modified installations, or in response to a customer-initiated
request or complaint.
Undersized conductor can cause a similar issue, and this is checked with the return loop measurements.
A multi-year safety driven project was commenced in 2015 to install earthing at the ends of low voltage
overhead lines neutral conductors to improve the network earthing.
Other issues tend to be conductor breakages, pole hardware failure, fuse link failure or transformer failures.
Most low voltage maintenance work is otherwise reactive, or overhead circuits are repaired at the same
time as 11kV circuits that are supported by the same poles.
7.6.3

Low Voltage Cables

7.6.3.1 Fleet Overview
Low voltage cables are used to distribute 400 Volt supplies to customers. The majority of low voltage
cables are urban. The customer connects via a customer connection pillar box, with 1 to 4 customers
connected to a pillar box which contains the customer supply fuse.
Low voltage design limits the voltage deviation within ±5% at the point of customers’ connection. Safety is
always considered, and assets are placed in areas with lower probability of being vandalised or hit by a
vehicle.
7.6.3.2 Age Profiles
Cables standard life is 60 years. Replacement is load driven or run-to-failure. The age profile of the LV OH
conductor and LV cable fleet are shown in Figure 7-31.
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Figure 7-31: LV OH conductors and LV Cable Fleet Age Profile
7.6.3.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
LV cables are currently managed on a run-to-failure basis. Additional costs have been budgeted in the
work plans from FY26 onwards for low voltage cable replacements. The spikes shown on the chart are
data reset dates within the asset databases. Future budgets have made allowance for an increased
expenditure on low voltage assets as the assets continue to age but no specific age-based upgrades have
been planned.
Pillar boxes are above ground with vehicle impact being a common cause of failure. Repairs are initiated
once the public or customers call in the fault.
7.6.4

Low Voltage Fuses

There are a number of different low voltage fuse systems installed. We have recently adopted the
IEC60269 standard for low voltage fuses. This allows standard fuses from different suppliers to be
compatible with each other. Fuse systems will be replaced with low voltage system upgrades, rather than
on a project rollout.
Low voltage circuit breakers are starting to be specified for larger (750MVA and above) transformers as a
more cost-effective means of overload protection than high voltage circuit breakers.
Low voltage fuses are replaced reactively after failure. Age profiling is not useful in this case.

7.7
7.7.1

Zone Substations
Overview

Zone substations and the areas they supply are described in detail in the appendices. HEDL has six zone
substations that are supplied at 33kV, one zone substation that is supplied at 50kV and distributes
electricity at 11kV. Transpower has two substations that supply directly at 11kV. Additionally, HEDL has
two substations that act as switching stations.
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Table 7-18 summarises the zone substations peak demand for FY20.
Table 7-18: List of Zone Substations and Switching Stations on HEDL’s Network
Eastbank

Peak Demand29 (MVA)
6.7

Galatea

4.7

Zone Substation

7.7.2

Kaingaroa

3.4

Kawerau (GXP)

19.5

Kope

16.0

Ohope

4.4

Plains

8.1

Station Road

8.9

Te Kaha

2.0

Waiotahi (GXP)

10.9

Te Rahu (Switching Station)

28.0

Opotiki (Switching Station)

1.9

Zone Substation and Communication Sites Buildings & Grounds

7.7.2.1 Fleet Overview
Buildings at zone substations are required to house the installed equipment. Building types include
portable, block and wooden construction.
Table 7-19 summarises the substation building fleet and current condition.
Table 7-19: Substation Buildings
Substation

Description

Date of
Manufacture

Comments

Mitigation Plans

Galatea Control
Building

Block construction

1960

Houses ripple control and Sothern region
communication infrastructure.

No work required

1978

No issues.

No work required

1981

No issues

No work required

1984

Good condition

No work required

Ohope
Plains
Station Road

29

60m2 Concrete block
building
Two structures, one
60m2 Wooden frame
metal clad building
77m2 concrete block
building

East Bank

Wooden frame,
wooden clad building

1986

Good Condition. Insufficient separation
from Transformer exposes building to
risk in case of transformer fire.

Under Investigation

Kawerau

Wooden frame metal
clad building

1988

No issues. Houses ripple injection plant

No work required

Kopeopeo

60m2 wooden frame
metal clad building

1991

Under Investigation
Will be mitigated with
T1 replacement
project

Kaingaroa

Portacom metal clad
building

1994

Not designed to IL4 standard.
Insufficient separation from Transformer
T1 exposes building to risk in case of
transformer fire.
Insufficient separation from Transformer
exposes building to risk in case of
transformer fire.

Please note that the Peak Demand values is the 30min average Peak Load.

Under Investigation

Substation
Pukehoko Radio
Site
Plains
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Description

Date of
Manufacture

Comments

Mitigation Plans

Portacom

1994

Good Condition

No work required

Portacom

1999

No Issues

No work required

Galatea 11kV

Portacom

2013

Houses 11kV switchgear

No work required

Te Kaha

Portacom

2013

No work required

Opotiki

107 m2 block
construction with ½
cable basement

2016

Good condition
Issues with water ingress into cable pit
require constant monitoring.
Building designed with space for future
33kV infrastructure.
Average condition.

No work required

Owned and maintained by Fonterra

No work required

Owned and maintained by Whakatāne
Radio Users Association

No work required

Waiotahi
Fonterra
Manawahe Radio
Site

Wooden frame metal
clad
Block construction
naturally vented
Portable building

1976/1992

Duct sealing installed.

New buildings and equipment infrastructure in zone substations are to be designed according to New
Zealand Building Code as importance level 4 (IL4) buildings, designed to withstand natural disasters. Older
buildings will be upgraded to IL4 as they are replaced, or if required by risk assessment.
Fences are designed to prevent unauthorised entry into hazardous areas and are electrified. Solid fences
(block or wood) are being considered for urban substations. There are no fences installed where there are
no public risk issues and where the building can be secured.
7.7.2.2 Age Profile
Block and wooden framed buildings are expected to exceed 60 years and portable buildings 40 years.
There are no building replacement plans within the current planning window.
7.7.2.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Buildings and substations are maintained on a defect basis. Substations are inspected on a three-monthly
basis. Lawn mowing and weed control is outsourced.
7.7.3

Indoor Switchgear

7.7.3.1 Fleet Overview
Zone substations take electricity from Transpower at 50kV and 33kV and, using power transformers,
reduce the voltage to 11kV for distribution to local loads. Generally, zone substations contain, 50kV, 33kV
and 11kV switchgear. Switching stations have no transformers, only 33kV or 11kV switchgear.
Sulphur Hexafluoride gas (SF6) is used as an insulating and/or arc quenching medium in some of the
switchgear. SF6 is a non-toxic, heavier than air gas with excellent insulating and arc-quenching qualities
used in high voltage switchgear since the 1970’s. Unfortunately, it is also a greenhouse gas, and large
quantities must be reported in a national register.
The SF6 gas is contained in a sealed tank. In an electric arc, established during switching, the temperature
can reach 15,000 K and a small proportion of SF6 is decomposed.
The level of risk to health due to exposure to used SF6 depends on a number of factors:
•
•
•

The degree of decomposition of the SF6;
The types of decomposition products present;
The amount of released SF6 in the local atmosphere; and
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The duration which an individual is exposed.

HEDL has a policy of not purchasing new primary switchgear that uses SF6 as an arc quenching medium
but does accept switchgear that uses vacuum for arc quenching, and only uses SF6 for insulation. All
modern ring main units are SF6 insulated.
7.7.3.2 Age Profiles
Indoor switchgear locations and ages are shown in Table 7-20.
Table 7-20: Zone Substation Indoor Switchgear Ages
Substation

No. of CBs

Switchgear

Installation year

East Bank

6

RPS LMVP

1986

Fonterra

11

Yorkshire YSF6

BM14, BM18 1996, All others 1987

Galatea

8

Schneider GeiniEVO

2013

Kaingaroa

2

RPS LMVP

1994

Kopeopeo

13

RPS LMVP

1991

Kopeopeo

5

33kV - Schneider GHA

2019

Opotiki

8

Schneider GeiniEVO

2016

Plains

9

RPS LMVP

1999

Station Road

9

GEC VMX

Board 1983, Breakers 1996, one LMVP panel 2009

Te Rahu

10

33kV - Schneider GHA

2010

7.7.3.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
The indoor switchgear manufacturers, models, characteristics, key failure modes and corresponding
maintenance strategies are listed in Table 7-21.
Table 7-21: Indoor Switchgear Characteristics
Manufacturer

Schneider GHA

Reyrolle (RPS)
LMVP 11kV

Characteristics, key failure modes and maintenance strategy
Indoor 33kV Switchgear
Schneider GHA is a 33kV rated indoor SF6 gas insulated, fixed form non-withdrawable, single busbar, modular
switchgear with vacuum interrupters. It is maintenance free with a compact footprint. The gas compartments are
sealed for life. There is one 10 panel board at Te Rahu installed in 2010 and a five-panel board and a similar switchgear
is commissioned at Kopeopeo zone substation in 2019. There are no known issues with this equipment. Maintenance
is limited to visual inspections and surface cleaning where required. Potential discharge tests are scheduled 5yearly.
Circuit breaker functional checks are undertaken on a 4-yearly basis. Protection systems are tested every ten years.
There is no replacement plan within the planning window. The board has a manufacturer’s recommended life of 40
years. Schneider operates a gas recovery and re-cycle service for end-of-life equipment.
Indoor 11kV Switchgear
LMVP switchgear is indoor metal enclosed withdrawable 11kV air insulated circuit breakers with vacuum interrupters.
The oldest units were installed in 1988. Circuit breaker sizes in use are 630, 800, and 1250amp units. There are 3
switchboards on the network with 26 circuit breakers. The LMVP switchgear was upgraded to IEC62271-200 standard
with the addition of new blast doors in 2010. Due to space restrictions on withdrawing the circuit breaker truck,
Kaingaroa substation circuit breakers were unable to be upgraded. Arc flash sensors have been fitted to Kopeopeo and
are scheduled for East Bank and Kaingaroa substations. There have been issues with circuit breaker limit switches and
control switches with intermittent operation in recent times, and with some of the circuit breaker closing mechanisms.
Since 2015, the circuit breakers have been progressively removed and sent away to the manufacturer for a full
overhaul, which has corrected these issues.
Manufacturers indicate that a vacuum bottle can be expected to last at least 25 years, but in practice, they can be
expected to last more than 40 years. There is only East Bank vacuum circuit breakers aged more than 25 years, so a
condition monitoring and mid-life refurbishment policy has been adopted to monitor the reliability of this equipment.
Circuit breakers are scheduled to be operated annually to exercise the circuit breaker. Circuit breakers are removed
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GEC VMX 11kV

Schneider
GeiniEVO 11kV

Yorkshire YSF6
11kV
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Characteristics, key failure modes and maintenance strategy
and cleaned, insulation tested, and lubricated on a four-yearly cycle. PD tests are 5-yearly. After 20 years, the circuit
breakers are scheduled to be removed from service and sent to the manufacturer’s facilities for a full clean and
refurbishment. There is no replacement plan within the planning window. Manufacturer’s stated life exceeds 20 years
but with a mid-life refurbishment programme, the service life is expected to exceed 40 years.
VMX switchgear is indoor metal enclosed withdrawable 11kV air insulated circuit breakers with vacuum interrupters.
Circuit breaker sizes in use are 630 amp and 1250-amp units. HEDL only have one of this type, comprising eight panels
at Station road. The board was installed in 1983 and the vacuum circuit breakers were retrofitted 1996. There was an
RPS LMVP panel added to the end of the switchboard in 2009 to supply a new feeder. Schneider no longer supports
the product and spares are no longer available. There are issues with the secondary controls; limit switches; high
resistance contacts and control switches that have caused unreliable operation. The switchgear has no forward arc
containment, which exposes the operator to risk during operation, especially circuit breaker racking in and racking out
operations. Protection Relays are SEL 351A, installed in 1999 and are approaching their end of life. The VMX Circuit
breakers are scheduled to be exercised annually. Circuit breakers are removed and cleaned, insulation tested, and
lubricated two-yearly. Historically PD tests were undertaken at 5-yearly intervals, but this schedule has increased to 2yearly after reports from the UK about failures of this style of circuit breaker. The board is presently scheduled for
replacement in 2027.
Schneider GeiniEVO is an 11kV rated epoxy resin insulated, fixed form non-withdrawable, single busbar modular
switchgear with vacuum interrupters. It is maintenance free with a compact footprint. There is an 8-panel board at
Galatea installed in 2014 and an 8-panel switchboard at Opotiki installed in 2017. There are no known issues with this
equipment, Circuit breakers are exercised annually. Electrical partial discharge tests are undertaken 5-yearly. The only
routine maintenance requirement is to surface clean and removal of dust from cable box and control cabinet. There is
no replacement plan within the planning window. Manufacturer’s stated life is 25 years minimum. This is expected to
be closer to 40 years in a clean, air-conditioned dry environment.
There is one 13-panel switchboard located at Fonterra in Edgecumbe. 11 panels were installed in 1987, a further two,
BM14 and BM18, were installed in 1996 for an embedded cogeneration installation. Nova Energy as part of the
generator system owns BM16 and BM18. YSF6 switchgear is SF6 gas insulated and arc quench circuit breakers, with
withdrawable circuit breaker trucks, indoor metal enclosed. It uses a single bus arrangement. There is a low gas
pressure alarm and interlocking system. Schneider specifies the equipment as having a 35-year operational life.
Schneider spare parts support for the 1986 equipment ended in 2002. The 1996 equipment is no longer sold new but
spare parts are still available. Circuit breaker retrofit units are available from Schneider using the Merlin Gerin Evolis
vacuum circuit breaker. Following low gas pressure events, two replacement retrofit circuit breakers were purchased
in 2017 to replace breakers that had SF6 leaks, freeing one panel to act as a spare. Two further circuit breakers will be
purchased annually to replace the fleet over a 5-year period. The original circuit breakers were modified after being
shipped from UK by Yorkshire Australia to allow 630-amp circuit breakers to be installed in 1250-amp positions. The
circuit breakers are rated to break 630 amps. The UK NEDeRS faults database indicates that older YSF6 switchgear has
an issue with hoses from the SF6 tank to the pressure gauge becoming brittle with time and requiring replacement.
Spring charge motors can burn out due to dry grease on the clutch and drive sprockets causing ratchet pawls to stick.
These issues are addressed during scheduled 10-year services. The NEDeRs database also has a number of voltage
transformer (VT) failures on their database (12 of 41-recorded failure instances with this switchgear were VT failures.)
HEDL do not hold a spare voltage transformer but there are three voltage transformers on the bus. Circuit breakers are
exercised annually. They are serviced every 4 years (Schneider recommends 5 yearly). Servicing includes lubrication
and cleaning the moving mechanism, removing and cleaning the isolating contacts and the moving portion insulators.
Numerical relay protection tests are completed 10-yearly. The switchboard board is tested for potential discharge two
yearly. The Manufacturer recommends a 10-yearly major service that requires de-gassing, a full strip down, cleaning
and lubrication, plus repeating the 5-year service. This 10-year service has not been implemented due to the need to
ship the circuit breakers to the manufacturer to manage the SF6 gas, and lack of available outage time. With a spare
circuit breaker available, this can now be implemented.

Outdoor Switchgear

7.7.4.1 Fleet Overview
A summary of the outdoor switchgear at zone substations is detailed in Table 7-22. Outdoor switchgear
has a nominal life of 40 years.
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Table 7-22: Zone Substation Outdoor Switchgear
Zone
Substation
Galatea

Description

Type

Rating Data

ABB VBF 36

outdoor

1250 amps 25kA

Date of
Manufacture
2015

Galatea

ABB VBF 36

outdoor

1250 amps 25kA

Galatea

ABB VBF 36

outdoor

Galatea

ABB VBF 36

outdoor

Galatea

ABB VBF 36

Kaingaroa

Comments

End of Life

No known issues

2055

2015

No known issues

2055

1250 amps 25kA

2015

No known issues

2055

1250 amps 25kA

2015

No known issues

2055

outdoor

1250 amps 25kA

2015

2055

Cooper Power VWVE38X
With Form 4C controller

Outdoor

38 kV, 560 amp
Fault rating 12kA

1994

Ohope

English Electric OKW3,
minimum oil

Outdoor

600 amp, 17.5kA Is

Unknown
believed to be
1965

Ohope

Cooper Power Nova 15

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2014

No known issues
No known issues.
Controller to be
commissioned in
2020
Poor condition.
Scheduled for
age/conditionbased replacement
2020
No known issues.

Ohope

Cooper Power Nova 15

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2014

No known issues.

2054

Waiotahi

Cooper Power Nova 15

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2016

No known issues.

2056

Waiotahi

Cooper Power Nova 15

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2016

No known issues.

2056

Waiotahi

Cooper Power Nova 15

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2016

No known issues.

2056

Waiotahi

outdoor

630 amp, 12.5kA

2016

No known issues.

2056

outdoor

200A, 40kA

1997

No known issues.

2037

Te Kaha

Cooper Power Nova 15
GEC Althom SF6 dead
tank CB
Schneider

outdoor

11kV, 1250A, 25kA

2013

2053

Te Kaha

Siemens 8DJH

outdoor

24 kV, 630A, 20kA

2019

Te Kaha

Siemens 8DJH

outdoor

24 kV, 630A, 20kA

2019

No known issues.
Replaced in 2019,
No known issues.
Replaced in 2019,
No known issues.

Te Kaha

2034

2005

2054

2059
2059

7.7.4.2 Age Profiles
The only major replacements scheduled for this planning period is at Kaingaroa and Ohope. These projects
have been accounted for in expenditure forecasts.
7.7.4.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
33kV switchgear tends to do very few switching operations during its life as the primary function is to
protect transformers, which are inherently reliable, or to prevent reverse flow supplies into line faults.
Generally, failures are mostly caused by contact corrosion on auxiliary switches or general corrosion on
the mechanical mechanism. Being zone substation devices, protection relays are subjected to the same
testing regime as feeder and transformer protection.
Operational failure can be mitigated by routine exercising of circuit breakers (completed annually). All
mechanical devices are removed from service and inspected on a four-yearly basis, including cleaning,
lubrication, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Digital self-monitoring protection relays are
tested 10-yearly, non-digital relays are tested four-yearly.
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Zone Substation Transformers

7.7.5.1 Fleet Overview
The sizing of replacement transformers for Kopeopeo and Plains was based on the projected load for the
next 50 years, allowing for reinforcement conditions and loading the transformer to 130% during peak
periods. New transformers are specified to be able to be used in any substation within the Edgecumbe
GXP region.
The optimum economic design is for multiple single transformer substations connected with appropriately
sized conductors at 11kV, and this philosophy is behind the Whakatāne forward growth plan.
All new installations have oil containment systems. Summary details for the zone substation transformer
fleet are provided in Table 7-23.
Table 7-23: Zone Substation Transformer Characteristics
Asset

East Bank T1

Galatea T1

Galatea T2

Kaingaroa T1

Kaingaroa T2

Description
3 phase Tyree

Rating Data

Tap changer

7.5 MVA ONAN30,
15 MVA OFAF31,
9.93% Z, Dyn11

Ferranti, 33kV, 300
amps (CER 480 amps),
11steps

3 phase Tolley

7.5 MVA ONAN, Z
7.92 %, Dyn11

3 phase Tolley

7.5 MVA ONAN,
7.11, Dyn11

Associated Tap Changer
type F323 33/300,
33kV, 76 amp, 23 steps
(wide range tap
changer)
Associated Tap Changer
type F323 33/300,
33kV, 76 amp, 23 steps
(wide range tap
changer)

Date of
Manufacture

Comments

1987

Tap change drive mechanism
partially flooded during 2004
storm requires increased
level of maintenance

1980

1980

3 phase ABB
ground mount
open 33kV
bushing

4 MVA ONAN, 5.33
MVA ONAF32, 4.68%
Z, Dyn11

ABB UBBDT33 200/150
Range +8% to – 16%,
33kV, 200 Amp, 25
steps (wide range tap
changer)

1994

3 phase ABB
ground mount
open 33kV
bushing

4 MVA ONAN, 5.33
MVA ONAF, 4.68%
Z, Dyn11

ABB UBBDT 200/150
Range +8% to – 16%,
33kV, 200 Amp, 25
steps (wide range tap
changer)

1994

30

ONAN stands for natural oil flow and natural air flow cooling for transformers

31

OFAF stands for pumped oil flow and forced air flow cooling for transformers

32

ONAF stands for natural oil flow and forced air flow cooling for transformers

33

UBBDT stands for on load tap-changer type

Failed 2010 due to faulty tap
step resistor. Two
subsequent failures likely due
to inferior previous repairs.
Transformer tap changer
failed early in the
transformer life. An increased
frequency of maintenance is
recommended by ABB on
these tap changers.
Maintenance interval
100,000 operations tap life
500,000 operations.
Currently, tap operations
exceed 300,000
An increased frequency of
maintenance is
recommended by ABB on
these tap changers.
Maintenance interval
100,000 operations tap life
500,000 operations.
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Asset

Description

Kopeopeo T1

3 phase ASEA

Kopeopeo T2

ABB 3 phase
transformer

Ohope T1

4 * 1 phase
Bonar Long

Plains T2

ABB 3 phase
transformer
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Rating Data

Tap changer

10 MVA ONAN, 13.3
MVA ONAF, 8.69%
Z, Dyn11

Ferranti DS300, 33kV,
300 amps (CER 480
amps), 15 steps

12MVA ONAN,
16MVA ONAF,
11.47% Z@ 16MVA,
Dyn11

ABB 3 phase unit with
Reinhausen vacutap

1.667 MVA ONAN,
8.46%, Dyn11

4 * Fuller Electric type
EH, 33kV, 76 amps, 15
steps – 6.25+12.5%

12MVA ONAN,
16MVA ONAF,
11.47% Z@ 16MVA,
Dyn11

ABB 3 phase unit with
Reinhausen vacutap

Date of
Manufacture

1986

2013

1962

2016

Station Road
T1

Bonar Long

10 MVA ONAN, 7.5
Z, Dyn11

Fuller Electric type
F311-33/200, 33kV, 300
amp, 11 steps

1966

Station Road
T2

Bonar Long

10 MVA ONAN, 7.5
Z, Dyn11

Fuller Electric type
F311-33/200, 33kV, 300
amp, 11 steps

1966

7.5 MVA, ORS
7.5/140

REINHAUS VV III 600D40-10 19 1W

2012

Te Kaha T2

Pauwels 3
phase
transformer

Comments
Currently, tap operations
exceed 300,000
Transformer has no oil
containment.
Transformer refurbished in
2016
Transformer connected as
Dyn3
ABB Biotemp
environmentally friendly
synthetic transformer oil
installed.
Transformer connected as
Dyn3
No known issues with
tapchanger. Maintenance
free for 300,000 taps
Current proposal is Kopeopeo
T1 relocation to Ohope
around 2025
Tapchanger will be replaced
with Transformer mounted
tap changer.
ABB Biotemp
environmentally friendly
synthetic transformer oil
installed.
Transformer connected as
Dyn3.
No known issues with
tapchanger. Maintenance
free for 300,000 tap
operations.
Transformer has oil
containment with an on-site
oil water separator system.
Scheduled for replacement
around 2027 at 60 years old.
May be deferred pending
condition assessment.
Substation peak demand
exceed single transformer
rating.
Transformer has oil
containment with an on-site
oil water separator system.
Scheduled for replacement
around 2028 at 61 years old.
May be deferred pending
condition assessment
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7.7.5.2 Age Profiles

Replacement is scheduled according to the criteria below;
•
•
•
•

Asset age > 55 years. (Handbook standard life 45 years extended to 60 years for well-maintained
assets);
Peak load during reinforcement exceeds 110% of the ‘N-1’ capability of a dual bank or 130%
capability of a single bank;
Condition monitoring shows signs of increasing deterioration and increasing risk of failure; and
Transformers are rated according to IEC60354 which defines the allowable overload capability of
transformers for two and four-hours overload periods.

7.7.5.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
•
•

Transformer failures are rare. The most common failure mode is oil leaks, followed by tap changer
failures, has happened at Kaingaroa and Galatea, with bushing failures running third. It is rare to
have a transformer winding or core failure;
Failures that cause a loss of supply due to transformer faults are rare as most substations have
dual banks that can carry the full substation load. Exceptions to this are:
o Plains and East Bank -These are a pair of complementary substations that have switched
redundancy; and
o Kopeopeo - T1 has a lower rating than T2 and during peak times the demand load exceeds
T1 rating although load does not exceed the transformer emergency rating.

Transformer banks over 5MVA have differential and restricted earth protection to provide high speed
tripping for in-zone faults.
HEDL’s policy is to maintain all zone substation transformer assets to the manufacturer’s specifications
throughout their life. Generally, transformers have their tap changer oil streamed on a five-yearly period.
All transformers are visually inspected every three months to determine if there is any deterioration or any
defects.

7.8
7.8.1

Control Systems
Overview

The term ‘control systems’ refers to the devices and communications systems used to remotely monitor
interrogate and control switching devices. It includes protection systems which are designed to
automatically detect and isolate network faults, the battery systems that allow them to operate
independently of AC availability, and HEDL’s load control systems. Table 7-24 summarises the forecast
expenditure for these assets during the planning period. Justification for the expenditure follows.
Table 7-24: Forecast Capital Expenditure Control Systems ($k)
Asset

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Communications
System

$54

$16

$35

$25

$9

$9

$47

$9

$27

$820

$270

$270

$270

$270

$270

$270

$270

Load Control Plant
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Communications System

7.8.2.1 Fleet Overview
HEDL have an extensive and modern Internet Protocol (IP) based communication system that forms the
backbone for provision of communications facilities from field devices to SCADA, and for voice
communications across the network. The following sections describe the various sub-systems and
components that constitute the system and the interlocking between the systems.
The communications system is IP over Ethernet. There is a ring communication system around the
Whakatāne plains region, and spur connections to more remote sites. The IP system allows voice
communication and remote access to protection relays and other substation equipment statuses and
measurements and enables network switching devices to be operated remotely.
The ring communication system is self-healing and is made up of a mix of fibre and microwave
communication media. Spur lines are inherently a single point of failure, apart from Galatea which has a
fibre broadband connection with a 3G phone system backup. See Figure 7-32.

Figure 7-32: Communications Bearers
Radio repeater sites at Manawahe, Pukehoko, and Plains substation have failover routers that will re-direct
the communications should one link fail. The sites have battery banks designed to power the site for 2436 hours during a loss of supply.
There are four repeater sites, around 140 controlled (pole top) sites, and 75 voice radios.
7.8.2.2 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
The IP communications system has been installed progressively since 2009, with the last analogue links
disestablished in 2017. The radio equipment has a relatively short life cycle compared to other power
industry equipment, and we are seeing specific component failures after eight years.
Equipment installed recently is compatible with spares and allows the re-deployment of radio equipment
should it be needed. There are some single points of failure and these are being identified and risk
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assessed during 2018. The backbone ring has been designed to fail over should one link fail, but spur line
links have no back-up capability.
All radio repeater systems are site tested and verified for compliance on an annual basis. Battery banks
are tested at the same time. Monitoring software maintains communications of individual components and
informs the engineers when individual components fail. Critical components are also set up to alarm on
SCADA. Due to the redundant design of the system, equipment is replaced on a failure basis, unless there
is an apparent type issue.
Due to the volume of installed equipment and age of the original installed equipment (2009), the
expenditure on communication related equipment replacement has been budgeted to increase during the
current planning period.
There is a project to move towards VHF Digital Mobile Radios (DMR) starting in 2024. These units provide
more bandwidth, clearer communications, better diagnostics, channel sharing, voice and data sharing,
Global Positioning System (GPS) and man-down functionality and allow remote engineering access to
pole top devices. These will gradually replace aged analogue VHF radios.
7.8.3

Protection Systems

7.8.3.1 Fleet Overview
Protection relays detect electrical network faults and send a trip signal to operate the required circuit
breakers to isolate the fault. Since 2012 we have been progressively upgrading zone substations to
Numerical relays with IP communications. This allows relay statuses and measurements to be visible on
SCADA systems for the control room to operate the network and engineers to diagnose faults. Relays are
standardised across the network and spares are held for all relay types.
HEDL has 100+ individual protection relays on its network. Each relay is connected to SCADA via
Ethernet. Relays are mostly Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) relays with a mixture of models
and variants with a small quantity of early electronic relays which are scheduled for upgrade.
7.8.3.2 Age Profiles
Relays have a nominal life of 15 years. Retrofitting analogue relays with numerical relays is relatively
expensive due to the IP infrastructure that the new relays need, but when numerical relays require
replacement they are replaced like-for-like.
The first suite of digital relays in the network at Plains substation is approaching 20 years old and is
currently planned to be replaced on a failure basis, as the manufacturer still supplies compatible relays.
The relay replacement schedule is shown in Figure 7-33, which is based on their 20-year life span. This
plan is purely age based and is likely to alter depending on associated equipment upgrades planned,
acceptable risk profile of adopting a replace on failure for certain assets, or network requirements for more
advanced functionality.
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Figure 7-33: Protection Relays Replacement Schedule
7.8.3.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Numerical based protection relays have internal diagnostics and advanced warning systems for impending
failure or problems detected with the relay itself. In atmospheric controlled environments the relays are
expected to exceed their nominal life span. Most failure modes are type related and these tend to appear
early in the life of the unit. SEL constantly monitors and tests its devices and provides firmware updates
and service notifications when issues are identified.
Protection systems are designed with back-up protection functions, so any individual relay is backed up
by an upstream relay. Back-up relay operation results in a wider outage, but this is rare and the cost of
providing dedicated back-up relays for feeders to limit this risk is not warranted.
Transformers are protected with differential, restricted earth and overcurrent elements across more than
one relay and so the back-up protection is contained within the transformer zone.
Protection relays and systems are tested 10-yearly in accordance with Transpower’s grid connection
policy. There are no obligations under the grid connection policy but have adopted the standard as good
practice.
Firmware is updated as advised by the manufacturer, and our Engineers monitor relay health status
remotely.
7.8.4

SCADA System

7.8.4.1 Fleet Overview
HEDL operate a Survalent Human-Machine Interface (HMI) system, commissioned in 2017. The master
station is located in the control room in its main office at 52 Commerce Street in Whakatāne comprising
SCADA, integrated outage management, and feeder restoration schemes.
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Communications to each outstation is by fibre optic or radio communication. Outstation RTU’s are located
at each zone substation and communication repeater sites and connected to each automated distribution
switching device.
7.8.4.2 Age Profile
The system has a design life of 15 years. Server grade computer hardware will be replaced at least once
during the life cycle.
7.8.4.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
The system has a high level of redundancy with two master stations operating in fail-over mode, located
in separate locations, with regular backup of the master stations software.
Maintenance of the system is contracted to specialist SCADA providers, who maintain the master system
and all software and upgrades. RTU remote stations maintenance is limited to visual inspections and
remote monitoring of diagnostic flags.
7.8.4.4 Replacement Criteria
The SCADA system was new in 2017 and with progressive software and hardware upgrades over its life,
it is expected to remain in service until technology or systems evolve that makes the current scheme
obsolete. Field hardware and connectivity have been designed so they can be upgraded or replaced
independently of the master SCADA station.
7.8.5

DC Supply Systems

7.8.5.1 Fleet Overview
New systems are designed at 48VDC, with battery banks standby capacity designed depending on the
site requirements. Existing 24V substation DC supplies will progressively be upgraded as part of the
substation communications and protection upgrade projects. DC-DC converters are provided for legacy
equipment that requires 24V or 12V power supplies.
Substation batteries are designed for a minimum 12 hour hold up time and communications sites 24 hours.
Cape Runaway has 36 hours designed hold-up time. Capacity is designed on a site by site basis.
There is a single DC supply system for every substation except for Station Road. Station Road circuit
breakers use 48V DC for circuit breaker spring charging, which introduces large spikes into the DC system.
To mitigate this Station Road has a 48VDC supply dedicated to circuit breaker switching, with a second
24V bank for substation utilities.
All other substation circuit breakers have spring charge systems which are supplied from the DC supply
for the substation.
7.8.5.2 Age Profiles
Battery charging systems have been replaced progressively since 2009 and have a 20-year lifecycle.
7.8.5.3 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Batteries are a consumable item and are replaced on a regular basis, nominally six years. Rectifiers are
installed in sets of three single phase units so provide an inherent back-up. Controllers are a single point
of failure. We do not run dual controller banks as we hold sufficient spares to be able to repair any failed
unit within the hold-up time of the batteries. Considering failed controllers immediately alarm SCADA, the
risk of controllers unable to be repaired within the hold-up time of the batteries is minimal.
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Batteries are scheduled for routine replacement every six years with annual testing to ensure the batteries
still perform to their designed capacity. Rectifier and controller units have a 20-year life expectation.
7.8.6

Load Control Plant

7.8.6.1 Fleet Overview
A general overview of the ripple control transmitters is summarised in Table 7-25.
Table 7-25: Ripple Control Plant
HEDL RIPPLE CONTROL TRANSMITTERS
Location

Type

Date Commissioned

Injection

Frequency (Hz)

Galatea

Motor Generator

1969

11kV

750

Waiotahi

SFU-G/30

1992

11kV

317 and 750

Kawerau

SFU-K/203

2019

11kV

317

Plains

SFU-K/303

2017

33kV

317

The benefit of owning ripple control plant is to reduce peak load and differ investment for upgrading the
network. We have four ripple injection plants positioned at each GXP which have the combined ability to
shed up to 3MW of interruptible load. The dispatch of control signals is automated through the SCADA
master station.
7.8.6.2 Key Failure Modes, Replacement and Maintenance Strategy
Failure of ripple plant results in loss of control for interruptible load, mainly water heating, and streetlights.
Failure can occur at the controllers, thyristors or capacitive injection units.
We have a service contract with Landis+Gyr for backup support and spare parts holding for the ripple
plants that includes an annual service inspection, 24-hour phone support, and stock holding of critical
spares.
Landis+Gyr recommend the replacement of a ripple plant after 20 years of service when the risk of
component failure increases. Coupling cell components are regarded as highly stable; however, the
coupling capacitors are considered as having the greatest probability of failure. There are sufficient spare
capacitors to replace one coupling cell held on contract in Auckland. New service parts are not
manufactured for the SFU-G units and the number of critical spares maintained by Landis+Gyr is very
limited.
The motor generator set that is used at Galatea is no longer supported by Landis+Gyr. Galatea operates
at 750Hz and if replaced with a 317Hz unit would require replacement of all end-user receivers.
Following a full study of the existing system in 2011, Landis+Gyr recommended that:
•

•
•

Provisions to be made to upgrade the existing Ripple Plant (converter and coupling cell) at Waiotahi
prior to the proposed 33kV network upgrade. It was also suggested that all 750 Hz receivers be
migrated to 317 Hz prior to the network upgrade so that the new Ripple Plant is not a dual frequency
Plant;
Provisions to be made to migrate the Galatea Ripple system (Ripple Plant and its receivers) to 317
Hz; and
HEDL to install redundant converters alongside the existing converters at Kawerau, Waiotahi and
Edgecumbe. In the event of a failure at Edgecumbe, Kawerau or Waiotahi the converter can be
decommissioned, and the spare converter installed.

Estimated costs (±30%) to replace the load control plants are below:
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Table 7-26: Estimated costs to replace load control plant equipment
Substation

Replacement converter required

Estimated replacement cost

Estimated cost to replace entire
Plant (2017)

Waiotahi

SFU-K 203 (80 kVA)

$75,000

$270,000

Galatea

SFU-K 103 (40 kVA)

$60,000

$230,000

The replacement projects for Kawerau and Waiotahi regions have been included in the 10-year plan but
consultation with retailers is still required prior to implementation. However, the replacement projects for
Galatea and other ripple load controls remain under review due to changes in street lighting and other
consumer technologies.
Smart metering technology is being investigated as an alternative to traditional Ripple Plant installations.

7.9

Non-Network Assets

7.9.1

Overview

HEDL’s non-network asset details are provided in this section in accordance with sub clause 1.4.3 of the
Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012. These non-network assets include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information and technology systems;
Asset management systems;
Office buildings and workshops;
Office furniture and equipment;
Motor vehicles;
Tools, plant and machinery; and
Other items treated as non-system fixed assets under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP).

Table 7-27 summarises the forecast expenditure for these assets during the planning period. Justification
for the expenditure follows.
Table 7-27: Forecast Expenditure Non-Network Assets ($k)
Asset
Information Technology (IT)
Hardware
Tools

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

30

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Office Furniture and equipment
Office buildings, depots and
workshops
Atypical Expenditure (principally
software and firmware upgrades)
Total Expenditure

0

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

0

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

545

0

0

0

0

0

250

50

0

0

625

100

100

100

100

100

350

150

100

100

7.9.2

Age Profiles

The lifecycle management of non-network assets follows the estimated useful life as disclosed within the
Company’s accounting policies, most recently set out in the Annual Report. The estimated useful lives are
shown in Table 7-28.
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Table 7-28: Non-Network Asset Lives
Asset Group

Useful Lives

Information and technology systems Hardware

2 – 8 years

Information and technology systems Software

5 – 10 years

Office buildings and workshops

40 – 100 years

Office furniture and equipment

10 years

Motor Vehicles

5 – 10 years

Tools, plant and machinery

2 – 10 years

The forecast capital expenditure on non-network assets as disclosed within Appendix A2 reflects this
expenditure cycle.
7.9.3

Generating Units

HEDL owns two truck mounted circa 300KVA synchronising generator sets, purchased in the 1990’s.
These units are used to support maintenance work and to reduce outage durations. They will reach their
specified end of life in around 2025 although these units will likely be run until they are uneconomic to
repair.
In 2013 we purchased a containerised, transportable 1.2MVA diesel generator set and step up
transformer. This unit is designed to be used for peak lopping, voltage support and fault restoration. The
generator has full synchronising capability. The equipment manufacturer’s recommended maintenance
schedules are followed. In 2019 this 1.2MVA unit was relocated to the remote East Cape township of Te
Kaha to improve the reliability of supply during both planned and unplanned outages on the incoming 50kV
feeder. The generator and step up transformer are shown in situ at the Te Kaha Substation in Figure 7-34.
However, the load at Te Kaha exceeds the generator rating during the summer holiday peak and
secondary winter evening peaks.
HEDL has microgrid ambitions for Te Kaha, with the goal of complementing the existing generator with a
1.5MW/1MWh Battery Energy Storage System (BESS). This will provide a more reliable and resilient
supply during 50kV feeder outages by reducing the generator start up period and providing peak shaving
support. During brief or controlled outages, the generator’s load can be minimised or eliminated by
prioritising the supply to be from the BESS.
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Figure 7-34: 1.2MVA Generator at Te Kaha Substation
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8 Financial Summary
8.1

Introduction

This Section provides a summary of Horizon Energy Distribution Limited’s (HEDL’s) expenditure forecasts
for the planning period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2030. It is structured to align with the Commerce
Commission’s expenditure categories and corresponding information provided in Section 6 and Section 7.

8.2

Expenditure Categories

The Electricity Distribution (Information Disclosure) Requirements 2012 issued by the Commerce
Commission on 1 October 2012 require that financial forecasts developed as part of the asset
management process be separated into the following components:
Network Capital Expenditure (CAPEX):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer Connections: These are predicted based on historical connection rates and confirmed
industry intentions, and covers reactive response to customer-initiated works;
System Growth: These include system upgrades due to load growth and expenditure required to
prepare the network for emerging technologies;
Quality of supply: This category includes projects to improve network reliability and resilience,
including projects to improve System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and System
Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) performance;
Reliability - legislative: This might include mandatory projects such as end-of-line earthing. HEDL
have very little expenditure falling into this category;
Reliability, Safety and Environment: This includes safety-related projects such as arc flash risk
mitigation, public safety, earthing projects and environmental protection projects such as
uncontained spill risk of transformer oil etc;
Asset Replacement and Renewal: This term reflects extension of asset life, either by replacing it
or refurbishing it; and
Asset relocations: These are predominately driven by customer requests.

Network Operational Expenditure (OPEX):
•
•
•
•
•

Routine and Preventative maintenance: Covering scheduled preventative maintenance
activities;
Replacement and Renewal: Covering reactive maintenance to restore deteriorating assets to
sound health, generally extending the service life of assets;
Fault and Emergency: Reactive services responding to faults, outages, and emergency works;
Vegetation: Covering activities to proactively maintain satisfactory clearance between trees and
lines; and
Operations and Network Support: Covering personnel and non-network costs such as buildings
and vehicle operating costs.

Non-Network CAPEX:
•

Non-Network CAPEX cover supporting infrastructures such as buildings, vehicles, Information
Technology (IT) hardware and software.

Non-Network OPEX:
•

System Operations and Network Support (SONS): Covering activities where the primary driver
is the management of the network e.g. control centre operations and asset management; and
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Business Support: Covering corporate activities such as Health and Safety, Finance and
Treasury, Human Resource (HR), ICT, Legal, and governance.

The Budgeting Process

8.3.1

Overview

Annual budgets are derived from projects included in the long-term (10-year) plan, and network operations
for the following year. Some works contain both a capital and a maintenance cost component. An example
of this is a line upgrade project where the conductor and poles are capitalised, but a single cross-arm
replacement may be classed as maintenance. Where applicable, project budgets contain an estimate of
the maintenance component of capital works, and operations budgets estimate the capital component of
maintenance works to ensure correct allocation of costs into financial reports. Budgets provide enough
data to ensure that adequate resources, plant, and materials are planned to meet the works program.
8.3.2

Project Estimates

Most projects and tasks are estimated at a high level for long term budget forecasting, nominally with an
accuracy of plus or minus 20% of the project cost. As projects move into the detailed design and planning
phase, bottom-up detailed estimates are completed using appropriate estimating tools, actual costs, and
unit rates to provide a higher level of pricing confidence. At the completion of projects, a comparison of
actual versus estimated cost is fed into the estimating model to be used in future high-level estimates.
Actual results often vary from forecast, as not all projects are fully scoped or have completed pre-feasibility
studies prior to budget publication. Consequently, as projects evolve, their viability and priority are
reassessed, and during a planning year some projects may be accelerated and some deferred depending
on network requirements. The longer-term planning goal is to achieve a greater lead time between design,
procurement and implementation, to allow better project planning and enable more accurate project costs
to be forecasted and budgeted, particularly in the 1 to 3 years planning period.
8.3.3

Maintenance

The maintenance or operational component of the budget is made up of several different categories.
Planned fixed and routine maintenance activities comprise:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zone substation maintenance including routine inspections and periodic testing of switchgear,
protection and transformers;
Communication, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and protective devices testing
to meet regulatory and performance guidelines;
Thermal imaging of critical lines and equipment;
Battery bank testing and scheduled battery replacement;
Earth bank testing;
Cable locates, and close approach permits;
Vegetation programme and asset inspections; and
Standby fault support.

Variable components of the maintenance budget include:
•
•
•
•

Immediate fault response;
Remedial works from faults;
Defect work; and
Safety or environmental works.
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When defect remedial and fault work results in the replacement of a ‘minimum asset unit’ then a portion of
this work is capitalised. Annually, the capital component of maintenance works varies between 35-45%.
8.3.4

Replacement and Renewals expenditure

Replacement and renewal is the largest recurring capital spend category. In 2014 an external review34
was commissioned to review HEDL’s planned replacement expenditure outlined in the Asset Management
Plan (AMP) 2014-15 against a NZ Industry Calibrated Replacement Capex Model (ICRM) used by
Southwest Consulting Group.
The review was followed by an increase in forecast spend on replacement of overhead lines, however, it
showed no “wall of wire” needing replacement, rather a gradually increasing spend required over the next
20 or so years.
The model HEDL use internally is from the Australian Energy Regulator, termed the Replacement
Expenditure (REPEX) model, shown in Figure 8-1. It shows HEDL’s expenditure profile as a function of
time and uses standard asset ages and functions to predict asset survival curves.
The model indicates that around 12-15% uplift in expenditure across all assets are required in this capital
category over the next 20 years or so (supporting the ICRM analysis shown in Figure 8-235), to cater for
increasing age-related probability of failure. The initial increase in the predicted Distribution transformers
replacement cost is due to a large number of small distribution transformers (<=50KVA) working beyond
their expected life and REPEX model being highly sensitive to asset life. This is consistent with having a
replacement strategy of being ‘run to fail’ and several units surviving beyond their expected life. The model
is biased towards the age of the assets and does not consider important factors such as Transformer
utilisation and condition for its calculations. Since this model considers the age of the assets as a main
input parameter, the increase in forecast is expected.
However, HEDL’s risk-based approach on asset replacements will identify the high-risk proportion of those
transformers having poor health, high criticality and having a credible risk of failure for proactive
replacement as part of other works being carried out in the same geographical location.
HEDL use the REPEX model with some caution as it is quite coarse and with a number of high-level
assumptions. The main changes in the overall annual expenditure predicted from the REPEX model are
due to the inclusion of the Te Kaha assets purchased and changes in unit costs.
Nevertheless, it correlates broadly with other forecasting methods. As HEDL’s asset condition data
improve, HEDL expect to produce more refined forecasts. In the meantime, the REPEX model and ICRM
trends provide useful guidance in replacement and renewals expenditure forecasting.

34

Densem, T. (2014). Review of Horizon Energy Replacement Capex

35

Comparative Performance of Horizon Energy Distribution in the FY2019 Information Disclosure Data, Hyland McQueen Ltd, 2019
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Figure 8-1: Forward Replacement Capex Profile (REPEX Model Profile)

Figure 8-2: Total REPEX – (ICRM model profile)
HEDL’s forward 10-year replacement and renewals budget is compared to the REPEX model in Figure
8-3. HEDL’s total asset replacement value averages $8.31M compared to the REPEX average of $7.23M
over the Financial Year (FY)21-FY30 period. HEDL’s total asset replacement value forecast includes
allowance for system growth, capital replacement and renewal, and maintenance refurbishment and
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renewal. HEDL has a higher average forecast over the REPEX model’s average due to the following
projects forecasted under the System growth category in the current planning period:
•
•

Commissioning a new power transformer for Opotiki Zone substation in 2026; and
Enabling works for establishing a new CBD Zone substation in the year 2028 followed by the
commissioning of the Zone substation in 2029

In reviewing HEDL’s asset replacement expenditure, HEDL include the “refurbishment” component of
maintenance as good maintenance extends asset life. Similarly, “growth” expenditure can also include
projects that displace existing assets to increase capacity.
The lower values displayed for planned replacement expenditure during the years 2020 to 2021, shown in
green in Figure 8-3, reflect the additional expenditure planned under the Reliability category for replacing
non-standard Low voltage single strand overhead conductors and non-standard No.8 copper overhead
conductors from the Network. Also due to quality of service projects planned over that period. In years
2025 and 2026 HEDL have a large sum budgeted for power transformer replacements at Kope and Ohope
Zone Substations. Expenditure is levelled from year-to-year to reflect availability of resources.

Figure 8-3: Replacement Capex Profile compared to REPEX Model
The Commerce Commission is currently focussing on reliability incentives and incentives to reduce capital
and operational spend. The trade-off between the benefits of expenditure for reliability driven projects,
asset replacements, or projects to extend asset lives is becoming more complex and often there are multifaceted drivers for a project.
Also unknown is the ultimate expected life of various asset types. Asset lives are currently a best estimate
based on experiences of the relatively young global electrical industry. The industry has not had sufficient
time to fully ascertain and understand typical asset age. It is likely modern manufacturing techniques may
well produce products today that are longer lived than their predecessors – conversely, some modern
components may have shorter lives but have other benefits that make their use desirable.
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Long Term Planning for Population Growth

Appendix F and Appendix G provides lists and expected costs of scheduled projects over the planning
period.
Data from Statistics NZ (Figure 8-4) predicts that the mean Eastern Bay of Plenty regional population
increases are predicted to diminish over the next thirty years, and this is reflected in the low number of
new connections HEDL have budgeted for.
Momentary localised blips in population growth are driven by issues like the Auckland housing crisis but
these are unlikely to have a major long-term influence on the fundamental population drivers such as an
ageing population, low birth rates, and migration of youth due to lack of tertiary education and work
opportunities.

Figure 8-4: Population Predictions for Eastern Bay of Plenty from Statistics NZ for Next 30 Years
Undergrounding projects are budgeted at the beginning of each financial year in consultation with the
affected Local Authority and this program can be changed or deferred by Councils’ depending on the
availability of Council funds.

8.5

Network Expenditure Forecasts (10 Years)

As HEDL have successfully acquired the ownership of Te Kaha 50kV transmission line and its associated
substation (discussed in Section 6.3.5) from Transpower the budgets for this planning period are
forecasted including the recent acquisition.
8.5.1

Forecasts with Te Kaha 50kV Acquisition

Table 8-1 and Figure 8-5 show the projected capital and maintenance budgets until 2030.
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Table 8-1: FY21-FY30 Maintenance and Capital Expenditure Forecast
Projected Expenditure
($M)

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Maintenance
Routine and
Preventative
Refurbishment and
Renewal

$1.13

$1.13

$1.10

$1.13

$1.11

$1.09

$1.08

$1.08

$1.02

$1.15

$0.86

$1.00

$0.85

$0.87

$0.91

$0.87

$0.93

$0.87

$0.87

$0.88

Fault and Emergency

$0.90

$0.90

$1.08

$0.90

$0.90

$0.90

$0.90

$1.08

$0.90

$0.90

Vegetation

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

$0.81

Maintenance Total

$3.70

$3.84

$3.84

$3.71

$3.73

$3.67

$3.72

$3.85

$3.60

$3.74

Capital
Customer Connection

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

$0.21

System Growth

$0.54

$0.64

$0.30

$0.28

$0.46

$0.10

$1.29

$0.51

$4.22

$3.00

Reliability - QoS

$0.59

$0.05

$0.73

$0.43

$0.07

$1.32

$1.15

$0.47

$0.00

$1.74

Reliability - Legislative

$0.12

$0.12

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$0.02

$1.61

$1.90

$0.44

$0.48

$0.31

$0.30

$0.28

$0.15

$0.15

$0.15

$4.78

$3.84

$5.78

$5.82

$6.47

$7.37

$7.46

$8.19

$6.88

$6.28

Asset Relocations

$0.26

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

Capital Total

$8.11

$6.79

$7.51

$7.27

$7.57

$9.36

$10.45

$9.58

$11.51

$11.44

Total Budget ($M)

$11.81

$10.63

$11.35

$10.98

$11.30

$13.03

$14.17

$13.43

$15.10

$15.17

Reliability, Safety,
Environment (RSE)
Asset Replacement and
Renewal

Figure 8-5: 10-Year Financial Forecast
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Major Changes Between 2019 and 2020 Budget Forecasts

Following the acquisition of the Te Kaha 50kV Transmission line and the Te Kaha substation, HEDL have
planned a number of capital, reliability projects and few major projects that leverage the Te Kaha 50kV
lines and Opotiki substation development across the current planning period. The Asset replacement and
renewal projects have been reviewed in conjunction with the risk model outputs and as a result some
projects have been deferred until later in this planning period. On the other hand, a few risk based
undergrounding projects have been identified around the Whakatane, Opotiki and Kawerau regions and
are scheduled across the current planning period. Based on the review of the planned projects and
inclusion of System growth projects, there is an increase on average of the capital expenditure from FY21
to FY30 of $1.0M, predominantly in the latter 5 years of the period.
Significant projects affected by this review are described in Appendix C to Appendix G.
After the major events in FY2018 (cyclone Cook and Debbie), HEDL has increased the Fault and
Emergency category budget based on the recent experience of severe weather events, and the
expectation from weather modelling that periodically will recur. The Fault and Emergency category in
FY2023 and FY2028 has increased with this change.
8.5.3

Evaluation of Performance

This Section evaluates HEDL’s performance in FY20 against HEDL’s previous AMP forecasts, providing
commentary on the variance between actual and budget.
The predicted financial performance to budget for FY20 (to be confirmed in July 2020 disclosures) is shown
in Figure 8-6.

Figure 8-6: Spend vs Budget FY20
The forecast for the year ending 31 March 2020 is $470k below the overall budget. As HEDL aims to
achieve 96% of the total budget forecast and reserve 4% of the budget to spend in case of any external
major events impacting the Network. If there are no major events during this FY period, the reserved
budget will be used for implementing the next set of priority projects. The actual spend is forecast for the
months December 2019 to March 2020. Since HEDL has a higher spend profile during the months August
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2019 to November 2019, HEDL is monitoring planned projects to be completed in the current financial
year to manage HEDL’s spend for the FY2020.

8.6

Non-Network Expenditure Forecasts

Table 8-2 and Table 8-3 present a summary breakdown of the forecast non-network capital and operational
expenditure for the period respectively.
Table 8-2: Non-Network Capex
YEAR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

Total ($k)

625

100

100

100

100

100

350

150

100

100

Table 8-3: Non-Network OPEX
YEAR

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30

SONS ($k)

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

2,878

Business Support ($k)

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

3,596

TOTAL ($k)

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

6,474

8.7

Assumptions

As a result of the assumptions used in the determining of works and demand growth identified in this AMP,
there is some uncertainty in the financial outcome forecasting. The most significant assumptions are
outlined in Table 8-4.
Table 8-4: Budget Assumptions
Issue

Project Timings

Asset Failure Rates

Asset Risk Based Model

SAIDI and SAIFI Targets

Demand Forecasting

Embedded Generation

Assumptions
Capital expenditure on Opotiki substation is budgeted for a 33kV sub-transmission project 2019 to 2021
but the timing may change depending on access to the Transpower 50kV line to Te Kaha and technical
reviews of the optimum supply options. There are a number of industrial projects within the region
currently undergoing feasibility and consenting processes. If any of these projects get to production, they
may significantly alter the network configuration and financial forecasts.
HEDL have assumed that probability of failure and predicted renewal timing corresponds directly with
asset age, as a proxy for asset condition. HEDL have made no allowance for localised factors or operating
conditions that may increase or reduce the expected life of assets, and by extension, the probability of
failure. On large fleets of assets, HEDL believe this approach achieves a realistic average outcome. On
smaller fleets, the approach will ultimately need to be refined to account for operating environment and
risk.
HEDL has developed a Risk based model for all the major Asset category which includes the Asset health
condition and the criticality of the assets based on its geographical areas. HEDL believes this approach
would provide a better justification for projects derived under the replacements and renewal category.
The model also helps in prioritising the planned projects over the planning period.
Maintenance and renewal allocations have been based on preserving current levels of service as a result
of customer feedback.
Historical organic demand growth is used as the basis for predicting future organic load growth. Only
where HEDL know about probable step changes in load, HEDL will account for them in HEDL’s network
demand planning. HEDL’s approach to network planning is to not invest in new capacity until HEDL is sure
it is required. No allowance for future pricing structures and the influence of consumer behaviours has
been made, studies suggest pricing structures (such as Time-of-Use) may shift a proportion of peak
demand.
HEDL have not accounted for the possible influence of distributed generation on peak demand. Industry
studies, such as the Transform Model undertaken by the Smart Grid Forum, appear to suggest that high
penetrations of embedded generation and electric vehicles would require increased levels of capital
investment in the network, however, the models suggest this remains outside the 10-year forecast.
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Assumptions
HEDL have not accounted for the impact of potential regulatory changes on the cost of doing business.
Changes to the Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Act, Transmission Pricing Methodology (TPM),
Electricity Industry Participation Code (EIPC) amongst others can affect inputs to the forecast.
HEDL have assumed in replacement forecasting that overall asset quantities will remain the same.
In replacement forecasts, HEDL assume replacement with modern equivalent items unless there is
justification to update the technology.
HEDL have assumed that historical unit costs used in maintenance planning, volumetric replacements
and capital projects will not materially change over the planning period.
HEDL use only Consumer Price Index (CPI) escalation indices for labour and materials consistent with the
Commerce Commission’s input methodologies. HEDL make no allowance for national or global demand
for the skills and commodities influencing their cost year to year.
HEDL do not include any blanket contingency amounts to account for unexpected disruptive events such
as earthquakes, floods and storms; other than use of historical rolling average costs that might have
included the cost of remediation following such disruptive events.
All values are stated in Real dollars as of current AMP year
Due to Government ambitious target of making New Zealand carbon neutral by 2050, a number of
industrial plants and vehicles running of fossil fuel sources will change their sources of fuel to Electricity.
Since the capacity of changeover is unknown, HEDL have not included this as part of HEDL’s analysis and
studies.
Currently, HEDL have not assumed any particular penetration rates for Edge technologies such as
Rooftop PVs, Electric Vehicles and residential & commercial batteries. The current number of
installations for each of those technologies are insignificant but they have the potential to grow
exponentially. HEDL will continue to monitor the trends and start making reasonable assumptions going
forward.
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9 Improvement Plan
9.1

Asset Management Maturity (AMMAT)

9.1.1

NZ Industry View

The Commerce Commission believes the key issues for the electricity distribution industry going forward
is its ability to manage assets effectively, to maintain resilient networks in the face of disruptive events
such as storms and earthquakes, and to do both of these in a changing environment.36
The Commission regards sound asset management practice as an integral means of improving efficiency
and providing services at a price and quality that reflects the demands of electricity consumers. As
electricity distributors’ asset management practices continue to mature, the Commission expects them to
be increasingly focusing on, among other things:
•
•
•

The health and criticality of their assets;
Investment “sufficiency” - the extent to which they are re-investing in assets at a prudent level; and
Appropriate levels of network resilience - the ability to maintain and restore electricity supply to
consumers, particularly following High Impact Low Probability (HILP) events, such as earthquakes.

The Commission expects distributors to:
•
•
•
•
•

Engage effectively with consumers to understand consumer preferences, such as trade-offs
between price and quality (including reliability, security, hazard control, and resilience), and take
those views appropriately into account in making asset management decisions;
Understand the condition of their assets, and have consistent and robust systems in place for
collecting and managing asset-related data that are not just reliant on the knowledge of particular
individuals;
Understand the most critical assets affecting network operation from both a reliability and safety
perspective, considering the probability and consequence to consumers of asset failure;
Understand the links between planned expenditure and capacity, reliability, hazard control, and
resilience outcomes; and
Understand the full range of risks they are exposed to, including from HILP events, and have built
into their asset management systems effective plans for the control, mitigation and reduction of
those risks.

Horizon Energy Distribution Limited’s (HEDL’s) asset management approach has been evolving in line
with the above industry drivers, as demonstrated by the strategies outlined in Section 4. The network
resilience and HILP risk planning approaches described in Section 6; and the criticality-based approach
to fleet management described in Section 7.
9.1.2

ISO 55000 Certification

The asset management systems underpinning HEDL’s strategy are also undergoing material overhaul.
HEDL is following the lead of other industry players from New Zealand and overseas in seeking to align
with best industry asset management practice. The most widely recognised standard used in the New
Zealand and electricity distribution industry is now ISO55000. HEDL is committed to achieving broad
alignment with this standard by 2021 and achieving certification by 2022.

36

Commerce Commission’s open letter to Stakeholders dated 9 Nov 2017.
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The Institute of Asset Management (IAM) collaborated with international partners within the Global Forum
for Maintenance and Asset management (GFMAM) to agree on a common approach for organisations to
achieve certification for compliance with ISO55000.
The forum came up with six subject groups and 39 sub-groups to define the reasonable quantum of
knowledge that a certified asset management organisation should be familiar with. These are listed in
Table 9-1.
Table 9-1: ISO 55000 Outline
Subject Group

Asset management strategy and planning

Asset Management Decision-making

Lifecycle Delivery Activities

Asset Knowledge Enablers

Organisation and People Enablers

Risk and Review

Subject
Asset management policy
Asset management strategy and objectives
Demand analysis
Strategic planning
Asset management planning
Capital investment decision-making
Operations and maintenance decision-making
Life cycle cost and value optimisation
Resourcing strategy and optimisation
Shutdowns and outage strategy and optimisation
Technical standards and legislation
Asset creation and acquisition
Systems engineering
Configuration management
Maintenance delivery
Reliability engineering
Asset operations
Resource management
Shutdown / outage management
Faults and incident response
Asset rationalisation and disposal
Asset information strategy
Asset knowledge standards
Asset information systems
Data and information management
Procurement and supply chain management
Asset management leadership
Organisational structure
Organisational culture
Competence management
Risk assessment and management
Contingency planning and resilience analysis
Sustainable development
Management of change
Asset performance and health monitoring
Asset management system monitoring
Management review, audit and assurance
Asset costing and valuation
Stakeholder engagement

HEDL’s current maturity levels against each of these subjects has been assessed through an Internal
Workshop which was facilitated by an ISO55000 alignment specialist (Covaris Australia). This has
identified areas needing the most focus in the lead-up to HEDL’s application for ISO55000 certification.
HEDL has been focused on bridging identified gaps and is still committed to the original target of getting
certification completed by 2022.
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A list of evidence provided and associated AMMAT scores are summarised in the regulatory disclosures
self-assessment section in the appendices.

9.2

Criticality-based Planning

In Section 4.5.2.1, HEDL’s new Asset Management System (AMS) is outlined. Supporting the AMS are an
asset information system with works management, field mobility, financial and geospatial functionality.
The AMS represents a significant milestone in the strategic journey that HEDL has been on for the past 5
years by bringing together business insight from various sources such as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA), GIS, Navision Financial Systems and staff in the field. The use of the system and
changes to business process are expected to deliver operational efficiencies, better understanding and
optimisation of the capital spend and improvements to the management of public safety. Figure 9-1
provides an overview of the AMS.

Figure 9-1: AMS Risk Assessment Process
Asset Health Indices (disclosed to the Commerce Commission in Schedule 12a) reflect probability of
failure and have been used in the past to help in prioritising expenditure. The improved AMS builds on this
foundation by adding a criticality element that reflects the consequences of failure. The probability and
consequence elements are mapped to standard risk matrix (such as the one shown in Figure 9-2). This
provides a quantified risk index that HEDL and Horizon Service staff can use to prioritise maintenance,
repair and renewal activities. This aligns with HEDL’s corporate risk management framework.
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Figure 9-2: Risk Matrix

9.3

Network Evolution

9.3.1

Overview

The means of electricity delivery from generators to consumers has not fundamentally changed in the last
100 years, nor has the fundamental role of transmission and distribution companies. Nevertheless, it is
now changing rapidly, with the principal trends being:
•

•

•

Changing energy consumption patterns. Improvements in lighting and appliance efficiencies, smart
energy management systems, environmental awareness, electricity substitution (by gas or wetback
water heating for example), and local generation have all brought about change in overall electricity
consumption trends. An overall decline in consumption in the past few years has not necessarily
been reflected in peak electricity demand, however, this being the principal design parameter
underpinning conventional network design. Therefore, it has not necessarily resulted in less capital
expenditure by distributors;
Changing service expectations. Customers are increasingly expecting more flexibility and choice
in the services they are paying for, together with greater network resilience to storms and other
disruptive events. The changing service expectations have in part been driven by the improving
accessibility and adoption of edge technologies such as rooftop solar Photovoltaic (PV) generators
and electric vehicles; and
Changing Technologies. Evolving information management technology is allowing both customers
and distributors opportunities to save costs by allowing ‘intelligent’ devices to better match
consumption with real time network capacity. This allows electricity demand to be spread more
evenly over the day and increases asset utilisation levels. Utility and domestic scale batteries are
also becoming economic and these will increasingly be used to manage peak consumption.

To date these trends have had little impact on HEDL’s Network, however, we are watching them closely.
HEDL’s strategic aim is to position HEDL as a facilitator, enabling change without necessarily being the
instigator of it.
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While HEDL do not subscribe to the notion that poles and wires will one day become redundant, HEDL do
believe that we will need to be smarter and forward-looking in our design, operation, maintenance and
renewal strategies. The network of the future needs to be run harder, be more flexible and will need to
accommodate the needs of a much wider range of consumer service demands and integration of new
technologies.
9.3.2

Regulatory Environment

Regulation plays a major role in the way HEDL invest in our network. The market-driven changes we are
seeing will ultimately need to be accommodated in our regulatory regime to encourage distributors to
facilitate adoption of edge technology.
Around the world, there is ongoing robust debate about the role of distributors and the regulatory
boundaries in which they are to operate. One of the common issues also occurring in New Zealand, is how
the cost of connecting distributed generation sources such as rooftop solar PV is to be covered. Networks
are designed to carry peak (usually night-time) load but derive most of their revenue from volume of
electricity transmitted. Solar PV reduces the volume transmitted during the day but does not do anything
to reduce night-time load or, by extension, the capital investment needed to maintain peak night-time
capacity.
This is one example of the need for a regulatory regime that balances the needs of consumers, distributed
generators and distributors.
9.3.3

Current State of Evolution

Currently, HEDL’s network sits towards the conventional end of the innovation scale; however, good
progress is being made with respect to preparing for the future:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

HEDL have a trial underway testing self-healing network technology;
The recently installed SCADA system from Survalent leverages smart grid infrastructure to improve
customer outage reporting, fault detection and allow self-healing of the network without human
intervention. The SCADA platform has the capability to interface with advanced meters, vehicle
tracking systems and work management systems to provide situational awareness to those
controlling the network and field resources responding to faults;
HEDL’s self-healing network would require fault detection devices in the network to increase fault
visibility and automated devices for remote switching. Therefore, HEDL is currently investigating
options on Fault Indicators that can be integrated with the SCADA system and reporting via Internet
of Things (IoT) communication technology;
To improve Low Voltage (LV) fault response time, HEDL is currently investigating metering and
transformer LV monitoring options and if the trialling of the monitoring is successful rolled out
across more of the network. HEDL is also an active member of Electricity Network Association
(ENA) LV Monitoring Working Group;
HEDL’s new Outage Management System (OMS) can report the status of 11kV assets to
customers through a geospatially enabled web-based outage management platform. HEDL is in
the process of testing and deploying this technology as part of our SCADA system deployment.
HEDL is also planning to notify the public of power outages in the area from the OMS through a
mobile application;
HEDL is planning to integrate operational information such as tap changes and fault passage
operations to enhance our asset lifecycle maintenance strategies. Once the AMS is fully deployed,
we will consider options for integration of the two systems; and
HEDL has developed and launched a new mobility platform for its Asset Inspection Programme
and Fault works. Field staff are now able to use their tablets to record inspection results and
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managing faults. We are in the process of converting most of our paper based forms to the new
mobility platform.
In the planning period, HEDL will be devising specific strategies to deliver the ‘planned’ network services
identified in Table 9-2, including consideration of appropriate network architecture for each application and
adoption of new enablers such as intelligent measurement and control devices. Some of the services
shown are, at this stage, being contemplated but there are no concrete plans to introduce them yet.
Table 9-2: Electricity Services Spectrum for Distributors
Category

Potential Network Services
Maintaining a secure, reliable network for the transmission of electricity
to consumers.
Planning and preparing for demand growth.

Electricity Delivery

Facilitation

Grid Services

9.3.4

Existing (E)
Planned (P)
Contemplated (C)
E
E

Minimising number and impact of faults.
Minimising power quality issues such as voltage dips, flicker and
harmonics.
Service improvements in all of these areas.

E

Accommodating a diversity of customer electricity usage needs.

P

Accommodating a diversity of customer connection choices.

P

Facilitating open access energy trading arrangements.

C

Network stability / frequency regulation / interruptible load.

C

Voltage /Volt-Amps Reactive (VAR) support.

C

Energy storage.

C

E
P

Initiatives

Areas in which HEDL intend to focus more on in the planning period are:
•

•

•

•

Proof of concept: More technology trials and analysis opportunities will be undertaken, and the
lessons learnt used to inform network evolution strategy. These may include state estimation tools
(whereby real time power flows in low voltage networks can be inferred from smart meter data or
measurements from selected LV network devices); real time asset ratings (based on ambient
conditions rather than nameplate data); and self-healing networks (able to precisely locate faults,
automatically detect whether they are transient in nature, and switch supplies back on);
Information management: The information needs of the network are expected to increase
significantly, as we move towards smarter, more autonomous networks. we intend to invest in
suitable data handling and mining tools to enable us to exploit emerging information gathering
tools;
Collaboration: As a small distribution business compared to larger networks, we are in many
respects more agile and able to implement changes relatively quickly. We have the potential to be
a platform for innovation and thought leadership for the industry, and to this end intend to invest
considerably more time in collaborating with suppliers, academia, Transpower and other
distributors; and
Enhanced customer consultation: To gain more certainty concerning the distribution system
scenarios that might arise in the future, HEDL will expand our customer interaction and consultation
processes to include future service preferences.
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Asset Information Improvements

The data used to manage the network is derived from the sources listed in Table 9-3. The source data is
supplied by contractors and staff, verified by the nominated engineer responsible for the works, and then
passed to the GIS Team for further validation and data entry.
Due to the various input sources, multiple non-integrated data storage systems, and the historical practice
of capturing electronic data input from field-updated hardcopy forms, HEDL’s legacy data has varying
levels of accuracy.
The FY20 implementation of ABB’s Ellipse asset management tool will include a rollout of its Field Reach
add-on, which facilitates real-time synchronisation of data captured in the field with the office databases.
This will improve the capture efficiency and accuracy of HEDL’s data. The Ellipse AMS initiative is
described in more detail in Section 4.5.2.1.
The sources of our data, levels of accuracy, and improvement initiatives are listed in Table 9-3. Accuracy
classes are as follows:
•
•
•

High - the data is regarded as accurate and can be relied on with little or no verification, has a
verification tag attached in GIS, has been marked as-built, or is collected electronically with little
human intervention;
Medium - historical records, GIS data with no verification tag, data that is manually collected with
limited verification process or limited additional information. Data that should be verified prior to
use; and
Low - historical data that has been transferred manually between capture and storage systems
with little verification. Includes manually recorded data that cannot be readily verified. Includes
existing data that requires a level of research or verification before it can be reliably used.
Table 9-3: Asset Data Sources and Improvement Initiatives

Information
relating to
Zone Substation
Designs
Streetlight
Connections

Record Type

Location

Accuracy

Plans

Drawing Office

Medium

Database

Oracle Data Base
(DB) /GIS

Low

Management
Asset Information
Team
Asset Information
Team

11kV Switchgear

Database

Oracle DB /GIS

High

Asset Information
Team

11/0.4 kV
Transformers

Database

Oracle DB /GIS

High

Asset Information
Team

Overhead
Distribution
Equipment and
Poles

Database

Oracle DB /GIS

Medium

Asset Information
Team

Distribution
Substations

Database

Oracle DB /GIS

High

Asset Information
Team

Zone Substation
Transformers

Card System/
Database

Engineering Office
and Contractor
Records plus some on
SQL Server

High

Asset Information
Team

In progress or planned
Improvements
Drawing verification is in
progress
Link to Councils’ Data
Plan to Link Maintenance
Records through Asset
Management System by FY21 BI
Dashboards
Link Maintenance Records
through Asset Management
System by FY21 BI Dashboards
Link Maintenance Records
through Asset Management
System by FY21 BI Dashboards
Link Maintenance Records
through Asset Management
System by FY21 and BI
Dashboards
Link Maintenance Records
through Asset Management
System by FY21 and BI
Dashboards
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Record Type

Location

Accuracy

Management

In progress or planned
Improvements

Card System/
Database

Engineering Office
and Contractor
Records plus some on
SQL Server

High

Asset Information
Team

Oracle DB /GIS, data
warehousing and BI Dashboards

Plans /GIS

Oracle DB /GIS

Medium

Asset Information
Team

Sizes and type verified as
required for projects or works

11kV
Underground
Cables Location

Database

Oracle DB /GIS

Medium/
High

Asset Information
Team

400V
Underground
Cables Location

Database

Drawing Office and
GIS terminals

Low

Asset Information
Team

Customer
Connection or
Installation
Control Point (ICP)

Database

SQL Server

High

Asset Manager

Capital
Expenditure
(CAPEX) Unit
Costs

Database

SQL Server

Medium

Asset Manager
Information and
Communication
Technologies (ICT)
Team
Network Planning
Engineer/Reliability
and Secondary
Systems Engineer

Locations verified prior to any
work undertaken. There is no
plan to improve this asset detail
for existing installed assets.
B4UDIG process has also been
reviewed and republished.
Marked up as located and
Individually located for
excavation requests. No data
accuracy improvement planned.
B4UDIG process has also been
reviewed and republished.
Installation Control Points (ICPs)
are now being extracted through
Network Management System
(NMS) Database. Regulatory
reporting optimised. BI
Dashboards planned
Dynamic monitoring of CAPEX
unit costs for major asset types
through BI Dashboards is in
development stage

Works Order and
Purchase Order
Database

Database

SQL Server

High

Zone Substation
Protection Relays

Card System/
Database

Engineering Office
and Contractor
Records plus some on
SQL Server

Medium/
High

Works Plan

Spreadsheet

Server

High

Network Planning
Engineer

SCADA Equipment

Database

SQL Server

High

Operations
Manager

Full review of the annual
planning tool and redevelop the
tool with unit rates
Oracle DB /GIS and Data
warehousing and BI Dashboards

Database

Accounts / SQL
Server

High

Regulatory
Manager

SQL Data warehousing and BI
Dashboards

Database
from works
NAVISION

Analysed by spread
sheets and SQL
reporting

High

Regulatory
Manager

Data warehousing and BI
Dashboards

Log Book and
Card System

Individual Zone
Substations and
Maintenance
Contractor

Medium

Asset Information
Team

Integration into Asset
Management System and BI
Dashboards

Transpower and
Embedded
Generation
Demand Data
Works Analysis
against Regulatory
Reporting
Categories
Zone Substation
Maintenance
Records

Data warehousing and BI
Dashboards

Oracle DB /GIS, Data
warehousing and BI Dashboards
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10 Appendix A1 – EDB AMP Information Disclosure Requirements
Cross Reference List
Disclosure requirements

Relevant
AMP Section

3. The AMP must include the following3.1 A summary that provides a brief overview of the contents and highlights
information that the EDB considers significant

1, 2

3.2 Details of the background and objectives of the EDB’s asset management and
planning processes

3

3.3 A purpose statement which3.3.1 Makes clear the purpose and status of the AMP in the EDB’s asset
management practices. The purpose statement must also include a statement
of the objectives of the asset management and planning processes

2.1, 3.2

3.3.2 States the corporate mission or vision as it relates to asset management

3.2.2

3.3.3 Identifies the documented plans produced as outputs of the annual
business planning process adopted by the EDB

3.2.7

3.3.4 States how the different documented plans relate to one another, with
particular reference to any plans specifically dealing with asset management

3.2.7

3.3.5 Includes a description of the interaction between the objectives of the
AMP and other corporate goals, business planning processes, and plans

3.2

3.4 Details of the AMP planning period, which must cover at least a projected period of
10 years commencing with the disclosure year following the date on which the AMP is
disclosed

2.1

3.5 The date that it was approved by the Directors

2.1

3.6 A description of stakeholder interests (owners, consumers etc) which identifies
important stakeholders and indicates3.6.1 How the interests of stakeholders are identified
3.6.2 What these interests are
3.6.3 How these interests are accommodated in asset management practices
3.6.4 How conflicting interests are managed

3.2.3, 3.2.4
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3.7 A description of the accountabilities and responsibilities for asset management on
at least 3 levels, including3.7.1 Governance—a description of the extent of Director approval required for
key asset management decisions and the extent to which asset management
outcomes are regularly reported to Directors

3.2.6, 3.3

3.7.2 Executive—an indication of how the in-house asset management and
planning organisation is structured

3.3

3.7.3 Field operations—an overview of how field operations are managed,
including a description of the extent to which field work is undertaken in-house
and the areas where outsourced contractors are used

4.6.1

3.8 All significant assumptions
3.8.1 Quantified where possible
3.8.2 Clearly identified in a manner that makes their significance
understandable to interested persons, including:

6, 7, 8.7

3.8.3 A description of changes proposed where the information is not based on
the EDB’s existing business

NA

3.8.4 The sources of uncertainty and the potential effect of the uncertainty on
the prospective information

8.7

3.8.5 The price inflator assumptions used to prepare the financial information
disclosed in nominal New Zealand dollars in the Report on Forecast Capital
Expenditure set out in Schedule 11a and the Report on Forecast Operational
Expenditure set out in Schedule 11b.

8.7

3.9 Description of the factors that may lead to a material difference between the
prospective information disclosed and the corresponding actual information recorded in
future disclosures

8.7

3.10 An overview of asset management strategy and delivery

4.1, 3

•

How the asset management strategy is consistent with the EDB’s other
strategy and policies;

3.2.1

•

How the asset strategy takes into account the life cycle of the assets;

4.4, 7

•

The link between the asset management strategy and the AMP;

3.2.7, 4

•

Processes that ensure costs, risks and system performance will be
effectively controlled when the AMP is implemented.

3.2.6, 4
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3.11 An overview of systems and information management data. To support the
AMMAT disclosure and assist interested persons to assess the maturity of systems and
information management, the AMP should describe•

The processes used to identify asset management data requirements that
cover the whole of life cycle of the assets;

•

The systems used to manage asset data and where the data is used,
including an overview of the systems to record asset conditions and
operation capacity and to monitor the performance of assets;

4.4

4.5, 4.6

•

The systems and controls to ensure the quality and accuracy of asset
management information; and

4.5, 4.6

•

The extent to which these systems, processes and controls are integrated

9.3, 9.4

3.12 A statement covering any limitations in the availability or completeness of asset
management data and disclose any initiatives intended to improve the quality of this
data.
Discussion of the limitations of asset management data is intended to enhance the
transparency of the AMP and identify gaps in the asset management system.

4.5, 9.4

3.13 A description of the processes used within the EDB for3.13.1 Managing routine asset inspections and network maintenance

4.6.1

3.13.2 Planning and implementing network development projects

3.2.7, 4.4.3

3.13.3 Measuring network performance

5

3.14 An overview of asset management documentation, controls and review processes.
To support the AMMAT disclosure and assist interested persons to assess the maturity
of asset management documentation, controls and review processes, the AMP should•

identify the documentation that describes the key components of the asset
management system and the links between the key components;

•

describe the processes developed around documentation, control and review of
key components of the asset management system;

•

where the EDB outsources components of the asset management system, the
processes and controls that the EDB uses to ensure efficient and cost-effective
delivery of its asset management strategy;

•

where the EDB outsources components of the asset management system, the
systems it uses to retain core asset knowledge in-house; and

•

audit or review procedures undertaken in respect of the asset management
system

3.2.7, 4.4, 9.4
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3.15 An overview of communication and participation processes
To support the AMMAT disclosure and assist interested persons to assess the maturity
of asset management documentation, controls and review processes, the AMP should•

Communicate asset management strategies, objectives, policies and plans to
stakeholders involved in the delivery of the asset management requirements,
including contractors and consultants;

3.2.3

•

demonstrate staff engagement in the efficient and cost-effective delivery of the
asset management requirements.

4

3.16 The AMP must present all financial values in constant price New Zealand dollars
except where specified otherwise;

8.5, 8.7

3.17 The AMP must be structured and presented in a way that the EDB considers will
support the purposes of AMP disclosure set out in clause 2.6.2 of the determination.

2

Assets covered
4. The AMP must provide details of the assets covered, including4.1 A high-level description of the service areas covered by the EDB and the degree to
which these are interlinked, including4.1.1 The region(s) covered

2.4

4.1.2 Identification of large consumers that have a significant impact on
network operations or asset management priorities

2.5

4.1.3 Description of the load characteristics for different parts of the network

6.3

4.1.4 Peak demand and total energy delivered in the previous year, broken
down by sub-network, if any

6.3
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4.2 A description of the network configuration, including4.2.1 Identifying bulk electricity supply points and any distributed generation
with a capacity greater than 1 MW. State the existing firm supply capacity and
current peak load of each bulk electricity supply point;

6.3

4.2.2 A description of the sub transmission system fed from the bulk electricity
supply points, including the capacity of zone substations and the voltage(s) of
the sub transmission network(s). The AMP must identify the supply security
provided at individual zone substations, by describing the extent to which each
has n-x sub transmission security or by providing alternative security class
ratings;

6.3

4.2.3 A description of the distribution system, including the extent to which it is
underground;

7.3, 7.4

4.2.4 A brief description of the network’s distribution substation arrangements;

7.7

4.2.5 A description of the low voltage network including the extent to which it is
underground; and

7.6

4.2.6 Injection systems, SCADA and telecommunications systems

7.8

4.3 If sub-networks exist, the network configuration information referred to in subclause
4.2 above must be disclosed for each sub-network

NA

Network assets by category
4.4 The AMP must describe the network assets by providing the following information
for each asset category4.4.1 Voltage levels;

2.4.2

4.4.2 Description and quantity of assets;

2.4.2

4.4.3 Age profiles; and

7

4.4.4 A discussion of the condition of the assets, further broken down into
more detailed categories as considered appropriate. Systemic issues leading to
the premature replacement of assets or parts of assets should be discussed.

7
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4.5 The asset categories discussed in subclause 4.4 above should include at least the
following4.5.1 Sub transmission

7.3.3

4.5.2 Zone substations

7.7

4.5.3 Distribution and LV lines

7.6.2

4.5.4 Distribution and LV cables

7.6.3

4.5.5 Distribution substations and transformers

7.3, 7.4

4.5.6 Distribution switchgear

7.3, 7.4

4.5.7 Other system fixed assets

7.8

4.5.8 Other assets;

7.9

4.5.9 Assets owned by the EDB but installed at bulk electricity supply points
owned by others;

NA

4.5.10 EDB owned mobile substations and generators whose function is to
increase supply reliability or reduce peak demand; and

7.9.3

4.5.11 Other generation plant owned by the EDB.

NA

Service Levels
5. The AMP must clearly identify or define a set of performance indicators for which annual
performance targets have been defined. The annual performance targets must be consistent with
business strategies and asset management objectives and be provided for each year of the AMP
planning period. The targets should reflect what is practically achievable given the current network
configuration, condition and planned expenditure levels. The targets should be disclosed for each
year of the AMP planning period.
6. Performance indicators for which targets have been defined in clause 5 above must include
SAIDI and SAIFI values for the next 5 disclosure years.
7. Performance indicators for which targets have been defined in clause 5 above should also
include7.1 Consumer oriented indicators that preferably differentiate between different
consumer types;
7.2 Indicators of asset performance, asset efficiency and effectiveness, and service
efficiency, such as technical and financial performance indicators related to the
efficiency of asset utilisation and operation
8. The AMP must describe the basis on which the target level for each performance indicator
was determined. Justification for target levels of service includes consumer expectations or
demands, legislative, regulatory, and other stakeholders’ requirements or considerations. The
AMP should demonstrate how stakeholder needs were ascertained and translated into service
level targets.

5

5.4

5.3

5.4.2

5.2.1, 5.3.1,
5.4.1.1,
5.4.2.1, 5.5.1
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9. Targets should be compared to historic values where available to provide context and scale
to the reader.
10. Where forecast expenditure is expected to materially affect performance against a target
defined in clause 5 above, the target should be consistent with the expected change in the level
of performance.

5.2.2, 5.3.2,
5.4.1.2,
5.4.2.2, 5.5.2
NA

Network Development Planning
11. AMPs must provide a detailed description of network development plans, including
11.1 A description of the planning criteria and assumptions for network development;

6.2

11.2 Planning criteria for network developments should be described logically and
succinctly. Where probabilistic or scenario-based planning techniques are used, this
should be indicated, and the methodology briefly described;

6.2

11.3 A description of strategies or processes (if any) used by the EDB that promote cost
efficiency including through the use of standardised assets and designs;

4.4.3, 6.2, 6.3

11.4 The use of standardised designs may lead to improved cost efficiencies. This
section should discuss11.4.1 The categories of assets and designs that are standardised;
11.4.2 The approach used to identify standard designs.

4.4.3
4.4.3

11.5 A description of strategies or processes (if any) used by the EDB that promote the
energy efficient operation of the network.

5.4.3, 6

11.6 A description of the criteria used to determine the capacity of equipment for
different types of assets or different parts of the network.

6.2

11.7 A description of the process and criteria used to prioritise network development
projects and how these processes and criteria align with the overall corporate goals and
vision.

6.2, 6.3

11.8 Details of demand forecasts, the basis on which they are derived, and the specific
network locations where constraints are expected due to forecast increases in demand;

6.2.3

11.8.1 Explain the load forecasting methodology and indicate all the factors
used in preparing the load estimates;

6.3

11.8.2 Provide separate forecasts to at least the zone substation level covering
at least a minimum five-year forecast period. Discuss how uncertain but
substantial individual projects/developments that affect load are taken into
account in the forecasts, making clear the extent to which these uncertain
increases in demand are reflected in the forecasts;

6.3

11.8.3 Identify any network or equipment constraints that may arise due to the
anticipated growth in demand during the AMP planning period; and
11.8.4 Discuss the impact on the load forecasts of any anticipated levels of
distributed generation in a network, and the projected impact of any demand
management initiatives.

6.4.3
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11.9 Analysis of the significant network level development options identified, and details
of the decisions made to satisfy and meet target levels of service, including11.9.1 The reasons for choosing a selected option for projects where decisions
have been made;

6.3, Appendix
C

11.9.2 The alternative options considered for projects that are planned to start in
the next five years and the potential for non-network solutions described;

6.3, Appendix
C

11.9.3 Consideration of planned innovations that improve efficiencies within the
network, such as improved utilisation, extended asset lives, and deferred
investment.

7, 9.2

11.10 A description and identification of the network development programme including
distributed generation and non-network solutions and actions to be taken, including
associated expenditure projections. The network development plan must include11.10.1 A detailed description of the material projects and a summary
description of the non-material projects currently underway or planned to start
within the next 12 months;

6.3,
Appendix F

11.10.2 A summary description of the programmes and projects planned for the
following four years (where known); and

6.3,
Appendix C,
G
Appendix G

11.10.3 An overview of the material projects being considered for the remainder
of the AMP planning period.
11.11 A description of the EDB’s policies on distributed generation, including the
policies for connecting distributed generation. The impact of such generation on
network development plans must also be stated.

6.4.3

11.12 A description of the EDB’s policies on non-network solutions, including11.12.1 Economically feasible and practical alternatives to conventional network
augmentation. These are typically approaches that would reduce network
demand and/or improve asset utilisation; and

6.2.6

11.12.2 The potential for non-network solutions to address network problems or
constraints.

6.3, Appendix
C

Lifecycle Asset Management Planning (Maintenance and Renewal)
12. The AMP must provide a detailed description of the lifecycle asset management processes,
including the following. The asset categories discussed in subclauses 12.2 and 12.3 should
include at least the categories in subclause 4.5.
12.1 The key drivers for maintenance planning and assumptions;

7.2
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12.2 Identification of routine and corrective maintenance and inspection policies and
programmes and actions to be taken for each asset category, including associated
expenditure projections. This must include-

7.3-7.9

12.2.1 The approach to inspecting and maintaining each category of assets, including
a description of the types of inspections, tests and condition monitoring carried out and
the intervals at which this is done;

7.3-7.9

12.2.2 Any systemic problems identified with any particular asset types and the
proposed actions to address these problems; and

7.3-7.9

12.2.3 Budgets for maintenance activities broken down by asset category for the AMP
planning period

7.3-7.9, 8

12.3 Identification of asset replacement and renewal policies and programmes and
actions to be taken for each asset category, including associated expenditure
projections. This must include12.3.1 The processes used to decide when and whether an asset is replaced
or refurbished, including a description of the factors on which decisions are
based, and consideration of future demands on the network and the optimum
use of existing network assets

7.2

12.3.2 A description of innovations made that have deferred asset
replacement;

7.3-7.9

12.3.3 A description of the projects currently underway or planned for the next
12 months;

Appendix F

12.3.4 A summary of the projects planned for the following four years (where
known); and

Appendix C,
G

12.3.5 An overview of other work being considered for the remainder of the
AMP planning period.

Appendix G

Non-Network Development, Maintenance and Renewal
13. AMPs must provide a summary description of material non-network development,
maintenance and renewal plans, including—
13.1 A description of non-network assets;
13.2 Development, maintenance and renewal policies that cover them;
13.3 A description of material capital expenditure projects (where known) planned for
the next five years;
13.4 A description of material maintenance and renewal projects (where known)
planned for the next five years.
Risk Management

7.9, 8
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14. AMPs must provide details of risk policies, assessment, and mitigation, including—
14.1 Methods, details and conclusions of risk analysis;

3.5.2

14.2 Strategies used to identify areas of the network that are vulnerable to high impact
low probability events and a description of the resilience of the network and asset
management systems to such events;

6.3

14.3 A description of the policies to mitigate or manage the risks of events identified in
subclause 16.2;

6.3

14.4 Details of emergency response and contingency plans.

6.3

Evaluation of performance
15. AMPs must provide details of performance measurement, evaluation, and improvement,
including15.1 A review of progress against plan, both physical and financial;
•

Referring to the most recent disclosures made under Section 2.6 of this
determination, discussing any significant differences and highlighting reasons
for substantial variances;

7.2, 8

•

Commenting on the progress of development projects against that planned in
the previous AMP and provide reasons for substantial variances along with any
significant construction or other problems experienced;

8

•

Commenting on progress against maintenance initiatives and programmes and
discuss the effectiveness of these programmes noted.

7

15.2 An evaluation and comparison of actual service level performance against
targeted performance; In particular, comparing the actual and target service level
performance for all the targets discussed under the Service Levels section of the AMP
in the previous AMP and explain any significant variances;

5.2.2, 5.3.1,
5.4.1.1,
5.4.2.1, 5.5.1

15.3 An evaluation and comparison of the results of the asset management maturity
assessment disclosed in the Report on Asset Management Maturity set out in Schedule
13 against relevant objectives of the EDB’s asset management and planning processes.

9.1, Appendix
A2

15.4 An analysis of gaps identified in sub-clauses 15.2 and 15.3 above. Where
significant gaps exist (not caused by one-off factors), the AMP must describe any
planned initiatives to address the situation.

5.2.3, 5.3.3,
5.4.3, 5.5.3

Capability to deliver
16. AMPs must describe the processes used by the EDB to ensure that16.1 The AMP is realistic, and the objectives set out in the plan can be achieved;

3.2.6

16.2 The organisation structure and the processes for authorisation and business
capabilities will support the implementation of the AMP plans.

3.3
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11.7 Schedule 13: Report on Asset Management Maturity
Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
1 April 2020 – 31 March 2030

Company Name
AMP Planning Period
Asset Management Standard Applied

SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY
This schedule requires information on the EDB’S self-assessment of the maturity of its asset management practices .

Question No.

Function

Question

Score

Evidence—Summary

User Guidance

Why

Who

Record/documented Information

3

Asset
management
policy

To what extent has an asset
management policy been
documented, authorised and
communicated?

3.0

The Board has signed off on the
asset management policy which
defines the principles of Horizon’s
senior executive to deliver asset
management.

The asset management policy has been
established and signed off by the Chief
Executive. The Assets Management Policy
has been communicated using Horizons
Document Management System. [The
Asset Management Objectives have been
signed off by the general manager. The
asset management framework has been
established and communicated.]

Widely used AM practice standards require an
Top management. The management team that has
organisation to document, authorise and communicate overall responsibility for asset management.
its asset management policy (eg, as required in PAS 55
para 4.2 i). A key pre-requisite of any robust policy is
that the organisation's top management must be seen
to endorse and fully support it. Also vital to the
effective implementation of the policy, is to tell the
appropriate people of its content and their obligations
under it. Where an organisation outsources some of
its asset-related activities, then these people and their
organisations must equally be made aware of the
policy's content. Also, there may be other
stakeholders, such as regulatory authorities and
shareholders who should be made aware of it.

The organisation's asset management policy, its
organisational strategic plan, documents indicating
how the asset management policy was based upon the
needs of the organisation and evidence of
communication.

10

Asset
management
strategy

What has the organisation done
to ensure that its asset
management strategy is
consistent with other
appropriate organisational
policies and strategies, and the
needs of stakeholders?

3.3

Asset management processes are
aligned with Horizon’s quality
management such as compliance
management and use of systems.
The requirements of external
stakeholders are clearly understood,
and any interruptions are managed
and communicated. Strategic Asset
Management Plan (SAMP) draft has
been completed and targetted to be
adopted by Q1 FY21.

Corporate systems and processes are fully
utilised to support the delivery of asset
management services.
Levels of service are understood in terms
of response to different priorities and
stakeholder requirements. Corporate
systems and processes are aligned to
support the delivery of the Asset
Management Policy and meet the asset
management objectives.
By the end of FY20, Horizon targets to
complete its Strategic Asset Management
Plan (SAMP) that aligns its Asset
Management Policy, Objectives,
Framework, systems, processes and
stakeholders' needs and expectations. The
SAMP will then be centrelly published
through Document Management System
and communicated to relevant
stakeholders within the business.

In setting an organisation's asset management strategy, Top management. The organisation's strategic
it is important that it is consistent with any other
planning team. The management team that has
policies and strategies that the organisation has and
overall responsibility for asset management.
has taken into account the requirements of relevant
stakeholders. This question examines to what extent
the asset management strategy is consistent with other
organisational policies and strategies (eg, as required
by PAS 55 para 4.3.1 b) and has taken account of
stakeholder requirements as required by PAS 55 para
4.3.1 c). Generally, this will take into account the same
polices, strategies and stakeholder requirements as
covered in drafting the asset management policy but at
a greater level of detail.

The organisation's asset management strategy
document and other related organisational policies
and strategies. Other than the organisation's strategic
plan, these could include those relating to health and
safety, environmental, etc. Results of stakeholder
consultation.

11

Asset
management
strategy

In what way does the
organisation's asset
management strategy take
account of the lifecycle of the
assets, asset types and asset
systems over which the
organisation has stewardship?

3.2

Most asset classes have considerable
time left in terms of their expected
service life. Investment in options
such as concrete poles rather than
wooden poles has assisted this
outcome. Current plans are
addressing items such as switches
which are approaching end of life.

Following the storms of 2017/18 Horizon
reviewed the asset management strategy
and noted that the network has swiftly
returned to previous levels of reliability.
Horizon's risk model accounts for the
expected life of the asset.

Good asset stewardship is the hallmark of an
organisation compliant with widely used AM standards.
A key component of this is the need to take account of
the lifecycle of the assets, asset types and asset
systems. (For example, this requirement is recognised
in 4.3.1 d) of PAS 55). This question explores what an
organisation has done to take lifecycle into account in
its asset management strategy.

Top management. People in the organisation with The organisation's documented asset management
expert knowledge of the assets, asset types, asset strategy and supporting working documents.
systems and their associated life-cycles. The
management team that has overall responsibility
for asset management. Those responsible for
developing and adopting methods and processes
used in asset management

26

Asset
management
plan(s)

How does the organisation
establish and document its asset
management plan(s) across the
life cycle activities of its assets
and asset systems?

2.8

Asset Planning maintain a 10-year
plan which is updated annually, and
this informs regulatory reporting as
well as driving annual specification of
major work.

The development of the 10-year plan is a
mature process which ihas been
complemented with asset health and
asset risk metrics to assist with prioritising
work and managing risk.

The asset management strategy need to be translated
into practical plan(s) so that all parties know how the
objectives will be achieved. The development of
plan(s) will need to identify the specific tasks and
activities required to optimize costs, risks and
performance of the assets and/or asset system(s),
when they are to be carried out and the resources
required.

The management team with overall responsibility
for the asset management system. Operations,
maintenance and engineering managers.

The organisation's asset management plan(s).
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Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
1 April 2020 – 31 March 2030

SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

3

10

11

26

Function

Asset
management
policy

Asset
management
strategy

Asset
management
strategy

Asset
management
plan(s)

Question

To what extent has an asset
management policy been
documented, authorised and
communicated?

Maturity Level 0

The organisation does not have a
documented asset management policy.

Maturity Level 1

Maturity Level 2

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

The organisation has an asset
management policy, but it has not been
authorised by top management, or it is
not influencing the management of the
assets.

The organisation has an asset
management policy, which has been
authorised by top management, but it
has had limited circulation. It may be in
use to influence development of
strategy and planning but its effect is
limited.

The asset management policy is
authorised by top management, is
widely and effectively communicated to
all relevant employees and
stakeholders, and used to make these
persons aware of their asset related
obligations.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

All linkages are in place and evidence is
available to demonstrate that, where
appropriate, the organisation's asset
management strategy is consistent with
its other organisational policies and
strategies. The organisation has also
identified and considered the
requirements of relevant stakeholders.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

What has the organisation done
to ensure that its asset
management strategy is
consistent with other appropriate
organisational policies and
strategies, and the needs of
stakeholders?

The organisation has not considered the
need to ensure that its asset
management strategy is appropriately
aligned with the organisation's other
organisational policies and strategies or
with stakeholder requirements.
OR
The organisation does not have an asset
management strategy.

The need to align the asset
management strategy with other
organisational policies and strategies as
well as stakeholder requirements is
understood and work has started to
identify the linkages or to incorporate
them in the drafting of asset
management strategy.

Some of the linkages between the longterm asset management strategy and
other organisational policies, strategies
and stakeholder requirements are
defined but the work is fairly well
advanced but still incomplete.

In what way does the
organisation's asset management
strategy take account of the
lifecycle of the assets, asset types
and asset systems over which the
organisation has stewardship?

The organisation has not considered the
need to ensure that its asset
management strategy is produced with
due regard to the lifecycle of the assets,
asset types or asset systems that it
manages.
OR
The organisation does not have an asset
management strategy.

The need is understood, and the
organisation is drafting its asset
management strategy to address the
lifecycle of its assets, asset types and
asset systems.

The long-term asset management
The asset management strategy takes
strategy takes account of the lifecycle of account of the lifecycle of all of its
some, but not all, of its assets, asset
assets, asset types and asset systems.
types and asset systems.

How does the organisation
establish and document its asset
management plan(s) across the
life cycle activities of its assets
and asset systems?

The organisation does not have an
identifiable asset management plan(s)
covering asset systems and critical
assets.

The organisation has asset management
plan(s) but they are not aligned with the
asset management strategy and
objectives and do not take into
consideration the full asset life cycle
(including asset creation, acquisition,
enhancement, utilisation, maintenance
decommissioning and disposal).

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The organisation is in the process of
putting in place comprehensive,
documented asset management plan(s)
that cover all life cycle activities, clearly
aligned to asset management objectives
and the asset management strategy.

Asset management plan(s) are
established, documented, implemented
and maintained for asset systems and
critical assets to achieve the asset
management strategy and asset
management objectives across all life
cycle phases.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

Score

Evidence—Summary

27

Asset
management
plan(s)

Function

How has the organisation
communicated its plan(s) to all
relevant parties to a level of
detail appropriate to the
receiver's role in their delivery?

Question

3.0

Asset Planning release work for the
following year from the 10-year plan
in three concept plans which are
updated with the latest information
on risk and asset health.

The initial release of work is estimated
and matched to expected resource
capacities before then being scoped in
detail and planned before financial
approval.

User Guidance

Plans will be ineffective unless they are communicated The management team with overall responsibility
to all those, including contracted suppliers and those
for the asset management system. Delivery
who undertake enabling function(s). The plan(s) need functions and suppliers.
to be communicated in a way that is relevant to those
who need to use them.

Distribution lists for plan(s). Documents derived from
plan(s) which detail the receivers role in plan delivery.
Evidence of communication.

29

Asset
management
plan(s)

How are designated
responsibilities for delivery of
asset plan actions documented?

3.8

Asset Planning (Network) are
accountable for the specification of
work and budget. Services are
required to plan the work and then
deliver in accordance with an agreed
schedule and cost.

The interface between Network and
Services is documented in a SLA which is
now being evolved to improve alignment
between the teams.

The implementation of asset management plan(s)
relies on (1) actions being clearly identified, (2) an
owner allocated and (3) that owner having sufficient
delegated responsibility and authority to carry out the
work required. It also requires alignment of actions
across the organisation. This question explores how
well the plan(s) set out responsibility for delivery of
asset plan actions.

The management team with overall responsibility
for the asset management system. Operations,
maintenance and engineering managers. If
appropriate, the performance management team.

The organisation's asset management plan(s).
Documentation defining roles and responsibilities of
individuals and organisational departments.

31

Asset
management
plan(s)

What has the organisation done
to ensure that appropriate
arrangements are made
available for the efficient and
cost effective implementation of
the plan(s)?

3.0

Recent organisational redesign
resolved bottlenecks such as the
adoption of centralised planning in
Services and the shift of Design from
Networks to Planning to consolidate
design with project management.

Completion of approved work now
proceeds to schedule, and work is being
completed on time with no underspend as
in past years.

It is essential that the plan(s) are realistic and can be
implemented, which requires appropriate resources to
be available and enabling mechanisms in place. This
question explores how well this is achieved. The
plan(s) not only need to consider the resources directly
required and timescales, but also the enabling
activities, including for example, training requirements,
supply chain capability and procurement timescales.

The management team with overall responsibility The organisation's asset management plan(s).
for the asset management system. Operations,
Documented processes and procedures for the delivery
maintenance and engineering managers. If
of the asset management plan.
appropriate, the performance management team.
If appropriate, the performance management
team. Where appropriate the procurement team
and service providers working on the organisation's
asset-related activities.

3.0

Horizon has a comprehensive
contingency plan management
approach. Scenarios are tested on an
annual basis to assess preparation
for major events.
Horizon closely interacts with civil
defence authorities during significant
events. In FY20 Horizon enahnced its
Disaster Recovery Plan, group wide
Business Continuity Plan and group
wide Crisis Management Plan. All
plans are reviewed at suitable
intervals. Conducts Business
Continuity & Disaster Recovery drills.
Published a critical spares document
referenced in DRP. Monitors critical
spare inventory levels. Horizon is an
active member of CDEM BoP lifelines
group. Deployed a sizeable
generation facility at Te Kaha to
assist with contigency management.
Two ~300kVA mobile generators are
also available for contiNgency
management.

These systems were tested during the
Storms of 2017 and 2018. DRP, BCP has
again been throughly reviewed in 2019
along with drills completed with potential
scenarios.

Widely used AM practice standards require that an
organisation has plan(s) to identify and respond to
emergency situations. Emergency plan(s) should
outline the actions to be taken to respond to specified
emergency situations and ensure continuity of critical
asset management activities including the
communication to, and involvement of, external
agencies. This question assesses if, and how well,
these plan(s) triggered, implemented and resolved in
the event of an incident. The plan(s) should be
appropriate to the level of risk as determined by the
organisation's risk assessment methodology. It is also a
requirement that relevant personnel are competent
and trained.

The manager with responsibility for developing
emergency plan(s). The organisation's risk
assessment team. People with designated duties
within the plan(s) and procedure(s) for dealing
with incidents and emergency situations.

(Note this is about resources and
enabling support)
33

Contingency
planning

What plan(s) and procedure(s)
does the organisation have for
identifying and responding to
incidents and emergency
situations and ensuring
continuity of critical asset
management activities?

Why

Who

Record/documented Information

The organisation's plan(s) and procedure(s) for dealing
with emergencies. The organisation's risk assessments
and risk registers.
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SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

Function

Question

27

Asset
management
plan(s)

How has the organisation
communicated its plan(s) to all
relevant parties to a level of
detail appropriate to the
receiver's role in their delivery?

29

Asset
management
plan(s)

How are designated
responsibilities for delivery of
asset plan actions documented?

31

Asset
management
plan(s)

Maturity Level 0

The organisation does not have plan(s)
or their distribution is limited to the
authors.

Maturity Level 1

The plan(s) are communicated to most
of those responsible for delivery but
there are weaknesses in identifying
relevant parties resulting in incomplete
or inappropriate communication. The
organisation recognises improvement is
needed as is working towards
resolution.
The organisation has not documented
Asset management plan(s)
Asset management plan(s) consistently
responsibilities for delivery of asset plan inconsistently document responsibilities document responsibilities for the
actions.
for delivery of plan actions and activities delivery of actions but
and/or responsibilities and authorities
responsibility/authority levels are
for implementation inadequate and/or inappropriate/ inadequate, and/or
delegation level inadequate to ensure
there are misalignments within the
effective delivery and/or contain
organisation.
misalignments with organisational
accountability.

What has the organisation done The organisation has not considered the
to ensure that appropriate
arrangements needed for the effective
arrangements are made available implementation of plan(s).
for the efficient and cost effective
implementation of the plan(s)?

Contingency
planning

What plan(s) and procedure(s)
does the organisation have for
identifying and responding to
incidents and emergency
situations and ensuring continuity
of critical asset management
activities?

The organisation has not considered the
need to establish plan(s) and
procedure(s) to identify and respond to
incidents and emergency situations.

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

The plan(s) are communicated to all
relevant employees, stakeholders and
contracted service providers to a level of
detail appropriate to their participation
or business interests in the delivery of
the plan(s) and there is confirmation
that they are being used effectively.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

Asset management plan(s) consistently
document responsibilities for the
delivery actions and there is adequate
detail to enable delivery of actions.
Designated responsibility and authority
for achievement of asset plan actions is
appropriate.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The organisation recognises the need to
ensure appropriate arrangements are in
place for implementation of asset
management plan(s) and is in the
process of determining an appropriate
approach for achieving this.

The organisation has arrangements in
place for the implementation of asset
management plan(s) but the
arrangements are not yet adequately
efficient and/or effective. The
organisation is working to resolve
existing weaknesses.

The organisation's arrangements fully
cover all the requirements for the
efficient and cost effective
implementation of asset management
plan(s) and realistically address the
resources and timescales required, and
any changes needed to functional
policies, standards, processes and the
asset management information system.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation has some ad-hoc
arrangements to deal with incidents and
emergency situations, but these have
been developed on a reactive basis in
response to specific events that have
occurred in the past.

Most credible incidents and emergency
situations are identified. Either
appropriate plan(s) and procedure(s)
are incomplete for critical activities or
they are inadequate. Training/ external
alignment may be incomplete.

Appropriate emergency plan(s) and
procedure(s) are in place to respond to
credible incidents and manage
continuity of critical asset management
activities consistent with policies and
asset management objectives. Training
and external agency alignment is in
place.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

(Note this is about resources and
enabling support)

33

Maturity Level 2

The plan(s) are communicated to some
of those responsible for delivery of the
plan(s).
OR
Communicated to those responsible for
delivery is either irregular or ad-hoc.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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Question

Score

Evidence—Summary

Who

Record/documented Information

37

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

Function

What has the organisation done
to appoint member(s) of its
management team to be
responsible for ensuring that the
organisation's assets deliver the
requirements of the asset
management strategy, objectives
and plan(s)?

4.0

A dedicated Networks Asset Manager
is appointed in Networks who
coordinate all aspects of the
organisation’s asset management
activity including systems, contracts,
investment, planning and resources.
This role is supported by key
managers in both Networks and
Services.

In recent years Horizon has delivered
substantial continual improvement
including refinement of organisational
design, new systems, contract interfaces
and other measures.

User Guidance

In order to ensure that the organisation's assets and
asset systems deliver the requirements of the asset
management policy, strategy and objectives
responsibilities need to be allocated to appropriate
people who have the necessary authority to fulfil their
responsibilities. (This question, relates to the
organisation's assets eg, para b), s 4.4.1 of PAS 55,
making it therefore distinct from the requirement
contained in para a), s 4.4.1 of PAS 55).

Why

Top management. People with management
responsibility for the delivery of asset management
policy, strategy, objectives and plan(s). People
working on asset-related activities.

Evidence that managers with responsibility for the
delivery of asset management policy, strategy,
objectives and plan(s) have been appointed and have
assumed their responsibilities. Evidence may include
the organisation's documents relating to its asset
management system, organisational charts, job
descriptions of post-holders, annual targets/objectives
and personal development plan(s) of post-holders as
appropriate.

40

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

What evidence can the
organisation's top management
provide to demonstrate that
sufficient resources are available
for asset management?

2.8

The work flow processes from issue
identification and determination of
future work in Asset Planning
through to design and execution in
Services is seamless. There is no
maintenance deficit or major backlog
of work carrying over each year. Top
management review the budget
using benchmarking such as the
Hyland McQueen report and
Commerce Commission external
benchmarking. Produce 10Y planning
estimates by category of labour,
reviewed by finance and issued in
bulk to the service provider. Received
98% of our budget allowance in the
Commerce Comission Reset. Horizon
is working to improve effectiveness
of the loop on actuals vs estimates &
improve bottom up estimation.

Schedule compliance and delivery of the
annual works plan are assessed, and
Networks is satisfied that approved work
is now being delivered with a more
productive use of the Services team.

Optimal asset management requires top management
to ensure sufficient resources are available. In this
context the term 'resources' includes manpower,
materials, funding and service provider support.

Top management. The management team that has
overall responsibility for asset management. Risk
management team. The organisation's managers
involved in day-to-day supervision of asset-related
activities, such as frontline managers, engineers,
foremen and chargehands as appropriate.

Evidence demonstrating that asset management plan(s)
and/or the process(es) for asset management plan
implementation consider the provision of adequate
resources in both the short and long term. Resources
include funding, materials, equipment, services
provided by third parties and personnel (internal and
service providers) with appropriate skills competencies
and knowledge.

42

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

To what degree does the
organisation's top management
communicate the importance of
meeting its asset management
requirements?

3.0

The commitment to continual
improvement including
organisational redesign represent
opportunities for senior managers to
communicate focus on delivering
approved work and managing down
the risk of network faults.

Investment in new systems such as
mobility and Ellipse are taken as
opportunities to engage a wide range of
internal stakeholders who then
understand why the improvements are
being made and future expectations of
their utilisation.

Widely used AM practice standards require an
organisation to communicate the importance of
meeting its asset management requirements such that
personnel fully understand, take ownership of, and are
fully engaged in the delivery of the asset management
requirements (eg, PAS 55 s 4.4.1 g).

Top management. The management team that has
overall responsibility for asset management.
People involved in the delivery of the asset
management requirements.

Evidence of such activities as road shows, written
bulletins, workshops, team talks and management walkabouts would assist an organisation to demonstrate it
is meeting this requirement of PAS 55.

45

Outsourcing of
asset
management
activities

Where the organisation has
outsourced some of its asset
management activities, how has
it ensured that appropriate
controls are in place to ensure
the compliant delivery of its
organisational strategic plan,
and its asset management policy
and strategy?

3.0

The SLA between Networks and
Services has been ratified and is now
being used as the basis for ongoing
discussion on future improvements
and refinement of expectations. Cost
management is driven by robust
discussions and agreement on unit
rates.

The commercial and cultural alignment of
the Services team is good with clear
ownership of the network and its
performance. The next steps include
improved communication of Network
priorities and their rationale.

Where an organisation chooses to outsource some of
its asset management activities, the organisation must
ensure that these outsourced process(es) are under
appropriate control to ensure that all the requirements
of widely used AM standards (eg, PAS 55) are in place,
and the asset management policy, strategy objectives
and plan(s) are delivered. This includes ensuring
capabilities and resources across a time span aligned to
life cycle management. The organisation must put
arrangements in place to control the outsourced
activities, whether it be to external providers or to
other in-house departments. This question explores
what the organisation does in this regard.

Top management. The management team that has
overall responsibility for asset management. The
manager(s) responsible for the monitoring and
management of the outsourced activities. People
involved with the procurement of outsourced
activities. The people within the organisations
that are performing the outsourced activities. The
people impacted by the outsourced activity.

The organisation's arrangements that detail the
compliance required of the outsourced activities. For
example, this this could form part of a contract or
service level agreement between the organisation and
the suppliers of its outsourced activities. Evidence that
the organisation has demonstrated to itself that it has
assurance of compliance of outsourced activities.
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Question No.

37

40

42

Function

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

Structure,
authority and
responsibilities

Maturity Level 0

Maturity Level 1

Maturity Level 2

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

What has the organisation done
to appoint member(s) of its
management team to be
responsible for ensuring that the
organisation's assets deliver the
requirements of the asset
management strategy, objectives
and plan(s)?

Question

Top management has not considered
the need to appoint a person or persons
to ensure that the organisation's assets
deliver the requirements of the asset
management strategy, objectives and
plan(s).

Top management understands the need
to appoint a person or persons to
ensure that the organisation's assets
deliver the requirements of the asset
management strategy, objectives and
plan(s).

Top management has appointed an
appropriate people to ensure the assets
deliver the requirements of the asset
management strategy, objectives and
plan(s) but their areas of responsibility
are not fully defined and/or they have
insufficient delegated authority to fully
execute their responsibilities.

The appointed person or persons have
full responsibility for ensuring that the
organisation's assets deliver the
requirements of the asset management
strategy, objectives and plan(s). They
have been given the necessary authority
to achieve this.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

What evidence can the
organisation's top management
provide to demonstrate that
sufficient resources are available
for asset management?

The organisation's top management has The organisations top management
not considered the resources required
understands the need for sufficient
to deliver asset management.
resources but there are no effective
mechanisms in place to ensure this is
the case.

A process exists for determining what
resources are required for its asset
management activities and in most
cases these are available but in some
instances resources remain insufficient.

An effective process exists for
determining the resources needed for
asset management and sufficient
resources are available. It can be
demonstrated that resources are
matched to asset management
requirements.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

Top management communicates the
importance of meeting its asset
management requirements to all
relevant parts of the organisation.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

To what degree does the
organisation's top management
communicate the importance of
meeting its asset management
requirements?

The organisation's top management has The organisations top management
not considered the need to
understands the need to communicate
communicate the importance of
the importance of meeting its asset
meeting asset management
management requirements but does not
requirements.
do so.

Top management communicates the
importance of meeting its asset
management requirements but only to
parts of the organisation.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
45

Outsourcing of
asset
management
activities

Where the organisation has
The organisation has not considered the The organisation controls its outsourced
outsourced some of its asset
need to put controls in place.
activities on an ad-hoc basis, with little
management activities, how has it
regard for ensuring for the compliant
ensured that appropriate controls
delivery of the organisational strategic
are in place to ensure the
plan and/or its asset management
compliant delivery of its
policy and strategy.
organisational strategic plan, and
its asset management policy and
strategy?

Controls systematically considered but
currently only provide for the compliant
delivery of some, but not all, aspects of
the organisational strategic plan and/or
its asset management policy and
strategy. Gaps exist.

Evidence exists to demonstrate that
outsourced activities are appropriately
controlled to provide for the compliant
delivery of the organisational strategic
plan, asset management policy and
strategy, and that these controls are
integrated into the asset management
system

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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Question
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User Guidance

Why
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Record/documented Information

48

Training,
awareness and
competence

Function

How does the organisation
develop plan(s) for the human
resources required to undertake
asset management activities including the development and
delivery of asset management
strategy, process(es), objectives
and plan(s)?

3.0

Networks personnel are responsible
for the development of asset
management strategy and plans.
They are accountable for the issue of
concept plans which are the basis for
design and delivery of work by the
Services team.

Both Networks and Services are reviewing
and enhancing their processes with the
introduction of new systems following
organisational restructuring. Example are
the asset inspection process, vegetation
management process and defect
management process.

There is a need for an organisation to demonstrate
that it has considered what resources are required to
develop and implement its asset management system.
There is also a need for the organisation to
demonstrate that it has assessed what development
plan(s) are required to provide its human resources
with the skills and competencies to develop and
implement its asset management systems. The
timescales over which the plan(s) are relevant should
be commensurate with the planning horizons within
the asset management strategy considers e.g. if the
asset management strategy considers 5, 10 and 15 year
time scales then the human resources development
plan(s) should align with these. Resources include both
'in house' and external resources who undertake asset
management activities.

Senior management responsible for agreement of
plan(s). Managers responsible for developing asset
management strategy and plan(s). Managers with
responsibility for development and recruitment of
staff (including HR functions). Staff responsible for
training. Procurement officers. Contracted service
providers.

Evidence of analysis of future work load plan(s) in
terms of human resources. Document(s) containing
analysis of the organisation's own direct resources and
contractors resource capability over suitable
timescales. Evidence, such as minutes of meetings,
that suitable management forums are monitoring
human resource development plan(s). Training plan(s),
personal development plan(s), contract and service
level agreements.

49

Training,
awareness and
competence

How does the organisation
identify competency
requirements and then plan,
provide and record the training
necessary to achieve the
competencies?

3.0

Horizon has a mature approach to
compliance assessment and tracking,
utilising the VAULT system. Training
is supported by both competent
internal resources and approved
training organisations.

Horizon participate in national
committees on competency frameworks
and have invested in the latest systems
and processes to ensure competency in
the work force.

Widely used AM standards require that organisations
to undertake a systematic identification of the asset
management awareness and competencies required at
each level and function within the organisation. Once
identified the training required to provide the
necessary competencies should be planned for delivery
in a timely and systematic way. Any training provided
must be recorded and maintained in a suitable format.
Where an organisation has contracted service providers
in place then it should have a means to demonstrate
that this requirement is being met for their employees.
(eg, PAS 55 refers to frameworks suitable for identifying
competency requirements).

Senior management responsible for agreement of
plan(s). Managers responsible for developing asset
management strategy and plan(s). Managers with
responsibility for development and recruitment of
staff (including HR functions). Staff responsible for
training. Procurement officers. Contracted service
providers.

Evidence of an established and applied competency
requirements assessment process and plan(s) in place
to deliver the required training. Evidence that the
training programme is part of a wider, co-ordinated
asset management activities training and competency
programme. Evidence that training activities are
recorded and that records are readily available (for
both direct and contracted service provider staff) e.g.
via organisation wide information system or local
records database.

50

Training,
awareness and
competence

How does the organization
ensure that persons under its
direct control undertaking asset
management related activities
have an appropriate level of
competence in terms of
education, training or
experience?

2.8

Competency and training
requirements for legislative, industry
and safety requirements are tracked
in VAULT. The next opportunity is to
use this system for tracking training
to support improvement of the asset
management systems.

Horizon have invested in the latest version
of VAULT which assist with the tracking
and management of e-learning modules.
Horizon are commencing to investigate
formal asset management training.
Horizon specifically recruits planning
engineers with asset management skill
sets, as well as setting out these
requirements in position descriptions.
Competency Framework is in the pipeline
of work to be completed by FY22.

A critical success factor for the effective development
and implementation of an asset management system is
the competence of persons undertaking these
activities. organisations should have effective means in
place for ensuring the competence of employees to
carry out their designated asset management
function(s). Where an organisation has contracted
service providers undertaking elements of its asset
management system then the organisation shall assure
itself that the outsourced service provider also has
suitable arrangements in place to manage the
competencies of its employees. The organisation
should ensure that the individual and corporate
competencies it requires are in place and actively
monitor, develop and maintain an appropriate balance
of these competencies.

Managers, supervisors, persons responsible for
developing training programmes. Staff responsible
for procurement and service agreements. HR staff
and those responsible for recruitment.

Evidence of a competency assessment framework that
aligns with established frameworks such as the asset
management Competencies Requirements Framework
(Version 2.0); National Occupational Standards for
Management and Leadership; UK Standard for
Professional Engineering Competence, Engineering
Council, 2005.
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Question No.

48

49

50

Function

Training,
awareness and
competence

Training,
awareness and
competence

Training,
awareness and
competence

Maturity Level 0

Maturity Level 1

Maturity Level 2

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

How does the organisation
develop plan(s) for the human
resources required to undertake
asset management activities including the development and
delivery of asset management
strategy, process(es), objectives
and plan(s)?

Question

The organisation has not recognised the
need for assessing human resources
requirements to develop and implement
its asset management system.

The organisation has recognised the
need to assess its human resources
requirements and to develop a plan(s).
There is limited recognition of the need
to align these with the development
and implementation of its asset
management system.

The organisation has developed a
strategic approach to aligning
competencies and human resources to
the asset management system including
the asset management plan but the
work is incomplete or has not been
consistently implemented.

The organisation can demonstrate that
plan(s) are in place and effective in
matching competencies and capabilities
to the asset management system
including the plan for both internal and
contracted activities. Plans are reviewed
integral to asset management system
process(es).

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation
identify competency
requirements and then plan,
provide and record the training
necessary to achieve the
competencies?

The organisation does not have any
means in place to identify competency
requirements.

The organisation has recognised the
need to identify competency
requirements and then plan, provide
and record the training necessary to
achieve the competencies.

The organisation is the process of
identifying competency requirements
aligned to the asset management
plan(s) and then plan, provide and
record appropriate training. It is
incomplete or inconsistently applied.

Competency requirements are in place
and aligned with asset management
plan(s). Plans are in place and effective
in providing the training necessary to
achieve the competencies. A structured
means of recording the competencies
achieved is in place.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organization ensure
that persons under its direct
control undertaking asset
management related activities
have an appropriate level of
competence in terms of
education, training or experience?

The organization has not recognised the Competency of staff undertaking asset
need to assess the competence of
management related activities is not
person(s) undertaking asset
managed or assessed in a structured
management related activities.
way, other than formal requirements for
legal compliance and safety
management.

The organization is in the process of
putting in place a means for assessing
the competence of person(s) involved in
asset management activities including
contractors. There are gaps and
inconsistencies.

Competency requirements are identified
and assessed for all persons carrying out
asset management related activities internal and contracted. Requirements
are reviewed and staff reassessed at
appropriate intervals aligned to asset
management requirements.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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53

Communication,
participation and
consultation

How does the organisation
ensure that pertinent asset
management information is
effectively communicated to and
from employees and other
stakeholders, including
contracted service providers?

3.0

Standard reports have been available
for many years, but some are no
longer utilised.
Horizon recognised that more
needed to be done to report to field
personnel who actually work with
the assets. This led to investment in
mobility and Ellipse. Examples of
evidence of effective and timely
communication to and from
stakeholders are; Concept approval
process, workflow SOPs, planning
meetings, regular scheduled
meetings between operations,
service provider and planning.
Meetings, evidence of meetings
through minutes, consultation
documentation, job pack
documentations, handover meetings,
service provider acceptance.

Mobility has been used for the last six
months for substation inspections and is
now being rolled out to lines.
The Ellipse roll out is in its infancy with
only fault response captured as yet.

Widely used AM practice standards require that
pertinent asset management information is effectively
communicated to and from employees and other
stakeholders including contracted service providers.
Pertinent information refers to information required in
order to effectively and efficiently comply with and
deliver asset management strategy, plan(s) and
objectives. This will include for example the
communication of the asset management policy, asset
performance information, and planning information as
appropriate to contractors.

Top management and senior management
representative(s), employee's representative(s),
employee's trade union representative(s);
contracted service provider management and
employee representative(s); representative(s) from
the organisation's Health, Safety and
Environmental team. Key stakeholder
representative(s).

Asset management policy statement prominently
displayed on notice boards, intranet and internet; use
of organisation's website for displaying asset
performance data; evidence of formal briefings to
employees, stakeholders and contracted service
providers; evidence of inclusion of asset management
issues in team meetings and contracted service
provider contract meetings; newsletters, etc.

59

Asset
Management
System
documentation

What documentation has the
organisation established to
describe the main elements of
its asset management system
and interactions between them?

2.8

Horizon is not strong on
documentation of its asset
management processes and this is a
work in progress.

To date Horizon has relied on its
documentation in the regulatory
disclosures as part of its planning
processes, and now seeks to establish
appropriate documentation external to
this process, commencing with the asset
management policy. Horizon has
developed and obtained top management
sign off for its Asset Management Policy,
Asset Management Objectives and Asset
Management Framework. Horizon targets
to complete a Strategic Asset Management
plan by the end of FY20 to be
implemented and communicated by Q1
FY21.

Widely used AM practice standards require an
organisation maintain up to date documentation that
ensures that its asset management systems (ie, the
systems the organisation has in place to meet the
standards) can be understood, communicated and
operated. (eg, s 4.5 of PAS 55 requires the
maintenance of up to date documentation of the asset
management system requirements specified
throughout s 4 of PAS 55).

The management team that has overall
responsibility for asset management. Managers
engaged in asset management activities.

The documented information describing the main
elements of the asset management system
(process(es)) and their interaction.

62

Information
management

What has the organisation done
to determine what its asset
management information
system(s) should contain in
order to support its asset
management system?

2.5

Mobility solutions are being
implemented for a range of functions
and the scripts have been developed
to specify what information is to be
collected. Horzion has nameplate
data, Operationa,l Customer and
Asset Health data defined and
captured in the Asset Management
System (AMS) which comprise of over
majority of the information required
to support its AMS.

The intent is to use PowerBi dashboards
to report on the data collected. Over time
Horizon will improve its understanding of
what data needs to be collected.
Secondary asset information, Maintenance
history and full life cycle data are defined
but are yet to be brought into AMS.

Effective asset management requires appropriate
information to be available. Widely used AM
standards therefore require the organisation to
identify the asset management information it requires
in order to support its asset management system.
Some of the information required may be held by
suppliers.

The organisation's strategic planning team. The
management team that has overall responsibility
for asset management. Information management
team. Operations, maintenance and engineering
managers

Details of the process the organisation has employed
to determine what its asset information system should
contain in order to support its asset management
system. Evidence that this has been effectively
implemented.

Multiple projects have been
undertaken to validate asset
information as part of new systems
roll-out and a new data validation
project is scheduled for Q3 2019. Horizon maintains asset
management information using As
Builts, Design Review/controls, Job
Review, improved data entry using
mobility, pre-defined asset
parameters. Projects over defined
budgets go to the design engineer for
audit. Asset information is subject to
GIS approval, systematic design
approval, build manager approval.
Inspection vs modelled health
investigation.

Horizon is implementing the EEA health
indices framework for tracking condition.
Older inspection data has been filed
against MS NAV work orders purely for
record keeping. A new asset inspection
programme has been launched targeting
the riskiest assets. By virtue of the
inspection program data validation is also
conducted.
Systematic controls have been put in place
in the processes to limit data quality
accuracy and consistency issues.
Data quality management framework is
targetted to be formalized and
communicated by FY22.

63

Function

Information
management

How does the organisation
maintain its asset management
information system(s) and
ensure that the data held within
it (them) is of the requisite
quality and accuracy and is
consistent?

2.5

User Guidance

Record/documented Information

The maintenance and development of asset
management information systems is a poorly
understood specialist activity that is akin to IT
management but different from IT management. This
group of questions provides some indications as to
whether the capability is available and applied. Note:
To be effective, an asset information management
system requires the mobilisation of technology, people
and process(es) that create, secure, make available and
destroy the information required to support the asset
management system.
The response to the questions is progressive. A higher
scale cannot be awarded without achieving the
requirements of the lower scale.
This question explores how the organisation ensures
that information management meets widely used AM
practice requirements (eg, s 4.4.6 (a), (c) and (d) of PAS
55).

The management team that has overall
The asset management information system, together
responsibility for asset management. Users of the with the policies, procedure(s), improvement initiatives
organisational information systems.
and audits regarding information controls.
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53

59

62

63

Function

Communication,
participation and
consultation

Asset
Management
System
documentation

Information
management

Information
management

Maturity Level 1

Maturity Level 2

How does the organisation ensure The organisation has not recognised the
that pertinent asset management need to formally communicate any asset
information is effectively
management information.
communicated to and from
employees and other
stakeholders, including
contracted service providers?

Question

Maturity Level 0

There is evidence that the pertinent
asset management information to be
shared along with those to share it with
is being determined.

The organisation has determined
pertinent information and relevant
parties. Some effective two way
communication is in place but as yet not
all relevant parties are clear on their
roles and responsibilities with respect to
asset management information.

What documentation has the
organisation established to
describe the main elements of its
asset management system and
interactions between them?

The organisation has not established
documentation that describes the main
elements of the asset management
system.

What has the organisation done
to determine what its asset
management information
system(s) should contain in order
to support its asset management
system?

The organisation has not considered
what asset management information is
required.

How does the organisation
maintain its asset management
information system(s) and ensure
that the data held within it
(them) is of the requisite quality
and accuracy and is consistent?

There are no formal controls in place or
controls are extremely limited in scope
and/or effectiveness.

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

Two way communication is in place
between all relevant parties, ensuring
that information is effectively
communicated to match the
requirements of asset management
strategy, plan(s) and process(es).
Pertinent asset information
requirements are regularly reviewed.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation is aware of the need to The organisation in the process of
put documentation in place and is in
documenting its asset management
the process of determining how to
system and has documentation in place
document the main elements of its
that describes some, but not all, of the
asset management system.
main elements of its asset management
system and their interaction.

The organisation has established
documentation that comprehensively
describes all the main elements of its
asset management system and the
interactions between them. The
documentation is kept up to date.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation is aware of the need to
determine in a structured manner what
its asset information system should
contain in order to support its asset
management system and is in the
process of deciding how to do this.

The organisation has developed a
structured process to determine what
its asset information system should
contain in order to support its asset
management system and has
commenced implementation of the
process.

The organisation has determined what
its asset information system should
contain in order to support its asset
management system. The requirements
relate to the whole life cycle and cover
information originating from both
internal and external sources.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation is aware of the need
for effective controls and is in the
process of developing an appropriate
control process(es).

The organisation has developed a
controls that will ensure the data held is
of the requisite quality and accuracy
and is consistent and is in the process of
implementing them.

The organisation has effective controls
in place that ensure the data held is of
the requisite quality and accuracy and is
consistent. The controls are regularly
reviewed and improved where
necessary.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

Question

Score

64

Information
management

Function

How has the organisation's
ensured its asset management
information system is relevant to
its needs?

3.0

SCADA and GIS systems have recently The commitment to Ellipse was based on a
been upgraded and Horizon is now need to better understand the life cycle
rolling out Ellipse to replace its MS work on assets.
NAV system for managing work.
SCADA and GIS systems have recently
been upgraded and Horizon has
progressively been rolling out Ellipse
and mobility to consolidate asset
information to replace MS NAV as
the primary system for managing
work.

Evidence—Summary

User Guidance

Widely used AM standards need not be prescriptive
about the form of the asset management information
system, but simply require that the asset management
information system is appropriate to the organisations
needs, can be effectively used and can supply
information which is consistent and of the requisite
quality and accuracy.

Why

The organisation's strategic planning team. The
management team that has overall responsibility
for asset management. Information management
team. Users of the organisational information
systems.

Who

The documented process the organisation employs to
ensure its asset management information system aligns
with its asset management requirements. Minutes of
information systems review meetings involving users.

Record/documented Information

69

Risk management How has the organisation
process(es)
documented process(es) and/or
procedure(s) for the
identification and assessment of
asset and asset management
related risks throughout the
asset life cycle?

2.8

The corporate risk management
framework has been adapted for
new risk tools such as asset criticality
ranking.
Investment decision making
considers risk management
opportunities. The corporate risk
management framework, combined
with a modified version of EEA Asset
Criticality Guide, has been adapted
for a new asset risk model.
Investment decision making
considers risk management
opportunities.

Risk-based reporting is a future option as
work and costs are tracked per asset with
the new Ellipse system.
Investment plans will incorporate risk
scores to prioritise future investment.
Horizon has developed an Ellipse
Integrated asset risk model, allowing for
Risk-based reporting. Investment plans
now incorporate risk scores to prioritise
future investment. As a future option,
maintenance, build work and costs will be
tracked per asset with the Ellipse system.
Further documenation required such as
Asset Inspection Manual, Risk Assessment,
Defect Prioritisaton.

Risk management is an important foundation for
proactive asset management. Its overall purpose is to
understand the cause, effect and likelihood of adverse
events occurring, to optimally manage such risks to an
acceptable level, and to provide an audit trail for the
management of risks. Widely used standards require
the organisation to have process(es) and/or
procedure(s) in place that set out how the organisation
identifies and assesses asset and asset management
related risks. The risks have to be considered across
the four phases of the asset lifecycle (eg, para 4.3.3 of
PAS 55).

The top management team in conjunction with the
organisation's senior risk management
representatives. There may also be input from the
organisation's Safety, Health and Environment
team. Staff who carry out risk identification and
assessment.

The organisation's risk management framework and/or
evidence of specific process(es) and/ or procedure(s)
that deal with risk control mechanisms. Evidence that
the process(es) and/or procedure(s) are implemented
across the business and maintained. Evidence of
agendas and minutes from risk management meetings.
Evidence of feedback in to process(es) and/or
procedure(s) as a result of incident investigation(s).
Risk registers and assessments.

79

Use and
maintenance of
asset risk
information

How does the organisation
ensure that the results of risk
assessments provide input into
the identification of adequate
resources and training and
competency needs?

2.7

Field risk assessments and site
observations are used to identify
risks which can then be addressed by
training and competency
development.

Observation data and risks are
documented in the VAULT system which
informs competency gaps and training
requirements.
Comptency Framework is targetted to be
developed by FY22.

Widely used AM standards require that the output
from risk assessments are considered and that
adequate resource (including staff) and training is
identified to match the requirements. It is a further
requirement that the effects of the control measures
are considered, as there may be implications in
resources and training required to achieve other
objectives.

Staff responsible for risk assessment and those
responsible for developing and approving resource
and training plan(s). There may also be input from
the organisation's Safety, Health and Environment
team.

The organisations risk management framework. The
organisation's resourcing plan(s) and training and
competency plan(s). The organisation should be able
to demonstrate appropriate linkages between the
content of resource plan(s) and training and
competency plan(s) to the risk assessments and risk
control measures that have been developed.

82

Legal and other
requirements

What procedure does the
organisation have to identify
and provide access to its legal,
regulatory, statutory and other
asset management
requirements, and how is
requirements incorporated into
the asset management system?

3.0

Risk assessment of asset-related
issues leads to new investment
opportunities documented by Asset
Planning and which will lead to
future work. The criteria for the risk
assessment are broad and captures
all compliance obligations.

VAULT classifies risks and appropriate
actions in accordance with legal, statutory,
industry and safety criteria. There is now
an opportunity to introduce asset
management improvement as another
criteria.

In order for an organisation to comply with its legal,
regulatory, statutory and other asset management
requirements, the organisation first needs to ensure
that it knows what they are (eg, PAS 55 specifies this in
s 4.4.8). It is necessary to have systematic and
auditable mechanisms in place to identify new and
changing requirements. Widely used AM standards
also require that requirements are incorporated into
the asset management system (e.g. procedure(s) and
process(es))

Top management. The organisations regulatory
team. The organisation's legal team or advisors.
The management team with overall responsibility
for the asset management system. The
organisation's health and safety team or advisors.
The organisation's policy making team.

The organisational processes and procedures for
ensuring information of this type is identified, made
accessible to those requiring the information and is
incorporated into asset management strategy and
objectives
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SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

64

69

79

82

Function

Information
management

Question

Maturity Level 0

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

How has the organisation's
ensured its asset management
information system is relevant to
its needs?

The organisation has not considered the
need to determine the relevance of its
management information system. At
present there are major gaps between
what the information system provides
and the organisations needs.

The organisation understands the need
to ensure its asset management
information system is relevant to its
needs and is determining an
appropriate means by which it will
achieve this. At present there are
significant gaps between what the
information system provides and the
organisations needs.

The organisation has developed and is
implementing a process to ensure its
asset management information system
is relevant to its needs. Gaps between
what the information system provides
and the organisations needs have been
identified and action is being taken to
close them.

The organisation's asset management
information system aligns with its asset
management requirements. Users can
confirm that it is relevant to their needs.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation has not considered the
need to document process(es) and/or
procedure(s) for the identification and
assessment of asset and asset
management related risks throughout
the asset life cycle.

The organisation is aware of the need to
document the management of asset
related risk across the asset lifecycle.
The organisation has plan(s) to formally
document all relevant process(es) and
procedure(s) or has already commenced
this activity.

The organisation is in the process of
documenting the identification and
assessment of asset related risk across
the asset lifecycle but it is incomplete or
there are inconsistencies between
approaches and a lack of integration.

Identification and assessment of asset
related risk across the asset lifecycle is
fully documented. The organisation can
demonstrate that appropriate
documented mechanisms are integrated
across life cycle phases and are being
consistently applied.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation ensure The organisation has not considered the The organisation is aware of the need to
that the results of risk
need to conduct risk assessments.
consider the results of risk assessments
assessments provide input into
and effects of risk control measures to
the identification of adequate
provide input into reviews of resources,
resources and training and
training and competency needs.
competency needs?
Current input is typically ad-hoc and
reactive.

The organisation is in the process
ensuring that outputs of risk assessment
are included in developing requirements
for resources and training. The
implementation is incomplete and there
are gaps and inconsistencies.

Outputs from risk assessments are
consistently and systematically used as
inputs to develop resources, training
and competency requirements.
Examples and evidence is available.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

What procedure does the
organisation have to identify and
provide access to its legal,
regulatory, statutory and other
asset management requirements,
and how is requirements
incorporated into the asset
management system?

The organisation has procedure(s) to
identify its legal, regulatory, statutory
and other asset management
requirements, but the information is
not kept up to date, inadequate or
inconsistently managed.

Evidence exists to demonstrate that the
organisation's legal, regulatory,
statutory and other asset management
requirements are identified and kept up
to date. Systematic mechanisms for
identifying relevant legal and statutory
requirements.

Risk management How has the organisation
process(es)
documented process(es) and/or
procedure(s) for the identification
and assessment of asset and
asset management related risks
throughout the asset life cycle?

Use and
maintenance of
asset risk
information

Legal and other
requirements

The organisation has not considered the
need to identify its legal, regulatory,
statutory and other asset management
requirements.

Maturity Level 1

The organisation identifies some its
legal, regulatory, statutory and other
asset management requirements, but
this is done in an ad-hoc manner in the
absence of a procedure.

Maturity Level 2

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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Question No.

Question

Score

88

Life Cycle
Activities

Function

How does the organisation
establish implement and
maintain process(es) for the
implementation of its asset
management plan(s) and control
of activities across the creation,
acquisition or enhancement of
assets. This includes design,
modification, procurement,
construction and commissioning
activities?

3.6

Horizon have documented complex
and simple projects into cohesive
work flows but have yet to align
these with use of systems and
reporting.

These work flows are part of the ongoing
refinement of the Horizon asset
management system as it better
documents its work flows.

Life cycle activities are about the implementation of
Asset managers, design staff, construction staff and
asset management plan(s) i.e. they are the "doing"
project managers from other impacted areas of the
phase. They need to be done effectively and well in
business, e.g. Procurement
order for asset management to have any practical
meaning. As a consequence, widely used standards
(eg, PAS 55 s 4.5.1) require organisations to have in
place appropriate process(es) and procedure(s) for the
implementation of asset management plan(s) and
control of lifecycle activities. This question explores
those aspects relevant to asset creation.

Documented process(es) and procedure(s) which are
relevant to demonstrating the effective management
and control of life cycle activities during asset creation,
acquisition, enhancement including design,
modification, procurement, construction and
commissioning.

91

Life Cycle
Activities

How does the organisation
ensure that process(es) and/or
procedure(s) for the
implementation of asset
management plan(s) and control
of activities during maintenance
(and inspection) of assets are
sufficient to ensure activities are
carried out under specified
conditions, are consistent with
asset management strategy and
control cost, risk and
performance?

3.3

Horizon utilise standard procedures
obtained from larger power
companies.
Maintenance and inspections have
traditionally worked off cycle time
utilisation of standard operating
procedures. With the introduction of
Ellipse this approach will be reset.

The introduction of Ellipse has included
formation of standard work flows for a
variety of different types of work delivery,
such as inspection, maintenance, fault,
defect and project. Inspection and
Maintenance have been communicated
and aligned with the Services teams, with
the remainder to follow.

Having documented process(es) which ensure the asset Asset managers, operations managers,
management plan(s) are implemented in accordance
maintenance managers and project managers from
with any specified conditions, in a manner consistent
other impacted areas of the business
with the asset management policy, strategy and
objectives and in such a way that cost, risk and asset
system performance are appropriately controlled is
critical. They are an essential part of turning intention
into action (eg, as required by PAS 55 s 4.5.1).

Documented procedure for review. Documented
procedure for audit of process delivery. Records of
previous audits, improvement actions and documented
confirmation that actions have been carried out.

95

Performance and How does the organisation
condition
measure the performance and
monitoring
condition of its assets?

2.6

Horizon report age of assets in its
regulatory disclosures but have yet
to report condition of assets across
the network.
Performance of the assets is closely
monitored by Network Operations
and these results are used to
determine future work.

The new SCADA system can report trends
in faults and asset performance. The GIS
tracks asset condition data as it is known.
Horizon's new Risk Model combined with
Ellipse provides asset condition across the
network, via the last inspected condition
or age. Horizon is currently capturing more
detailed asset condition information with
its mobility inspection program launched
in FY20.

Widely used AM standards require that organisations
establish implement and maintain procedure(s) to
monitor and measure the performance and/or
condition of assets and asset systems. They further set
out requirements in some detail for reactive and
proactive monitoring, and leading/lagging performance
indicators together with the monitoring or results to
provide input to corrective actions and continual
improvement. There is an expectation that
performance and condition monitoring will provide
input to improving asset management strategy,
objectives and plan(s).

A broad cross-section of the people involved in the
organisation's asset-related activities from data
input to decision-makers, i.e. an end-to end
assessment. This should include contactors and
other relevant third parties as appropriate.

Functional policy and/or strategy documents for
performance or condition monitoring and
measurement. The organisation's performance
monitoring frameworks, balanced scorecards etc.
Evidence of the reviews of any appropriate
performance indicators and the action lists resulting
from these reviews. Reports and trend analysis using
performance and condition information. Evidence of
the use of performance and condition information
shaping improvements and supporting asset
management strategy, objectives and plan(s).

99

Investigation of
asset-related
failures, incidents
and
nonconformities

3.7

Significant faults exceeding 3 SAIDI
minutes are formally investigated
but these are not common. Other
investigations evaluate faults over 1
SAIDI minute.

Horizon can track investment
Widely used AM standards require that the
opportunities and committed work to past organisation establishes implements and maintains
defects and their investigation.
process(es) for the handling and investigation of
failures incidents and non-conformities for assets and
sets down a number of expectations. Specifically this
question examines the requirement to define clearly
responsibilities and authorities for these activities, and
communicate these unambiguously to relevant people
including external stakeholders if appropriate.

The organisation's safety and environment
management team. The team with overall
responsibility for the management of the assets.
People who have appointed roles within the assetrelated investigation procedure, from those who
carry out the investigations to senior management
who review the recommendations. Operational
controllers responsible for managing the asset
base under fault conditions and maintaining
services to consumers. Contractors and other third
parties as appropriate.

Process(es) and procedure(s) for the handling,
investigation and mitigation of asset-related failures,
incidents and emergency situations and non
conformances. Documentation of assigned
responsibilities and authority to employees. Job
Descriptions, Audit reports. Common communication
systems i.e. all Job Descriptions on Internet etc.

How does the organisation
ensure responsibility and the
authority for the handling,
investigation and mitigation of
asset-related failures, incidents
and emergency situations and
non conformances is clear,
unambiguous, understood and
communicated?

Evidence—Summary

User Guidance

Why

Who

Record/documented Information
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Question No.

88

91

95

99

Function

Life Cycle
Activities

Life Cycle
Activities

Performance and
condition
monitoring

Investigation of
asset-related
failures, incidents
and
nonconformities

Maturity Level 1

Maturity Level 2

How does the organisation
establish implement and
maintain process(es) for the
implementation of its asset
management plan(s) and control
of activities across the creation,
acquisition or enhancement of
assets. This includes design,
modification, procurement,
construction and commissioning
activities?

Question

The organisation does not have
process(es) in place to manage and
control the implementation of asset
management plan(s) during activities
related to asset creation including
design, modification, procurement,
construction and commissioning.

Maturity Level 0

The organisation is aware of the need to
have process(es) and procedure(s) in
place to manage and control the
implementation of asset management
plan(s) during activities related to asset
creation including design, modification,
procurement, construction and
commissioning but currently do not
have these in place (note: procedure(s)
may exist but they are
inconsistent/incomplete).

The organisation is in the process of
putting in place process(es) and
procedure(s) to manage and control the
implementation of asset management
plan(s) during activities related to asset
creation including design, modification,
procurement, construction and
commissioning. Gaps and
inconsistencies are being addressed.

Effective process(es) and procedure(s)
are in place to manage and control the
implementation of asset management
plan(s) during activities related to asset
creation including design, modification,
procurement, construction and
commissioning.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation ensure
that process(es) and/or
procedure(s) for the
implementation of asset
management plan(s) and control
of activities during maintenance
(and inspection) of assets are
sufficient to ensure activities are
carried out under specified
conditions, are consistent with
asset management strategy and
control cost, risk and
performance?

The organisation does not have
process(es)/procedure(s) in place to
control or manage the implementation
of asset management plan(s) during this
life cycle phase.

The organisation is aware of the need to
have process(es) and procedure(s) in
place to manage and control the
implementation of asset management
plan(s) during this life cycle phase but
currently do not have these in place
and/or there is no mechanism for
confirming they are effective and where
needed modifying them.

The organisation is in the process of
putting in place process(es) and
procedure(s) to manage and control the
implementation of asset management
plan(s) during this life cycle phase. They
include a process for confirming the
process(es)/procedure(s) are effective
and if necessary carrying out
modifications.

The organisation has in place
process(es) and procedure(s) to manage
and control the implementation of asset
management plan(s) during this life
cycle phase. They include a process,
which is itself regularly reviewed to
ensure it is effective, for confirming the
process(es)/ procedure(s) are effective
and if necessary carrying out
modifications.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation
measure the performance and
condition of its assets?

The organisation has not considered
how to monitor the performance and
condition of its assets.

The organisation recognises the need
for monitoring asset performance but
has not developed a coherent approach.
Measures are incomplete,
predominantly reactive and lagging.
There is no linkage to asset
management objectives.

The organisation is developing coherent
asset performance monitoring linked to
asset management objectives. Reactive
and proactive measures are in place.
Use is being made of leading indicators
and analysis. Gaps and inconsistencies
remain.

Consistent asset performance
monitoring linked to asset management
objectives is in place and universally
used including reactive and proactive
measures. Data quality management
and review process are appropriate.
Evidence of leading indicators and
analysis.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

The organisation are in the process of
defining the responsibilities and
authorities with evidence. Alternatively
there are some gaps or inconsistencies
in the identified
responsibilities/authorities.

The organisation have defined the
appropriate responsibilities and
authorities and evidence is available to
show that these are applied across the
business and kept up to date.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation ensure The organisation has not considered the The organisation understands the
responsibility and the authority
need to define the appropriate
requirements and is in the process of
for the handling, investigation
responsibilities and the authorities.
determining how to define them.
and mitigation of asset-related
failures, incidents and emergency
situations and non conformances
is clear, unambiguous,
understood and communicated?

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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Question

Score

Evidence—Summary

User Guidance

Why

105

Audit

Function

What has the organisation done
to establish procedure(s) for the
audit of its asset management
system (process(es))?

2.5

Field activities are routinely audited,
and improvement actions are
derived from audit observations.
External audits are undertaken as
part of a range of improvement
activities as well as compliance. As
part of risk management and risk
based asset inspection, Horizon
audits a subset of the fleet. Set
audit/review timeframes with
individual reponsibility. Conducts
GAP analysis against the AMMAT
framework. Underlying procedures
and processes that form part of the
asset management system have a
review timeframe.

Horizon appreciate that under ISO 55001
there is a requirement to further lift the
auditing process to drive continual
improvement in asset management.
Horizon has set periodic external
consultants to review its asset
management system as part of its
pathway to ISO 55001 certification.
Horizon uses AMMAT methodologies to
review the overall system. The procedures
that form part of the asset management
sytem have a review timeframe.

This question seeks to explore what the organisation
has done to comply with the standard practice AM
audit requirements (eg, the associated requirements of
PAS 55 s 4.6.4 and its linkages to s 4.7).

The management team responsible for its asset
management procedure(s). The team with overall
responsibility for the management of the assets.
Audit teams, together with key staff responsible
for asset management. For example, Asset
Management Director, Engineering Director.
People with responsibility for carrying out risk
assessments

Who

The organisation's asset-related audit procedure(s).
The organisation's methodology(s) by which it
determined the scope and frequency of the audits and
the criteria by which it identified the appropriate audit
personnel. Audit schedules, reports etc. Evidence of
the procedure(s) by which the audit results are
presented, together with any subsequent
communications. The risk assessment schedule or risk
registers.

Record/documented Information

109

Corrective &
Preventative
action

How does the organisation
instigate appropriate corrective
and/or preventive actions to
eliminate or prevent the causes
of identified poor performance
and non conformance?

2.5

The asset inspection process enables Evidence of corrective and predictive
root cause analysis and failure
actions can be found in VAULT for issues
trends. Vegetation management
tracked by personnel who use this system.
system to track vegetation cut
assesments and metres cut per
feeder. Periodic defect review
meetings. Incident meetings for SAIDI
events greater than 1 minute.
Horizon has developed a mechanism
to establish systematic reviews of
faults and defects on monthly basis.
Corrective actions are recorded in
VAULT consistent with outcomes
from assessments management by
this system. Otherwise the
organisation relies on its ISO 9001
processes.

Having investigated asset related failures, incidents and
non-conformances, and taken action to mitigate their
consequences, an organisation is required to
implement preventative and corrective actions to
address root causes. Incident and failure investigations
are only useful if appropriate actions are taken as a
result to assess changes to a businesses risk profile and
ensure that appropriate arrangements are in place
should a recurrence of the incident happen. Widely
used AM standards also require that necessary changes
arising from preventive or corrective action are made
to the asset management system.

The management team responsible for its asset
management procedure(s). The team with overall
responsibility for the management of the assets.
Audit and incident investigation teams. Staff
responsible for planning and managing corrective
and preventive actions.

Analysis records, meeting notes and minutes,
modification records. Asset management plan(s),
investigation reports, audit reports, improvement
programmes and projects. Recorded changes to asset
management procedure(s) and process(es). Condition
and performance reviews. Maintenance reviews

113

Continual
Improvement

How does the organisation
achieve continual improvement
in the optimal combination of
costs, asset related risks and the
performance and condition of
assets and asset systems across
the whole life cycle?

2.5

Horizon can demonstrate continual
improvement in its systems and
organisational structure. It relies on
long-term experienced personnel to
manage risks in the field.

Examples of improvement include optimal
choices of equipment, centralised
planning, the mobility system being rolled
out and the upgrade of systems. A
centralised register is now being
considered for continual improvement.

Widely used AM standards have requirements to
establish, implement and maintain
process(es)/procedure(s) for identifying, assessing,
prioritising and implementing actions to achieve
continual improvement. Specifically there is a
requirement to demonstrate continual improvement in
optimisation of cost risk and performance/condition of
assets across the life cycle. This question explores an
organisation's capabilities in this area—looking for
systematic improvement mechanisms rather that
reviews and audit (which are separately examined).

The top management of the organisation. The
manager/team responsible for managing the
organisation's asset management system, including
its continual improvement. Managers responsible
for policy development and implementation.

Records showing systematic exploration of
improvement. Evidence of new techniques being
explored and implemented. Changes in procedure(s)
and process(es) reflecting improved use of optimisation
tools/techniques and available information. Evidence
of working parties and research.

115

Continual
Improvement

How does the organisation seek
and acquire knowledge about
new asset management related
technology and practices, and
evaluate their potential benefit
to the organisation?

3.0

Horizon is a member of appropriate
professional societies and
participates in key forums. It is also
engaged by industry vendors on a
periodic basis. Recently it has funded
research work at U Canterbury.

Horizon addresses both tactical
improvements in hardware such as
sectionalising the network and improved
management of faults, and strategic
considerations such as the DSO and EVs.

One important aspect of continual improvement is
where an organisation looks beyond its existing
boundaries and knowledge base to look at what 'new
things are on the market'. These new things can
include equipment, process(es), tools, etc. An
organisation which does this (eg, by the PAS 55 s 4.6
standards) will be able to demonstrate that it
continually seeks to expand its knowledge of all things
affecting its asset management approach and
capabilities. The organisation will be able to
demonstrate that it identifies any such opportunities
to improve, evaluates them for suitability to its own
organisation and implements them as appropriate.
This question explores an organisation's approach to
this activity.

The top management of the organisation. The
manager/team responsible for managing the
organisation's asset management system, including
its continual improvement. People who monitor
the various items that require monitoring for
'change'. People that implement changes to the
organisation's policy, strategy, etc. People within
an organisation with responsibility for
investigating, evaluating, recommending and
implementing new tools and techniques, etc.

Research and development projects and records,
benchmarking and participation knowledge exchange
professional forums. Evidence of correspondence
relating to knowledge acquisition. Examples of change
implementation and evaluation of new tools, and
techniques linked to asset management strategy and
objectives.
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Company Name
AMP Planning Period
Asset Management Standard Applied

Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
1 April 2020 – 31 March 2030

SCHEDULE 13: REPORT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT MATURITY (cont)
Question No.

105

109

113

115

Function

Audit

Corrective &
Preventative
action

Continual
Improvement

Continual
Improvement

Question

What has the organisation done
to establish procedure(s) for the
audit of its asset management
system (process(es))?

Maturity Level 0

Maturity Level 1

The organisation has not recognised the The organisation understands the need
need to establish procedure(s) for the
for audit procedure(s) and is
audit of its asset management system.
determining the appropriate scope,
frequency and methodology(s).

Maturity Level 2

Maturity Level 3

Maturity Level 4

The organisation is establishing its audit
procedure(s) but they do not yet cover
all the appropriate asset-related
activities.

The organisation can demonstrate that
its audit procedure(s) cover all the
appropriate asset-related activities and
the associated reporting of audit results.
Audits are to an appropriate level of
detail and consistently managed.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.
The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

How does the organisation
instigate appropriate corrective
and/or preventive actions to
eliminate or prevent the causes of
identified poor performance and
non conformance?

The organisation does not recognise the The organisation recognises the need to
need to have systematic approaches to
have systematic approaches to
instigating corrective or preventive
instigating corrective or preventive
actions.
actions. There is ad-hoc
implementation for corrective actions to
address failures of assets but not the
asset management system.

The need is recognized for systematic
instigation of preventive and corrective
actions to address root causes of non
compliance or incidents identified by
investigations, compliance evaluation or
audit. It is only partially or
inconsistently in place.

Mechanisms are consistently in place
and effective for the systematic
instigation of preventive and corrective
actions to address root causes of non
compliance or incidents identified by
investigations, compliance evaluation or
audit.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation
achieve continual improvement in
the optimal combination of costs,
asset related risks and the
performance and condition of
assets and asset systems across
the whole life cycle?

The organisation does not consider
continual improvement of these factors
to be a requirement, or has not
considered the issue.

Continuous improvement process(es)
are set out and include consideration of
cost risk, performance and condition for
assets managed across the whole life
cycle but it is not yet being
systematically applied.

There is evidence to show that
continuous improvement process(es)
which include consideration of cost risk,
performance and condition for assets
managed across the whole life cycle are
being systematically applied.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

How does the organisation seek
and acquire knowledge about
new asset management related
technology and practices, and
evaluate their potential benefit to
the organisation?

The organisation makes no attempt to
seek knowledge about new asset
management related technology or
practices.

The organisation has initiated asset
management communication within
sector to share and, or identify 'new' to
sector asset management practices and
seeks to evaluate them.

The organisation actively engages
internally and externally with other
asset management practitioners,
professional bodies and relevant
conferences. Actively investigates and
evaluates new practices and evolves its
asset management activities using
appropriate developments.

The organisation's process(es) surpass
the standard required to comply with
requirements set out in a recognised
standard.

A Continual Improvement ethos is
recognised as beneficial, however it has
just been started, and or covers partially
the asset drivers.

The organisation is inward looking,
however it recognises that asset
management is not sector specific and
other sectors have developed good
practice and new ideas that could apply.
Ad-hoc approach.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.

The assessor is advised to note in the
Evidence section why this is the case
and the evidence seen.
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11.8 Schedule 14a: Mandatory Explanatory Notes on Forecast Information
Company Name
For Year Ended

Schedule 14a

Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
31 March 2021

Mandatory Explanatory Notes on Forecast Information

1. This Schedule requires EDBs to provide explanatory notes to reports prepared in
accordance with clause 2.6.6.
2. This Schedule is mandatory—EDBs must provide the explanatory comment specified
below, in accordance with clause 2.7.2. This information is not part of the audited
disclosure information, and so is not subject to the assurance requirements specified
in section 2.8.
Commentary on difference between nominal and constant price capital expenditure
forecasts (Schedule 11a)
3. In the box below, comment on the difference between nominal and constant price
capital expenditure for the current disclosure year and 10 year planning period, as
disclosed in Schedule 11a.
Box 1: Commentary on difference between nominal and constant price capital expenditure
forecasts

Difference between nominal and constant price capital expenditure forecasts are due to
forecast indexation applied. For the forecast from FY 2021 to FY2025 this is based on the
indexation values from the Commerce Commission’s DPP3 models and for the forecasts from
FY2026 to FY2030 is they are based on an annualised average forecast indexation using capital
goods price index estimates of 2.00%.

Commentary on difference between nominal and constant price operational expenditure
forecasts (Schedule 11b)
4. In the box below, comment on the difference between nominal and constant price
operational expenditure for the current disclosure year and 10-year planning period,
as disclosed in Schedule 11b.
Box 2: Commentary on difference between nominal and constant price operational expenditure
forecasts

Difference between nominal and constant price operational expenditure forecasts are due to
forecast indexation applied. For the forecast from FY 2021 to FY2025 this is based on the
indexation values from the Commerce Commission’s DPP3 models and then 2.0% indexation
is then applied for the remainder of the forecast period up to FY2030.
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11.9 Schedule 15: Voluntary Explanatory Notes
Company Name

Horizon Energy Distribution Limited

For Year Ended

Schedule 15

31 March 2021

Voluntary Explanatory Notes

1. This schedule enables EDBs to provide, should they wish to1.1. additional explanatory comment to reports prepared in accordance with clauses
2.3.1, 2.4.21, 2.4.22, 2.5.1 and 2.5.2;
1.2. information on any substantial changes to information disclosed in relation to a
prior disclosure year, as a result of final wash-ups.
2. Information in this schedule is not part of the audited disclosure information, and so is
not subject to the assurance requirements specified in section 2.8.
3. Provide additional explanatory comment in the box below.
Box 1: Voluntary explanatory comment on disclosed information

1. All forecast capital expenditure provided for in schedule 11a is intended to be included
in the value of assets commissioned relating to the RAB.
2. Vested Assets – Vested assets with a combined construction cost $6.7 million are
expected during this 10-year planning period.
Significant vested asset construction costs include $3.5 million in 2020/21 for a few
large commercial customers. In addition, smaller customer vested assets, averaging
$0.35 million are expected each year.
Schedule 11a discloses the fair value of vested assets at the consideration provided by
Horizon Energy Distribution Limited. As these vested assets are fully paid for by the
customers, the disclosed fair value of these vested assets is Nil in the RAB. These
vested assets are then maintained by the Network for the duration of their useful
operating lives.
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Acronym
AAAC
ABS
AC
ACI
ACSR
AHI
AL
AMMAT
AMO
AMP
AMS
AS
ASEA
AUFLS
BCP
BESS
B4UDIG

BOP
BOPLAG
CAIDI
CAPEX
CB
CBD
CDEM
CEO
CHH
CPI
DB
DC
DDO
DFA
DG
DGHOST

DMR
DNO
DNP

Definition
All Aluminium Alloy Conductor
Air Break Switch
Alternating Current
Asset Criticality Index
Aluminium Conductor Steel Reinforced Cable
Asset Health Index
Aluminium Conductor
Asset Management Maturity
Asset Management Objective
Asset Management Plan
Asset Management Plan System
Australian Standard
Allmänna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget - General Swedish Electrical
Limited Company
Automatic Under-Frequency Load Shedding
Business Continuity Planning
Battery Energy Storage System
An online and cable locating service which enables anyone undertaking
excavation works to obtain information on the location of cables and
other utility assets in and around any proposed dig site, helping to
protect themselves and valuable assets during these works.
Bay Of Plenty
Bay of Plenty Lifelines Advisory Group
Customer Average Interruption Duration Index – SAIDI/SAIFI
Capital Expenditure
Circuit Breaker
Central Business District
Civil Defence Emergency Management
Chief Executive Officer
Carter Holt Harvey
Consumer Price Index
Database
Direct Current
Dominion Drop Out Fuses
Delegated Financial Authorities
Distributed Generation
Product name. A service developed from GREEN Grid research by the
University of Canterbury's Electrical Power Engineering Centre
(EPECentre)
Digital Mobile Radio
Distribution Network Operators
Distributed Network Protocol - Communication Protocol
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Acronym
DPP
DR
DRP
EBET
EDB
EEA
EGI
EHV
EIPC
ENA
ENTEC
EPR
EV
FLISR
FY
GAAP
GEC
GFMAM
GHA
GIS
GM
GPS
GXP
HDBC
HEDL
HEDL
HEG
HILP
HMI
HR
HSE
HSL
HT
HV
IAM
ICCP
ICP
ICRM
ICT
IDC
IL
IP
ISO

Appendices

Definition
Default Price-Quality Path
Demand Response
Disaster Recovery Plan
Eastern Bay Energy Trust
Electricity Distribution Business
Electricity Engineers Association
Equipment (Asset) Group Identifier
Extra High Voltage
Electricity Industry Participation Code
Electricity Network Association
ENTEC Electric & Electronic Co Ltd
Earth Potential Rise
Electric Vehicle
Isolation and Service Restoration
Financial Year
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GEC Switchboard
Global Forum for Maintenance and Asset Management
Schneider Electric's Gas-Insulated Circuit Breaker Switchgear
Geographic Information System
General Manager
Global Positioning System
Transpower Grid Exit Point
Hard Drawn Bare Copper conductor
Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
Horizon Energy Distribution Limited
Horizon Energy Group
High Impact Low Probability
Human-Machine Interface
Human Resource
Health, Safety and Environment
Horizon Services Limited
High Tension, also known as High Voltage
High Voltage
Institute of Asset Management
Inter-Control Centre Protocol, a Transpower communications system
Installation Control Point
Industry Calibrated Replacement CAPEX Model
Information and Communication Technologies
Infrastructure Development Contribution
Importance Level
Internet Protocol; a communications language used across Ethernet
International Standard Organisation
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Acronym
IT
KF
KFE

KLC
LAN
LLP
LMVP
LTIFR
LV
MAD
MDF
MEN
MS
MV
MVA
MW
NA
NAV
NAVISION
Network Security

NIWA
NMFR
NMS
NPV
NZ
NZCSM
NZS
NZX
OFAF
OFF
OH
OMS
ON
ONAF
ONAN
OPAC
OPEX
PD

Appendices

Definition
Information Technology
McGraw-Edison Type KF hydraulically controlled vacuum recloser
Cooper Power System's Type KFE recloser, combines vacuum
interruption with hydraulic counting and electronic fault sensing and trip
timing
KLC Limited. Manufactures and distributes a range of precision-made
timber building materials, based in Kaingaroa Forest Village
Local Area Network
Limited Liability Partnership agreement
RPS Switchgear's vacuum circuit-breaker
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate
Low Voltage
Minimum Approach Distance
Medium Density Fibre
Multiple Earthed Neutral system
Microsoft Corporation
Medium Voltage, 11kV and 33kV
Mega Volt-Amps
Megawatt
Not Available
Also Known as Navision
A product from Microsoft Corporation for an enterprise resource
planning app
Capability of the network to provide an alternative path of supply in the
event of an item of equipment failing or being removed from service for
maintenance
National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Number of Near Miss Reports (per million hours)
Network Management System
Net Present Value
New Zealand
New Zealand Convective Scale Model (Weather related, tbc)
New Zealand Standard
New Zealand’s Exchange
Pumped oil flow and forced air flow cooling for transformers
OFF position of a switch
Over Head
Outage Management System
ON position of a switch
Natural oil flow and forced air flow cooling for transformers
Natural oil flow and natural air flow cooling for transformers
Opotiki Packaging and Coolstorage Ltd
Operational Expenditure
Partial Discharge (Voltage leakage)
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Acronym
PGF
PILC
POP
PV
PVC
REINHAUS
REPEX
RFP
RIPPLE
RMA
RMC
RMU
RPS
RSE
RTU
SAIDI
SAIFI
SCADA
SD
SECTOS
SEL
SFU
SIL
SLA
SLD
SONS
SQL
SSC
SWER
TAOM
Top 100 Peaks

TPM
TRIFR
UBBDT
UC
UG

Appendices

Definition
Provincial Growth Fund
Paper Insulated, Lead Covered cable
Participant Outage Plan
Photovoltaics
Polyvinyl Chloride
Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH (MR), a German Power
Transformer and Tap changer manufacturer
Replacement Expenditure
Request for Proposal
A load control plant to improve asset utilisation
Resource Management Act
Ring Main Unit
Ring Main Unit
Reyrolle Pacific Switchgear
Reliability, Safety, Environment
Remote Terminal Unit
System
Average
Interruption
Duration
Index
(minutes)
Sum of customer interruption duration / total number of customers
System
Average
Interruption
Frequency
Index
Number of customer interruptions / total number of customers
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Switch-Disconnector
Tradename for an SF6-insulated, outdoor pole mounted load break
switch family for overhead lines manufactured by ABB
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories
Product name for Landis+Gyr's Load Control Plant
Strategy, Insight and Leverage. A full service research company based
in Napier, Hawke's Bay
Service Level Agreement
Single Line Diagram
System Operations and Network Support
Structured Query Language
Single Strand Conductor
Single Wire Earth Return
Te Ahi O Maui
100 highest 30-minute load periods in a year are averaged to provide a
value. This method reduces the effect of transients and short-term
reinforcement peaks on the load and gives a good value to compare
against successive years.
Transmission Pricing Methodology
Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate
On load tap-changer type by ABB
University of Canterbury
Underground
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Acronym
UHF
UK
UPS
VAR
VAULT
VBF
VHF
VMX
VT
WAN
WBM
WDC
XLPE
YTD

Appendices

Definition
Ultra-High Frequency
United Kingdom
Uninterrupted Power Supply
Volt-Amps Reactive
Cloud-based and mobile accessible system for the management of
Health and Safety
Outdoor three pole vacuum circuit breaker type from ABB
Very High Frequency
Indoor circuit breaker type VMX manufactured by Areva T&D
Voltage Transformer
Wide Area Network
Whakatane Board Mill
Whakatane District Council
Cross-linked Polyethylene
Year to Date
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13 Appendix C – Project Briefs
The following sections summarise the significant projects planned and includes discussion on the main
driver for the projects, options considered, and the preferred outcome. All projects in the AMP are subject
to continual review, managerial and Board approval on an individual basis, and the outcome of any project
is dependent on meeting the planning principles and criteria, analysis and priority assessment for that
project against the requirements of all projects and the needs of the organisation.
Project Name:
Establishing New Sub Transmission Supply to Opotiki Switching Station

Project Driver: System Growth
The Opotiki Switching station upgrade in 2016 has improved the power quality to the Opotiki
Township and to industrial customers. It maximises utilisation of the existing distribution feeders by
meshing them onto a new 11 kV switchboard bus in Opotiki. However, emerging step load increments
from major Kiwifruit processing plants and initial investigation shows that there is a possibility of
voltage falling below regulated limits as load increases.

Options:
Both Network and Non-Network options are considered to address this issue. Network options include
a range of upgrade and reinforcements. Non-Network options considered were installing a battery
storage system to provide peak load, and diesel generator for voltage support. Until recently a diesel
generator has been connected to Opotiki 11kV for voltage support in the past. The connection point
can be utilised by connecting a similar size mobile diesel generator during long interruptions. The
number of options shortlisted are:
1. Convert one of 11kV feeder between Waiotahi and Opotiki to 33kV
2. Build new 110kV line or convert 11kV feeder to 110kV between two sites
3. Increase the conductor size on 11kV feeders to defer the sub transmission construction
4. Convert the Te Kaha 50kV line to 11kV and bus into the Opotiki bus, and re-supply Te Kaha
off the 50kV bus by relocating the Transpower 50kV transformer at Waiotahi.
5. Convert the Te Kaha 50kV line to 11kV and bus into the Opotiki bus, and re-supply Te Kaha
off the 50kV bus by installing a 33kV transformer at Opotiki.

Preferred Option:
Owning of the 50kV line provides an option to operate this line at 11kV making four feeder ring
distribution network between two sites (Option 4, or option 5). This will defer the investment for
establishing sub- transmission and zone transformers at Opotiki switching station. Some negotiations
with Transpower would need to be completed regarding the use of the Transpower 50kV transformer,
and connection to the 11kV bus. Based on the risks and project cost, HEDL would further develop future
planning and will continue to investigate a range of options. Cost estimate is based on building a
dedicated 33kV feeder based on Transpower providing a 33kV solution at Waiotahi.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$6M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
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2021 to 2023

Project Name:
Establishing an Opotiki Substation with a Single Transformer Bank

Project Driver: System Growth
The Opotiki Switching station upgrade in 2016 has improved the power quality to the Opotiki
Township and to industrial customers. It maximises utilisation of the existing distribution feeders by
meshing them onto a new 11 kV switchboard bus in Opotiki. However, initial investigation indicates
capacity constraints would emerge from future step load increase at step load increases major
Kiwifruit plants, proposed Opotiki Harbour development and Mussel farm. To meet the future load
growth in Opotiki, further development of Opotiki switching station is required.

Options:
Both Network and Non-Network options are considered to address this issue. Network options include
converting switching station to zone substation. Non - Network options considered were installing a
battery storage system to provide peak load and diesel generator for voltage support. Until recently a
diesel generator has been connected to Opotiki 11kV for voltage support in the past. The connection
point can be utilised by connecting a similar size mobile diesel generator during long interruptions.
The number of options shortlisted are:
1. Install additional voltage regulators on existing 11kV feeder
2. Increase the conductor size on 11kV feeders to cater additional demand
3. Install 33/11kV zone transformer at Opotiki Switching Station

Preferred Option:
The currently preferred option is to install 20MVA, 33/11kV transformer at Opotiki Switching Station
and convert it to 20MVA capacity zone substation. This project is linked to establishing sub
transmission supply to Opotiki site.
Paralleling the 50kV line into Opotiki and operating at 11kV would defer the need for sub transmission
for up to few years, although the longer the project is delayed the smaller the window of opportunity
during low load periods available for conversion to 33kV

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$2M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2026 to 2030
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Project Name:
Increase WBM South Line Capacity

Project Driver: System Growth
WBM South line provides 33kV supply to Whakatane Board Mill (WBM) and WBM consumes around
25% of Horizon Networks total demand. 33kV feeders - Te Rahu South and WBM South are a smaller
in conductor size than the parallel conductors Te Rahu North, Te Rahu Central, and WBM North
feeders which supply Te Rahu and WBM. This conductor limits the load carrying capacity of the
conductors to 17MVA compared to the parallel feeders rated at 24MVA.
When required to operate in reinforcement role, in case of the loss of one of the parallel circuits, the
overall circuit capacity is limited to the smaller conductor. WBM South line does not match the WBM
North line capacity and during North line out of service, WBM South circuit not able to supply the WBM
peak load.
In normal operation there is uneven load distribution across the parallel feeders. This is not an issue at
present but may become constraint as the total load increases in WBM.

Options:
Both Network and Non-Network options are considered to address this issue. Network options include
increasing conductor size or new line etc. Non - Network options considered were thermally re-rate the
lines from the designed rating of 55 ºC to 75 ºC but this would not correct the line resistance or voltage
drop and requires re-sagging and tensioning work. The number of options shortlisted are:
1. Increase the conductor size at existing line
2. Build additional line into the Mill
3. Install summer/winter protection settings at line to increase line capacity in winter
4. Increase thermal rating of the existing line

Preferred Option:
The currently preferred option is to upgrade the existing line conductor to match the WBM North
circuit. This project is driven by load increase at Whakatane Board Mill and will be revisited in 2021
before the design can be initiated.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$0.58M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2022 - 2023
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Project Name:
Increase Poroporo Line Capacity

Project Driver: System Growth
Poroporo 33kV feeder provides backup supply to WBM North line and Te Rahu switching station. This
is a backup feeder and is normally open at the WBM North line connection point. The capacity of this
feeder is limited due to the existing conductor size of 120mm2. This feeder would be utilised in future
to supply the proposed CBD substation and the existing conductor capacity would not be sufficient for
future developments and as a backup to existing feeders.

Options:
Both Network and Non-Network options are considered to address this issue. Network options include
increasing conductor size or new line etc. Non - Network options considered were thermally re-rate
the lines from the designed rating of 55 ºC to 75 ºC but this would not correct the line resistance or
voltage drop and requires re-sagging and tensioning work. The number of options shortlisted are:
1. Increase the conductor size at existing line
2. Install summer/winter protection settings at line
3. Increase thermal rating of the existing line

Preferred Option:
The currently preferred option is to upgrade the existing line conductor to provide enough capacity to
supply WBM, should WBM North line is out of service. The conductor upgrade would provide
sufficient capacity to supply the proposed CBD substation load in the future.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$0.28M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2023
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Project Name:
Whakatāne CBD Zone Substation - Preliminary Design

Project Driver: System Growth
Based on the current growth rate, it is predicted that the load growth and security constraints would
increase at Kope distribution network particularly around CBD at the end of the planning period.
Currently, Kope Zone substation capacity is capped at 13.3MVA and around 1% time of the year,
Kope load exceeds the zone transformer N capacity. To address the identified growth and security
constraints, Kope substation capacity would be capped at 16MVA once T1 is replaced and future load
growth would require a new substation in CBD. This project would undertake preliminary design and
investigations to identify a suitable site for a substation in the CBD followed by a land purchase.

Options:
Both Network and Non - Network options are considered to address this issue. Non - Network options
include permanently transferring some Kope load (3MVA) to neighbouring substation distribution
feeders. This will create security constraints at Station Road Zone substation. The other Non Network option considered was to install an energy storage system to assist at peak load times.
Network options include 11kV feeder cable upgrade, additional 11kV feeder into CBD and a new
substation in CBD. The number of options shortlisted are:
1. Install 11kV express feeder into CBD from Kope substation
2. Upgrade existing feeders into CBD with high capacity cables
3. New CBD substation to meet the future load growth

Preferred Option:
The preferred option is to develop new substation site in the CBD as the maximum capacity at Kope
is capped at 16MVA (due to 11kV switchboard rating) once T1 is upgraded. This project would
undertake preliminary design and investigations to identify suitable site for substation in the CBD
followed by land purchase. Recently, the completed Kope Zone substation 33kV ODID project will
provide an option to extend a 33kV supply to proposed CBD substation.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$0.43M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2027
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Project Name:
Whakatāne CBD Zone Substation - Sub-Transmission from Te Rahu and Engineering

Project Driver: System Growth
The driver for this project is to address the developing security and capacity constraints at Kope
distribution networks. It is expected the growth at Kope CBD distribution network would present
voltage and capacity issues in future. A new CBD substation is the preferred option and to supply the
future CBD substation, establishment of sub transmission supply is required.

Options:
Both Network and Non - Network options are considered to address this issue. Non - Network options
include permanently transferring some Kope load (3MVA) to neighbouring substation distribution
feeders or to install an energy storage system to assist at peak load times. Network options are
shortlisted below:
1. Install 11kV express feeder from Kope to future CBD substation site (limited by Kope 11kV
capacity)
2. Install sub transmission circuit from Te Rahu 33kV Switching station

Preferred Option:
The Poroporo 33kV feeder at Te Rahu station runs up to the Whakatāne Mill and extending this via
cable to the proposed CBD substation site would establish a 33kV supply. The engineering design
and establishment of a sub-transmission to CBD substation site would be part of this project.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$1.9M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2028
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Project Name:
Whakatāne CBD Substation - Sub-Transmission from Kope and Detail Design

Project Driver: System Growth
This project involves establishment of second sub-transmission from Kope 33kV bus to proposed
CBD substation site to address the future security and capacity constraints. The aim is to establish a
33kV ring supply system to meet security of supply criteria. The other 33kV circuit would be from Te
Rahu switching station. The recently completed 33kV outdoor to Indoor switchgear conversation
project at Kope substation allows for a future 33kV connection to the CBD substation.

Options:
Both Network and Non - Network options are considered to address this issue. Non - Network options
include permanently transferring some Kope load (3MVA) to neighbouring substation distribution
feeders or to install an energy storage system to assist at peak load times. The network options
shortlisted are:
1. Install 11kV express feeder from Kope to future proposed CBD substation site (limited by
Kope 11kV capacity)
2. Install sub transmission circuit from Kope substation’s 33kV bus to CBD substation site

Preferred Option:
The sub-transmission circuits would initially be used at 11kV before commissioning of the substation
to address the voltage issues during contingency operation. This investment includes the detail
design cost for the substation. The 33kV ring would provide high security of supply to Whakatāne
load. It is likely the development of CBD substation would follow the Opotiki Substation staged
development approach, which would be establishing a 11kV switching station initially and eventually
develop into a zone substation.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$2.2M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2029
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Project Name:
Kope T1 Zone Transformer Replacement

Project Driver: System Growth / Renewal
Currently, the peak load at Kope substation exceeds the zone transformer T1 occasionally for 1%
time of the year and T1 ratings / impedance does not match T2. This creates a slight mismatch
between T1 and T2 transformers load sharing. This project is currently listed under Asset renewal and
replacement category. However, this project has a potential to be executed under System growth
provided the system growth at Kope substation accelerates faster than the predicted growth rate.

Options:
Both Network and Non-Network options are considered to address this issue. Non - Network options
include transferring some Kope load to neighbouring substation distribution feeders or to install an
energy storage system to assist at peak load times. The network options shortlisted are:
1. Install SCADA controlled tie points between Kope 11kV feeders and neighbouring
interconnecting feeders

2. Replace Kope T1 transformer
Preferred Option:
The preferred long-term option is to replace T1 at Kope with a similar transformer as T2 and mitigate
the mismatch issues and increase the firm capacity of Kope substation to 16MVA. Couple of tie points
between Kope and Station Road substation would be upgraded to SCADA controlled switches to be
able to shift some load before overloading T1 should T2 be out of service.

Project Cost/Accuracy:
$1.2M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2025
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Project Name:
Ohope-33kV Transformer T1 replacement

Project Driver: System Growth / Asset Renewal
The project involves installing a new transformer at Ohope zone substation. Ohope Zone substation
peak load is approaching the available 5MVA transformer bank capacity and was previously predicted
to overload by 2014 during peak periods. The existing bank is three single-phase transformers
manufactured in 1966.
The implementation of enhanced load control and limited peak load growth has reduced the constraint
previously identified. A Transformer probability of failure chart for similar sized transformers is below
which shows the probability of failure of this bank at 50 years age is between 20-35%

Network Options:
Replace transformer with larger transformer
7.5/15 MVA

A similar sized Transformer present in East Bank sub
Zone substation. A larger size may be considered to
maintain a standard transformer size configuration
across the network. Galatea transformers would also
be a good fit at Ohope.

Install a dual transformer bank at Ohope

Expensive option but provides a higher level of security
with a single 33kV feeder line.

Relocate Kope T1 transformer
Refurbish spare transformer.

Non-Network Options:

Refurbish each transformer to provide maximum
reliability. Expected cost approaching 50% of the cost
of a new transformer but eliminates the infrastructure
requirement of a new transformer.
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Allow the transformer bank run in overload
condition through peaks

Ohope peaks are very short duration so allowing the
transformer to overload (130%) for up to two hours is
technically acceptable – this could be used to defer the
replacement by up to 10 years.

Manage peak loads

Peaks are primarily caused by load control restoration
spikes. Load management to correct this will reduce
the peaks allowing for a delay in the scheduled
transformer replacement.

Load displacement

Dynamically displace peak loads to an adjacent
substation. Feasible if automated switching is installed
between Pohutukawa feeder and Mokorua feeder. This
could provide a solution for up to 10-15 years.

Peak load cropping generation

Good option to manage peak loads as well as providing
some back up security of supply. Could be used to
defer transformer replacement.

Preferred Option:
Refurbish the transformers to reduce failure risk.
The lack of redundancy issue is a separate consideration that is discussed separately.

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$1.1M ± 20%

Projected Implementation Year:
Driven by condition
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Project Name:
Ohope T2 - Ohope 2nd 33kV line

Project Driver: System Growth / Asset Renewal
The project involves improving the security of supply at Ohope. Ohope Zone substation lacks 33kV
reinforcement. Ohope has a single transformer bank supplied from a single 33kV line. Reinforcement
is via 11kV line from Station Road. As Ohope load increases the ability to provide reinforcement at
11kV becomes more constrained.

Network Options:
Continue to supply reinforcement at 11kV
from Station Road Mokorua feeder

This feeder was upgraded to provide more capacity in
2009. It can physically supply Ohope but there are
voltage quality issues at the end of Harbour feeder with
this reinforcement route.

Install a substation at Mokorua to support
Ohope from Pohutukawa feeder

Would not be considered viable unless load demand in
the Mokorua region warrants additional capacity.

Insert a second transformer at Ohope

Provides a high level of 11kV security. But would not
provide any remedy to the single 33kV feeder line
issue.

Convert the existing 33kV circuit to dual circuit

This does not provide the level of security as a
separate circuit would provide. Should be easier to
consent than building a new line.
Less cost than an exclusive line.
Issues maintaining supply during construction.

Install 2nd 33kV circuit

An expensive option
difficulties.
Difficult line route.

Install 110kV line off the Waiotahi 110kV
supply

This option has not been investigated in detail but is
feasible in the longer term.
Phase shift would need to be considered.
Load at Ohope is insufficient at this stage to make this
option a realistic alternative.

Connect supply from Waiotahi by thrusting a
cable under the harbour

Phase shift between Waiotahi and Ohope to be
considered.
Expensive option.
May not be compatible with Opotiki development plans.

with

resource

consenting

Non - Network Options:
Install voltage support regulator/s

A voltage regulator at the tie point to Pohutukawa
feeder would regulate the voltage into the Ohope
region under reinforcement. This would be unused
except during load reinforcement. Any regulator would
need to be >5MVA to supply the full load of Ohope.

Install capacitor bank

Initial modelling results indicate that capacitive support
would have limited benefit for voltage support during
reinforcement. This would need to be centralised to
enable automated switching to remove the capacitors
when on normal supply from Ohope.
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Assets would be un-used under normal configuration.

Demand load management

Options discussed in section 6 could be applied as
interim measures to manage peak demand load.

Support from Waiotahi at 11kV

There is a phase shift between Waiotahi and Ohope
that requires break before make switching. Also, the
distribution feeders from Waiotahi are generally
smaller conductors so voltage support becomes an
issue. Capacitor banks and /or regulators would assist
this option.

Embedded generation

Peak load >4MVA would require 6MVA generation.
1MVA generation for voltage support in conjunction
with 11kV reinforcement from Station Road substation
would be a short-term viable option during peak load
periods.

Preferred Option:
The preferred option at this stage is not to install a second feeder and to continue to support Ohope at
11kV until the load at this voltage becomes unsustainable and supporting with the help of generation
during peak periods.

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
There are a number of projects that apply to this constraint. Detailed engineering is yet to be completed
to determine the best solution in the long term.

Projected Implementation Year:
>2026
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Project Name:
33kV Circuit build - 2nd 33kV line into Aniwhenua

Project Driver: System Security / Asset Renewal
This project involves installing a second 33kV circuit into Aniwhenua power station and connecting to
Kopuriki feeder. Galatea and Kaingaroa combined loads are approaching the capacity limits at the
Snake Hill 33kV feeder from Edgecumbe due to line voltage drop which in turn causes the
transformer regulators at Galatea and Kaingaroa to saturate.

Network Options:
Upgrade the Snake Hill conductor size

Snake Hill feeder is connected at Edgecumbe. This
feeder is 37km long and runs through rugged terrain.
Estimated cost to re conductor this feeder exceeds the
cost of installing a new line into Aniwhenua and does not
enhance the reliability for Galatea.

Install a new line into Aniwhenua

This would provide full redundancy for Galatea, and
additional security is provided by the Aniwhenua
connection to the 110kV. Two potential line routes are
available.

Install new transformers with larger tap
ranges

The existing transformers have an extended range tap
changers. All four transformers are not due for
replacement and there is no load constraint to force
replacement.

Voltage regulator and/or capacitive support
for the Snake Hill feeder

These devices will correct the line losses to enable the
Galatea and Kaingaroa transformer voltage regulators to
work within their ranges.
Estimated costs are similar to a new line build without
the benefits of reduced line losses and reliability.

Non - Network Options:
Demand Management

This is a short-term alternative. Peak load is in summer
due to irrigation, which is normally run at night so load
demand management will have minimal effectiveness.

Generation support

Good alternative. Capital and running costs are high.
Portable generation could be located in Galatea for the
four months of peak load periods. There would be a high
annual cost for standby generation.

Preferred Option:
A full study is yet to be completed but at present the new 33kV line option is preferred.

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$1M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
Deferred - To be scheduled
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Project Name:
Various - Kope Zone Substation off-loading projects

Project Driver: System Security / Asset Renewal
This project involves installing high capacity distribution feeders between Kope, Station Road and the
proposed Gateway and CBD Zone substations.
The load management plan for the highly loaded Kope substation is to re-distribute the loads between
the adjacent substations, by providing high capacity tie feeders between the substations to provide
inter-substation support. This allows single transformer substations to be constructed that are supported
by adjoining substations at 11kV.

Network Options:
Upgrade various 11kV feeders

Feeders are existing. Certain sections require
upgrading to enable additional load to be carried for
cross supporting substations.

Construct all new substations as dual
transformer substations

This creates a number of physically large substation
sites, with redundant assets solely for back up
purposes.

Install express feeders between substations

This is an ideal solution to maximise load transfer
between substations and will be used when new
feeders are able to be run. For existing feeders, it is
more economical to use the existing cables and accept
the distribution of load along the feeder.

Non - Network Options:
Install feeder automation to enable dynamic
load switching

A good option that allows loads to be dynamically
switched as required balancing substation peak loads,
especially providing an ability to mix commercial and
domestic loads.

Share loading between adjacent substations

This is the preferred option and is actively being
implemented.

Preferred Option:
Continue the option of installing high capacity feeders between substations to dynamically share
loads with adjacent substations.

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
Various

Projected Implementation Year:
Ongoing
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Project Name:
Ohope 11kV indoor conversion

Project Driver: System Growth / Asset Renewal
The project is mainly to install indoor 11kV circuit breakers for Ohope and increase the number of
feeders to four feeders.
Ohope currently has two feeders. Both feeders have a significant number of ICP’s and consequently
accrue a significant level of SAIDI impact during faults. Works are being completed to add more backup
reinforcement to Harbour feeder. Once the Harbour loop cabling is complete this will be split into a third
feeder, with a fourth feeder being the Cheddar Valley rural feeder.
Whilst a good solution for the existing system configuration, replacing the transformer will introduce a
requirement for more sophisticated transformer differential protection and reverse flow protection
schemes, and the additional benefits of more feeders justifies an 11kV expansion.
The preferred option is the prefabricated solution as installed in Galatea substation.

Network Options:
Install an indoor 11kV switch room

Using the existing Galatea design pattern and
construction

Install outdoor CB’s

Since the area is coastal, and equipment suffers
corrosion issues. Outdoor CB’s requires an extensive
bus structure system.

Non - Network Options:
Do nothing

Preferred Option:
Yet to be determined

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$1.1M ± 20%

Projected Implementation Year:
To be scheduled

Does not address the large number of customers per
feeder.
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Project Name:
Galatea Load Control Plant replacement

Project Driver: Asset Renewal
Retire obsolete load control plant and implement non-ripple control methods to control street lighting.
The Ripple plant is a rotating plant with 750hz control and 40 years old. Currently, there is no
economic justification for replacing the plant to control the smaller number of consumers.

Network Options:
Replace load control plant with 317 Hz plant

Requires replacement of all control relays.

Load control spill from Edgecumbe at 33kV

Load is not always connected to Edgecumbe

Relocate plant from Kawerau or Waiotahi
once these are replaced

A viable option that uses the redundant plant.
Kawerau and Waiotahi plants would provide sufficient
spares to keep the plant running for a reasonable
time.

Non - Network Options:
Install smart meters

Do Nothing

Requires replacement of all relays.
Technically complex.
Requires extensive communications infrastructure.
Additional benefits include point of use metering and
remote disconnect-reconnect operations.
Has to be driven by retailers.
Allow the plant to run to failure and not replace.
Requires a method of controlling street lighting to be
implemented.

Preferred Option:
The feasibility study in 2013 considers the amount of switchable load but doesn’t justify the capital
expenditure required to replace the ripple plant and load control relays, so the preferred option is to
run the ripple plant to failure.
A consequential project is to install local daylight sensors on the street lighting to remove the
streetlight control from the ripple control plant then allow the ripple plant to run to failure. Using
redundant plant is also an option once these plants are replaced.

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$0.1M ± 20%

Projected Implementation Year:
Deferred - Run to failure
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Project Name:
Installing a 4th Pole top repeater - DMR radio installation

Project Driver: Asset Renewal
The project is mainly to install a 4th pole top repeater to provide additional coverage in Plains area.
The number of installed pole top devices is predicted to reach the bandwidth limits of the existing
repeater covering the Plains region.

Network Options:
Install repeater at existing sites either at
Manawahe or Plains substation or another
suitable site

Economic to do as infrastructure exists for connection
to existing IP network.
Part of an existing ring communications circuit.

Option of VHF vs HF or UHF repeater

Changing the repeater frequency will require different
radios than currently employed in Pole top
applications.
Digital radios at higher frequencies provides capability
of IP connectivity to Pole top devices.
UHF requires line of sight to repeaters so this option
will likely have more black areas.

Non - Network Options:
Reduce the Pole top devices data polling
interval

Introduces more time lag delays into the information
gathering required for smart network implementation.

Preferred Option:
Implementation of Digital UHF

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$0.09M - $0.25M

Projected Implementation Year:
Deferred - Pending further detailed investigations - Estimated schedule between 2024-2026
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Project Name:
Manawahe, Herepuru Road and Pikowai Road feeders Tie

Project Driver: Asset Renewal
Install a tie line to combine Manawahe, Herepuru Road and Pikowai Road feeders as Manawahe
feeder is a long spur line without any reinforcement connections.

Network Options:
Install a new tie line with a length of 5.2km

Enables meshing of 10km of rural feeder.
Somewhat rugged terrain.
Existing plantation forestry but due to be cleared
soon.

Non - Network Options:
Install Generation

Do Nothing

Preferred Option:
Yet to be engineered

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$0.2M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2023

Good alternative for planned maintenance but unless
installed permanently not viable for quick restoration
during faults.
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Project Name:
Replace Station Road substation’s GEC switchboard

Project Driver: Asset Renewal
Replace 11kV nine panel switchboard
Switchboard is under consideration for risk mitigation over a number of safety issues;
• Bus fault withstand rating may be too low for the 11kV bus fault current; (there is ambiguous data
concerning the fault withstand rating);
• No arc containment or flash protection on the front side of the switchboard for Operators;
• Instances recorded in the UK with early failure of boards manufactured between1980-1990 circuit
breaker resin housing failing, with rapid degradation if potential discharge starts occurring;
• Control box needs to be replaced if any protection is replaced or arc flash detection equipment
is installed

•
•
•

Picture showing failure of a UK switchboard
Issues with control components and auxiliary systems
Protection relays approaching end of life.

Network Options:
Replace switchboard

Replace with modern switchboard

Upgrade circuit breakers to IEC90439 200

Replace circuit breakers only by re-using busbars

Protection upgrades

Install arc flash and high-speed protection, and
remote operation switches

Non - Network Options:
Do Nothing

Preferred Option:
Yet to be engineered

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$0.88M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2027

Full assessment of risk vs benefits to be completed.
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Project Name:
Replace Station Road substation’sT1 and T2

Project Driver: Asset Renewal
These Transformers were manufactured in 1966 and will be 55years old by the scheduled
replacement date. Occasionally, peak loads exceed the firm capacity of the substation.

Network Options:
Replace transformers

Transformers between 16 to 20 MVA are appropriate
sizes. Options to reduce to one transformer and strengthen
ties to Kope and proposed CBD/Gateway substations to
provide load back-up are also considered.

Non - Network Options:
Delay

Preferred Option:
Yet to be engineered

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$1.2M ± 20% for each Transformer bank

Projected Implementation Year:
2027-28

Transformer replacement can be deferred to fit labour or
cash flow requirements as there are no immediate
conditions requiring urgent action
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Project Name:
Hawai Zone Substation

Project Driver: Reliability Safety Environment (RSE) - Quality of Supply
This will be a basic zone substation construction and installation of the Te Kaha line that will provide
an alternative supply to assist with mitigating the high SAIDI impact of faults on the Coast feeder. The
major contributing factor to the high SAIDI impact is the terrain and location of the line away from the
road which increases the fault-finding times. The feeder has 585 connected ICP’s and of this more
than 90% are on a spur, therefore all customers downstream of the fault can be without power until
repairs are completed.

Network Options:
Additional segmentation with SCADA
controlled devices

Although additional devices with fault indication will
decrease the fault-finding time, it will not address the repair
time for downstream customers.

Non - Network Options:
Do nothing

Historically a fault on this part of the Factory feeder (now
Coast feeder) recorded SAIDI above 5 minutes. This is a
minimum of 3% of our annual SAIDI target.

Preferred Option:
Basic zone substation, similar to Waiohau Substation and supplied at 33kV from Te Kaha line

Estimated Cost/Accuracy:
$0.62M ± 30%

Projected Implementation Year:
2022
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16 Appendix F – Planned Projects 2020-2021

1056

Opotiki- 11kV line- 50kV to Opotiki sub (2000m)

33kV Infrastructure

2020

Project
Cost
(000)
$269

1056

Opotiki-50kV line Opotiki sub to 50kV- 2000m

33kV Infrastructure

2020

$269

1056

Relocate WTH T5 to Opotiki to supply Te Kaha

Zone substations

2020

$237

1338

Kaingaroa upgrade 11kV protection

Zone substations

2020

$241

1417

SS DDO replacement program Y8

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$57

1419

Replace ABS 454 with Sectos (Risk 15.87625)

ABS Replacements

2020

$19

1419

ABS Replacements

2020

$17

ABS Replacements

2020

$17

ABS Replacements

2020

$17

ABS Replacements

2020

$17

1621

ABS 808 51 Dip Rd Opotiki to Sectos (Risk 17.16)
Replace ABS 612 with a Sectos Switch on a J type s (Risk
16.76)
Replace ABS 822 with a Sectos Switch (Risk 21.28)
Replace ABS 297 with a Sectos Switch on a J type s (Risk
15.14)
RMC1 Automate

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$44

1709

Fonterra YSF6 CB replace- BM32, BM42

Zone Substations

2020

$97

1718

Fit earth position feedback switch and interlock- 9 CB

Zone substations

2020

$30

1718

Fit earth position feedback switch and interlock- 6 CB

Zone substations

2020

$25

1720

East Bank Switchboard Arc Flash Protection

Zone substations

2020

$45

1733

Fault indicators Year 1
Kawerau Lines refurbishments - ABS 518-519-517-681
Onslow-River Rd to CCC-CFCC

2020

$30

2020

$337

2020

$319

2020

$25

Project
Number

1419
1419
1419

Project Name

Area

Year
Start

1743

UG PMTX 33036 & 33038 Opotiki

1752

Metering of large transformers Y3

11kV Infrastructure
Undergrounding
Projects
Undergrounding
Projects
11kV Infrastructure

1770

Replace RMC69 Fonterra- 2CB, 2 cable switches

11KV Infrastructure

2020

$104

1773

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Kawerau Fdr

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$46

1774

HDBC/ Galv line replacement Onepu

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$75

1775

HDBC/ Galv line replacement Plateau

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$19

1780

Fit Arc Flash Protection to Plains Substation circuit breakers x9

Zone Substations

2020

$60

1783

Te Kaha Reliability Project (Battery + PV) Y1

Reliability Projects

2020

$344

1786

Ohope- Install new 33kV Recloser

Zone substations

2020

$103

1787

Ohope- Upgrade T1 REF Protection

Zone substations

2020

$67

1788

Lines upgrades - Mt Putauaki 11kv pole replacement

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$54

1790

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y1

Sub transmission

2020

$387

1796

Station Rd VMX switchgear-Install arc flash detection

Zone substations

2020

$69

1802

Underground Awaroa feeder extension

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$343

1804

LT end of run earthing project Y4
25M053-Edgecumbe replace with ground mount 200KVA (Risk
- 17.94)
Kawerau- River Road-RMC77 to Pole P18655- Cable
replacement- 190m
Kawerau-Fenton Mill-RMC153-RMC62 XLPE cable replace330m
20A004 Replace 150KVA Groundmount (Risk - 16.9125)

Earthing

2020

$154

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$37

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$46

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$72

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$39

1742

1807
1809
1810
1813
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1815

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

2020

Project
Cost
(000)
$90

1821

Replace ABS775 on Matahina Rd with CB (Risk 12.60875)

Reliability

2020

$48

1826

New CB beyond 27P020

Reliability

2020

$48

1827

Reliability

2020

$48

Reliability

2020

$16

1831

New CB on Taneatua feeder between ABS504 and 539
Relocate OH78 and OH79 controllers indoor and power CB off
Ohope house batteries
Install fuse saver at ABS1447-

Reliability

2020

$13

1833

Install CB at Tirohanga

Reliability

2020

$48

1846

Network Non-standard DDO replacement program Y1

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$82

1847

LV-SSC Harrison Rd Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$83

1848

LV-SSC Apanui Rd and Matchitt Rd Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$143

1849

LV-SSC Waioeka Pa Rd Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$51

1850

Ruatoki Bulk approval Links 1298 to EOL - Ruatoki Valley Road

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$100

1851

Ruatoki Bulk approval

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$214

1852

LV-SSC Warrington Rd Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$123

1853

Replace RMC13

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$53

1854

Replace RMC16

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$53

1855

Replacing ENTEC controllers Y1 of 3

Reliability

2020

$139

1856

Replace SEL switches with Ruggedcom ICCP Plains

Communications

2020

$19

1857

SCADA ICCP upgrade

Communications

2020

$50

1858

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

2020

$402

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$121

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$327

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$207

11kV Infrastructure

2020

$177

Zone substations

2021

$215

Sub transmission

2021

$331

1417

Opotiki Substation Development -Consenting & 110 line design
Te Rahu Central and Te Rahu North Structure Re-configuration
& Maintenance
SS DDO replacement program Y9

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$57

1419

Replace ABS 567 with a Sectos Switch (Risk 14.19)

ABS Replacements

2021

$18

1419

Replace ABS 771 with a Sectos Switch (Risk 12.76)

ABS Replacements

2021

$17

1419

Replace ABS 920 with a Sectos Switch (Risk 13.09)

ABS Replacements

2021

$17

1419

Replace ABS 738 with a Sectos Switch (Risk 14.43)

ABS Replacements

2021

$23

1419

Replace ABS 561 with a Sectos (Risk 11.12375)

ABS Replacements

2021

$17

1419

Replace ABS 778 with Sectos (Risk 12.485)

ABS Replacements

2021

$17

1419

Replace ABS 417 with Sectos (Risk 12.485)

ABS Replacements

2021

$27

1419

ABS replacements

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$55

1594

RWBSRS-Stage 6- Replace RMC8

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$70

1709

Fonterra YSF6 CB replace- BM52, BM62

Zone Substations

2021

$95

Project
Number

1830

1859
1860
1861
1862
1056
1368

Project Name

33O046-Richard st Opotiki replace with ground mount 300KVA
(Risk 16.39)
ABS 385-342-28M93-upgrade 28M94 King St Whakatane
(Risk for 28M094 - 25.415)
Lines upgrades - Lines upgrade Install new CCCC pole
replacement
Lines upgrades - Onepu Feeder OH to UG - P26768 to P26771

Area

Year
Start
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Project Name

Area

Year
Start

Project
Cost
(000)

2021

$44

2021

$25

1743

Opotiki undergrounding 2021

1752

Metering of large transformers Y4

Undergrounding
Projects
11kV Infrastructure

1783

Te Kaha Reliability Project (Battery + PV) Y2

Reliability Projects

2021

$684

1798

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Factory

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$309

1818

Modify feeder Earth fault settings; Install SEF cards

Reliability

2021

$12

1819

Replace sect 9032 with CB

Reliability

2021

$37

1820

Install CB on Jolly Road feeder; remove SECT9022

Reliability

2021

$48

1823

Fuse spur line pole 11099 to 28M015

Reliability

2021

$5

1824

Fuse spur line to Otarawaiere

Reliability

2021

$5

1828

CB on Huina Rd

Reliability

2021

$48

1832

Install CB at ABS2402 Woodlands Rd

Reliability

2021

$48

1834

Replace CB1352 Waioeke SWER

Reliability

2021

$20

1835

Replace CB1353 Waioeke SWER

Reliability

2021

$20

1836

Replace CB1356 Toatoa SWER

Reliability

2021

$20

1837

New CB at abs 883 Otara Road

Reliability

2021

$48

1838

New CB Clark Cross Road- Waioeka road by pole 18672

Reliability

2021

$48

1839

New CB at ABS882 and move tie point from ABS1205 to 2172

Reliability

2021

$48

1846

Network Non-standard DDO replacement program Y2

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$86

1858

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

2021

$402

1863

Power supply Relliance- Solar

Communications

2021

$21

1864

LV-SSC Otara Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$338

1865

Eastern Zone Voice Radio Coverage improvement

Communications

2021

$49

1866

Te Rahu South /WBM South Structures reconfigure

Sub transmission

2021

$288

1867

MAG 2K1T 27L012 Replacement (Risk 13.9425)

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$82

1868

MAG 1K1T 28M021 Replacement (Risk 13.365)

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$82

1869

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$110

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$44

1871

RTE 28M073 Replacement (Risk 12.375)
33O039-Buchanan St Opotiki replace with ground mount
300KVA (Risk 17.38)
Upgrade 25M142 Fonterra - 1MVA to 1.5MVA (Risk 11.0825)

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$99

1872

Upgrade 25M143 Fonterra - 1MVA to 1.5MVA (Risk 3.04)

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$99

1873

Ohope-Refurbish 2nd Transformer

Zone substations

2021

$86

1874

Replace RMC30

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$225

1875

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$272

1876

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$135

1877

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y3

Sub transmission

2021

$387

1878

ABS-Sectos upgrade - LV modification

ABS Replacements

2021

$22

1879

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Opotiki

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$62

1880

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Hospital

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$89

1881

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Te Kaha

11kV Infrastructure

2021

$6

1882

Public safety undergrounding projects Y3

Public Safety

2021

$77

1883

LT end of run earthing project Y5

Earthing

2021

$154

1870
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17 Appendix G – Proposed Major Projects 2022-2030
Year
Start
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Projects >$250,000 2022-2030

Area

Project Cost
(000)

Opotiki-Enabling works Opotiki feeder

Zone Substations

$296

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Awakeri

11kV Infrastructure

$652

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Manawahe

11kV Infrastructure

$611

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Hawai Zone Substation

Zone Substations

$618

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$435

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y4

Sub transmission

$387

Bridge St Edgecumbe Upgrade- to pole 12915

11kV Infrastructure

$316

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Te Teko Year 1

11kV Infrastructure

$661

Upgrade Poroporo feeder Dog sections -3.4kM

Sub transmission

$283

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$936

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y5

Sub transmission

$387

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Te Teko Year 2

11kV Infrastructure

$661

Waiotahi- Load control Plant upgrade

11kV Infrastructure

$262

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Hillcrest 16mm Cable Upgrade 492m

11kV Infrastructure

$261

WBMS 33kV Sub Transmission Capacity Upgrade

Sub transmission

$576

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$544

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$305

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y6

Sub transmission

$387

Kope T1 Replacement

Zone substations

$1195

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

LV cable replacements

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$544

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$304

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y7

Sub transmission

$387

Opotiki 33kV T1 Transformer

33kV Infrastructure

$1198

Opotiki -33kV circuit breakers

33kV Infrastructure

$794

Ohope T1 Replacement

Zone Substations

$528

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Kaingaroa- Upgrade 11kV ring main

Zone Substations

$259

Replace SEL 351A relays (7)

Zone Substations

$284

LV cable replacements

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$544

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$416

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

$314
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Projects >$250,000 2022-2030
Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y8

2028

2029

2030

Area

Project Cost
(000)
$387

Asset renewals - High priority

Sub transmission
Undergrounding
Projects
Asset Replacements

Station Road Replace T1

Zone Substations

$1348

Whakatane CBD Substation Land Purchase & prelim Engr

Sub transmission

$269

LV cable replacements

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$544

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$336

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

$359

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y9
River Road HV and LV Undergrounding (Phase 2: Waterhouse
Street to RMC268)
Asset renewals - High priority

Sub transmission
Undergrounding
Projects
Asset Replacements

$387

Second Plains Transformer

Zone Substations

$1450

Express 33 kV Cable Gateway to CBD-4.25km

11kV Infrastructure

$1169

Manawahe Feeder upgrade to 33kV Y1

Sub transmission

$390

Station Road Replace T2

Zone Substations

$1348

Whakatane CBD Substation Y1

Sub transmission

$738

LV cable replacements

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$936

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$261

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

$269

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y10
River Road HV and LV Undergrounding (Phase 3: RMC268 to
Tarawera High School/Forsaith St P18594)
Gateway-33kV development & integration to CHH Y1

Sub transmission
Undergrounding
Projects
Sub transmission

$387

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Manawahe Feeder upgrade to 33kV Y2

Sub transmission

$390

2nd 33kV line to Ohope (8.7km)

Sub transmission

$891

Whakatane CBD Substation Y2
Radio Repeaters Replacement-Pukehokeo, Putauaki,
Commerce st
LV cable replacements

Sub transmission

$2192

Communications

$748

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$936

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$416

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure

$359

Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y11

Sub transmission

$387

Opotiki 33kV T2 Transformer

33kV Infrastructure

$948

Gateway-33kV development & integration to CHH Y2

Sub transmission

$1323

Asset renewals - High priority

Asset Replacements

$402

Alexander Avenue HV and LV undergrounding
2027

G-2

$391
$402

$354
$402

$289
$853
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Projects >$250,000 2022-2030

G-3

Area

Project Cost
(000)

Mobile 33/11kV Substation

11kV Infrastructure

$1584

Gateway 11kV development

11kV Infrastructure

$1270

LV cable replacements

400V Infrastructure

$383

Lines replacements

11kV Infrastructure

$1082

Distribution Transformer Replacements- unplanned

11kV Infrastructure

$416

Lines upgrades

11kV Infrastructure

$2074

Distribution Transformer Replacements- planned

11kV Infrastructure
Undergrounding
Projects
Undergrounding
Projects

$269

Onslow Street (River Road to Halls Street)
Onslow Street (River Road to Halls Street)

$401
$401
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18 Appendix H - Projects Review - Changes to Planned Projects
(>$200k) since 2019
ID

Updated
Start year

Previous
Start year

785.8

2020

2019

Opotiki- 11kV line- 50kV to Opotiki sub (2000m)

Deferred

785.9

2020

2016

Relocate WTH T5 to Opotiki to supply Te Kaha

Revived

785.16

2020

2019

Opotiki-50kV line Opotiki sub to 50kV- 2000m

Deferred

1752

2020

2019

Underground Awaroa feeder extension

Deferred

1804

2020

2019

Te Kaha Reliability Project (Battery + PV) Y1

Deferred

1879

2020

0

Ruatoki Bulk approval

New

509

2020

2018

Deferred

404

2020

2019

417

2020

2019

1884

2020

0

1866

2020

0

1744

2020

2018

Kaingaroa upgrade 11kV protection
Kawerau Lines refurbishments - ABS 518-519-517-681 OnslowRiver Rd to CCC-CFCC
UG PMTX 33036 & 33038 Opotiki
ABS 385-342-28M93-upgrade 28M94 King St Whakatane (Risk for
28M094 - 25.415)
Lines upgrades - Lines upgrade Install new CCCC pole
replacement
Te Kaha 50kV Lines replacements and renewals Y1

785.4

2021

2020

Opotiki Substation Development -Consenting & 110 line design

Deferred

1011

2021

2020

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Factory

Deferred

1805

2021

2020

Te Kaha Reliability Project (Battery + PV) Y2

Deferred

1882

2021

0

LV-SSC Otara Opotiki

New

785

2021

0

Te Rahu South /WBM South Structures reconfigure

New

1046.3

2021

0

Replace RMC30

New

785.7

2022

2030

Opotiki-Enabling works Opotiki feeder

Advanced

998

2022

2020

HDBC/ Galv line replacement -Awakeri

Deferred

1847

2022

0

Main Street RMC286 to P12996 HV and LV Undergrounding

New

1807

2023

0

Bridge St Edgecumbe Upgrade- to pole 12915

New

467

2024

2023

Waiotahi- Load control Plant upgrade

Deferred

761

2024

2020

Hillcrest 16mm Cable Upgrade 492m

Deferred

75

2024

2022

WBMS 33kV Sub Transmission Capacity Upgrade

Deferred

1844

2024

0

James Street P10172 to P10743 HV and LV Undergrounding

New

1806

2025

0

New

1845

2025

0

Project Name

Status

Deferred
Deferred
New
New
Deferred

30

2026

2022

Waiotahi 11kV Indoor conversion
River Road HV and LV Undergrounding (Phase 1: Ward Street to
Waterhouse Street)
Kope/SR/Gateway11kV distribution tie points automation Y1

718

2026

2022

Kaingaroa- Upgrade 11kV ring main

Deferred

1841

2026

0

Alexander Avenue HV and LV undergrounding

New

740

2027

0

Manawahe-McIvor Rd tie line Stage 3

New

1043

2027

2038

Station Road- Replace GEC switchboard

Advanced

New
Deferred

30

2027

2022

Kope/SR/Gateway11kV distribution tie points automation Y2

Deferred

778

2027

2023

Deferred

1845

2027

0

Station Road Replace T1
River Road HV and LV Undergrounding (Phase 2: Waterhouse
Street to RMC268)

New
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ID

Updated
Start year

Previous
Start year

785.9

2028

2016

Opotiki Feeder 33kV conversion

Revived

779

2028

2024

Deferred

1845

2028

0

785.11

2029

2016

Station Road Replace T2
River Road HV and LV Undergrounding (Phase 3: RMC268 to
Tarawera High School/Forsaith St P18594)
Opotiki-Waioeka Rd to Opotiki 33kV cable 860m

1848

2030

0

Onslow Street (River Road to Halls Street)

New

769

2031

2030

East Bank T1 Replacement

Deferred

953

2041

2027

Underground Pohutukawa feeder Stage 1a

Deferred

954

2042

2028

Underground Pohutukawa feeder Stage 2a

Deferred

955

2043

2029

Underground Pohutukawa feeder Stage 2b

Deferred

946

2044

2030

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 1a

Deferred

947

2045

2031

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 1b

Deferred

948

2046

2032

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 2a

Deferred

949

2047

2033

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 2b

Deferred

950

2048

2034

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 3a

Deferred

951

2049

2035

Underground Harbour feeder Stage 3b

Deferred

Project Name

Status

New
Revived
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